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Preface

This year marks the sixtieth anniversary of the founding of the Bank of Korea. For sixty
years, the Bank of Korea has done its utmost to contribute to development of the Korean
economy, through various stages of growth, to its present level. Through its proactive monetary
and credit policies, the Bank of Korea has repeatedly striven to bring the Korean economy quickly
on a stable growth in the aftermath of the catastrophe of the Korean War, which broke out soon
after its establishment, and economic setback including the twin oil shocks of the 1970s, the late
1990s currency crisis, and the recent global financial crisis. When Korea attained membership in
the International Monetary Fund and the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development in 1955, its per capita gross national income was a mere 65 U.S. dollars. The Bank of Korea
helped greatly in the country's escaping the shackles of impoverishment and achieving truly
remarkable economic growth, as evinced now by its assumption of the position of G-20 chair in
2010.
In order for the Korean economy to now join the ranks of the advanced economies in the
years ahead, successful tackling of many challenges is imperative. In the wake of the recent global
financial crisis the world economy is now seeking a new paradigm, and Korea must cope with
these circumstances in a proactive manner. It should play a leading role in coordinating the
opinions of industrialized nations and emerging market countries and forging a consensus within
the framework of international cooperation. Cementing the foundation for a stable macro
economy and increasing growth potential are also crucial in grappling with the rising uncertainties
in the global economy, including fiscal deterioration of major industrialized countries. In
consideration of such economic conditions at home and abroad, the Bank of Korea, as a central
bank charged with leading development of its national economy, now carries a heavier
responsibility than at any other time in its history.
On the occasion of the sixtieth anniversary of the founding of the Bank of Korea, we are
proud to publish The Bank of Korea: A Sixty-Year History, to look back over the course of
development of the Korean economy and the Bank of Korea during the past sixty years, and to
brace ourselves for whatever challenges the future may hold. It is hoped that this work will be of
significant help in broadening the understanding of the history of Korea's central banking system
as well as the country's monetary and credit policies. I would like, finally, to very sincerely thank
all those involved in its publication.
Seoul, October 2010
Choongsoo Kim
Governor, the Bank of Korea
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1.1

Central Banking System before
Foundation

A

modern central banking system was introduced to Korea when the former Bank
of Korea was established in November 1909. With the opening to the West in

the late 19th century came an inflow of foreign coins that threw the nation’s currency
order into confusion. Under such conditions, Chosun, as Korea was then called from the
ruling dynasty, managed to initiate currency reform by establishing a Mint Office in 1883
and issuing new coins. It did not, however, attempt to introduce a central banking system.
When Japan, which at the time wielded increasing political and economic clout in Korea,
issued banknotes in Korea through Dai-Ichi Bank, a private Japanese commercial bank,
the Daehan Jeguk (Great Korean Empire) promulgated a Cntral Bank Ordinance in 1903
to tackle the situation and promoted the establishment of a central bank. In accordance
with the ordinance, the necessary ordinances and articles of incorporation were devised
to set up a central bank in the form of a joint stock company named the Daehan Central
Bank, with Sang-Hoon Shim and Yong-Ick Lee appointed as its Governor and Deputy
Governor, respectively. Japanese intervention prevented it from being established,
however. Japan, which had deprived Chosun of its economic sovereignty following the
Russo-Japanese War in 1904, subsequently changed its stance and pushed for the
establishment of a central bank ahead of its impending annexation of Chosun. Against
this backdrop, the former Bank of Korea was set up under the ordinance. With Japanese
executives in charge, the former Bank of Korea took over the issue of banknotes and
management of the National Treasury, duties previously performed by Dai-Ichi Bank.
The former Bank of Korea was changed as the Bank of Chosun on August 15, 1911,
after Japan enacted and promulgated the Bank of Chosun Act in March 1911 following its
annexation of Korea. However, this change only reflects the fact that use of the name
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| Graphic representation of main building of stone construction

“Korea” was prohibited after Japanese annexation, and that the nominal authority for
central bank supervision was transferred from the Daehan Jeguk government to the
Japanese Government-General of Chosun. The Bank of Chosun was identical in nature to
the previous Bank of Korea, as evidenced by the facts that the Bank of Chosun retained
the officers and employees of the former Bank of Korea, that the date of incorporation of
the Bank of Chosun was retroactively set at that of the former Bank of Korea, and that
acts performed by the former Bank of Korea were deemed to be those conducted by the
Bank of Chosun. Just like the former Bank of Korea, the Bank of Chosun concurrently
engaged in selected central bank functions including issuance of banknotes and
management of the National Treasury, as well as in commercial banking affairs such as
receiving deposits and disbursing loans. It also acted as war chest of the Japanese militant
government for procuring the funds for invasion of the Asian continent. During the
Pacific War, in particular, the Bank of Chosun heedlessly issued banknotes to underwrite
Japanese government bonds and extend loans to its defense industry. Such moves resulted
in serious inflation in Korea after it gained independence from Japanese colonial rule.
After Liberation, the Korean economy fell into severe disorder. Japan’s withdrawal
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left the key industrial facilities once run by Japan inoperative. Moreover, the subsequent
division of Korea caused the complementary economic system between South and North
Korea to collapse, disrupting production. In terms of demand, consumption south of the
38th parallel expanded sharply, for reasons such as inflows of North Korean refugees and
overseas returnees, and disintegration of the wartime economy.
The United States Army Military Government in Korea (USAMGIK) and the
Interim Government of Korea had no alternative but to increase the issuance of money,
since it was in practice very difficult to secure financial resources through tax collection.
Due to a lack of efficient financial schemes and government organization at the time,
excessive lending by financial institutions was not effectively controlled. To break out of
such economic turmoil, it was urgently needed to achieve fiscal equilibrium and curb
inflation through control of the money and credit supply. There thus came a growing
need to establish, as early as possible, a central bank that could exert firm control over
monetary and credit policy.
Amid the economic mayhem following Liberation, the existing rights and duties of
the Bank of Chosun, such as issuance of banknotes, management of the National Treasury
and provision of loans, were recognized without modification in accordance with
USAMGIK Ordinance No. 21. There were some changes, however, in terms of its
organization and manpower. On September 8, 1945, U.S. forces stationed in Seoul
dismissed the Japanese Governor of the Bank of Chosun and closed all of its branches in
Japan at one and the same time. In November of that same year, the U.S. military
discharged all Japanese executive officers from the bank and appointed Koreans in their
places.
The bank’s functions changed in some respects. At the time of Liberation, Japanese
and Taiwanese banknotes, Japanese military notes and the like circulated as currencies, in
addition to Bank of Chosun banknotes. Of these auxiliary currencies, the circulation of
Japanese military notes was prohibited on September 7, 1945, immediately after Korea
regained independence. The circulation of Japanese and Taiwanese banknotes continued
until February 21, 1946. Six months after Liberation, the Bank of Chosun emerged as the
sole issuer of legal tender south of the 38th parallel. In addition, the Chosun Foreign
Exchange Bank, which the USAMGIK had set up on June 16, 1947 for the purpose of
promoting foreign trade and facilitating foreign exchange control, was transferred to the
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government of the Republic of Korea. In February 1949, the President of the country
instructed that the Governor and executive officers of the Bank of Chosun serve
concurrently as governor and executive officers of the Chosun Foreign Exchange Bank. As
a result, the Bank of Chosun became in practice the only foreign exchange bank in the
country.
Despite such changes in organization, human resources and functions, the Bank of
Chosun still engaged in commercial banking business, in competition with other banking
institutions. It was furthermore modeled after the Bank of Japan and the German
Reichsbank, both of which had focused on assisting their governments in financing war
expenditures to achieve imperialist goals. This imposed limitations on the ability of the
authorities concerned to revive the ailing economy. Even after Korea was freed from
Japanese rule, finance-related laws enacted during the Japanese occupation remained in
effect. Among such laws were the Bank of Chosun Act, the Chosun Industrial Bank
Ordinance the Bank Ordinance, and the Savings Bank Ordinance. In addition,
administrative orders and circulars promulgated by the USAMGIK and the new Korean
government lacked unity and consistency, leaving the country’s financial legal system in
disarray. Accordingly, the establishment of a new central bank based on enactment of a
central bank act emerged as a pending challenge to embodying the spirit underlying the
foundation of the Republic of Korea, to renewing the existing financial system in such a
way as to correspond to the realities of the Korean economy, and to building a sound and
sustainable financial system.
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1.2

Foundation of the Bank of Korea

A

gainst the backdrop of the political and economic situation described above,
lively discussions on reorganization of the central banking system were going

on among the Bank of Chosun, financial institutions, political parties and social
organizations. In particular, after Liberation, the Bank of Chosun, which had handled
matters such as banknote issuance, rediscounts and the lending of fiscal funds under the
Japanese occupancy, became embroiled in a controversy over “vested properties.” Taking a
keen interest in its transformation into a new central bank, the Bank of Chosun conducted active research into ways of reforming the central banking system.
As a result, in April 1947, the bank unveiled its vision of establishing a central bank
by announcing its General Principles for the Foundation of the Central Bank. Later, the
Bank of Chosun appointed an internal Special Research Committee to research other
countries’ central banking systems as it moved closer toward formulating a Central Bank
Act. In late 1948, it prepared a draft Central Bank Act, which it submitted to the
government and the National Assembly of Korea, as well as to the Economic Cooperation
Administration (ECA) of the United States.
Upon the Bank of Chosun’s announcement of its General Principles for the
Foundation of the Central Bank, the Interim Government set up the Financial Law
Research Committee at the Ministry of Finance in March 1948. This marked the official
launch of efforts to enact the Central Bank Act. The government also prepared a draft
General Principles of Financial Laws. In late 1948, the Ministry of Finance organized a
Financial Committee to review the proposal by the Bank of Chosun. The Ministry also
embarked on an initiative to independently formulate a government bill, which was
completed in early 1949.
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A large gap, however, remained between the Bank of Chosun and the government
regarding their visions of a new central bank. The Bank of Chosun called for the
introduction of a Western-style central banking system, in the belief that a central bank’s
subordination to the government could compromise its public credibility because the
bank would concentrate on delivering fiscal convenience to the government. Research
materials from its Research Department, which provided the basis for the General
Principles for the Foundation of the Central Bank and the draft Central Bank Act
prepared by the Bank of Chosun, suggested as a means of guaranteeing the central bank’s
independence an ownership structure in the form of a joint stock company to which the
government, financial institutions and the private sector subscribe, and the installation of
a Monetary Council as its policymaking body.
The government in contrast attempted to institutionalize subordination of the
central bank under its control. The government had envisioned a government-led
planned economy to facilitate economic reconstruction after Liberation. To finance fiscal
expenditures, however, it depended heavily on borrowings from the central bank rather
than tax revenues, due to the sluggishness of production activities and the
underdeveloped public finance system. Under these circumstances, the government
prepared its own draft Central Bank Act, modeled on the Bank of Japan Act that the
Japanese government had revised in 1942 to exploit the Bank of Japan’s authority to issue
banknotes to meet the cost of the war. This government draft Central Bank Act included
such details as recognizing central bank employees as government officials; granting the
Minister of Finance the authority to appoint and dismiss the central bank executives;
incorporating the provision of unsecured loans to the government and the underwriting
of government bonds within the scope of its functions; and empowering the minister of
finance to determine ceilings on banknote issuance.
At around this time, the Bank of Japan Act was revised in April 1949, at the initiative
of Joseph Dodge, the former Chairman of the Detroit Bank and then economic advisor to
the General Headquarters of Allied Forces. In order to increase the Bank of Japan’s
autonomy, Policy Committee was installed under the Act as its highest decision-making
body. Part of the authority originally held by the Japanese Ministry of Finance regarding
financial policies was also transferred to the Bank of Japan.
Against this backdrop, the Korean government and the Bank of Chosun reached a
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consensus that it was necessary to invite international
financial experts to examine the government’s central
bank bill before submitting it to the National Assembly. At the proposal of the ECA, the Minister of Finance requested in June 1949 that the Board of Governors
of the Federal Reserve System send experts to Korea. In
response, in September 1949, the Federal Reserve
Board dispatched Arthur I. Bloomfield (chief economist of the Balance of Payments Division), a prominent authority in financial theory and John P. Jensen
| Recommendation Regarding Central
Banking Reform in Korea

(assistant chief of the Auditing Division) from the
Federal Reserve Bank of New York. The Federal Reserve Board had been sending staff to countries including
Paraguay, Guatemala, the Dominican Republic, the
Philippines and Sri Lanka since 1943, to support their
monetary and banking reforms. The dispatch of two
experts to Korea was thus in line with this trend.
Bloomfield and Jensen studied and analyzed
Korea's financial system and economic conditions for
about five months, in cooperation with related bodies
including the Bank of Chosun, referring to proposals
prepared by the government and the Bank of Chosun.

| Dr. Arthur Bloomfield

They also exchanged opinions with officials of the

government, representatives of the financial sector, and ECA staff. Drawing on these
studies and consultations, they prepared a recommendation containing a draft Bank of
Korea Act and Banking Act, and a proposal for the overhaul of financial institutions. They
submitted this recommendation jointly with the ECA delegation in Korea to the Korean
government on February 4, 1950.
Their 'Recommendation Regarding Central Banking Reform in Korea' laid out a
draft Bank of Korea Act and described the background to and purpose of establishing the
Bank of Korea. It also presented plans to reform the Bank of Chosun, and the direction of
monetary and credit policies that should be adopted by the Bank of Korea in the near
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future. Part of the recommendation is quoted below:
Although there is a widespread awareness among Koreans of the desirability of banking reform,
we found considerable divergences of opinion as to what the character of that reform should be
and what purposes it should serve. In particular, we found a marked lack of appreciation of what
we conceive to be the essential purposes of central banking reform in Korea. It may serve to
clarify matters if we list the basic objectives of the reforms which we are here proposing.
1. It has been our primary purpose to convert the present central bank into a more genuine
central bank. ......... Our draft of a new central bank statue, therefore, equips the Bank of
Chosun with strong credit control powers (especially appropriate to the present inflationary
setting), lays down rules for credit policy, and prohibits the Bank from engaging in commercial
banking business with the public (except in connection with foreign trade and exchange).
2. A second purpose of our proposed central banking reform has been to start the Bank out on
a fresh footing, freed as far as possible from the unsavory legacies of the past. For that reason
we propose the liquidation of the present Bank and the establishment of a new one, so that
the Bank will be freed from possible future claims on the part of creditors in Japan, Manchuria,
China or North Korea, and .........
3. A third purpose has been to free the Bank as far as possible from political pressure and
arbitrary interferences, which have plagued it all too frequently in the past, by putting the
management and operations of the Bank under the control of a seven man group
representative of different interests, and by defining the nature of the Bank's operations and
allocating responsibility than before.
4. Finally, a basic objective of our proposed central banking reform has been to strengthen the
South Korean banking system as a whole and to promote its more efficient functioning, and
thereby to further the orderly economic progress of the country and the fullest and most
appropriate utilization of its resources.

The bill was later partly revised by the Ministry of Finance’s Financial Committee
and passed on to the Ministry of Legislation, which then set up, for its review, an ad hoc
committee consisting of representatives of the Ministry of Finance, the Ministry of
Legislation, and the Bank of Chosun. After deliberation by the Ministry of Legislation, the
draft Bank of Korea Act was approved by the State Council on March 14, 1950. In a series
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of deliberation proceedings by the government, however, some officials, including thenMinister of Legislation Tae-Ick Shin and Minister of Transportation Jung Heo, raised
objections challenging the bill’s constitutionality. They opined that the draft Bank of
Korea Act, which endowed the Monetary Policy Committee with the authority to
formulate monetary, credit and foreign exchange policies, contravened the Constitution
and the Government Organization Act, which authorized the government to establish
basic national plans and policies.
Such objections arose from a lack of familiarity among jurists and members of the
National Assembly with the Monetary Policy Committee and central banking systems,
since they were accustomed to Civil law. At that time, most of the legislations enacted
during the Japanese occupation remained in effect in Korea. And because Japanese law
adhered largely to the Civil law system, the American plan to install a Monetary Policy
Committee as an administrative committee in an entity having its own legal personality
independent of the government was hardly acceptable. Such objections on grounds of
legal principles were similar to the controversies over the nature of the policymaking body
of a central bank sparked by enactment of the Bundesbank Act and by the revision of the
Bank of Japan Act in 1957.
The risk of the draft Bank of Korea Act prepared by Dr. Bloomfield being
unconstitutional was sharply reduced because it was reviewed by Dr. Ernst Fränkel, the
ECA’s legal advisor at the time. Dr. Fränkel was a jurist and political scientist who had
emigrated from Germany to the United States and was well versed in both Civil and
Common law. Since his visit to Korea in 1946, he had been heavily involved in the
overhauling of the domestic legal system encompassing the Constitution and the National
Assembly Act, and at the request of Dr. Bloomfield also examined the draft Bank of Korea
Act. Meanwhile, employees of the Bank of Chosun who had been pursuing enactment of
the Bank of Korea Act contended that the government’s claims of unconstitutionality were
invalid, since Article 82 of the draft Bank of Korea Act explicitly acknowledged the
government’s authority to formulate policies on money and finance by stipulating that
“the government shall, whenever it formulates important monetary and credit policies,
consult with the Monetary Policy Committee.” Under these circumstances, the
government raised no further objections to the draft Bank of Korea Act on grounds of
unconstitutionality.
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Following ratification by the State Council, the bill was sent to the National
Assembly on March 18 and, after month-long deliberation by the Finance and Economy
Committee, submitted before its plenary session on April 18. The bill was finally put to
the vote after debate on April 18 and 21. Controversy over whether the bill was
constitutional erupted again during the lawmakers’ debate. The Minister of Finance, DoYeon Kim, explained to the lawmakers that the bill’s constitutionality had been fully
reviewed by the Ministry of Legislation. Finally, the bill was approved, with 78 votes in
favor and six opposed (among 102 members attending), and promulgated on May 5 as
Act No. 138.
Presidential Decree No. 350, entitled ‘Regarding Foundation of the Bank of Korea’,
was enacted and promulgated on May 11. On the same day, the Bank of Korea
Establishment Committee, comprising a Chairman (Soon-Ju Choi, then-Minister of
Finance), a Vice Chairman (Yong-Suh Koo, the former Governor of the Bank of Chosun),
and eight other members, was set up. On May 23, the Enforcement Decree of the Bank of
Korea Act was promulgated through Presidential Decree No. 539, and the Rules on
Registration of the Bank of Korea were enacted as Supreme Court Regulation No. 1. These
efforts constituted the institutional preparation necessary for establishment of the Bank
of Korea.

| Letter from Dr. Fränkel concerning the
draft Bank of Korea Act

| Presidential decree concerning the
Foundation of the Bank of Korea
(May 11, 1950)
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The Bank of Korea Establishment Committee held four rounds of meetings to
complete the administrative proceedings needed to set up the central bank. On June 5,
1950, Yong-Suh Koo was appointed the first Governor, and the Monetary Policy
Committee was established. The Monetary Policy Committee’s first members were as
follows

First Members of the Monetary Policy Committee
Soon-Ju Choi (Minister of Finance)
Yong-Suh Koo (Governor of the Bank of Korea)
Bong-Ho Jang (Selected by financial institutions)
Sang-Yong Ha (Selected by financial institutions)
Jeong-Je Lee (Recommended by the Korea Chamber of Commerce and Industry)
Bo-Sun Yoon (Recommended by the Minister of Agriculture and Forestry)
Sung-Ha Hong (Recommended by the Economic Committee, Ministry of Planning)

At its first meeting, held on that date, the Monetary Policy Committee deliberated
and decided on such matters as the Articles of Incorporation of the Bank of Korea, the
date of business commencement, the setting-up of branches, and its organization. The
following day, all legal requirements for establishment of the central bank were satisfied
through payment of 1.5 billion Korean won in capital stock and 300 million won in
reserves by the government, pursuant to the Bank of Korea Act. On June 7 and 9, the
Monetary Policy Committee held its second and third meetings to determine the
regulations and procedures needed to commence business. In addition, executives and
other high-level officers, including Deputy Governors, Superintendent of banks, and
Auditor were appointed.
The Bank of Korea embarked upon business on June 12, 1950, taking its first historic
step as the central bank of the Republic of Korea.

Chapter 1 Foundation of the Bank of Korea

| Minutes of first meeting of Monetary Policy
Committee (June 5, 1950)

| Press report on foundation of the Bank of Korea
(June 13, 1950)

1.3

Roles of the Bank of Korea upon
Inception

U

pon enactment of the Bank of Korea Act, the Bank of Korea was born as a
modern central bank completely distinct from the Bank of Chosun. It assumed

such functions as issuing banknotes, acting as a bank to bankers and the government, and
formulating and implementing monetary and credit policy. The Bank also took the
authorities for supervising banks and foreign exchange operations. The Bank of Korea’s
main roles were defined as follows:
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Issuer of Banknotes
According to the Bank of Korea Act, the Bank of Korea was given sole authority to
issue Bank of Korea notes and coins. It was authorized to issue banknotes and coins of
any dimensions, designs or denominations, in such a manner as determined by the
Monetary Policy Committee, subject to government approval.

Bankers’ Bank
The Bank of Korea received deposits from financial institutions, maintained reserves
against deposits, and undertook the role of lender of last resort. In particular, it was
required that its lending to financial institutions should support real economic activities
at all times and be maintained at maximum maturities of one year, to prevent its credit
from being exploited as a means of funding that could trigger inflation.

Government’s Bank
As the bank for the government, the Bank of Korea served as the public depositary of
the government's treasury funds. It also assumed such roles as extending credit to the
government on overdraft or in other forms and directly subscribing to government bond
issues. In addition, it represented the government in all dealings, negotiations, and
transactions with international monetary and banking organizations that the Republic of
Korea joined.
As a means of preventing monetary expansion resulting from the government's
excessive borrowings from the Bank of Korea, the Bank of Korea Act placed a
comprehensive limit on credit extended to the government. More specifically, the sum of
the Bank’s credit to the government and subscription to government bonds, combined
with its total borrowings from financial institutions and elsewhere, could not exceed a
ceiling set by the National Assembly.
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Monetary Policy Authority
With the objective of maintaining price stability, the Bank of Korea was given a wide
range of instruments and means through which it could formulate and implement
monetary and credit policy. The Monetary Policy Committee could not only adopt such
traditional monetary control vehicles such as rediscounts, reserve requirements, and open
market operations, but also employ direct controls on bank lendings and investments as
well as selective credit-control.

Supervisor of Banks
With enactment of the Bank of Korea Act, the banking supervisory function was
transferred from the government to the Bank of Korea. Responsibility for supervision and
examination of financial institutions was given to the Bank Supervision and Examination
Department, under guidance of the Monetary Policy Committee. The President of the
country had the authority to appoint and dismiss the superintendent of Banks at the
recommendation of the Monetary Policy Committee. As was the case of members and
alternate members of the Monetary Policy Committee, the superintendent held the status
of a government official.
In the early stages after its establishment, however, the Bank of Korea was unable to
exercise its supervision of banks fully. This is ascribable to the fact that enforcement of the
Banking Act was postponed for practical reasons, including a lack of commercial banks’
capital stock. Accordingly, the Bank of Korea merely oversaw banks’ compliance with
orders and directives from the Monetary Policy Committee under the Bank of Korea Act
in most cases, while the Ministry of Finance supervised banks pursuant to the former
Bank Ordinance. In other words, a dual supervisory system was maintained at the time.
Supervision of banks by the Bank of Korea began in earnest in 1954, upon enforcement of
the Banking Act.
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Manager of Foreign Reserves
The Bank of Korea Act defined the administration of the nation’s external settlement
funds necessary for the conduct of international trade and foreign exchange transactions
as one of the Bank’s founding objectives. Accordingly, along with exercising
administrative authority over the supervision of foreign exchange transactions by
domestic financial institutions, the Bank performed a variety of other functions including
the trading and import of gold and silver coins as well as gold and silver bullion, and the
brokerage of foreign exchange transactions among Korean nationals.
Such authority and functions on foreign exchange came from the fact that the Bank
of Korea was the only foreign exchange bank. A foreign exchange concentration system
was put in place due to a lack of funds for external settlement, under which even the
government had to deposit or sell all of its foreign exchange with or to the Bank.
For these reasons, all businesses of the Chosun Foreign Exchange Bank, which had
been handled by officers and employees of the Bank of Chosun, were transferred to the
Foreign Department of the Bank of Korea upon the establishment of the new central
bank. From legal perspectives, however, the Bank of Korea was merely a manager of funds
for external settlement deposited under the foreign exchange concentration system. In
establishing its foreign exchange policies, the Bank consulted with the government, since
the government held most of foreign reserves as well as ultimate power over foreign
exchange control.

| Engraved printing plates for newspaper announcing first Bank of Korea banknotes
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| Bank of Korea Museum
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2.1

Legislative Philosophy Underlying the
Bank of Korea Act

T

he Bank of Korea Act, enacted on May 5, 1950, embraced the following
legislative philosophy.

Its foremost purpose was to maintain monetary stability in order to promote the
development of the national economy. There was a growing awareness that fundamental
measures needed to be taken to tackle inflation in order to ensure the smooth management of the domestic economy and establish a sound banking and credit system. To this
end, the Bank of Korea was endowed with powerful and extensive authority over

| First meeting of Monetary Policy Committee (June 5, 1950)
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currency, credit, and foreign exchange.
Second, the Act underscored the need to make Korea’s financial system more
democratic, a philosophy that was amply reflected in the constitution of the Monetary
Policy Committee as the supreme decision-making organization of the Bank. Irrespective
of the general principles under the Civil and Commercial Act, the government, the Bank’s
sole stockholder, neither directed nor decided the Bank’s business affairs. The Committee
had a council system, being made up of members recommended by each key sector of the
economy. The Committee thus formed an institutional device that could reasonably
reconcile the interests of each economic sector based on democratic procedures.
Third, the Act sought to ensure political neutrality within the financial system.
Under Articles 109 and 111 of the Act, the authority over money and credit that had been
tentatively held by the Ministry of Finance pending the establishment of a new central
bank was to be transferred to the Bank of Korea, and all laws in conflict with the Act were
to be abrogated. As a result, the Bank of Korea was given the assurance that it could
exercise authority over monetary policy as stipulated in the Act independently without
undue political pressure or government instruction, control or intervention.

2.2

Key Points of First through Fifth
Amendments
2.2.1 The First Amendment
The first revision to the Act was made on May 24, 1962 with the aim of providing
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the financial support needed to underpin government-led growth policies, including
economic development plans, after the military coup of May 16, 1961. This revision,
however, reduced the Bank of Korea’s functions and enlarged the likelihood of the
government’s intervention in financial and monetary affairs. The key points of the first
revision of the Bank of Korea Act were as follows:
First, the role of the Monetary Policy Committee was scaled back from formulating
monetary, credit, and foreign exchange policies to establishing the policies on the
management of money and credit.
Second, the functions of formulating foreign exchange policies and managing
foreign exchange affairs were transferred to the government, with elimination of most of
the articles concerning foreign exchange policymaking and businesses conducted by the
Bank as stipulated in the Bank of Korea Act. Under the amended Act, the Bank of Korea
could only carry out certain foreign exchange businesses approved by the Minister of
Finance. Furthermore, the Bank was to heed the government's instructions when
conducting negotiations or transactions with international financial organizations.
Third, the right to make final decisions on monetary policies reverted to the
government by allowing the Minister of Finance to request reconsideration of policies
decided by the Monetary Policy Committee, and empowering the Cabinet Council to
make the final decision when a request for reconsideration was turned down. Coupled
with this change, the number of Committee members was increased from seven to nine,
and the number of government-recommended members was increased from two to five,
while that of members recommended by non-government organizations was reduced
from three to two.
Fourth, the Ministry of Finance acquired the right to examine the Bank of Korea’s
business, and its budget and closing statements required approval by the Cabinet Council
before being authorized by the Monetary Policy Committee. This shrank the autonomy of
the Bank of Korea’s internal management. Prior to the Act’s revision, the President of the
country appointed the Bank’s Governor on a motion by the State Council. Under the
amended Act, the Prime Minister appointed the Governor following a second motion
from the Minister of Finance and subsequent approval of the Cabinet Council. In
addition, the right to appoint the Auditor was transferred from the Monetary Policy
Committee to the Minister of Finance.
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Fifth, in consideration of the Bank of Korea’s status as the currency-issuing bank, its
juridical personality was changed from a government-invested special juridical person to
a special juridical person having no capital. The ratio of the legal reserve was sharply
reduced, from 25% of annual surplus to 5%. Moreover, the amended Act established
grounds for the Bank of Korea’s direct subscription to government-guaranteed securities.
In addition, the Bank Supervision and Examination Department was renamed the Office
of Bank Supervision, and the position of Deputy Superintendent of the Office was
created, a move that served to raise the status of the Office within the Bank.

2.2.2 The Second through Fifth Amendments
The second revision of the Bank of Korea Act was promulgated on December 16,
1963 to modify the wording of certain parts of the text to conform to the government’s
change from a cabinet system to a presidential system. For example, the “Prime Minister”
and the “Cabinet Council” were changed to the “President” and “State Council,”
respectively.
The third amendment, promulgated on July 25, 1968, established legal grounds for
the application of different minimum reserve ratios against deposits to each financial
institution in order to grant agricultural cooperatives and the National Agricultural
Cooperative Federation lower reserve requirement ratios than other financial institutions.
This amendment was designed to expand the supply of funds for agricultural purposes
and improve the balance sheets of agricultural cooperatives and the National Agricultural
Cooperative Federation.
The fourth revision, promulgated on December 30, 1977, sought to refine monetary
and credit policies and instruments and amplify the role of the Office of Bank Supervision
for the purpose of strengthening the Bank’s function to control liquidity. The key points
of the revision were as follows:
First, the revised Act allowed the Monetary Policy Committee to request that
financial institutions hold reserve assets apart from reserves against deposits when it
deemed necessary. Second, the article concerning a minimum reserve-to-deposit ratio
(10%) was abolished, while lower reserve-to-deposit ratios could be applied to fisheries
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cooperatives and the National Federation of Fisheries Cooperatives. Third, a legal
foundation was provided for the creation and operation of a Monetary Stabilization
Account to strengthen the central bank’s ability to control liquidity. Together with this, a
legal basis was established for expanding the scope of application of the deposit reserve
requirements system by allowing the Bank of Korea to receive deposits from any
corporations recognized as necessary for the Bank to engage in its operations as well as
from financial institutions stipulated in the Banking Act. Fourth, the Office of Bank
Supervision became more independent in terms of its organization and personnel
management. Its executive ranks were reinforced with up to three Assistant Superintendents, and appointments of the Deputy Superintendent and Assistant Superintendents were delegated to the Monetary Policy Committee for their appointment by
the Committee upon the Superintendent’s recommendation seconded by the Governor of
the Bank. In addition, the Bank’s maximum legal reserve limit was eliminated, and the
reserve ratio was raised from 5% of annual surplus to 10%.
The fifth revision of the Act, promulgated on December 31, 1982, took place as the
Bank of Korea was excluded from the application of the Government-Invested
Institutions Budget and Accounts Act in concert with the movement toward financial
liberalization which began in the 1980s. As a result of the revision, the budget and closing
accounts of the Bank, which had been approved by the Monetary Policy Committee
following State Council deliberation, were to be independently approved by the
Committee.
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2.3

The Sixth Amendment

2.3.1 Background to Legislation
Following its sweeping revision in 1962 to support the growth-oriented economic
policies of the government, the framework of the Bank of Korea Act remained intact for
more than two decades. In the 1980s, however, government-led economy suffered from
reduced efficiency. Besides, the June 29 Declaration of 1987 accelerated political and
social democratization, leading to a growing drive to guarantee the central bank’s
independence.
Against this backdrop, on July 28, 1987, employees of the Busan Branch of the Bank
of Korea issued a statement calling for guaranteed independence of the Bank. This
touched off a series of discussions on revising the Bank of Korea Act that continued until
1989. No amendments were made, however, on account of sharp differences between the
Ministry of Finance and the Bank of Korea over the central bank’s neutrality and
autonomy.
In May 1994, discussions on the issue resumed upon the release of a statement by 41
economists calling for the central bank’s autonomy and the subsequent announcement by
the then-ruling Democratic Liberal Party that it would review the suggestion. Although
the debate on amendment continued until late 1995, the Ministry of Finance and
Economy and the Bank of Korea merely confirmed their divergent positions and the Act
was not revised.
Amendment of the Bank of Korea Act reemerged as a public issue in early 1997,
when then-President Young-Sam Kim unveiled a Financial Reform Pilan under which a
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| Public declaration in support of revision of Bank of
Korea Act by 1,000 economists (Feb. 16, 1995)

| General meeting of staff to protest proposed revision
of Bank of Korea Act (June 18, 1997)

Financial Reform Committee comprising 31 representatives of economic and financial
sectors and academia was set up. On June 3, 1997, the Committee submitted to the
President a final proposal on reorganizing the central banking and financial supervisory
systems. Its proposal included matters to which the Bank of Korea objected, such as the
separation of its bank supervisory function. At the same time, however, the proposal
incorporated matters that strengthened the Bank’s autonomy in monetary and credit
policies. Such matters included extending the terms of the Governor and Monetary Policy
Committee members and ending the system by which the Minister of Finance and
Economy served as Chairman ex officio of the Monetary Policy Committee.
The direction of the reform of central banking and financial supervisory systems was
changed significantly, however, by an agreement on June 12, 1997 among then-Minister
of Finance and Economy Gyung-Shik Kang, Bank of Korea Governor Gyung-Shik Lee,
Senior Presidential Secretary for Economic Affairs In-Ho Kim, and Financial Reform
Committee Chairman Sung-Yong Park. The essence of their agreement was the division
of the central banking system into the Monetary Policy Committee and the Bank of Korea
– a far cry from increasing the Bank’s neutrality and reinforcing its functions. Their
agreement sparked intense resistance from Bank of Korea employees as well as civic
groups. Debate on the matter in the National Assembly faced obstacles, as demonstrated
by the fact that opposition party members refused to attend the meetings of the relevant
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standing committee.
The circumstances proved to
be ripe for a currency crisis, prompting Korea to apply for a rescue package from the International Monetary Fund (IMF). The
memorandum of understanding
signed between Korea and the
IMF called for the passage, by the
end of 1997, of 13 financial bills
including the Bank of Korea Act

| Declaration by former Governors concerning revision of Bank of
Korea Act (Nov. 14, 1997)

which were pending in the National Assembly at the time. On December 4, the day after
the MOU had been announced, the three ruling and opposition parties agreed to process
the financial bills by holding an emergency session by the end of the year. On December
9, the Finance and Economy Committee decided to draw up modified bills incorporating
the content of those submitted by the government, the agreements between the
government and the IMF, and the position of the Bank of Korea. The 13 modified
financial bills, including the Bank of Korea Act, were passed in a December 29 plenary
session of the National Assembly and promulgated on December 31.

2.3.2 Key Points of Sixth Amendment
The sixth amendment of the Bank of Korea Act represented a comprehensive
adjustment comparable to the first revision in its scope ranging from the composition of
the Monetary Policy Committee and the purpose of monetary and credit policy to the
organization of the Bank of Korea. The key points of the sixth amendment may be
summarized as follows:
First, the provisions concerning the purpose of the Bank of Korea Act were modified,
with the articles on its neutrality somewhat strengthened. The objectives of the Bank as
defined in the Act were changed from stabilizing monetary value and maintaining the
soundness of the banking and credit system to the single objective of maintaining price
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stability. The revised Act explicitly stipulated the Bank of Korea’s neutral formulation and
independent implementation of monetary and credit policies, and respect for its
independence. The revised Act also required that any request by the Minister of Finance
and Economy to reconsider a decision of the Monetary Policy Committee be publicly
announced in a prompt manner.
Second, the Bank of Korea’s bank supervisory function was separated and transferred
to the new financial supervisory authority. The Bank of Korea could, when the Monetary
Policy Committee deemed it necessary for the implementation of its monetary and credit
policies, request the submission of materials from those parties that had entered into
agreements on current deposit accounts with financial institutions and the Bank of Korea.
Under the revised Act, the Bank was also authorized to require the Financial Supervisory
Service to examine financial institutions either itself or jointly with the Bank within a
specific range of criteria.
Third, the Bank of Korea’s policymaking body was reorganized. To be specific, all
members of the Monetary Policy Committee became full-time members and the
Committee was clearly defined as the Bank’s policymaking body. The Committee’s
composition was also changed. The Minister of Finance and Economy was excluded from
participation in the Committee, and the position of its Chairman, previously held by the
Minister of Finance and Economy, was transferred to the Governor of the Bank of Korea.
Moreover, the total number of Committee members was reduced from nine to seven and
the number of members recommended by the government was cut from five to two.
Fourth, the revised Act adjusted the operational scheme of monetary and credit
policies. It stipulated that the Bank of Korea should determine an annual inflation target in
consultation with the government and formulate and publish an operational plan for
monetary and credit policies that incorporated this target. Under the revised Act,
emergency credit to financial institutions was also made available for temporary shortages
of funds for payments. The revised Act also clarified the legal ground of payment and
settlement operations by the Bank of Korea by including new articles specifying that the
Bank should be responsible for the operation and management of payment and settlement
systems directly related to monetary and credit policies.
Fifth, the revised Act strengthened the Bank of Korea's accountability. It directed the
Bank to prepare a report at least once each year on the implementation of its monetary and
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credit policies and submit this to
the National Assembly. It also stipulated that, at the request of the
National Assembly or its committees, the Bank’s Governor should
appear in person and answer questions from the National Assembly or its committees concerning
the report.
Sixth, the revised Act rearranged the Bank of Korea’s

| First meeting of Monetary Policy Committee after sixth revision of
Bank of Korea Act (Apr. 9, 1998)

organizational structure. With the elimination of the existing directorship, the Bank of
Korea was required to have one Governor, one Senior Deputy Governor, and up to five
Deputy Governors as executive officers. And whereas in the past the Governor had been
appointed by the country’s President at the recommendation of the Minister of Finance
and Economy, the Governor was to be appointed by the President after deliberation by the
State Council under the amended Act. In addition, the Senior Deputy Governor and
Deputy Governors, who had formerly been appointed by the Monetary Policy Committee
at the Governor’s recommendation, were now directly appointed by the Governor.
In the past, the Bank of Korea’s operations had been subject to examination by the
Minister of Finance and Economy and its accounts to audit by the Board of Audit and
Inspection. Under the revised Act, however, audit authority was concentrated in the Board
of Audit and Inspection, and the authority of the Minister of Finance and Economy in
regard to approval of any change in the Bank’s Articles of Incorporation was abolished.
Beside this, the expense budget of the Bank of Korea now required prior approval from the
Minister of Finance and Economy before budget decisions were made by the Monetary
Policy Committee.
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Table 1 Key Points of Sixth Amendment

Previous

Revised

1. Objective
•Stabilization of the value of money and maintenance of
soundness of the banking and credit system

•Pursuance of price stability through formulation and
implementation of efficient monetary and credit policy

2. Policymaking body (Monetary Policy Committee)
•Composition: 9 members (All appointed members were
part-time members.)
- Ex officio members: Minister of Finance and Economy,
Governor of the Bank of Korea
- Appointed members: One recommended by the
Minister of Finance and Economy, and two each
recommended by financial institutions, the Minister of
Agriculture and Forestry, and the Minister of Trade,
Industry and Energy

•Composition: 7 members (All are full-time members.)

•Minister of Finance and Economy also served as
Chairman of the Monetary Policy Committee.

•Governor of the Bank of Korea also serves as Chairman
of the Monetary Policy Committee.

•Term: 4 years for the Bank of Korea Governor (may
serve for more than one term) and 3 years for other
members

•Term: 4 years for the Bank of Korea Governor (may
serve a maximum of two consecutive terms) and other
members (may serve for two or more consecutive terms)

- Ex officio members: Governor of the Bank of Korea
- Appointed members: One each recommended by the
Minister of Finance and Economy, the Governor of the
Bank of Korea, the Chairman of the Financial
Supervisory Commission, the Chairman of the Korea
Chamber of Commerce and Industry, the Chairman of
the Korea Federation of Banks, and the Chairman of the
Korea Securities Dealers Association

3. Monetary and credit policy
•(Newly inserted)

•The Bank of Korea determines an annual inflation target
in consultation with the government and formulates and
publishes an operational plan for monetary and credit
policies that incorporates such a target.

•(Newly inserted)

•Emergency credit to financial institutions is available for
temporary shortages of funds for payment, for reasons
such as an IT system failure.

•Securities eligible for open market operations were
limited to government bonds and governmentguaranteed securities.

•Other types of securities specified by the Monetary
Policy Committee are added to the list of securities
eligible for open market operations.

•Entities eligible to make deposits in the Monetary
Stabilization Account: Banks and other financial
institutions as specified by the Monetary Policy
Committee

•Entities eligible to make deposits in the Monetary
Stabilization Account: Banks
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Previous

Revised

4. Bank supervision
•The Office of Bank Supervision was established within
the Bank of Korea with one Superintendent, one Deputy
Superintendent, and up to three Assistant
Superintendents.
•The Office was responsible for approval, managerial
guidance, regulation, inspection, and sanctions of
commercial banks.

5. Payment and settlement
•(Newly inserted)

6. Relationship with the central government and the
National Assembly
•(Newly inserted)
•(Newly inserted)

•Provisions relating to the establishment of the Office of
Bank Supervision and the Bank of Korea's supervisory
role over banks were abolished.
•The Bank of Korea is assigned a limited bank supervisory
function.
- The Bank of Korea may request the submission of materials
from banks and non-bank financial institutions that entered
into agreements on current deposit accounts with the Bank
of Korea.
- The Bank of Korea may require the Financial Supervisory
Service to examine financial institutions on its own or
jointly with the Bank of Korea.
- The Bank of Korea may require the Financial Supervisory
Service to submit the findings of examinations and, on the
basis of these findings, to take the necessary corrective
measures.

•The Bank of Korea shall engage in the operation and
management of the payment and settlement systems
directly related to monetary and credit policy.

•At least once a year, the Bank of Korea shall prepare a
report about the implementation of its monetary and
credit policy and submit it to the National Assembly.
•At the request of the National Assembly or one or more of
its committees, the Governor of the Bank of Korea shall
appear before and answer questions from the National
Assembly or its committees concerning the report.

7. Organization and structure
•Governor: Appointed by the President at the
recommendation of the Minister of Finance and
Economy

•Governor: Appointed by the President following
deliberation by the State Council

•Senior Deputy Governor and Deputy Governors:
Appointed by the Monetary Policy Committee at the
Governor's recommendation

•Senior Deputy Governor and Deputy Governors:
Appointed by the Governor

•Auditor: Appointed by the Minister of Finance and
Economy with the consent of the Monetary Policy
Committee

•Auditor: Appointed by the President at the
recommendation of the Minister of Finance and
Economy

8. Internal management
•Operations examined by the Minister of Finance and
Economy and accounts audited by the Board of Audit
and Inspection

•Examination of operations by the Minister of Finance
and Economy is abolished and only an audit by the
Board of Audit and Inspection is conducted.

•Changes to the Articles of Incorporation required
approval from the Minister of Finance and Economy.

•Changes to the Articles of Incorporation are deliberated
and decided on by the Monetary Policy Committee.

•The Bank of Korea's budget required approval from the
Monetary Policy Committee.

•The Bank of Korea's budget is confirmed upon a
resolution by the Monetary Policy Committee, but the
expenses budget requires prior approval from the
Minister of Finance and Economy.
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2.4

The Seventh Amendment

2.4.1 Background to Amendment
The sixth amendment of the Bank of Korea Act consolidated the Bank’s neutrality
and acknowledged its right to request a joint examination when necessary for the
implementation of monetary and credit policy. Certain problems, however, were
encountered in enforcing the revised Act. With regard to the replacement of Monetary
Policy Committee members, the private sector’s right of recommendation was not yet free
of government influence. Besides, the member recommended by the Minister of Finance
and Economy was replaced before the end of his term. Furthermore, the Financial
Supervisory Service refused the Bank of Korea’s request to conduct joint examinations. As
a result, the Bank of Korea faced difficulties acquiring the timely on-site information on
financial institutions and markets necessary to implement monetary and credit policies in
an efficient manner.
Against this backdrop, in December 2002 the Bank of Korea set out the direction for
revising the Bank of Korea Act. During his briefing to the Presidential Transition
Committee, which was organized soon after the sixteenth presidential election, thenGovernor Seung Park opined that it was necessary to amend the Act. As a result, a plan to
revise the Act in a way that would enhance the Bank’s independence was included among
the Action Plans for the National Agenda.
In March 2003, Oh-Yeon Na, the then-Chairman of the National Assembly’s Finance
and Economy Committee, and opposition party member Jong-Seok Im introduced bills
on amending the Bank of Korea Act. This was the first time since the Act’s enactment in
1950 that the National Assembly introduced Act revision bills through legislation
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introduced by an assemblyman. The two bills had no substantive differences: their key
points can be summarized as reinforcing the central bank’s independence and functions
and increasing its accountability to an appropriate level.
At meetings of the Finance and Economy Committee’s Legislative Review
Subcommittee, held on June 19 and June 20, 2003 to deliberate the submitted bills,
lawmakers presented a range of opinions. However, with then-Governor Park and Deputy
Prime Minister for Finance and Economy Jin-Pyo Kim reaching a consensus on the
direction of the Bank of Korea Act’s revision, the National Assembly passed the bill on the
Act’s revision during its plenary session on August 12.

2.4.2 Key Points
Key points of the seventh revision of the Bank of Korea Act may be summarized as
follows:
First, the system by which the Chairman of the Korea Securities Dealers Association
recommended a member of the Monetary Policy Committee was abolished. In its place,
the Senior Deputy Governor of the Bank of Korea was empowered to also serve as an exofficio Committee member. This dual appointment laid the groundwork for cementing a
link between the formulation and execution of policies.
Second, the revised Act more explicitly stipulated the authority of the Bank of Korea
with regard to payment and settlement systems. The existing Bank of Korea Act had
defined the Bank’s payment and settlement function only as “operation and management
of the payment and settlement systems that directly relate to monetary and credit
policies.” The revision allowed the Bank of Korea to determine necessary matters
concerning the payment and settlement systems under its operation and to demand
necessary materials from participating institutions. In addition, it empowered the Bank to
require improved operational standards from private payment system operators or
supervisors, and also permitted the Bank to instruct such operators to submit materials
pertaining to its payment and settlement system.
Third, the amendment established the basis for the Bank of Korea’s shift from annual
to medium term inflation targeting. The revised Act replaced annual inflation targeting
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with intermediate targeting in consideration of the fact that monetary and credit policies
produce medium and long-term ripple effects. This enabled the Bank to undertake
monetary and credit policymaking more efficiently over a medium- to long-term
perspective.
Fourth, the revised Act increased the Bank’s autonomy over its budget. Under the
previous Act, the Bank of Korea needed to obtain approval for all its expense budget from
the Minister of Finance and Economy. Under the revised Act, however, the Bank was only
required to obtain approval from the Minister for its salary expense budget. This reflected
the government’s opinion that a minimal check of the budget of the Bank of Korea, the
issuer of banknotes, was required.
Fifth, the amended Act complemented the system by which the Bank of Korea was
authorized to require that the Financial Supervisory Service solely or jointly conduct
examinations on financial institutions. The previous Bank of Korea Act only provided
that the Financial Supervisory Service “shall comply with” any request from the Bank of
Korea to conduct an examination individually or jointly. The new Act inserted the word
“promptly” before “comply” to improve the mechanism’s efficacy. At an early phase of the
discussion on the seventh revision, some pointed to the need to grant the Bank of Korea
the authority to conduct independent examinations with a view to making the existing
requirement for joint examinations more effective. This suggestion was not reflected in
the revised Act, however, because
the Ministry of Finance and
Economy and financial supervisory authorities strongly objected to it on grounds that it would
increase the burden on financial
institutions due to duplicate
examinations and run counter to
the objectives underlying the establishment of integrated financial supervisory authorities.
| Commemorative stone inscribed with oath taken to mark seventh
revision of Bank of Korea Act (Jan. 1, 2004)
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Table 2 Key Points of Seventh Amendment

Previous

Revised

1. Inflation target
•Annual targeting

•Medium term targeting

2. Composition of the Monetary Policy Committee
•Ex officio members: Governor of the Bank of Korea

•Ex officio members: Governor and Senior Deputy
Governor of the Bank of Korea

•Appointed members:
One each recommended by the Minister of Finance and
Economy, the Governor of the Bank of Korea, the
Chairman of the Financial Supervisory Commission, the
Chairman of the Korea Chamber of Commerce and
Industry, the Chairman of the Korea Federation of
Banks, and the Chairman of the Korea Securities Dealers
Association

•Appointed members:
One each recommended by the Minister of Finance and
Economy, the Governor of the Bank of Korea, the
Chairman of the Financial Supervisory Commission, the
Chairman of the Korea Chamber of Commerce and
Industry, and the Chairman of the Korea Federation of
Banks

3. Appointment of the Senior Deputy Governor

•Appointed by the Bank of Korea Governor

•Appointed by the President at the recommendation of
the Bank of Korea Governor

4. Payments and settlements
•Operation and management of payment and settlement
systems that directly relate to monetary and credit policy

•The Bank of Korea may determine standards concerning
payment and settlement systems under its operation and
demand the submission of necessary materials from
participant institutions.
•Regarding payment and settlement systems operated by
a party other than the Bank of Korea, the Bank may
require that a system operator or supervisor improve
their operational standards and submit necessary
materials.

5. Request for examinations on financial institutions
•The Bank of Korea may request that the Financial
Supervisory Service conduct an examination, either on
its own or jointly with the Bank, and the Financial
Supervisory Service should comply with such a request.

•The Bank of Korea may request that the Financial
Supervisory Service conduct an examination on its own
or jointly with the Bank, and the Financial Supervisory
Service shall promptly comply with such a request.

6. Budget approval
•The Bank of Korea's expense budget requires approval
from the Minister of Finance and Economy.

•The Bank of Korea's salary expense budget requires
approval from the Minister of Finance and Economy.

7. Monetary policy report to the National Assembly
•The Bank of Korea should provide a report on the
implementation status of its monetary policy at least
once a year.

•The Bank of Korea shall report the implementation
status of its monetary policy at least twice a year.
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2.5

Recent Discussion on Amendment of
the Bank of Korea Act

R

evision of the Bank of Korea Act re-emerged as an important issue in the fourth

quarter of 2008 as a global financial crisis deepened. The crisis triggered a

synchronized recession in a number of industrialized economies. Under such conditions,
Korea’s financial and foreign exchange markets became increasingly unstable, and the
country’s real economy slowed rapidly. In an effort to cope with the situation, the Bank of
Korea implemented monetary easing on a massive scale.
Amid criticism that the Bank of Korea’s response to the dramatic deterioration in
economic conditions was only half-hearted, some argued that the Bank of Korea Act
should be revised to allow the Bank to respond more aggressively to ensure the stability of
the financial system. Moreover, there was a growing perception that supervision by the
financial supervisory authorities alone could not guarantee stability of the financial
system. In the United States, there was widespread debate about restructuring the nation’s
financial supervisory framework and strengthening the central bank’s functions. In Korea,
a momentum in favor of the revision of the Bank of Korea Act was exhibited, led by the
National Assembly. Between July 2008 and March 2009, ten draft bills concerning the
revision of Bank of Korea Act were submitted to the Economy and Finance Subcommittee
of the National Assembly for discussion.
With respect to such discussion, the Ministry of Strategy and Finance adopted a
hands-off position, saying that reorganization of the central banking system should be
discussed together with an overhaul of the financial administration system and
government organization. Financial supervisory authorities also took an obvious stance
against revision. The Financial Services Commission and the Financial Supervisory
Service raised objections to most of the articles in the proposed legislation that related to
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the financial supervisory agencies, which included the addition of the maintenance of
financial stability to the purposes of the Bank of Korea Act, the expansion of the
institutions from which the Bank may request materials, the acknowledgement of the
Bank’s authority to conduct direct investigations, and granting the Bank the authority to
conduct written or on-site investigation concerning payments and settlements.
Subsequently, the Economy and Finance Subcommittee prepared a draft revision of
the Bank of Korea Act that integrated the ten individual legislative proposals, by referring
to the opinions of relevant organizations and experts. The Subcommittee passed the
revised on April 21, 2009.
The bill was then submitted before the plenary session of the National Assembly’s
Strategy and Finance Committee on April 23. On April 29, however, it was decided in the
plenary meeting of the Committee that a resolution on the bill would be put on hold until
the regular session of the National Assembly in September. The Strategy and Finance
Committee requested that the Ministry of Strategy and Finance meet three requirements
before the National Assembly’s regular session commenced in September: prepare a
proposed amendment to the Bank of Korea Act; submit a special report on the stability of
the macro economy; and pursue the conclusion of a memorandum of understanding
among related entities to share financial information and conduct joint examinations.
At the request of the National Assembly, the government pushed ahead with
concluding the MOU while directing the National Economic Advisory Council to review
the direction of Bank of Korea Act’s revision. On June 29, 2009, the Council set up a
seven-person task force for amendment of the Act. The task force was made up of six
persons recommended by the government and financial supervisory authorities and one
recommended by the Bank of Korea.
Since the task force expressed reservations about the revision, however, the
government did not submit proposed amendments to the Act to the National Assembly
during its regular session in September 2009. In a climate in which the government and
the Strategy and Finance Committee faced obstacles narrowing the gap on the draft Bank
of Korea Act, the Committee Chairman requested that the bill be submitted once again to
the Economy and Finance Subcommittee for careful review.
The Economy and Finance Subcommittee, which convened in November 2009,
accepted the opinions of the government and the Bank of Korea in part, and modified the
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bill that it had passed in April 2009. On December 7, 2009, the Strategy and Finance
Committee held the plenary meeting and passed the bill submitted by the Subcommittee
without making any further changes.

Table 3 Key Points of Proposed Bill on Amendment of Bank of Korea Act Passed in Plenary
Meeting of the Strategy and Finance Committee
Article (description)

Article 1
Purpose

Existing

Maintenance of price stability

Article 24
Submission of meeting minutes of
the Monetary Policy Committee

Proposed Bill Passed on
Dec. 7, 2009
Insertion of “Exercise of due care for
financial stability in implementing
monetary and credit policies”

—

Submission to the pertinent standing
committees of the National Assembly
of written resolutions as well as
anonymous complete meeting minutes
of the Monetary Policy Committee
convened four or more years earlier,
upon request

Article 49-2
(newly inserted)

—

Concentrated control of counterfeit
and forged banknotes of the Bank of
Korea

Article 53-2 and 105-2
(newly inserted)

—

Prohibition of acts damaging coins and
punishment of violators

Article 58
Items subject to reserve
requirements

Deposits

Items decided by the Monetary Policy
Committee

Article 64
Collateral securing credit extension
to financial institutions

Credit securities, government bonds,
government-guaranteed securities, and
Monetary Stabilization Bonds

Addition of securities specified by the
Monetary Policy Committee to
existing eligible collateral types

Article 65
Emergency credit

Stringent conditions for credit
extension
(Serious emergency that directly
threatens monetary and banking
business)

- Eased conditions for credit extension:
Deterioration in liquidity
- Mandatory obligation to listen to the
opinions of the Minister of Strategy
and Finance when making a
resolution on the extension of
emergency credit

Article 68
Open market operations

Permission for sale and purchase only

Permission for sale and purchase as
well as borrowing and lending

Article 80
Lending to profit-making
enterprises

Strict conditions for credit extension
(Serious contraction in the volume of
available money and credit)

When material difficulties arise or are
highly likely to arise in financing from
financial institutions

Chapter 2 The Bank of Korea Act

Article (description)

Existing

Proposed Bill Passed on
Dec. 7, 2009

Article 81
Payments and settlements

- Stipulation of matters required for
operation of the Bank of Korea
Financial Wire Network (BOK-Wire)
including request to participant
organizations to submit relevant
materials
- Request for improvement in
operational standards of a private
payment system operator and
supervisor, and demand that such an
operator submit materials

- Joint examination of private payment
system operators and BOK-Wire
participants
- Consultation with the government on
determining entities subject to a joint
examination
- Provision of temporary loans for
settlement to BOK-Wire participants

Article 87
Entities subject to request for
submission of materials

Banks, bank holding companies, and
institutions that entered into
agreements on current deposit
accounts

Addition of financial institutions as
stipulated in the Act on the Structural
Improvement of the Financial Industry

Article 88
Request for sole or joint
examination

Purpose: Implementation of monetary
and credit policies

- Extension of purpose: Implementation
of monetary and credit policies and
preparation of a macro financial
stability report
- Addition of a provision stipulating a
direct investigation of financial
institutions by the Bank of Korea
(where the Financial Supervisory
Service refuses, without justifiable
cause, to promptly comply with a
request by the Bank of Korea to
examine financial institutions on its
own or jointly with the Bank.)

Article 96
Report to the National Assembly

Report on monetary and credit policies

Report on monetary and credit policies
and a financial stability assessment
report

Article 99
Handling of income

Allocation to the reserves equal to 10%
of annual surplus

Allocation to the reserves equal to 30%
of annual surplus

In the National Assembly, conflicts of opinion between the Strategy and Finance
Committee in charge of the Bank of Korea and the National Policy Committee overseeing
the Financial Services Commission and the Financial Supervisory Service surfaced with
respect to the operation and oversight of payment and settlement systems under the Bank
of Korea Act. As a result, the Legislation and Judiciary Committee, summoned on
February 26, did not engage in further discussion on the Bank of Korea Act. On April 20,
the ruling party floor leader announced that until the Strategy and Finance Committee
and the National Policy Committee reached an agreement, deliberation on the revision
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bill would be indefinitely postponed.
Debate on the Bank of Korea Act’s revision, triggered by the global financial crisis,
was pursued at the National Assembly’s initiative for the purpose of establishing
conditions whereby the Bank of Korea might prevent financial instability and respond to
a financial crisis in a timely manner. The interests of concerned bodies came into conflict,
however, because revision of the Act was perceived as being related to reorganization of
the financial supervisory system. Over the course of lengthy discussions, these differences
were narrowed to some extent. Concerning the reserve requirement system, the Bank’s
authority to conduct direct investigations, the payment and settlement systems, and so
forth, however, the concerned bodies failed to bridge their differences, for a number of
reasons. First, some objected to authorizing the Monetary Policy Committee to define the
scope of liabilities subject to reserve requirements (Article 55 of the proposed
amendment) on legal grounds, including a possible conflict with the Banking Act and
violation of the principle of a ban on comprehensive delegation of authority. Second,
some disapproved of empowering the Bank of Korea to conduct direct investigations in
the event the Financial Supervisory Service rejects a joint examination (Article 88),
contending that the provision was inconsistent with the integrated financial supervisory
system. Third, some opposed authorizing the Bank of Korea to conduct a joint
examination of a private settlement network operator (Article 81), arguing that it would
breach the authority of the supervisory institutions with regard to payment and
settlement systems.
The significance of the recent discussions on revision of the Bank of Korea Act lies in
the fact that the legislature, the administration, the Bank of Korea, and academia engaged
in serious deliberation and discussion on central bank functions when formulating a bill
aimed at promoting the stability of the financial system, based on bipartisan agreement
between ruling and opposition parties. Unfortunately, however, revision of the Bank of
Korea Act was postponed due to a failure to coordinate the divergent opinions among the
agencies concerned. It is essential that the bodies concerned muster their collective
wisdom at future discussions of this nature so as to apply, in a spirit of mutual
cooperation, the lessons learned from the global financial crisis to efforts to strengthen
the macroeconomic health of the national economy.
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| Words ‘Price Stability’ engraved above bas relief sculpture in lobby of main building
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3.1

Organization and Management

3.1.1 Monetary Policy Committee
As the policymaking body of the Bank of Korea, the Monetary Policy Committee
deliberates and decides on matters pertaining to the Bank's operations as well as
monetary and credit policies. In other words, the Committee, which acts in collegial
form, formulates monetary and credit policies and makes important decisions concerning
the operations of the Bank of Korea to the extent set forth in the Bank of Korea Act, the
Banking Act, etc.
The purpose of operating the Monetary Policy Committee in collegial form is to
ensure that decision-making by the central bank is conducted by persons who represent
the various segments of the national economy, rather than specific individuals or
representatives of specific industries, considering that the central bank's policymaking
function has a great impact on national economic development and public welfare. The
Committee comprises seven members as follows:
- Governor of the Bank of Korea;
- Senior Deputy Governor of the Bank of Korea;
- One member recommended by the Minister of Strategy and Finance;
- One member recommended by the Governor of the Bank of Korea;
- One member recommended by the Chairman of the Financial Services
Commission;
- One member recommended by the Chairman of the Korea Chamber of Commerce
and Industry; and
- One member recommended by the Chairman of the Korea Federation of Banks.
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Among the Committee members, the Bank of Korea Governor is an ex officio
member and is appointed by the President of the country following deliberation by the
State Council. The Bank's Senior Deputy Governor is also an ex officio member
appointed by the President at the recommendation of the Governor. All other members
are appointed by the President at the recommendation of each relevant organization. The
Bank of Korea's Governor serves as the Chairman of the Committee. If the Chairman is
incapable of performing his duties for a reason that is unavoidable, a member designated
in advance by the Committee serves as the acting Chairman. The Governor and Senior
Deputy Governor have four- and three-year terms, respectively. The remaining appointed
members each have four-year terms and may be reappointed for a consecutive term.
Members cannot join a political party nor be involved in political activity. In
addition, they are prohibited from engaging in any compensated employment or profitmaking enterprise while serving on the Committee in order to ensure its political
neutrality, public benefit, and transparency when formulating and implementing
monetary and credit policies. The members' status is guaranteed; they cannot be
discharged against their will during their term of office, except in cases where they can no

| Monetary Policy Committee (May 7, 2010)
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longer perform their duties due to a mental or physical disability, or their continued
service as a Committee member is found to be inappropriate owing to their violation of
functional obligations under the Bank of Korea Act.
Monetary Policy Committee meetings can be divided into regular and extraordinary
meetings. Regular meetings are held on the second and fourth Thursday of each month
pursuant to the Bank of Korea's Articles of Incorporation. An extraordinary meeting can
be called by the Chairman when he deems it necessary or when at least two members
request such a meeting. Unless otherwise provided in the Bank of Korea Act, the presence
of at least five out of the seven committee members at a meeting constitutes a quorum,
and the decisions of a meeting are adopted by a simple majority of those present. The
main responsibilities of the Monetary Policy Committee as prescribed in the Bank of
Korea Act may be summarized as set out below:

Formulation of Monetary and Credit Policy
The primary purpose of the Bank of Korea is to contribute to the sound
development of the national economy by pursuing price stability through the formulation
and implementation of efficient monetary and credit policies. To achieve this goal, the
Monetary Policy Committee employs traditional monetary and credit instruments such
as the control of its chosen policy rate, the Base Rate, changes in requirement reserve
against deposits, and open market operations. In addition to these indirect instruments, it
has the authority to directly control the business of financial institutions by restricting
their fund operations in the event of a domestic economic emergency such as grave
monetary expansion.
At the time the Bank of Korea was established, the Bank of Korea Act gave the
Monetary Policy Committee the authority to formulate monetary, credit, and foreign
exchange policies. With the enactment of the Foreign Exchange Control Act and the first
revision of the Bank of Korea Act, however, the right to establish foreign exchange policies
was transferred to the government, and as a result, the Bank of Korea came to pursue only
certain kinds of foreign exchange business that were approved by the Finance Minister.
Thus, the formulation of foreign exchange policies was excluded from the scope of
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authority held by the Monetary Policy Committee.

Decision-Making on the Operation of the Bank of Korea
The Monetary Policy Committee deliberates and decides matters related to
operation of the Bank of Korea: the revision of its Articles of Incorporation; its
organization and bodies; its budget and approval of the closing accounts; employee
remuneration criteria, and so forth.
In addition, the Committee performs various functions to coordinate relations with
the government and private sector, including consulting with the government over its
exchange rate policies and furnishing advice to the government on its major economic
and financial policymaking moves.

3.1.2 Executive Officers and Auditor
Governor
The Governor represents the Bank of Korea and exercises general control over its
business. He executes the policies formulated by the Monetary Policy Committee, and
exercises other such powers that may be vested in him by the Bank of Korea Act and the
Bank of Korea's Articles of Incorporation. The Governor is appointed by the President of
the country following deliberation by the State Council. His term shall be four years and
he may be reappointed for a single consecutive term.
The principal powers held by the Governor are as follows:
First, to represent the Bank of Korea in any and all acts in carrying out its business;
Second, to exercise general control over the business of the Bank of Korea such as
monetary and credit policies and the issuance of banknotes;
Third, to conduct policies formulated by the Monetary Policy Committee, the
policymaking body of the Bank of Korea; and
Fourth, to attend and state his opinion on monetary policies at meetings of the State
Council, the supreme policy deliberation body of the government
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In addition, the Governor is entitled to recommend the appointment of the Senior
Deputy Governor to the President, and to appoint Deputy Governors and other
employees. The Governor also exercises other such powers granted to him by the Bank of
Korea Act and the Bank of Korea's Articles of Incorporation.

| Executive Officers and Auditor

Senior Deputy Governor and Deputy Governors
The Senior Deputy Governor assists the Governor and serves as an ex officio
member of the Monetary Policy Committee. The Deputy Governors assist the Governor
and Senior Deputy Governor and may attend and state their opinions at meetings of the
Monetary Policy Committee. The Senior Deputy Governor is appointed by the President
at the recommendation of the Governor, while Deputy Governors are appointed by the
Governor. The Senior Deputy Governor and Deputy Governors each have three-year
terms and may be reappointed for a single consecutive term.
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Auditor
The Auditor continually audits the Bank of Korea's operations and, from time to
time, reports the results to the Monetary Policy Committee. He submits a comprehensive
audit report to the government and the Monetary Policy Committee each year. The
auditor is appointed by the President at the recommendation of the Minister of Strategy
and Finance. The Auditor has a three-year term, and may be reappointed for a single
consecutive term.

3.1.3 Head Office, Branches and OverseasRepresentative
Offices
(1) Departments of the Head Office
As of end of February 2010, the Head Office organization of the Bank of Korea
consists of fifteen divisions as well as Audit Department. The following summarizes the
history of and changes in the Head Office organization since the Bank of Korea was
founded:

Initial Stage after Establishment (1950 - 1961)
At the time the Bank of
Korea was founded, the Head
Office was made up of eight departments (bu, a higher-level department): Research Department,
| Commemoration of second anniversary of Bank of Korea foundation
(June 12, 1952)

Foreign Department, General
Affairs Department, Business
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Department, Secretariat, Treasury Department, Note Issue Department, and Cashiers
Department. It also had Bank Supervision Department (kuk, a lower level of department)
and Bank Examination Department (kuk) under Bank Supervision and Examination
Department (bu), as well as Audit Department. In 1954, when the Bank of Korea was
delegated to conduct purchasing activities with aid funds from the United States Foreign
Operations Administration and its foreign exchange-related business grew, Foreign
Department was expanded and Exchange Control Department was set up to strengthen
the Bank's foreign exchange management function. In 1958, Foreign Fund Operations
Department was created, and in 1959 Accounting Department and Securities Department
were added to enhance business efficiency at a time when postwar recovery work was
nearly completed and the economy had been stabilized somewhat. In 1959, Bank
Examination Department was abolished and a Bank Supervisor System was introduced to
provide more efficient scrutiny of banking institutions. As a result, two bank supervisors
were appointed as high-ranking officers. In 1961, this Bank Supervisor System was
abolished, and Bank Examination Departments I, II, and III were established. As a result

| Business Department of Head Office (August 1961)
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of this organizational restructuring, the Head Office organization was expanded to twelve
executive departments (bu), four departments (kuk) under Bank Supervision and
Examination Department (bu), and Audit Department at the end of 1961.

After First Amendment of the Bank of Korea Act (1962 - 1966)
The first revision of the Bank of Korea Act, in 1962, led to a reorganization of the
Bank. The Chief Deputy Governor and the Deputy Governor were renamed as the
Deputy Governor and Assistant Governor, respectively, while holding the same powers as
before. The name of Bank Supervision and Examination Department (bu) was changed to
the Office of Bank Supervision, and the name of the head of Bank Supervision and
Examination Department was modified to superintendent of the Office of Bank
Supervision. In 1964, Training Department was set up to promote more efficient
employee training. At the end of 1966, the Head Office organization was expanded to
include thirteen executive departments (bu), four departments (kuk) under the Office of
Bank Supervision, and Audit Department.

After Establishment of Korea Exchange Bank (1967 - 1979)
Founded in January 1967, Korea Exchange Bank took over the business of the Bank
of Korea's Foreign Department and Foreign Fund Operations Department, sparking a
sweeping organizational restructuring of the Bank of Korea. As Foreign Department,
Foreign Fund Operations Department, and Training Department were abolished, a new
Planning Department was set up. In addition, a Planning & Budget Committee was
established to equip the central bank with a system to allow a seamless interflow between
planning and budgeting. Alongside this, Research Department was divided into Research
Departments I and II. Research Department I took charge of investigating major
monetary and credit policies, whose findings were submitted to the Monetary Policy
Committee, as well as researching domestic and overseas economic trends and
fluctuations, foreign exchange, balance of payments, and the like. Research Department II
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was responsible for statistical matters relating to the industrial sector, the national
accounts, input-output tables, and other related work.
In the process of executing the series of Five-Year Economic Development Plans, the
scope of business carried out by the Bank of Korea grew sharply. In line with this trend,
Savings Promotion Department was created in 1968 and Credit Control Department and
Cash Department were set up in 1970.
In 1973, System & Method Department was established to push for automation and
computerization. Meanwhile, Investment Fund Department was created after
establishment of the National Investment Fund to nurture the heavy and chemical
industry and spur exports since management of the fund was delegated to the Bank of
Korea. In 1976, International Finance Department was formed to attract and manage
foreign capital in an efficient and professional manner after being separated from
Exchange Control Department.
The Office of Bank Supervision was enlarged to meet an increased workload caused
by the expanded basis for local bank operations and the tightened credit screening of
corporate borrowers. Specifically, Bank Examination Department IV, Bank Examination
Controlling Department, Credit Management Office (sil), and Banking Improvement
Guidance Office (sil) were newly established. At the end of 1979 after several rounds of
reorganization brought about by changes in internal and external conditions, the Head
Office contained nineteen executive departments (bu) and two offices (sil); nine
departments (kuk) and one office (sil) under the Office of Bank Supervision; and Audit
Department.

Period of Management Rationalization (1981 - 1997)
The Bank of Korea carried out organizational restructuring to enhance the efficiency
of its organization and business operation and accelerate financial liberalization. First, in
1982 the Bank closed three departments: Training Department, and the Office of Bank
Supervision's Analysis & Guidance Department and Bank Examination Department V. In
1983, Cash Department was merged into Issue Department. In 1984, Securities
Department was eliminated. Meanwhile, the Office of Bank Supervision was reorganized
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with the creation of General Affairs Department, Credit Analysis Department, Bank
Examination Department V, and Special Examination Office (sil), to strengthen the
supervision of financial institutions.
In the 1990s, the Bank of Korea underwent several waves of reorganization in
response to changes in the management environment. In 1991, the Office of Monetary
and Economic Studies, which had belonged to Research Department I, was enlarged into
the Institute for Monetary & Economic Research and given departmental status.
Meanwhile, Fund Operations Department and Head Office Construction Center were
dissolved. In 1992, International Finance Department and Exchange Control Department
were reorganized as International Department and Foreign Exchange Department to
redress overlapping responsibilities and dual channels of foreign exchange and
international finance. The Overseas Research Team of Research Department I was
expanded to form Overseas Economic Information Office to cope effectively with a
growing demand for overseas investigation. In addition, Public Information Department
was set up in 1993 to establish and execute comprehensive public relations strategies.
In 1994, Savings Planning & Payment System Department was renamed Payment
Systems Department to more efficiently establish and implement payment and settlement
affairs in preparation for their enlarged scale. In 1995, when Foreign Exchange
Department's activities diminished in line with the progress of foreign exchange
liberalization, the department was scaled down and reorganized as Foreign Exchange
Office within International Department.
As for the Office of Bank Supervision, in 1996 General Affairs Department and
Banking Improvement Guidance Department were merged into Supervision
Coordination Department. Meanwhile, Credit Management Department was renamed
Credit Supervision Department. At the end of 1997, the Head Office had thirteen
executive departments (bu); one office (sil); one research institute; nine departments
(kuk) under the Office of Bank Supervision; and Audit Department.

After Sixth Amendment of the Bank of Korea Act (1998 - )
Based on the 1998 revision of the Bank of Korea Act, the Bank of Korea restructured
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its organization to reflect the separation of the Office of Bank Supervision from the Bank
and changes in the Bank's functions, and to scale down the organization and enhance its
operational efficiency. As a first step, the Office of Bank Supervision, which had been set
up as an internal body of the Bank of Korea, was separated from the Bank and integrated
into the Financial Supervisory Service. Accordingly, nine departments within the Office
of Bank Supervision were dissolved, together with the Bank Supervision & Examination
Groups at ten branches. In addition, the organizational structure of the Head Office was
significantly realigned. Research Department I, Research Department II, and the Institute
for Monetary & Economic Research were integrated into Research Department. Archives
& Secretariat Department and Public Information Department were also merged into
Planning Department, while Treasury Department was integrated into Payment Systems
Department. Meanwhile, to streamline the formulation and implementation of monetary
and credit policies, Credit Control Department was split into Monetary Policy
Department, which handled monetary policymaking, and Financial Markets Department,
which was responsible for executing these policies. Besides this, Banking Institutions
Department was set up to identify the managerial status of financial institutions and
conduct joint examinations together with the Financial Supervisory Service.
In 1999, the Bank revamped its operational structure, moving away from the
structure that had been in place since its foundation. In an initial move, all departments
were categorized into five job groups oriented around similar duties and responsibilities
or close links to each other to encourage employee specialization. To promote
organizational flexibility, departmental divisions at the Head Office were eliminated and
reorganized largely as teams. In addition, offices which had been under the overall control
of a department director could now be run independently without such oversight. In
terms of departmental structure, the statistics sector was separated from Research
Department, and Economic Statistics Department was established to intensify the
compilation and development of economic statistics. Personnel Department and Support
Services & Properties Department were merged into Personnel Department to downsize
the Bank's management and support business. In 2000, Reserve Management Office was
separated from International Department and expanded to form Reserve Management
Department so as to set up an efficient operational system for foreign currency assets
managed abroad to meet the need to enhance the stability, liquidity, and profitability of
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such assets, which were increasing at the time.
Since 2003, the Bank of Korea has gradually reorganized itself to reflect changes in
the business environment, including the revision of the Bank of Korea Act, and to develop
a more rational organizational structure. In 2003, the Bank enlarged Special Research
Office of Research Department into the Institute for Monetary & Economic Research to
bolster its medium- to long-term investigation and research function. In March 2003, the
Bank launched an Organizational Improvement Committee to map out a reorganization
plan, based on which seventeen teams were eliminated, six teams were absorbed and
combined, and four teams were created. In 2004, Risk and External Management Office
was installed within Reserve Management Department to boost the efficiency of foreign
currency asset management. In 2005, the Office was expanded to form Reserve
Investment Office and Reserve Management Support Office.
Also in 2005, Economic Information Office of Planning & Budget Department was
upgraded to the Information & Economic Education Center, a departmental unit
responsible for public relations and economic education endowed with a mission to
enhance economic education for the public. And in consideration of the fact that Banking
Institutions Department had been analyzing the management of the entire financial
sector, including banking and non-banking financial institutions, and performing related
research and studies, its name was changed to Financial Systems Stability Department.
In 2009, the Bank of Korea's role in relation to financial stability was expanded for
such reasons as joining the Financial Stability Board (FSB). Accordingly, it set up
Financial Stability Office within Financial Systems Stability Department. It also created a
temporary Group of 20 Task Force to prepare for the Seoul meeting of the Group of 20
Finance Ministers and Central Bank Governors.
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Figure 1

Bank of Korea Organizational Chart
(as of end of February 2010)
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(2) Branches and Overseas Representative Offices
Branches
The Bank of Korea has branches in the country's principal cities that perform some
or all of the duties handled by the Head Office. As of end of February 2010, it had sixteen
branches.
At its founding, the Bank of Korea had domestic branches in seven cities: Busan,
Daegu, Mokpo, Gwangju, Jeonju, Daejeon, and Incheon. It also operated an overseas
branch in Tokyo. The Bank opened branches in Cheongju and Chuncheon in 1951 and
1955, respectively.
After opening the Tokyo Branch upon its acquisition from the Bank of Chosun with
the intent to facilitate trade with Japan, and support the needs of Korean residents of
Japan, the Bank of Korea also set up an Osaka Branch in 1951 in line with an increase in
bilateral trade. In 1953, it opened a branch in Hong Kong to bolster support for trade
with Southeast Asian nations. In 1966, a branch was established in Saigon as trade with
Vietnam expanded. But in 1967, with the establishment of Korea Exchange Bank and the
subsequent reorganization of the Bank of Korea, all four overseas Bank of Korea branches
were transferred to Korea Exchange Bank.
In 1968, a system of domestic representatives was introduced to support regions far
from Bank branches or experiencing unstable currency circulation. Representatives
dispatched to these units were responsible for managing the currency under their custody
as well as monitoring local economic conditions.
In the 1970s, the Bank of Korea set up four additional domestic branches - in Jeju
(1970), Suwon (1972), Masan (1975), and Gangneung (1976) - in conjunction with the
dramatic expansion of regional economies side by side with the nation's rapid economic
growth. New branches opened in Ulsan, home to Korea's largest industrial park, in 1980,
and in Pohang, the base for Korea's steel industry, in 1984. In 1991, Gangnam Branch was
established in southern Seoul to expedite the central bank's services to financial
institutions, commercial and industrial entities, and residents of the area. To increase
supervisory efficiency, in 1986 the Bank opened Bank Supervision & Examination Groups
in nine branches, including those in Busan and Gwangju.
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From 1996 onward, the Bank conducted a review of the functions of branches that
had experienced expansion, which marked the beginning of a phased branch
rationalization process. In 1997, the Bank closed six representative offices across the
country including that in Haenam and converted them into currency custody offices to
perform currency issuance and withdrawal in regions without a branch or a
representative office. Four more representative offices including Andong followed suit in
1998. In 1999, nine currency custody offices including that in Ilsan were closed down as
part of ongoing organizational downsizing. In 2007, branches in Gumi, Jinju, and
Suncheon, as well as the currency custody office in Taebaek, were abolished and their
functions transferred to other branches.
Following the seventh amendment of the Bank of Korea Act, in 2004 Issue Teams at
six branches including Jeonbuk Branch were incorporated into Credit & Reserves Teams
in tandem with computerization of Treasury management. In 2007, Issue Teams at three
branches including Daegu & Gyeongbuk Branch were merged into Credit & Reserves
Teams. In 2010, Issue Teams at three branches including Busan Branch were integrated
into Credit & Reserves Teams to reflect the shrinking teller workload, a move that marked
the end of Issue Teams at branches.
In 2003, Regional Economic Research Teams at five branches including Busan
Branch were expanded into Regional Economic Research Offices, with the goal of
spurring economic research on local economies. In 2007, Regional Economic Research
Offices were added at Gangwon and Jeju Branches.

Overseas Representative Offices
For the purpose of staying abreast of economic trends in major countries while also
gathering information and promoting close cooperation and communication with
monetary authorities and international financial organizations, the Bank of Korea has
opened and operated overseas representative offices in leading financial centers and cities
around the world. As of end of February 2010, the Bank had five overseas representative
offices and two overseas representatives.
The Bank's first overseas representative office was New York Office, which opened in
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| Opening reception for New York Representative
Office (Dec. 17, 1953)

| Opening ceremony for Beijing Representative Office
(Dec. 4, 2003)

1953. The Office was responsible for solidifying economic ties between Korea and the
United States in line with increasing assistance from the U.S., raising Korea's stature in the
international financial scene, investigating overseas financial markets, and serving as a
liaison office for foreign currency fund management. The Bank has since opened
additional offices in Europe, Japan, and elsewhere in Asia. Although it once had as many
as nine overseas representative offices, that number has since been reduced to five (New
York, London, Frankfurt, Beijing and Tokyo) as part of downsizing efforts.

3.1.4 Management
(1) Capital and Accounting
The Bank of Korea was established in 1950 with paid-in capital of 1.5 billion won, all
of which was subscribed to by the government. Chronic inflation made the actual value of
the capital stock insignificant by the time the Bank of Korea Act was first revised in 1962,
which changed the Bank's status to that of a special juridical person with no capital and
returned the initial paid-in capital to the government. As a result, only retained earnings
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comprising legal reserves and voluntary reserves currently remain in the Bank's capital
account.
The Bank of Korea sets aside legal and voluntary reserves to cover possible future
deficits. Net profits on earnings from settlement are allocated to these reserves. Under the
Bank of Korea Act now in force, the annual reserve ratio for legal reserves is 10% of such
net profits. The Bank may also accumulate voluntary reserves for specific purposes,
subject to government approval. Any remaining balance of net profits after legal and
voluntary reserves is paid into the government's general revenue account.
The Bank also has its own set of accounting regulations based on Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles in Korea. After several changes, the Bank of Korea's fiscal year has,
since 1957, been identical to the calendar year i.e., from January 1 to December 31.
Pursuant to the Bank of Korea Act as revised in late 1997, the ex-officio chairmanship
of the Monetary Policy Committee was changed from the Minister of Finance and
Economy to the Governor of the Bank of Korea. In line with this change, the Bank's
budget allocations for expenses other than those related to monetary and credit policies
came to require the approval of the Minister of Finance and Economy prior to being
confirmed by the Monetary Policy Committee. As a result, the Bank's expense budgets
had to undergo a confirmation review process by the Monetary Policy Committee after
deliberation review by the Committee and subsequent approval by the Minister of
Finance and Economy. With the seventh revision of the Bank of Korea Act in late 2003,
the scope of central bank budgets requiring approval from the Minister of Finance and
Economy was narrowed. Whereas previously all expense budgets required approval, the
scope was now limited to those related to wages.
Within two months of the close of every fiscal year, the Bank of Korea submits its
closing statements to the Minister of Finance and Economy after a resolution by the
Monetary Policy Committee. As a public corporation exempted from corporate taxes
since its founding, the Bank had been exempted from various tax regulations. But starting
on December 31, 1981, it was designated as an organization partly subject to the
Corporate Tax Act, and from January 1999, the Bank was classified as a general taxable
judicial person subject to the Corporate Tax Act.
From its founding in 1950 until 1981, the Bank operated in the black, although the
amount of its net profits fluctuated. From 1982 to 1987, however, on account of a massive
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increase in foreign currency financing costs, the Bank repeatedly recorded a deficit. The
Bank then stayed in the black until the end of 2003, except for 1993 and 1994, when it
registered a deficit for such reasons as rising monetary control costs. During the four-year
period of 2004 to 2007, the Bank recorded a deficit for four years in a row due to the
appreciation of the Korean won and the increased issuance of MSBs. Starting in 2008, the
Bank returned to the black thanks to the sharp depreciation of the won as a result of the
global financial crisis.

(2) Human Resources Management
Employees and Personnel Management
At the time of its founding on June 12, 1950, the Bank of Korea had 1,128
employees, including six executives, but the outbreak of the Korean War led to a massive
reduction in the number of employees. With the establishment of the Transitional
Rehabilitation Headquarters and hiring of workers from commercial banks, however, the
Bank of Korea had returned to its original level within one year of its establishment. Due
to a growing workload and organizational expansion, the number of employees rose
steadily. By the end of 1982, total staff had risen to 4,593, which represented a more than
fourfold increase from the time of the Bank's founding.
Beginning in 1983, as internal management was streamlined with, among others,
increasing use of office automation, the number of employees steadily decreased. In 1998
in particular, the Bank instituted mass layoffs in connection with its restructuring plan to
overcome the currency crisis that dealt a serious blow to the nation. As of end of 2000, the
Bank had a staff of 2,083, less than half its peak level. Since 2000, a growing workload
arising from the expansion of foreign currency assets under the Bank's management,
provision of economic education to the public, and strengthening of research functions
has led to an enormous increase in demand for manpower. Nonetheless, Bank
employment remained steady at 2,230 as of end of February 2010 thanks to ongoing
innovation efforts.
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Table 4 Number of Employees, by Job Grade
Grade

General
service staff

Number of employees1)

1

93

2

160

3

360

4

490

5

402

6
Subtotal

428
1,933

Special service staff

35

Contractual service staff

31

Technicians
Operational and Maintenance staff
Security staff
Total

26
106
99
2,230

Note: 1) As of end of February 2010

In the area of personnel management, the Bank of Korea has striven to secure highly
competent human resources and professionalize its staff since its foundation. It has made
concerted efforts to establish performance-oriented personnel management that
emphasizes achievements and capabilities rather than seniority. In 2006, the Bank laid out
a Management Innovation Plan whose objectives were to diversify hiring methods, secure
professional staff, establish a compensation system focused on job value and
performance, and reinforce an ability-oriented personnel management system. To execute
the plan, the Bank increased the ratio of outside experts hired to up to 30% of its annual
recruitment, promoted an open hiring system to offer selected posts to outsiders,
implemented a new human resources management system which applied different
personnel management and remuneration systems to different groups of employees based
on duties and responsibilities, and strengthened the link between performance and
compensation through annual salary system, incentive bonuses and other such schemes.

Training
The Bank of Korea offers its employees a variety of training programs with the goal
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of strengthening their job capabilities and enhancing their sense of duty as staff members
of the central bank. In recognition of the importance of training, the Bank set up a
Training Team within Personnel Department in 1961. The opening of the Human
Resources Development Institute in Incheon in 1984 provided a breakthrough in
promoting the benefits of training as it allowed the Bank to provide its own training in a
camp-like setting. Today, the Bank manages its own training system in order to make the
most effective use of its human resources by reflecting their training results in personnel
management.
The Bank of Korea's training system is broadly divided into domestic and overseas
training. Domestic training is further categorized into position-based and job skills-based
training. The former focuses on improving the caliber of its staff to equip them for their
duties as employees of a central bank and on enhancing their job management and task
coordination skills. The latter involves enabling employees to obtain the expertise and
practical abilities required to carry out their respective tasks. In addition, academic
training allows employees to undertake from one to two and a half years of studies at
graduate schools or training institutes in Korea to acquire the professional knowledge

| Swearing-in of new staff members (January 2010)
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needed to perform their duties. Meanwhile, overseas training is classified into overseas
professional training and overseas academic training. In the former type, Bank employees
are sent to financial institutions, international organizations, and educational institutes
abroad for a short time to gain practical knowledge and learn the latest theories. The
latter type of training enables selected employees to undertake from one to two and a half
years of studies at overseas graduate schools or research centers to obtain academic
knowledge and improve their foreign language skills in line with what is needed to
develop the Bank's business.

(3) Informatization
Informatization at the Bank of Korea dates back to 1967 with the establishment of a
department dedicated to computerization. Since 1974, the Bank has developed Mediumto Long-term Informatization Plans about every five years, based on which it has

| Information Technology Department, looking into Mainframe Computer Room
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undertaken a number of informatization projects. The Bank's implementation of
information technology can be divided into the stages as set out below.
During the era of simple data processing (1967-1977), the Bank outsourced all
operations requiring computer processing because it did not itself possess the necessary
computer equipment. It was during this time that foreign exchange statistics, wholesale
price indices, and other economic statistics started to be developed with the help of
computers. With the introduction of the CYBER 71 computer in 1977, the Bank began to
apply computer technology to some of its administrative and teller related work.
During the period of on-line processing and office automation (1978-1989), the
scope of computerization was expanded. In December 1985, the third long-term
development plan for Management Information Systems (MIS) was set up. As a result,
the Bank's MIS came to encompass eight information systems (Management Planning
and Control, Monetary Policy, Economic Research and Statistics, BOP and Foreign
Exchange Management, On-line and BOK Wire System, Management of International
Affairs, Bank Supervision, and Overall Management) and 49 sub-systems. This MIS
structure served as the framework for the Bank's IT efforts until the mid-1990s.
Meanwhile, in 1986 the computers of the Bank of Korea and the Korea Financial
Telecommunications & Clearings Institute were linked to allow for computer processing
of various net settlements (joint use of CDs, Giro, bill clearing, call transactions, etc.).
During the era of a paradigm shift in information technology (1990-1999), the Bank
expanded its internal and external information and communication networks and built
the necessary databases in line with the explosive growth in Internet use and other
innovations in information technology.
In 1994, the launch of BOK-Wire established a solid foundation for large-volume
transactions. In 1995, BOK-FORUM, with bulletin boards and an internal e-mail system,
was launched to support internal information sharing and document transmission and
receipt.
In response to the growing popularity of the Internet, in December 1997 the Bank
created its own website, called the Bank of Korea Information System. At the end of 1998,
the Bank established an intranet-based document management system with such features
as electronic approvals, e-mail and document management, bringing revolutionary
changes to its operation. In line with the implementation of the Foreign Exchange
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Transactions Act in 1999, a Foreign Exchange Information System was established to
allow for the focused ex post facto management and monitoring of foreign exchange
transactions.
In the 2000s, the Bank of Korea embarked on organized information sharing with
outside entities. With the separation of the Office of Bank Supervision from the Bank in
1998, the Bank built a Financial Analysis & Information Retrieval System (FAIRS) linked
to the Financial Supervisory Service in July 2000 in an attempt to acquire from the Service
the information necessary to perform managerial analysis of financial institutions. In
2009, the Bank implemented the Bank of Korea Information Providing System (IPS),
which further expanded the potential for financial information sharing.
In January 2003, the Bank built a National Treasury Network System linking its IT
system with those of the Ministry of Finance and Economy and financial institutions in a
server-to-server environment to process payment of Treasury deposits on a real-time
basis. In December 2004, the Bank implemented a Continuous Linked Settlement (CLS)
Payment-versus-Payment System, which enabled simultaneous payments and receipts in
won and foreign currency.
In March 2008, the Bank began to operate a Knowledge Management System, which
would serve as the basis for its knowledge management. The Bank also developed a web
page for economic education in September 2006, and constructed a cyber Bank of Korea
Museum in October 2007. In May 2009, it put into operation the New Bank of Korea
Financial Wire Network (BOK-Wire+), which dramatically improved the existing BOKWire's functions. BOK-Wire+ incorporates a hybrid system combining the merits of realtime gross settlement and net settlement. This allows for server-to-server connection
between the Bank of Korea and participant institutions, thereby enabling straightthrough processing of their fund transfers.

(4) Asset Management
Upon its establishment, the Bank of Korea took over most of the real estate owned
by the Bank of Chosun. However, almost half of the buildings at the Bank of Korea's
headquarters including the main building itself were damaged during the Korean War.
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Although most of the damage was repaired after the war, the need to purchase new
buildings or expand and reconstruct existing buildings was inevitable to accommodate
the Bank's expanding work volume. Accordingly, in May 1985 the Bank began
construction of a new building (today the main building), which was completed in
November 1987. Expansion and renovation of the old main building (the main building
until May 2005) and annexes I and II were completed in May 1989. In addition, in March
2005 the Bank exchanged a lot it owned in Seoul's Hoehyeon-dong for the former
Commercial Bank of Korea building (currently the Sogong annex) located across from its
main building.
Construction of the Bank's old main building, a stone structure built in the
Renaissance style, began in November 1907. It was originally meant to serve as the Korean
branch of the Dai-Ichi Bank of Japan. However, the building was transferred to the
former Bank of Korea established on July 26, 1909 (renamed the Bank of Chosun on
August 15, 1911) and was completed on January 20, 1912 as the headquarters of the Bank
of Chosun. On September 25, 1981, the building was designated as an official cultural
property (Historic Site No. 280) by the Ministry of Culture and Information. The
building reopened as Bank of Korea Museum and Art Gallery in June 2001, with the aim
of disseminating a broader and deeper knowledge of monetary, financial and economic
affairs among the public.
With respect to branches, the Bank of Korea took over eight buildings from the Bank
of Chosun, including Busan
Branch. However, most of them
were quite dilapidated and some
suffered serious damage or even
collapsed during the Korean War.
Thus, after the war, starting with
construction of a new Daejeon
and Chungnam Branch in 1953,
sixteen branch buildings, including those of newly established
branches, were either expanded,
| Bank of Korea building before restoration (September 1956)

renovated, or newly built.
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| The Bank of Korea in 2010
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<Box 1>

Bank of Korea Symbol Mark
Upon its establishment in 1950, the Bank of Korea adopted the symbol mark that the Bank of
Chosun had been using since 1946. The outer and inner circles of the symbol mark symbolized outer
space and the earth, respectively. The rose of sharon in the background and fourteen veins within
represented the country and its fourteen provinces at the time of Korea's liberation from Japanese
colonial rule. The Taegeuk (yin and yang) symbol at the center denoted the national, and the square
inside a circle represented a brass coin, which symbolized a currency-issuing bank.
This symbol mark had limitations, however, in adequately expressing the image of a central bank
that had witnessed so many profound changes since its foundation and a dramatic strengthening of its
independence following two revisions to the Bank of Korea Act starting in 1998. Accordingly, the Bank of
Korea pushed ahead with the creation of a new symbol mark in March 2008 and unveiled the new
symbol mark at its New Year meeting in 2010, to mark its sixtieth anniversary that year.
The new symbol mark places emphasis on visually expressing the Bank of Korea's roles which
have developed and changed together with the trends of the times as well as its future as an advanced
central bank. The new symbol mark delivers images of the Bank's core pursuits as Korea's central bank,
namely credibility, specialization, and independence. The light blue Taegeuk pattern, consisting of a
circle and waves, represents the dignity of Korea's central bank. The three areas converging into the
circle symbolize harmony between the state, enterprises and the people and the dynamic development
of the Korean economy.
In the process of determining a new symbol mark, the Bank of Korea gathered opinions from
within and without the Bank through a variety of channels. Surveys were conducted targeting employees
and their families. The Bank also organized a working-level advisory committee on establishing a
corporate identity (CI) and held several rounds of meetings to discuss the matter. In addition, the Bank
gathered suggestions from outside experts, its public relations committee, and its director generals.
By creating a new symbol mark through the process described above and developing a number of
standardized visual images including a logotype and bank colors, the Bank of Korea introduced a new CI
system. With the adoption of a new CI system, the Bank has strengthened its resolve to develop into an
advanced central bank with the public trust.

(1950~2009)

(2010~Present)
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3.2

Functions of the Bank of Korea

3.2.1 Formulation and Implementation of Monetary
and Credit Policies
The Bank of Korea formulates and implements monetary and credit policies to bring
about an appropriate level of economic activity by pursuing price stability through the
adjustment of interest rates and liquidity.

| ‘Price Stability’ bas relief in lobby of main building
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(1) Monetary and Credit Policy Operation System
The monetary and credit policy operation system refers to the targeting of money
supply, exchange rates and inflation on the basis of nominal anchors. The Bank of Korea
has adopted inflation targeting as the framework for its monetary policy operation since
1998, but it previously maintained a monetary targeting regime, employing as its primary
indicators M1 (currency-in-circulation and demand deposits) from 1957 to 1978; M2
(M1 + time & savings deposits + residents' foreign currency deposits) from 1979 to 1996;
and M2 and MCT (M2 + certificates of deposit + money-in-trust) in 1997.

Major Changes in Monetary Targeting
1957 ~ 1996
The introduction of the Financial Stabilization Program in 1957 marked the
beginning of Korea's formulation and implementation of monetary and credit policies
within a systematic framework. The Program determined a ceiling on M1 on a yearly or
quarterly basis, which was then broken down into limits on each source of money supply,
including public finance, the fertilizer account, civilian, foreign, and other sources to keep
the money supply at an appropriate level. The introduction of the Program was
undertaken to counter the serious inflation that had been unleashed by the dramatic
changes in the social and economic order and the fiscal laxity that had prevailed since the
establishment of the Republic of Korea.
In an attempt to make up for the chronic deficit in the balance of payments, Korea
concluded a stand-by-credit arrangement with the International Monetary Fund (IMF) in
March 1965. As part of the conditionality attached to the arrangement, the country
agreed to set specific targets for a monetary indicator in consultation with the IMF. Thus,
M1 was replaced, as an indicator for regulating the monetary supply, by the net domestic
assets of the central bank (1966 ~ first half of 1969), the reserve base (second half of
1969), the domestic credit of financial institutions (1970 ~ 1982), and net domestic credit
(1983 ~ 1986). The Financial Stabilization Program was drawn up and put into effect,
considering these indicators.
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Beginning in 1976, when the country's balance of payments showed signs of
improvement, the target for the increase in M1 was set and published, independently of
the arrangement with the IMF. However, the highly erratic movements of M1 resulted in
a growing gap between actual and targeted levels, prompting Korea to switch its key
indicator of monetary policy to M2 in 1979.
Korea failed to attain the targeted M2 levels in the early 1980s in the aftermath of the
second oil shock and in the late 1980s due to a large current account surplus arising from
the international weakness of the dollar, low oil prices and interest rates, and a subsequent
increase in inflows of funds from overseas. However, the country kept with M2 targeting
until the mid-1990s as the economy began to stabilize in 1991. During the subsequent
period, M2 generally remained within a targeted range, maintaining a high correlation
with prices overall.

1996 ~ 1997
In April 1996, the government overhauled the trust system, extending the minimum
maturity for money-in-trust, a long-term performance-based financial product, and
raising the rate of prepayment charges in order to restore its original functions. Thus, a
substantial part of the funds withdrawn from money-in-trust, which had exhibited
favorable performance, flowed into savings deposits at banks. This accelerated the
increase in savings deposits, and M2 began to surge in May 1996.
Although there was no significant change to monetary and credit policies, the
realignment of the financial system resulted in a sharp rise in the money supply growth
rate. Under these circumstances, the Bank of Korea started to consider introducing a new
monetary indicator. It ultimately began to use MCT, which represents M2 plus certificates
of deposit and money-in-trust. The portfolio shift effects such as the M2 increase caused
by a flow of funds from money-in-trust to savings deposits could be offset within the
MCT scheme.
In 1997, the Bank of Korea thus adopted the dual intermediate targets of M2 and
MCT, focusing on MCT rather than M2. However, another institutional reorganization
undermined the usefulness of MCT. Specifically, the Bank imposed a 2% reserve
requirement on bank CDs in February 1997 as part of its overhaul of the reserve
requirement system. This prompted a flow of funds from maturing CDs into cover bills, a
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new investment vehicle that became increasingly available once the ceiling on its issuance
was abolished. As a result, the growth in MCT decelerated substantially.

1998 ~
In the face of the growing perception that monetary indicators were becoming less
and less effective and that price stability was crucial to sustainable economic
development, the Bank of Korea began to consider the feasibility of inflation targeting in
the mid-1990s as an alternative to monetary targeting.
The Bank officially introduced Inflation Targeting in December 1997 and set the
targeted inflation rate for 1998 at 9±1% based on the consumer price index. Regardless of
such change in the instrumentalities for its conduct of monetary policies, however, the
Bank actually had to employ the method of monetary policy operation specified in the
stand-by-credit arrangement, which was part of the conditionality when Korea received
IMF bailout funds. Basically following monetary targeting, this approach established and
controlled ceilings on the supply of reserve money as an indicative limit corresponding to
an appropriate growth rate of M3, the widest monetary aggregate at the time.
In 1999, Korea was exempted from the obligation to consult with the IMF regarding
an appropriate level of M3. However, the Bank of Korea set the year's targeted M3 growth
rate on an average balance basis in a range of 13 to 14%, in addition to its targeting of an
annual inflation rate. This is because the Bank placed the highest priority on preventing
confusion and uncertainty in the financial markets and lowering inflation expectations. It
intended to use both M3 and a targeted annual inflation rate in a transition period before
inflation targeting took firm root.
In 2000, the Bank set the targeted M3 growth rate at 7 to 10% together with a
targeted inflation rate. In 2001, it changed the M3 growth rate from an intermediate
target to a monitoring indicator, which meant it was not required to make an immediate
response even if the money supply moved outside the bounds of its monitoring range.
Since 2003, the Bank has been using the M3 growth rate only as an information variable.
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Existing Monetary and Credit Policy Operation System
Unlike intermediate targeting whereby a central bank designates a specific monetary
aggregate as an intermediate target, the inflation targeting scheme, now being employed,
sets a specific target for inflation to attain the ultimate goal of price stability, and conducts
monetary and credit policies accordingly. Under the inflation targeting scheme, a central
bank predicts inflation on the basis of a number of information variables including
money supply, interest rates, exchange rates, asset prices, and commodity prices, and it
manages monetary and credit policies in a way which ensures that actual inflation rates
are as close to the targeted level as possible.
Table 5 Comparison of Inflation Targeting and Monetary Targeting Operation Schemes
Approach

Operation Schemes
Policy Instruments

Inflation
Targeting

Policy Instruments

Monetary
Targeting

→

·Open market
operations
·Central bank loan
and deposit
system
·Reserve
requirement
system

·Open market
operations
·Central bank loan
and deposit
system
·Reserve
requirement
system

Targets
·Short-term interest
rates
·Reserve base
·Reserve
requirements

→

Targets
·Short-term interest
rates
·Reserve base
·Reserve
requirements

———————————→
↑

Ultimate Goal
·Price stability

Information Variables
·Interest rates
·Money supply
·Exchange rate, etc.

→ Intermediate Target
·Money supply

→ Ultimate Goal
·Price stability
·Economic growth
·Full employment

Target Price Index
In the early phase of inflation targeting in 1998 and 1999, the consumer price index
served as the target indicator. The consumer price index is technically flawed as target in
that it is affected by not only monetary factors, but also temporary, short-term factors
irrelevant to the central bank's monetary and credit policies. For this reason, the Bank of
Korea selected core inflation as the target index for its policies from the year 2000. Core
inflation does not include farm prices other than grains since they fluctuate greatly
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depending on weather and harvest conditions. It also excludes petroleum prices, which
closely track changes in international oil prices.
Farm produce and fuel naturally account for a substantial part of household
expenditures, so the exclusion of farm and petroleum prices means that core inflation
does not closely reflect the reality of everyday life of the public. This could confuse the
public as to the actual price level. Taking this situation into full account, the Bank shifted
back to the consumer price index as its target in 2007.

Targeted Level of Inflation
In 1998, the first year of inflation targeting, the Bank of Korea set the inflation target
at a relatively high level of 9±1% in consideration of the impact of the surge in foreign
exchange rate after the currency crisis. As inflation later declined, the Bank set the
inflation target at 3±1% in 1999, 2.5±1% in 2000, and 3±1% each year from 2001 to 2003
on an annual average basis. During the period from 2004 to 2006, which witnessed a shift
to an medium-term target system, the Bank set a range for the targeted inflation rate at
2.5 to 3.5% on an annual average basis. In an effort to minimize price volatility and
consolidate the basis for price stability, it narrowed the permissible fluctuation range from
Figure 2 Inflation Targets and CPI
(Year on year, %)
Inflation target range

Core Inflation

CPI
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2 percentage point to 1.
During the period from 2007 to 2009, the Bank set the medium-term inflation target
at 3.0±0.5% on an annual average basis, reintroducing its designation of a midpoint as
well as a fluctuation range. The Bank deemed this approach useful in promoting public
understanding of its policy objectives and considered that it would enable the Bank to
gather public inflation expectations more readily. The Bank set the inflation target for the
three-year period from 2010 (2010~2012) at 3.0±1.0% (compared to the same period of
the previous year), widening the fluctuation band. This was in anticipation of greater
uncertainties in light of the significant change in price conditions compared to before the
global financial crisis, which would require greater flexibility in monetary and credit
policies.

Period covered by an Inflation Target
The Bank of Korea set an inflation target each year from 1998 to 2003, but such
annual inflation targeting is fraught with problems. For instance, there is a long
transmission lag before monetary policies have an impact on prices, and price conditions
themselves are very uncertain where there are many externalities as in a small open
economy such as Korea.
Beginning in 2000, the Bank suggested, together with an annual inflation target, that
it would endeavor to keep core inflation at 2.5% in the mediun-term. In 2003, the Bank
adjusted the medium-term target from 2.5% to a range of 2.5 to 3.5% in the interests of
greater flexibility in monetary and credit policies.
In 2010, the Bank set the period covered by mediun-term inflation target at three
years (2010 - 2012), and it now regularly carries out annual assessments as to whether the
goal is being met, instead of judging this on an annual average basis after the end of such
three year period. Accordingly, the Bank plans to review and report on the trend and
forecast of prices, operational status of inflation targets, and so forth in December every
year starting in 2010.

Method to Meet the Inflation Target
From the mid-1990s, there was increasing discussion of a shift toward interest rates
as the operational target for the implementation of monetary policies in light of the
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declining effectiveness of monetary aggregates. This shift began
to produce a tangible outcome
after the currency crisis. Following the introduction of the IMF
rescue package in early December
1997, the Bank of Korea raised
the call rate to 25%, then the upper limit under the Interest Limitation Act. The Bank gradually
| Press conference on monetary policy (Apr. 9, 2010)

relaxed its monetary stance as the

foreign exchange market rapidly regained stability. In May 1999, it started to set specific
call rate targets from a monetary policy perspective.
A focus of monetary policy on its call rate can generate some positive effects
including preventing the spread of market anxieties. However, a call rate virtually fixed at
a targeted level failed to reflect the liquidity conditions in each financial institution as well
as the overall financial market. This weakened the capacity of the call rate to deliver
market signals and allocate funds. In addition, the bunching short-term fund transactions
in the call market hampered the development of other money markets including that of
RPs.
Against this background, the Bank of Korea sought to reconcile the market
characteristics of the call rate with its stability. In a bid to support interest rate-driven
monetary policies more effectively, the Bank has been utilizing its 1-week RP rate as the
policy rate since March 2008.
Figure 3 Monetary and Credit Policy Transmission Mechanism

Base rate of the
Bank of Korea
(policy rate)

Overnight
interest rate
(call rate)

Short-term
interest rates

Long-term
interest rates
Loan and deposit
interest rates

Asset price / exchange rate / expectations

Real economy
(GDP growth,
prices, etc.)
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(2) Conduct of Monetary and Credit Policies
Central banks mainly use tools such as open market operations, loans and deposits,
and reserve requirements to adjust interest rates and liquidity.

Open Market Operations
Open market operations include the issuance and redemption of Monetary
Stabilization Bonds (MSBs), the trading of securities and management of the Monetary
Stabilization Account. In other words, the Bank of Korea may issue MSBs according to
Article 69 of the Bank of Korea Act and the Bank of Korea Monetary Stabilization Bonds
Act, and sell and purchase, in the open market, bonds issued or guaranteed by the
government and other securities specified by the Monetary Policy Committee pursuant to
Article 68 of the Bank of Korea Act. In compliance with Article 70 of the said Act, the
Bank may set up a Monetary Stabilization Account and require financial institutions to
hold deposits in it when deemed necessary for liquidity control.

Issuance, Redemption and Buyback of Monetary Stabilization Bonds
Open market operations were first implemented in 1961. They served very much like
an instrument for absorbing commercial banks' temporary excess liquidity. In the process
of supporting the first Five-Year Economic Development Plan launched in 1962, the
issuance of MSBs was suspended as commercial banks were under serious financial strain.
The Bank of Korea resumed issuance of MSBs in March 1966 to absorb the excess
liquidity in the domestic money market when the nation witnessed a dramatic increase in
long-term overseas borrowings.
Regarding the ceilings on the issuance of MSBs, the Bank shifted from an amount
limit scheme to a monetary aggregate-linked scheme in April 1968. In December 1972, it
began to sell MSBs over the counter in the open market, not just to financial institutions,
and in August 1973, it also began issuing MSBs by open competitive bidding.
In July 1984, the Monetary Policy Committee began to make decisions on primary
matters pertaining to open market operations, with matters related to ordinary liquidity
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control being delegated to the
Governor of the Bank of Korea.
In addition, underwriting placement was added to the list of
issuance methods of MSBs. The
Bank of Korea set up an Open
Market Operation Office within
Credit Control Department as an
organization to deal specifically
open market operations in Sep| Market Operations Team, Financial Markets Department

tember 1986. In October 1986,

the Bank implemented an underwriting placement scheme for the total amount of bonds,
whereby the underwriting institutions purchased the full aggregate issue volume
scheduled on the basis of each syndicate's pre-agreed acquisition ratio. In December 1988,
the Bank again started to issue MSBs by competitive bidding, which had been suspended
since 1982, in order to carry out the open market operations based on the market
mechanism.
In March 1990, the Bank of Korea introduced a new scheme to reduce the minimum
denomination of MSBs in a bid to expand the bond market base. In March 1994, the
Governor of the Bank of Korea was allowed to select between conventional and Dutch
auctions concerning pricing for issuance of MSBs and trading of government and public
bonds in order to promote issuance of MSBs by competitive bidding. In an effort to
facilitate open market operations, the Bank changed the bidding scheme from the
previous document-based bidding to electronic bidding through BOK-Wire in July 1997.
In May 1998, MSBs were added to the list of securities eligible for use in repurchase
agreements (RPs), which consolidated further the basis for the Bank's open market
operations.
In January 2003, the Bank changed the date of public announcement of the schedule
for tenders for MSBs from the day such bids were invited to the business day immediately
preceding such bids. The Bank also ensured that MSBs would be issued on a regular basis
by term. In March 2004, the Bank began to issue 91-day MSBs regularly to further the
development of the money market. In November 2007, it shifted to a method whereby the
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Monetary Policy Committee would determine the ceiling on issues of MSBs every three
months by taking into account the conditions of the financial market and liquidity.
In June 2009, the Bank improved the procedures for the issue of MSBs in a bid to
strengthen the function to control liquidity conditions. As part of such efforts, it
implemented a fungible issue system for two-year MSBs and allowed an early redemption
system to prevent a bunching of maturities as a result of fungibility. The Bank then
brought in a placement system directed toward eligible bidders for MSBs as well as a
preferential placement scheme targeting potential bidders who had shown outstanding
performance in competitive bidding for MSBs.

Securities Sales and Purchases
In parallel with its issuance of MSBs, the Bank of Korea sells and purchases securities
to control money market liquidity flexibly. As the first transaction of this kind, the Bank
purchased Highway Construction Bonds and National Housing Bonds under RPs from
financially-constrained commercial banks in April 1969, providing them with liquidity of
approximately 3 billion won. However, sales and purchases of bonds were suspended
entirely in June 1972 as the Bank came to rely mostly on extending loans to fund financial
institutions.
In April 1977, in an attempt to embrace non-bank financial institutions, the Bank of
Korea made a sweeping revision of applicable regulations and expanded the scope of
counterpart institutions previously limited to banks. In addition, the Bank classified
transactions into outright transactions and transactions under RPs. After 1986, it
increased sales and purchases of government and public bonds as part of its efforts to
boost open market operations. In May 1989, the Bank changed the focus of its short-term
liquidity control policy targeting banks from the operation of the Monetary Stabilization
Account to sales and purchases of securities, which subsequently stimulated the sale and
purchase of bonds under RPs. In March 1993, the Bank introduced a new scheme by
which securities were sold and purchased by competitive bidding. Electronic bidding for
securities sales and purchases was introduced in July 1997.
In April 2006, the method whereby RP transactions were conducted between the
Bank of Korea and financial institutions was switched from secured lending to securities
trading to give a boost to the RP and bond markets. A certain ratio of margin
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requirements was set in this connection to prevent settlement risk arising from volatility
in bond prices.
The credit crunch in the domestic financial market in September 2008, sparked by
the global financial crisis, began to deepen as the crisis became very serious. The Bank of
Korea temporarily broadened the scope of securities eligible for open market operations
and added twelve securities companies to the list of its trading counterparts for them.
These efforts were undertaken to promote smooth flow of funds in the bond market and
diversify liquidity supply channels.

Establishment and Operation of the Monetary Stabilization Account
The Monetary Stabilization Account is a special account of the Bank of Korea
established to control the liquidity of financial institutions. At times when contraction of
the money supply is necessary, the Bank requires financial institutions to deposit a certain
amount in the account. On the other hand, when expansion of the money supply is
desirable, the Bank releases a specific amount of the outstanding deposits in the account.
The Monetary Stabilization Account was first established in March 1967. By
siphoning off Korean-won denominated funds supplied as a result of foreign exchange
swap transactions between the Bank and financial institutions and the temporary excess
liquidity of financial institutions, the account served as a tool for controlling short-term
liquidity. In 1977, in particular, the account acted as a form of marginal reserve
requirement system as a certain ratio of increases in savings and demand deposits had to
be placed within it.
In May 1989, the Bank decided to rely on sales and purchases of securities under RPs
at market-interest rate sensitive floating rates to control the short-term liquidity of
financial institutions. At this time, it was seeking to shift the focus of its monetary control
from direct instruments to indirect instruments. Thus, the Bank paid back all deposits in
the Monetary Stabilization Account aimed at controlling liquidity. Afterwards, the
Monetary Stabilization Account was temporarily utilized to absorb liquidity supplied as a
result of foreign exchange swap transactions between the Bank and financial institutions.
As of end of 2009, however, it had a zero outstanding balance.
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Loan and Deposit Policies of the Central Bank
Pursuant to Articles 64 and 65 of the Bank of Korea Act, the Bank may conduct
credit operations with financial institutions. The Bank rediscounts, discounts or buys and
sells bills acquired by financial institutions in return for their extending loans to
borrowers, or provides loans to them against the collateral of various securities deemed
appropriate. According to Article 80 of the Bank of Korea Act, the Bank may directly
render credit to any for-profit enterprises including non-banking institutions at times of
severe monetary and credit contraction.
The Bank of Korea may extend loans to financial institutions for a maximum term of
one year. To constrain financial institutions' excessive borrowings from the central bank,
it may reject any application for credit or impose penalty interest rates.

Major Changes
In an effort to absorb the excess liquidity following the outbreak of the Korean War
and curb war-time inflation, the Bank of Korea introduced a Rediscount Ceiling System
in July 1951. After the War, this system was again brought into operation with slight
changes to its operating method such as the freezing of the rediscount ceiling for a certain
period of time, depending on financial and economic conditions, but it was finally
abolished in September 1960.
Starting in the 1960s, commercial bill rediscounts, trade financing, and general loans
were utilized as part of financing options under industrial policy to support the frictionfree execution of Economic Development Plans. Increasingly private sector-led economic
operation and advancing financial liberalization in the 1980s underlined the need for
revamping of policy financing. Thus, the Bank reduced trade financing, which accounted
for the largest portion of central bank loans, and abolished the eligibility of large
companies for commercial bill rediscounts and trade financing.
As interest rate deregulation and financial market opening accelerated in the 1990s,
the institutionalization of market-based monetary controls emerged as an important
challenge. The Bank of Korea introduced the Aggregate Credit Ceiling System in March
1994, effectively revamping its lending system by streamlining policy financing and
strengthening its liquidity control function significantly. In other words, the Aggregate
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Credit Ceiling System absorbed commercial bill rediscounts, trade financing,
material/parts production financing, and the like. With its introduction, most general
loans were scrapped or shifted over to fiscal funds.
In June 2000, the Bank introduced the Liquidity Adjustment Credit System, in
parallel with the Aggregate Credit Ceiling System, with a view to providing financial
institutions suffering temporary shortages of funds with necessary liquidity in a timely
fashion. In September 2000, it adopted the Intraday Overdraft System under which it
offers liquidity to financial institutions facing a temporary fund shortage for settlement
during the day. In March 2008, the Bank introduced Fund Adjustment Loans and
Deposits to bolster the stability of short-term market interest rates. This rendered
Temporary Loans and Liquidity Adjustment Loans less effective, and they were
subsequently abolished.
In response to the deepening financial market anxiety stemming from the collapse of
Lehman Brothers, the Bank of Korea strengthened its risk management in regard to asset
taken as collateral. It introduced in February 2009 a 'haircut ratio,' which discounts
collateral value at a certain ratio, to control the market and credit risks efficiently in
taking securities as collateral and tightened the requirements for the acceptance of
collateral.

Loans and Deposits before Introduction of the Aggregate Credit Ceiling System
•Commercial Bill Rediscount
The Bank of Korea originally introduced commercial bill rediscounts to control
liquidity. However, with the enactment of applicable regulations in February 1968,
commercial bill rediscounts came into use as a vehicle for policy financing as part of
efforts to boost the nation's industrial development. In this context, the Bank set a ceiling
on the amount of commercial bills that could be rediscounted and formulated standards
for the selection of industries granted access to its bill rediscount window. Starting in
February 1970, the Bank extended loans almost automatically within an amount
corresponding to a definite ratio to financial institutions that provided loans to sound
companies.
The Bank of Korea afterwards modified the coverage of the system as economic
conditions required. In March 1981, it overhauled the existing commercial bill discount
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and rediscount mechanism. The Bank scrapped the bill rediscount ceilings by bill issuer
and bill presenter and introduced a new bill rediscount policy of setting a reasonable
discount ceiling on each eligible enterprise. In another shift of rediscount policy to relieve
the money control burden arising from the surge in commercial bill rediscounts, the Bank
excluded commercial bills presented by large companies from rediscounts in February
1989. This meant that only commercial bills presented by small and medium-sized
enterprises were eligible for rediscounts. In April 1993, it carried out a full-scale
liberalization of commercial bill discounts by banks, which stipulated only regulations on
its commercial bill rediscounts while deregulating the discount of bills by other financial
institutions. This allowed banks to discount not only commercial bills but also
accommodation bills. The system under which appropriate discount ceilings had been set
on each eligible enterprise was also scrapped.
•Trade Financing
The regulations on trade financing were formulated in July 1950. They allowed the
launch of trade financing as a full-scale policy-based loan system in February 1961. In
cases where financial institutions advanced funds needed for production, collection, and
shipment of export goods to companies receiving letters of credit, etc., the Bank of Korea
extended loans to the institutions against the collateral of trade bills within an amount
corresponding to a predetermined ratio of trade bills. Later on, the Bank adjusted the
eligibility and standards for trade financing from time to time in response to changing
economic conditions. In February 1988, it deprived large companies of eligibility for trade
financing in order to reduce the possibility of frictions with trading partners and lessen
the burden on monetary control.
•General Loans
The general loan system was originally designed to control liquidity. Contrary to its
original objective, however, the system was mostly employed as a means of policy lending,
separately from the Temporary Loans for financing a shortage of reserve requirements or
settlement funds. In the 1950s the Bank induced banking institutions to extend loans to
major industrial companies to manufacture goods and daily necessities in a bid to
accelerate the restoration of industrial facilities and the rebuilding of the national
economy after the Korean War. Starting in the 1960s, the Bank refinanced such general
loans as loans for small and medium-sized enterprises, small loans for retail customers,
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policy-based equipment loans, and funds for furthering the development of regional
industries.
In 1980, the Bank of Korea introduced Energy Saving Equipment Funds. The Bank
also extended Export Industry Equipment Loans in November 1984 and their scope was
expanded to cover financing for the import-substitution material/parts manufacturing
industry in September 1986.
The Bank of Korea refinanced the industrial restructuring of overseas construction,
maritime transportation, and other industries during the period of 1985 to 1987 to
rationalize these problematic industries. In March 1987, it provided Structural
Adjustment Funds to agricultural and fishery households as part of efforts to alleviate the
debt burden of farmers and fishermen. Coupled with these efforts, in August 1992, the
Bank also provided loans to investment and trust companies, which were grappling with
an increasing volume of surrenders of beneficiary certificates and deteriorating cash flow,
in order to facilitate their management rehabilitation.

Current Loan and Deposit Systems
•Aggregate Credit Ceiling System
The Bank of Korea introduced the Aggregate Credit Ceiling System in March 1994 to
improve the liquidity control function of the central bank's lending system. Thus the
Aggregate Credit Ceiling System absorbed commercial bill rediscounts, trade financing,
material/parts production financing, and loans to regional small and medium-sized
enterprises. The Bank ceased the new disbursement of equipment funds for export
industries and import substitution material/parts industries, technology development
funds for small and medium-sized enterprises, loans on bills for the defense industry and
other policy loans, and funds for general liquidity control.
The Aggregate Credit Ceiling System represents a transitional scheme for evolution
of the central bank's lending system from a window for policy financing as in the past to a
lending system that properly performs the pure function of liquidity control. In the early
phase of the system, its medium- to long-term goal was to gradually lower the aggregate
credit ceiling, adjust interest rates to realistic levels, and normalize the central bank's
credit window. Accordingly, the Bank of Korea cut the aggregate credit ceiling
substantially, bringing it down from 8.8 trillion won at the time of introduction of the
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system in March 1994, to 3.6 trillion won in two adjustments in November 1996 and
February 1997.
When a serious credit crunch developed in the wake of the currency crisis in 1997,
the Bank raised the aggregate credit ceiling in three steps from December 1997 to
September 1998. It also raised the ceiling to as much as 11.6 trillion won on two
occasions, in January and September 2001. With the improvement in the global economic
situation and the financial conditions of domestic small and medium-sized enterprises,
the Bank lowered the ceiling in October 2002 and in January and July 2007, bringing it
down to 6.5 trillion won. Following the collapse of Lehman Brothers, it raised the ceiling
by 3.5 trillion won in two steps, in November 2008 and March 2009, to encourage lending
to small and medium-sized enterprises as part of efforts to dispel the anxiety in the
domestic and overseas financial markets and counter the economic recession. This left the
aggregate credit ceiling at 10 trillion won as of end of 2009.
Figure 4 Aggregate Credit Ceiling
(won in trillions)
Currency crisis
in 1997

Housing price surge
in 2002

Lehman Brothers
debacle in 2008

The interest rate of aggregate credit ceiling loans was set at 5.0% per annum
following the introduction of the Aggregate Credit Ceiling System in March 1994. It was
lowered to 3.0% per annum in September 1998 and cut by another 0.5 percentage points
in September 2001. It was reduced by 0.25 percentage points in August 2004 and again by
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0.25 percentage points in November 2004. In February, June, and August 2006, the Bank
adjusted the interest rate on them upward by 0.25 percentage points each time. It also
raised the interest rate by 0.25 percentage points in July and August 2007 and August
2008. Immediately after Lehman Brothers collapse, the Bank reduced the interest rate six
times beginning from October 2008, and the rate has been 1.25% since February 2009.
The standards for the aggregate credit ceiling allocations were also adjusted in a
manner that would contribute to achievement of policy goals under varying economic
conditions. In January 1995, the standards were changed to require comprehensive
assessment of banks' performance in extending household loans and their short-term
fund conditions as well as their credit extension outstanding to small and medium
enterprises. In March 1998, the standards were modified again to conduct allocations on
the basis of the outstanding balance of pertinent loans, the amount of new credit
extended, and the net increase in credit extension.
In July 2000 and April 2001 respectively, the Bank of Korea included Corporate
Procurement Loans and Electronically-Processed Secured Receivables Loans in the scope
of loans subject to the Aggregate Credit Ceiling System. In January 2007, the Bank
removed commercial bill discounts and material/parts production financing, which had
become less effective, from the list of loans. In addition, the Bank excluded lending to
large companies and entities associated with the top 30 interlinked business groups from
the category of pertinent loans. In November 2008, the Bank introduced a Special
Assistance Ceiling Scheme to support small and medium-sized enterprises that faced
temporary financial strains due to instability in the domestic and foreign financial
markets.
Within the scope of the aggregate credit ceiling, the Governor of the Bank of Korea
allocates and manages the credit ceilings for each financial institution and branch on a
monthly basis. The credit ceilings for a financial institution include those on settlement
assistance, trade financing, and special assistance. Credit ceilings for each branch are set
for each region in consideration of financial institutions' performance in providing loans
to provincial small and medium-sized enterprises, local economic conditions, and other
such factors for the purpose of balanced regional development.
•Intraday Overdrafts
The Bank of Korea introduced the Intraday Overdraft System in September 2000 to
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provide funds on a real-time basis to financial institutions suffering temporary shortages
of funds for payment and settlement on any given day with a view to facilitating
transactions of funds between financial institutions and subsequent inter-company
transactions of funds.
Intraday overdrafts automatically occur within the extent of available collateral value
if any payment or settlement request from a financial institution during a day exceeds the
amount deposited in its current deposit account. At the time of its introduction, intraday
overdraft incurred no interest, in principle. In order to prevent financial institutions from
becoming overly dependent on the Intraday Overdraft System and incurring excessive
settlement risk, interest has been charged since September 2006 regarding loans in excess
of 25% of the equity capital of a financial institution (average balance basis). The
applicable interest rate is a yield on three-year Treasury Bonds less a call rate.
Only those financial institutions that have reserves against deposits at the Bank of
Korea and are participants in BOK-Wire are entitled to intraday overdrafts. Eligible
collateral and lending forms are identical to those of aggregate credit ceiling loans.
•Fund Adjustment Loans and Deposits
In March 2008, the Bank of Korea introduced the Fund Adjustment Loan and
Deposit System, upon reorganization of the monetary and credit policy implementation
mechanism, to limit fluctuations in short-term market interest rates including call rates
within a certain range.
At present, Fund Adjustment Loans and Deposits rates form the upper and lower
limits of call rates respectively, preventing extreme fluctuations in short-term market
interest rates. The interest rate applicable to Fund Adjustment Loans is the Base Rate of
the Bank of Korea plus 1 percentage point. On the last business day of the required
reserve maintenance period, though, this interest rate is the Base Rate of the Bank of
Korea plus 0.5 of a percentage point.
Financial institutions depositing required reserves at the Bank of Korea are entitled
to Fund Adjustment Loans and Deposits. However, the extension of Fund Adjustment
Loans to financially unsound financial institutions may be restricted so as to prevent the
loans being used as a means to provide assistance to distressed financial institutions.
Eligible collateral and the manner of providing Fund Adjustment Loans are the same
as those for aggregate credit ceiling loans. The period of Fund Adjustment Loans and
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Deposits is one business day. However, the due date of Fund Adjustment Loans may be
extended for up to one month if the Monetary Policy Committee deems this necessary for
seamless functioning of the financial market.
•Special Loans
Special loans represent loans that the Bank of Korea offers for the stability of the
financial market based on a separate resolution by the Monetary Policy Committee.
The domestic financial market was deeply shaken when Korea was plunged into a
currency crisis in 1997. The Bank extended special loans to Korea First Bank, merchant
banks, securities companies, and other financial institutions that were on the verge of a
liquidity crisis due to a massive increase in non-performing loans. In August 1999, it
introduced Y2K Special Loans for the period of November 1999 to April 2000 to support,
in a timely and smooth manner, financial institutions that might experience liquidity
shortages if they failed to resolve the digital issue of their legacy systems due to the turn of
the century.
In February 2006, the Bank provided 446.2 billion won to the Korea Asset
Management Corporation in connection with support for debt restructuring of
beneficiaries under the basic livelihood security program. In March 2009, the Bank
offered 3.3 trillion won to the Bank Recapitalization Fund for the purposes of preparing
against a potential deterioration in banks' asset quality in the wake of the global financial
crisis and supporting banks' increased credit extension and smooth corporate
restructuring.

Reserve Requirements Policy
Pursuant to the Bank of Korea Act, the Bank mandates banking institutions hold a
certain ratio of their deposit liabilities with the Bank as deposits or as vault cash. The
Bank has implemented a reserve requirement scheme in the form of a variable cash
reserve under which reserve requirement ratios against deposits are adjusted according to
general financial conditions.
The Monetary Policy Committee fixes the minimum ratio of reserves against
deposits in consideration of pertinent circumstances including financial conditions. It
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may alter the ratio of such reserves within a maximum of 50%. The Committee may
require financial institutions to maintain marginal minimum reserves of up to 100%
against any increase in deposits above the amount outstanding as of the date specified by
the Committee during a period of rapid monetary expansion. In addition, the Committee
may set different reserve requirement ratios for each type of deposits when necessary.

Reserve Requirement Ratio
Until the mid 1960s, the reserve requirement system was mainly used as a means of
coping with changes in financial institutions' balance sheets and funding conditions
rather than to control liquidity. The reserve requirement ratio was kept at a relatively low
level of 10 to 20% during that period for this reason. Adjustment of interest rates to
realistic levels in September 1965 prompted the Bank to utilize the reserve requirement
system as a major vehicle for monetary control, which subsequently led to the imposition
of relatively high reserve requirement ratios. By the end of 1979, the Bank had raised the
ratio as high as 20% for savings deposits and 27% for demand deposits.
The high reserve requirement ratio was criticized in the 1980s for having worsened
banks' balance sheets, and it was subsequently lowered several times, going down as low
as 4.5% in September 1984. It was raised again in the late 1980s in response to the
increasing pressure for monetary expansion stemming from the large current account
surplus and economic prosperity. The Bank of Korea lifted the reserve requirement ratio
to 10% by late 1988. In May 1989, the Bank began applying Marginal Reserve
Requirement System, making it obligatory for banking institutions to place an additional
30% of new deposits with it as reserves.
Three rounds of Interest Rate Liberalization were implemented in the 1990s, which
enormously increased financial institutions' autonomy in managing funds. In monetary
control, the Bank of Korea shifted its focus from reserve requirements to open market
operations. Accordingly, the Bank ceased applying marginal reserve requirements in
February 1990. It also pushed up the reserve requirement ratio for time deposits and
installment savings of at least two years to 8.0%, and that for other deposits to 11.5%,
maintaining these ratios for a substantial period of time.
Afterwards, the Bank lowered the reserve requirement ratios on three occasions in
1996 and 1997 to heighten the international competitiveness of banking institutions by
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consolidating the basis for their balance sheet soundness, create conditions for fair
competition between the banking and non-banking financial sectors, and lay the
groundwork for monetary control by means of indirect regulation. Thus the average
reserve requirement ratio was reduced from 9.4% to 3%. In 1997 and onwards, the
reserve requirement ratio was maintained at the same level until December 2006, when
that on short-term deposits including demand deposits was raised from 5% to 7%. This
action was designed to curb the explosive credit expansion occasioned by the soaring
demand for loans in anticipation of higher housing prices, an increase in financial
institutions' overseas borrowings, and other such developments.
Table 6 Reserve Requirement Ratios, by Deposit Type
Deposit type

Reserve requirement (%)1)

•Workers' property accumulation savings deposits, workers' long-term
savings deposits, savings deposits for workers' housing, long-term savings
deposits for housing, long-term households savings deposits, workers'

0.0

preferential savings deposits
•Time deposits, installment savings, mutual installment savings, housing
installment deposits, certificates of deposit (CD)
•Other deposits

2.0
7.0

Note: 1) As of end of 2009

Reserve Deposit Method
Until 1977, the Bank of Korea calculated reserve requirement ratios semimonthly,
and the required reserves were deposited with the Bank during the same period
simultaneously. Due to uncertainties arising from the need to deposit the required
reserves with the Bank during the same semimonthly period when they were calculated,
the Bank in 1978 allowed financial institutions to maintain the required reserves one week
after the calculations were done. Accordingly, financial institutions were to deposit with
the Bank the required reserves for the 1st day to the 15th day of any month one week later,
during the period from the 8th day to the 22nd day of the same month. Likewise, those
institutions were required to deposit with the Bank the reserves for the 16th day to the
end of any month one week later, during the period from the 23rd day of the month to
the 7th day of the following month.
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In March 2008, the Bank wholly revamped its monetary and credit policy
implementation system, newly adopting a procedure where reserves are deposited with
the Bank at least one month after semimonthly calculation. This enabled determination
of required reserves for financial institutions prior to commencement of the period of
reserve maintain and was more conducive to the Bank's interest-rate focused monetary
policy implementation. Accordingly, financial institutions should maintain required
reserves for the first half of each month from Thursday of the second week of the
immediately following month to Wednesday of the fourth week of the month. They
should hold required reserves for the second half of each month from Thursday of the
fourth week of the next month to Wednesday of the second week of the month following
the next month.
Figure 5 Maintenance of Reserve Requirements
(Example: Calculation period for first and latter half of October 2009)

Oct.1, 2009
October

Calculation period for first half of the month

Nov.12*(Thur.)
November
~December

15 16

31

Calculation period for latter half of the month

25(Wed.)

Maintenance period for first half of the month
(2 weeks)

26(Thur.)

Dec.1

9(Wed.)

Maintenance period for latter half of the month
(2 weeks)

* The policy rate decision date

Upon reorganization of its system for the implementation of monetary and credit
policy, the Bank, in March 2008, changed the definition of cash on hand acknowledged as
reserves from 'cash on hand during the reserve maintenance period' to 'cash on hand
during the reserve calculation period' in a bid to prevent any unexpected excess or
shortage of reserves resulting from cash receipts and disbursements.

Interest Payment for Required Reserves
No remuneration on the required reserves is paid in principle. When deemed
necessary, however, it may be paid in such manner as may be determined by the Monetary
Policy Committee. The Bank of Korea did pay interest on required reserves from time to
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time in consideration of the balance sheet of banks up until 1986 after its foundation, but
since then, reserve requirements have been unremunerated in principle and practice
owing to a dramatic improvement in the banking business environment.
When financial soundness of banking institutions was compromised in the wake of
the Lehman Brothers debacle in September 2008, the Bank did, however, make a one-off
payment of interest on reserves deposited by financial institutions at a rate of 2.3% per
annum for the period from November 8, 2007 to November 5, 2008.

Direct Regulation of Financial Institutions
Adjustment of Deposit and Loan Interest Rates of Financial Institutions
Until the 1980s, before the liberalization of interest rates, all deposit and loan
interest rates of financial institutions were effectively under the direct regulation of the
Bank of Korea since financial institutions adopted the central bank-set ceiling rates on
loans and deposits as their effective interest rates on them. As Interest Rate Liberalization
was phased in step by step in the 1990s, financial institutions set more and more interest
rates on loans and deposits at their own discretion. Since February 2004, in particular,
when the fourth stage of Interest Rate Liberalization was completed, financial institutions
have been empowered to set interest rates autonomously on all loans and deposits
excluding current deposits.
In September 1965, the Bank raised to realistic levels the interest rates on loans and
deposits of banks, which had been capped at a level far below market interest rates. The
interest rates on loans and deposits generally continued to rise except for temporary
reductions made to bolster the competitiveness of domestic companies and to relieve the
burden of financial expenses on them in the wake of the introduction of value-added tax.
In the early 1980s, interest rates on loans and deposits were ratcheted up to 20% per
annum to curb inflationary pressure in the wake of the second oil shock and the
devaluation of the Korean won. However, from the second half of 1980, they were
adjusted gradually downward as part of efforts to boost the sluggish domestic economy.
Interest rates on loans and deposits fell to around 10% per annum in 1982 and stayed at
about the same level for some time afterwards.
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The Korean government and the Bank of Korea pushed ahead steadily with interest
rate deregulation. In a specific move in 1988, it took measures to deregulate some longterm deposit interest rates and all lending interest rates of financial institutions. However,
after the freeing-up of bank's interest rates, market interest rates rose sharply and the
domestic economy contracted. In a bid to cope with those untoward impacts effectively,
the Bank re-regulated interest rates by direct consultation with banks, a practice known as
window guidance. This clearly shows that the interest rate deregulation of 1988 failed to
produce expected results.
In joint efforts with the government, the Bank of Korea formulated and announced
an Interest Rate Liberalization Plan in August 1991 for effective interest rate deregulation.
According to the plan, all interest rates were to be liberalized step by step by the end of
1996 except interest rates on certain short-term deposits including demand deposits. The
liberalization plan put a higher priority on lending interest rates than deposit interest
rates. It was also devised to free up interest rates on long-term and large-amount deposit
products first and on short-term and small-amount deposit products thereafter.
Accordingly, with the initiation of the First-Phase Interest Rate Liberalization in
November 1991 as a starting point, the Second- and Third-Phases of Interest Rate
Liberalization were completed in November 1993 and November 1995 respectively. In the
Fourth-Phase of Interest Rate Liberalization undertaken in July 1997, the interest rates
applicable to short-term deposits and demand deposits that had not been deregulated in
the previous stage were finally liberalized. These measures were temporarily suspended
due to the currency crisis in late 1997 but reinstated in February 2004. With the
completion of Interest Rate Liberalization over the preceding fourteen years, all interest
rates on loans and deposits of financial institutions except current deposits had then been
liberalized.

Credit Regulation on Financial Institutions
The Bank of Korea has the authority to regulate the credit of financial institutions
for the purpose of maintaining the soundness of the national economy in emergency
situations including extreme expansion of the money supply or redressing a situation
where financial institutions rely excessively on credit from the Bank of Korea or continue
to pursue unsound lending policies.
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In June 1950, the Bank initially employed a Banking Institution Credit Ceiling
System, an instrument to curb the expansion of credit by banks at times of extreme
money supply expansion. This instrument was abolished in September 1965 when
interest rates were raised to realistic levels. In January 1951, the Bank introduced a Prior
Loan Approval System to constrain credit expansion in the private sector during the
Korean War and to promote efficient fund allocation. The system was abolished in June
1960 to address the deterioration of banking institutions' independent credit screening
capabilities. In October 1953, the Bank of Korea introduced a Priority Order System for
bank loans to encourage banking institutions to extend loans according to the priority set
by the Bank in advance as part of efforts to ensure that the financial funds available from
the limited resources were channeled into sectors essential for national economic
development. However, the Priority Order System for bank loans was scrapped in June
1960 in a bid to promote banking institutions' autonomy in credit operation. As
explained above, the Bank originally employed direct regulatory instruments acting on
the financial institutions in order to curb inflationary pressure and build up the national
economy during the pronounced expansion of the money supply in wartime. Most of
these direct control instruments were scrapped before the Bank adopted realistic interest
rates in September 1965.
During the period from May 1977 to December 1988, the Bank of Korea controlled
the Ceilings on Banking Credit to the Private Sector to restrict banking institutions'
expansion of credit to it within a certain range. This control was implemented through
window guidance and discontinued in December 1988 as the Bank shifted the focus of
monetary control to indirect instruments in line with Interest Rate Liberalization. In the
wake of the first oil crisis, in January 1974, the Bank indicated purposes for which bank
loans were prohibited or restricted. Banks were barred from extending loans for purchases
of land (excluding land for building residences for the general public), construction of
houses of more than 50 pyeong (equivalent to 165 m2), or for other speculative purposes.
In addition, banks were constrained from providing loans for such businesses as
entertainment, fine dining, jewelry sales, and wholesaling and retailing. The scope of the
prohibited and restricted businesses for bank loans was changed from time to time in line
with changes in the nation's industrial structure and economic environment until the
regulations were lifted entirely in January 1998.
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In April 1965, the Bank of Korea adopted Guideline Ratios for Lending to Small &
Medium-sized Enterprises. Banking institutions were required to extend some percentage
of their total loans to such enterprises equal to or above that guideline ratio. Until the
early 1990s, the Bank steadily ratcheted the ratio upward, especially for provincial banks.
Before 1994, the Bank required banks that failed to comply with the guideline ratio to
deposit an amount equivalent to a certain portion of the shortage in the Monetary
Stabilization Account, or lowered their commercial bill rediscount ceilings, as punitive
actions. With the introduction of the Aggregate Credit Ceiling System in March 1994,
however, the Bank shifted to a scheme where an amount equivalent to a certain
percentage of the shortage was deducted from the aggregate credit ceiling quotas of
violating banking institutions. Such change removed the mandatory nature of the
guideline ratio system. The system remains operative after being renamed the Small &
Medium-Enterprise Lending Ratio System in July 2000.

3.2.2 Issuance and Circulation of Currency
The Bank of Korea has the exclusive right to issue currency (banknotes and coins)
within Korea. With the objective of facilitating sound circulation of currency, the central
bank has made steady efforts to improve the way it issues, examines and destroys
banknotes and coins in response to the varying demand for different denominations of
currency.

Issuance of Banknotes
The Bank issued the first Bank of Korea notes in two denominations of 1,000 won
and 100 won in July 1950. The Bank of Korea notes circulated together with Bank of
Chosun notes. The first Bank of Korea notes were printed by the Printing Bureau of the
Japanese Ministry of Finance on a consignment basis because Korea's printing facilities
had been destroyed during the Korean War. The Korea Minting and Security Printing
Corporation was launched in October 1951 and began to produce the Bank of Korea
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notes and coins. In an Emergency Currency Reform undertaken in February 1953, all
banknotes denominated in won were demonetized and new banknotes denominated in
hwan were issued and circulated. In June 1962, in a second Currency Reform, the hwan
was replaced by the won, at a ratio of 10 hwan to 1 won. With the introduction of the new
currency, the circulation and transaction of hwan were prohibited.
There were increasing calls for the issuance of higher denomination notes as both
the Korean economy and the volume of transactions expanded around the beginning of
the 1970s. The Bank, in July 1972 and June 1973, issued banknotes in the denominations
of 5,000 and 10,000 won. In the 1980s, it sought for a substantial improvement in the
quality of banknotes through the introduction of several machine readable features. In
the 1990s, the increased proliferation of color copying machines posed a greater risk of
counterfeiting, and in January 1994, the Bank started to issue a new series of 10,000 won
notes with enhanced security features to help prevent counterfeiting and forgery.
In the 2000s, rapid development of information and telecommunications technology
as well as widespread proliferation of computers, scanners, and color copying machines
significantly raised the risk of counterfeiting. The Bank of Korea moved to greatly
improve the anti-counterfeiting features such as holograms and optically variable ink.
Thus, the Bank issued fifth-series 5,000 won denomination notes in January 2006, and
third-series 1,000 won notes and sixth-series 10,000 won notes on January 22, 2007.
Meanwhile, the Bank announced a plan to issue large-denomination banknotes in
consultation with the government in May 2007. It
issued then new banknotes with the 50,000 won
denomination in June 2009.
At present, there are 12 denominations of banknotes with the status of legal tender: 50,000, 10,000,
5,000 1,000, 500, 100, 50, 10, 5 and 1 won, and 50 and
10 jeon. There are 29 different designs of these
denominations. However, the banknote denominations that are issued and circulated in practice are the
50,000 won note, 5,000 won note issued in 2006, and
the 10,000 won and 1,000 won note issued in 2007.
| First issue of 50,000 won banknotes
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<Box 2>

Banknotes and Coins in Circulation
50,000 won
First issuance
Size (mm)
Themes

June 23, 2009
154x68
Shin Saimdang
(1504~1551)

First issuance
Size (mm)
Themes

Jan. 22, 2007
148x68
King Sejong the Great
(1397~1450)

First issuance
Size (mm)
Themes

Jan. 02, 2006
142x68
Yulgok Yi I
(scholar, 1536~1584)

First issuance
Size (mm)
Themes

Jan. 22, 2007
136x68
Toegye Yi Hwang
(scholar, 1501~1570)

10,000 won

5,000 won

1,000 won

500 won

100 won

50 won

10 won

5 won

1 won
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Issuance of Coins
After the establishment of the Bank of Korea, the Bank permitted the continued
circulation of the 1 jeon coins that the Japanese government had issued in order to settle
small-scale transactions. And then, in October 1959, the Bank issued coins in three
denominations, namely 100 hwan, 50 hwan, and 10 hwan, to improve the denomination
structure, reduce currency production costs, and boost convenience in settling low-value
transactions. At the time, these coins were minted by the United States Mint because their
production using domestic technology would have been problematic.
In the wake of the third Currency Reform in June 1962, hwan-denominated coins
were demonetized in principle. However, 50 hwan and 10 hwan coins were allowed to be
used until March 1975. In a bid to replace them, the Bank of Korea for the first time had
coins minted in August 1966 using domestic technology: brass coins in three
denominations - 1 won, 5 won, and 10 won. Coins of 100 won and 50 won were
respectively issued in 1970 and 1972, leading to the establishment of the basic present day
Korean coin denomination structure. Demand for coins soared when coin-operated
machines became common. In June 1982, the Bank of Korea issued 500 won coins to
meet this demand and to replace the 500 won banknotes, then the smallest banknote in
circulation which quickly became soiled or damaged in the course of circulation. In
January 1983, the Bank issued newly-designed coins in five denominations, i.e., 100, 50,
10, 5, and 1 won. In the face of rocketing copper and zinc prices in the 2000s, the Bank
issued new 10 won coins in December 2006. As the production costs of the existing 10
won coins had come to sharply exceed their face value, the Bank started making new ones
out of copper-coated aluminum and reduced their size.
The Bank has also issued various commemorative coins to mark national events and
pay tribute to the great names of history or to provide financial assistance for certain
memorable events. Since the first commemorative coin was issued in August 1970, the
Bank has issued numerous commemorative coins such as those in January 2000 marking
the New Millennium, those in June 2000 celebrating the fiftieth anniversary of the
foundation of the Bank of Korea, and those in August 2008 marking the sixtieth
anniversary of establishment of the Republic of Korea.
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Circulation of Currency
To ensure that the nation's currency fully serves its intended function in the
intermediation of economic exchanges, the Bank of Korea adjusts the ratio of usable to
produced currency appropriately at the stage of issuance. The Bank also examines all
banknotes withdrawn from financial institutions to determine whether they are suitable
for continued circulation and destroys unsuitable banknotes in order to keep the currency
in circulation clean and usable.
The Bank examines withdrawn banknotes to detect any counterfeit or forged
currency and to sort usable and damaged currency. In the 1980s, as the nation saw
enlargement of its economic scale and the expansion of currency issue, the Bank began
experiencing a substantial increase in the volume of currency withdrawn. This rendered
manual examination processing of withdrawn banknotes difficult, and the Bank started to
introduce its first automatic banknote processing machines in 1983 in a bid to mechanize
the examination of banknotes. Since 2000, nine departments consisting of Currency Issue
Department of the Head Office and teams at branches have been in charge of currency
examination.
In a departure from the practice of having old currency destroyed by private
companies, the Bank installed its own incineration facility in April 1968 to burn old notes
and melt down old coins. In January 1986, the Bank introduced an additional facility to
grind and destroy unfit currency, as the existing facility was overburdened due to the
increase in disposal volume. The Bank later closed down these facilities in view of
concerns about environmental pollution and instead now destroys unfit currency through
a state-of-the-art destruction facility, which was introduced at its Gangnam Branch in
December 1997.
The Bank had undertaken multi-faceted public relations campaigns to keep the
issued currency clean and ensure its smooth circulation. Since 2008 in particular, the
Bank has exerted efforts to curtail coin production costs by encouraging society to spend
and exchange hoarded coins. As part of such efforts, it conducts an annual nationwide
'Coin Exchange Campaign' in conjunction with appropriate organizations including the
Ministry of Public Administration and Security and the Korea Federation of Banks.
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Domestic Gold and Silver Bullion Management
Following an attack by armed North Korean guerillas on January 21, 1968, the Bank
of Korea kept the nation's gold and silver bullion, which it had purchased, at the Busan
Branch. From 1984, the Bank held it in the custody of the Daegu and Gyeongbuk Branch.
The gold and silver bullion that the Bank held in the country was not of standard
dimensions or quality and had not been verified for purity by assaying institutes. This
situation made it difficult to immediately sell or manage it in domestic and overseas
markets as part of the official foreign exchange reserves. The Bank finally standardized its
gold and silver bullion in November 2003 in accordance with international standards. In
order to refine it at an official refining company (Métalor Technologies S.A.) associated
with the London Bullion Market Association, the Bank transferred all its domestic gold
and silver bullion abroad in April 2004 for standardization into internationally
standardized units based on consultation with the government. The Bank of Korea then
deposited it in its account at the Bank of England. At present, the Bank of Korea keeps
and manages no gold or silver bullion in Korea.

3.2.3 Operation and Management of Payment and
Settlement Systems
Safe and effective payment and settlement systems are crucial to efficient allocation
of resources and promotion of economic growth. Stable payment and settlement systems
are likewise essential to financial stabilization. Accordingly, the central bank's role in
ensuring the security and efficiency of such systems is assuming growing importance. In
line with this global trend, Korea invested the Bank of Korea with significantly greater
authority and responsibility regarding overall payment and settlement systems through
enforcement of the revised Bank of Korea Act in January 2004.
The Bank began to develop a Real-Time Gross Settlement (RTGS) system known as
BOK-Wire in early 1990. This was brought into operation in December 1994, allowing
large-value fund transfers between financial institutions to be executed electronically.
BOK-Wire also had the function of final settlement, at a designated time, of interbank
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credits and debts under retail payment systems including the bill clearing system, Giro
system and interbank shared networks operated by the Korea Financial
Telecommunications and Clearings Institute (KFTC). Growth of the economy and
expansion of the financial market resulted in a drastic increase in settlements through
BOK-Wire. In April 2009, the Bank of Korea migrated to the New Bank of Korea
Financial Wire Network (BOK-Wire+) to handle the higher volume. This incorporates
the features of a hybrid settlement system and uses direct connections between servers in
addition to the previous terminal interface.
BOK-Wire+ employs bilateral and multilateral simultaneous processing approaches
in addition to pure gross settlement to attain real-time settlement finality and save
intraday settlement liquidity at the same time. What is more, the direct server-to-server
interface of BOK-Wire+ enables straight-through processing of fund transfers by financial
institutions, which subsequently lessens their workload and improves their precision in
handing business affairs. There can be no denying that BOK-Wire+ has greatly increased
the efficiency and security of domestic large-value payment systems.
BOK-Wire+ makes use of several mechanisms for smooth payments among
financial institutions in order to facilitate interbank
settlements. First, it employs an Intraday Overdraft
mechanism to alleviate temporary liquidity shortages
at banks. Second, a Designated-Time mechanism is
used to process net settlement of large financial
transactions interlinked among financial institutions at
a specific time. Third, Half-Day Call Transactions
between participating banks are used so that any banks
facing temporary funds shortages in net settlement
including clearing can smoothly obtain adequate
intraday settlement funds through interbank call
| BOK-Wire+ logo

transactions.
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Management of Settlement Risk
Settlement risk refers to the possibility that settlement may not be executed through
a payment and settlement system as planned due to unexpected circumstances or the
possibility of losses that may be incurred as a result.
A steady rise in payments and settlements and subsequent increase in codependency
among payment and settlement systems have ratcheted up settlement risk and, therefore,
the threat of destabilization of all settlement systems. In a consistently stepped-up effort
to reduce settlement risk, the Bank of Korea put BOK-Wire into operation in 1994,
introduced net settlement risk control to its retail payment systems in 1997, adopted the
delivery-versus-payment (DvP) system in 1999, established the continuous linked
settlement (CLS) payment-versus-payment (PvP) system for international payments in
2004, and began to operate BOK-Wire+ in April 2009.

Management of Large Settlement Risk
With BOK-Wire, the Bank of Korea adopted a RTGS system to pre-empt settlementrelated credit risk. When the Debtor Rehabilitation and Bankruptcy Act went into force in
April 2006, BOK-Wire was acknowledged as being an exception to bankruptcy
proceedings, giving a legal foundation for the settlement finality of BOK-Wire.
The Bank reduced settlement risk by putting BOK-Wire+ into operation in April
2009. Based on the establishment of a BOK-Wire Business Continuity Plan in December
2004, the Bank has been effectively preparing for all types of contingencies in which largevalue payment systems cannot normally operate due to system failures, disasters, and so
on.

Management of Net Settlement Risk
A net settlement system sets off the credits against the debits of institutions
participating in the interbank net settlement system that arise from their fund transfers
during a certain period, and then settles only the net amount at a designated time. Such
system poses the risk that participant institutions may not perform settlement until the
net amount is finally settled through current deposit accounts at the central bank after
business hours of the transaction date or on the business day immediately following the
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transaction date.
To prevent any non-performance of settlement by some
participating institutions from
affecting retail payment systems
and entire payment and settlement systems, the Bank of Korea
adopted a risk management arrangements for the net settlement
system in September 1997. Its
| Payment Systems Stability Team, Payment & Settlement Systems
Department

major details are as follows:
Firstly, each participating

institution has net debit caps to curb any excessive increase in unsettled net debits.
Secondly, the Bank of Korea collects securities as collateral, in advance, from each
participating institution. Should any institution fail to perform settlement, the securities
provided by the bank as collateral will be disposed of or pledged in return for the Bank of
Korea's extension of loans to it. These efforts ensure settlement finality. Thirdly, when the
securities put up as collateral fail to cover the shortfalls for settlement even after the Bank
of Korea's disposition of the securities or their collateralization for credit extension, other
participating banks share the shortfalls to resolve this problem.
In the meantime, enforcement of the Financial Investment Services and Capital
Markets Act allowed financial investment companies to handle fund transfers by
participating in a retail payment system. Accordingly, the net settlement agent
arrangement was introduced in February 2009 so that other participant institutions may
vicariously manage their net settlements as well as related risks.

Management of Settlement Risk Regarding Securities and Foreign Exchange
In November 1999, the Bank of Korea implemented a delivery-versus-payment
(DvP) system with a view to improving over-the-counter bond trading, which had been
exposed to settlement risks due to separate delivery of, and payment for, securities. In
December 2004, the Bank began to use the CLS payment-versus-payment (PvP) system so
as to remove foreign exchange settlement risks arising from time differences when foreign
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exchange transactions were conducted between domestic and overseas financial
institutions.

Oversight of Payment and Settlement Systems
Oversight of payment and settlement systems refers to a central bank's efforts to
monitor those systems, assess their security and efficiency, and encourage improvements
to them when necessary. The volume of both domestic and international payments and
settlements began to rise exponentially in the mid-1980s owing to ongoing financial
liberalization & internationalization and development of information and telecommunications technology. Under the circumstances, co-dependency among domestic
and international payment and settlement systems increased, and this has recently
highlighted the importance of a central bank's function of oversight of the payment and
settlement systems.
According to the revised Bank of Korea Act, which entered into force in 2004, the
Bank of Korea oversees payment and settlement systems. Among its oversight responsibilities are selecting and classifying payment and settlement systems subject to
oversight, monitoring those systems, evaluating the security and efficiency of the systems
subject to oversight, requesting their improvement, and taking actions in the event of an
emergency.
As of end of 2009, the Bank of Korea defined nine types of major payment and
settlement systems under its oversight including BOK-Wire+ and the bill clearing system
as well as seventeen miscellaneous payment and settlement systems such as the Giro
system and interbank CD/ATM system, according to the size and nature of settlements.
Through its monitoring of payment and settlement systems, the Bank observes
certain factors in those systems including the status of payments, settlement liquidity and
existence of any emergency on a micro level. On a macro level, the Bank accumulates
information on settlement trends and settlement risks regarding payment and settlement
systems and individual participant institutions. The Bank publishes statistics on the use of
BOK-Wire+ on a daily basis. It also announces Bank of International Settlements (BIS)
standard statistics as well as statistics pertaining to BOK-Wire+, interbank shared
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networks, the Giro system, and credit cards on a monthly basis, and publicly releases
statistics on electronic banking on a quarterly basis.
With regard to assessment of payment and settlement systems and requests for their
improvement, the Bank of Korea formulates improvement measures when necessary after
ascertaining the level of security and efficiency of the systems, and requests the operators
or supervisors to improve the operation of the systems. The Bank may also temporarily
change the operation hours of payment and settlement systems including BOK-Wire+ in
the event of an emergency as part of efforts to oversee them more effectively.

Improvement of Payment and Settlement System and Pursuit of
Financial Informatization
Improvement of Payment and Settlement System
As a member of the General Meeting and the Board of Directors of the KFTC, which
takes charge of the retail payment systems, the Bank of Korea participates in making
major decisions on the KFTC's system operation to support expansion and improvement
of the retail payment systems.
In July 1988, the Interbank Cash Dispenser/Automated Teller Machine (CD/ATM)
system was put into operation. In April 1989, the Automatic Response Service (ARS)
system provided financial services. In December of the same
year, the Interbank Funds Transfer (IFT) system was established
to render services of funds transfers and cashier's cheque inquiries to other banks. Operation of
the Electronic Funds Transfer at
the Point of Sale (EFT/POS) system began in February 1996 and
| Operations at Korea Financial Telecommunications & Clearings
Institute

the Cash Management Service
(CMS) system was established in
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August 1996 to enable corporate customers to enjoy interbank firm banking services by
logging on at the KFTC (CMS Center) or one bank only. In response to the sharp increase
in the number of users of Internet banking services since the late 1990s, the Bank of Korea
started to operate an Electronic Banking System in April 2001 to relay electronic banking
services.
As part of efforts to upgrade the payment and settlement systems of Korea, the Bank
pressed ahead with the introduction of a system for the truncation on checks and bills.
The system involves standardizing a variety of payment documents of financial
institutions, processing related affairs electronically, and thus conducting clearing and
settlement through electronic data exchange only. From May 2000, exchange of
information on cashiers' checks was implemented with a focus on the Seoul area. The
reach of such information exchange was extended to the whole nation in September 2002.
To promote the convenience of users regarding cashiers' checks, a cash payment service
based on the truncation on cashiers' checks was introduced in August 2004.

Pursuit of Financial Informatization
The individual approaches of financial institutions for financial informatization in
the late 1970s were coordinated into a nationwide drive orchestrated by the Bank of Korea
with the launch of the Committee for Electronic Financial System chaired by its Governor
in September 1984. After several ensuing reorganizations, the Committee was
transformed into the Financial Informatization Council chaired by the Senior Deputy
Governor of the Bank in November 2009. Currently, the Bank handles such matters as
establishment of the interbank shared networks, formulation and standardization of
safety measure concerning financial information networks, deliberation of shared
network connections, and conduct of related research through the Financial
Informatization Council.
Meanwhile, the security vulnerability of cash cards with magnetic strips was exposed
at some financial institutions. In April 2003, the Banking Subcommittee of the Financial
Informatization Council decided to convert those cards into IC cards, which are nearly
impossible to illegally reproduce, based on concerted efforts among banks. The first stage
of the initiative launched in 2003 emphasized creating the foundation for use of IC-chip
cash cards. The second phase being implemented from 2009 encourages the increased use
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of IC-chip cash cards.
In addition to these efforts, the Bank of Korea has overhauled pertinent
standardization schemes. In 2007, the Financial Informatization Council set up the
standards for security tokens of financial IC cards, which it revised in April 2008 so that
certificates under these standards may be used in areas other than online banking. In
September 2008, it formulated the standards for use of RF-type CDs/ATMs based on
mobile chips including USIM. This rendered convenient and safe financial services
available to third-generation mobile communications service subscribers by means of
mobile phones.

3.2.4 Management of Treasury Deposits and Goverment
Bonds
The Bank of Korea handles the receipt of Treasury deposits and the disbursement of
national expenditures as the depositary of Treasury funds. It also carries out calculation
and confirmation tasks relating to Treasury deposits while extending loans to the
government on a temporary basis as the government's bank. In addition, the Bank issues
and redeems government bonds, underwrites and distributes government and public
bonds, and manages the supply of and demand for government securities and revenue
stamps.

Management of Treasury Deposits
The Bank of Korea handles the receipt and payment of Treasury deposits directly
through Treasury and Debt Securities Office in its Head Office and through its branches
around the nation and also through financial institutions meeting certain criteria that the
Bank designates as Treasury agencies to handle the receipt and payment of Treasury
deposits. At present, financial institutions under the Banking Act as well as microfinance
institutions including the National Credit Union Federation of Korea, Korean Federation
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of Community Credit Cooperatives and the Korean Federation of Savings Banks serve as
Treasury agencies. The number of such agencies rose from 24 in 1950 to 16,242 as of end
of 2009.
The Bank of Korea may extend loans to the government to cover any fund shortage
for fiscal expenditure upon a resolution by the Monetary Policy Committee. The Bank's
loans to the government rose steadily in the 1950s to meet fiscal demand during the war
and to cover the increasing postwar reconstruction costs. As the government pushed
ahead with its Economic Development Plans and implemented measures including a twotier price system for staple food grains, the Bank continued to extend an increasing
volume of credits in the 1960s. In the late-1980s, the government repaid the loans to the
Bank with the funds generated by a fiscal surplus, and thus the volume of its outstanding
loans declined. In the wake of the nation's currency crisis in 1997 and ensuing
deterioration of the fiscal balance, the central bank's credits to the government
rebounded. In the late 2000s, the amount of such loans decreased gradually. In response
to the global financial crisis, however, the government expanded its fiscal expenditures
and increased its borrowings from the Bank to make up for the fund shortages. As a
result, the Bank's loans to the government rose to 22.9 trillion won temporarily in 2009.

Issuance and Redemption of Government Bonds as Agency of the
Government
The Bank of Korea handles the issuance and redemption of government bonds.
Among major government bonds handled by the Bank since its foundation are National
Bonds, National Investment Bonds, Foreign Exchange Stabilization Fund Bonds, and
Treasury Bonds. In particular, the issuance of Treasury Bonds has been on a gradual rise
for such reasons as consolidation of various bonds and increased financing through
Treasury Bonds. As of end of 2009, the outstanding balance of Treasury Bonds was 280.9
trillion won.
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Underwriting and Sales of Government and Public Bonds
The Bank of Korea underwrote Rehabilitation Bonds and Industrial Financial
Debentures in the 1950s. In a similar move, the Bank underwrote Special Financial Bonds
issued by financial institutions after the government implemented the August 3
Emergency Economic Measures in 1972. When the nation faced a currency crisis in 1997,
the Bank subscribed to Non-Performing Asset Resolution Fund Bonds and Deposit
Insurance Fund Bonds to back up the restructuring initiative. As part of efforts to carry
out open market operations, however, the Bank of Korea generally purchased government
bonds and government-guaranteed securities in the secondary market rather than directly
underwriting government bonds. Particularly in connection with its pursuit of indirect
monetary control since December 1988, the volume of government and public bonds
held by the Bank for open market operations surged. As of end of 2009, government and
public bonds held by the Bank amounted to 12.8 trillion won.

Custody of Government Securities and Management of Revenue
Stamps Supply and Demand
The Bank of Korea accepts the custody of securities owned or held by the
Government. These holdings have been on a steady rise as the government has expanded
its equity investment in, and participated in the rights offerings of, government-invested
agencies. As of end of 2009, the number of such securities stood at over 60,000 with a face
value of about 78.1 trillion won.
In accordance with the Revenue Stamp Act, the Bank of Korea took over, in May
1980, the revenue stamp business previously handled by the Ministry of Communications
because increased demand for revenue stamps required the consolidation of their
management and distribution structure. At present, the Bank sends its revenue stamp
supply and demand plan to the government on an annual basis, receives from the
government a supply of revenue stamps deemed necessary for the year, and distributes
them through financial institutions and post offices to end-users and sales agencies
around the country.
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3.2.5 Foreign Exchange Affairs
Under the Bank of Korea Act, the Bank of Korea oversaw the formulation and
execution of foreign exchange policies and managed foreign exchange until the early 1960s.
With the enactment and enforcement of the Foreign Exchange Control Act in December
1961 and the subsequent revision of the Bank of Korea Act in May 1962, some functions
including foreign exchange policy formulation were transferred to the government. In a
related move, the Bank of Korea transferred part of its role related to foreign exchange and
import/export to the Korea Exchange Bank after the bank was established in January 1967
as a specialized bank dedicated to the foreign exchange business.
Until the mid-1980s, the Korean government strictly regulated foreign exchange
transactions, so as to improve the nation's balance of payments and make efficient use of
foreign currency funds. In 1986, the current account shifted into a surplus, and the
volume of external transactions expanded dramatically. In this situation, Korea furthered
its policy on foreign exchange liberalization. In December 1996, it became a member of
the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD). It then took full
advantage of the opportunity presented by the currency crisis in 1997 to accelerate its
capital account liberalization. With the entry into force of the new Foreign Exchange
Transactions Act on April 1, 1999, most foreign exchange transactions related to the
overseas business activities of corporations and financial institutions were deregulated. In
January 2001, individuals' foreign exchange transactions were liberalized dramatically.
In April 2002, the 'Direction for Medium to Long-Term Development of the Foreign
Exchange Market' for developing Korea as an international financial hub in East Asia was
unveiled, providing momentum for foreign exchange deregulation. In September 2008,
however, further liberalization measures were put on hold because of the deepening
global credit crunch in the aftermath of the collapse of Lehman Brothers.
The applicable regulations delegate to the Bank of Korea some authority for
managing foreign exchange -- specifically, to formulate prudential regulations on foreign
exchange banks' funding and use of foreign currency funds, to handle overall
management of the foreign exchange market, to review and make ex post facto
administration of foreign exchange transactions, to operate Foreign Exchange
Information System, and to conduct joint examinations of foreign exchange banks.
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Management of Funding and Use of Foreign Currency Funds of
Foreign Exchange Banks
Operation of Reserve Requirement System for Foreign Currency Deposits
The Bank of Korea requires foreign exchange banks to deposit with it reserves
against foreign currency deposits at certain ratios, just as is the case for deposits in Korean
won. At the time of introduction of the reserve requirement system for foreign currency
deposits in 1967, the ratio of required reserves was set at 15% of total foreign currency
deposits. Since then, the foreign currency reserve requirements have been lowered several
times. In November 1979, the ratios for both foreign currency demand deposits and
savings deposits were set at 1%, which still remains in effect for non-residents. The
reserve requirement ratio for residents was set separately from that for non-residents,
beginning from July 1985, and as of year-end 2009, the reserve requirement ratio on
foreign currency demand deposits and savings deposits of residents stood at 7% and 2%,
respectively.

Management of Foreign Currency Lending
The Bank of Korea began providing loans in foreign currency from 1952, to facilitate
imports of raw materials as well as machinery and parts for industrial facilities. The Bank
initially placed heavy emphasis on extending loans to promote exports of Korean goods
and imports of raw materials for military use and equipment for major industries. At a
later stage, the Bank of Korea took a more flexible approach, adjusting the uses of loans,
the lending ratios, etc., in consideration of the balance of payments position, monetary
conditions, and so on.
In October 2001, the Foreign Currency Loan and Deposit Regulations were
abolished and foreign currency lending by financial institutions was fully liberalized. In
2006, the volume of foreign currency lending began to rise sharply, leading to a surge in
external debt and growing appreciation pressures on the Korean won. In August 2007, the
Bank of Korea restricted extension of foreign currency loans by foreign exchange banks to
organizations in actual need of funds abroad and to manufacturers requiring domestic
facilities investment funds. The Bank permitted provision of foreign currency loans for
domestic facilities investment funds to non-manufacturers in January 2008, and allowed
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their rollovers in March and October 2008. The Bank completely removed the restrictions
on rollovers of these loans in December 2008.

Management of Foreign Exchange Positions
The Bank of Korea controls the over-bought and over-sold foreign exchange
positions of foreign exchange banks. Since April 1981, the overall position, comprising
both spot and forward positions, has been in principle subject to foreign exchange
position management. In January 1999, the net aggregate position management system
was discontinued in favor of a position control mechanism by the shortcut method,
which sets and controls a daily foreign exchange position at the larger of either the
aggregate over-bought foreign exchange position of each currency or the aggregate oversold foreign exchange position of each currency.

Management of Foreign Exchange Swaps
Foreign exchange swaps between the Bank of Korea and domestic branches of
foreign banks were introduced in 1967, when the first branch of a foreign bank opened in
Korea. From 1974 onward, they were utilized to attract foreign currency capital as part of
efforts to cover deficits in the balance of payments.
Both the ceiling and the yield on these swaps were gradually reduced after the
balance of payments shifted to a surplus in the mid-1980s, and the preferential treatment
of domestic banks against foreign banks was discontinued in March 1985 when the Bank
of Korea began extending trade bill-secured loans to branches of foreign banks in Korea,
as it did for domestic banks.
From 2006, there was a dramatic increase in sales of foreign currency on a forward
contract basis for the purpose of foreign exchange hedging. This situation seriously
tipped the balance of supply and demand in the interbank swap market, and resulted in a
sharp rise in external debt. The Bank of Korea began to participate in the swap market in
September 2007 for its stabilization. Afterwards, it became extremely difficult for
domestic foreign exchange banks to secure foreign currency funds, and the Bank of Korea
responded by introducing a competitive bidding-based swap transaction scheme in
October 2008, directly targeting multiple foreign exchange banks.
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Changes in Exchange Rate System and Operation of Foreign
Exchange Market
Changes in Exchange Rate System
After the nation's independence from Japanese occupation, Korea maintained a
dollar peg for the Korean won for a long time. In May 1964, the government finally
introduced a new Single Floating Exchange Rate System. In February 1980, Korea
changed its exchange rate system to a Multiple-Currency Basket Pegged Exchange Rate
system, which was replaced by the Market Average Exchange Rate system in March 1990.
That new system allowed the interbank exchange rate to fluctuate within upper and lower
limits set daily from the market average rate. These daily fluctuation limits were gradually
widened until December 1997, when they were abolished and the Free Floating Exchange
Rate system was adopted.
The migration to a free floating exchange rate system did a great deal to free up the
market mechanism in the determination of exchange rates. Nonetheless, if exchange rates
show extreme fluctuation, or if excessive herding behavior is exhibited for such reasons as
temporary imbalances between supply and demand, or internal or external shock, the
Government and the Bank of Korea stand ready to alleviate the situation through
smoothing operations.

Operation of Foreign Exchange Market
As a result of introduction of the multiple-currency basket pegged exchange rate
system and expansion of foreign transactions in the 1980s, Korea's foreign exchange
market developed step by step. The domestic financial market saw the phase-in of
derivatives transactions, to allow participants in the foreign exchange market to effectively
manage foreign exchange and interest rate risks. In April 1999, derivatives transactions
through institutions engaging in the foreign exchange business were in principle
liberalized.
In a bid to promote efficiency and advancement of the domestic foreign exchange
brokerage market, Korea also permitted overseas foreign exchange brokerage firms to
make inroads into the country. Efforts to upgrade the domestic foreign exchange market
have continued through the Steering Committee of the Seoul Foreign Exchange Market,
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| Foreign Exchange Market Team, International Dapartment

an autonomous consultative body representing market participants.

Screening and Ex Post Facto Administration of Foreign Exchange
Transactions
Screening and Registration of Foreign Exchange Transactions
In the wake of the currency crisis in late 1997, the Foreign Exchange Control Act
focused on regulation was abolished, and the Foreign Exchange Transactions Act came
into effect on April 1, 1999. In terms of Foreign Exchange Transactions Regulation, the
Bank of Korea accordingly shifted to a negative system that fully permits free foreign
exchange transactions in principle while regulating certain transactions on an exceptional
basis when doing so is deemed necessary.
In this context, the Bank of Korea gradually lifted requirements for obtaining Bank
permission for certain matters or moved to requiring only the reporting of them. In
addition, there was a steady decline in the types of transactions requiring mere report
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submissions or approvals after report submission. In August 1997, the responsibilities for
granting permission and conducting ex post facto management of residents' overseas
direct investments, which the Bank of Korea had performed since April 1975 as part of its
screening of foreign exchange transactions, were transferred to foreign exchange banks.
As of end of 2009, the Bank of Korea was conducting 22 types of foreign exchange
transaction screenings as commissioned by the government. All of its branches as well as
Head Office perform this function.

Ex Post Facto Management of Trade and Foreign Exchange Transactions
The Bank of Korea was in charge of ex post facto management of trade transactions
until abolishment of the export/import approval requirement and ex post facto
management system under the Foreign Trade Act in December 1996, and was then
responsible for ex post facto management of foreign exchange transactions until
enforcement of the Foreign Exchange Transactions Act in April 1999. Ex post facto
management of foreign exchange transactions was transferred to foreign exchange banks
in phases. Today, transactions requiring reports to the Bank of Korea or foreign exchange
banks are subject to follow-up management by the Bank or the foreign exchange banks
concerned.

Operation of Foreign Exchange Information System and Joint
Examination of Foreign Exchange Banks
Pursuant to the Foreign Exchange Transactions Act, the Bank of Korea established a
Foreign Exchange Information System, to build a more efficient mechanism to
concentrate, manage and use foreign exchange information, while putting it into
operation from April 1999. The Bank implemented a system to monitor the foreign
exchange information system in July 2006. This enabled it to identify trends in the foreign
exchange market in a timely fashion. Through such efforts, the Bank handles various
affairs including concentration of foreign exchange information, monitoring of inflows
and outflows of foreign currency funds, compilation of foreign exchange statistics, and
provision of information to the agencies concerned.
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Upon the coming into effect of the Foreign Exchange Transactions Act, the Bank of Korea's responsibility for examination of foreign exchange banks was
transferred to the Financial Supervisory Service. In
2001, the Bank began examining the direct and related
parties involved in foreign exchange transactions (excluding financial institutions) regarding which it had
issued permits, or received or accepted reports. Then,
as a result of revision of the Enforcement Decree of the
Foreign Exchange Transactions Act, the Financial Su| Entry into operation of Foreign
Exchange Information System
(Apr. 2, 1999)

pervisory Service became a single channel carrying out
this function in December 2005. Examination of

foreign exchange banks was delegated to the Bank of Korea, to be conducted jointly with
the Financial Supervisory Service with respect to regulation of foreign exchange bank
soundness in terms of foreign currency reserves, control of the ceilings on their foreign
exchange positions and financing and operation of foreign currency funds, and situations
deemed to have created or be likely to create volatility in the foreign exchange market.

3.2.6 Management of Foreign Exchange Reserves
At the time of its establishment, the Bank of Korea assumed sole charge of managing
overall foreign exchange and trade transactions nationwide. On the founding of Korea
Exchange Bank in January 1967, the central bank transferred to the new bank its
functions pertaining to foreign exchange and trade. In a further related move, the central
bank entrusted the operation of its foreign exchange reserves to Korea Exchange Bank.
Accordingly, management of the foreign exchange reserves shifted to indirect operation
through Korea Exchange Bank.
In the wake of the first oil shock in October 1973, the country's balance of payments
deteriorated and its foreign exchange reserves declined drastically. This prompted the
Bank of Korea to again directly manage the foreign exchange reserves. The Bank's
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management of the reserves was stepped up in 1976, with the creation of a department
dedicated to this business.

Management of Foreign Exchange Reserves at the Bank of Korea
Establishment
Upon its establishment, the Bank of Korea undertook the tasks of managing foreign
exchange and trade affairs formerly handled by the Chosun Foreign Exchange Bank. The
Bank of Korea was responsible for managing the country's official foreign exchange
reserves until Korea Exchange Bank was established in 1967. The major sources of the
foreign exchange reserves at that time were government and private sector foreign
exchange accounts, foreign currency deposits, foreign currency funds including those
purchased from the U.N. forces, and the Korea-Japan Clearing Account Fund. The total
volume of foreign exchange reserves amounted to 100 to 200 million dollars.

Automatic Concentrated Deposit Operation System with Korea
Exchange Bank
Korea Exchange Bank was established in January 1967, to specialize in foreign
exchange-related business. With its establishment, the Bank of Korea concluded an
Agreement on the Deposit of Foreign Currency Funds with Korea Exchange Bank and
placed its foreign exchange reserves under management of Korea Exchange Bank, as part
of efforts to bolster the latter's international credit standing. In line with implementation
of the Automatic Concentrated Deposit Operation System, the Bank of Korea adopted
indirect management of the foreign exchange reserves through Korea Exchange Bank.

Deterioration of Balance of Payments and Abolition of Automatic
Concentrated Deposit Operation System
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The first oil shock in October 1973 touched off a global economic slowdown and
international monetary instability, consequently worsen Korea's balance of payments.
Under these circumstances, the Bank of Korea borrowed 342 million SDRs from the
International Monetary Fund in August 1974. The Bank also concluded a 200 milliondollar bank loan agreement with a syndicate of international banks on February 26, 1975,
and drew down this loan on three occasions. The Bank deposited some of these funds
with domestic foreign exchange banks, to enhance their credibility in the international
financial market, and allowed them to use the funds to make time deposits at foreign
financial institutions. The Bank deposited the remainder at foreign financial institutions
conducting foreign exchange transactions with the Bank. In April 1975, the Bank
abolished its Automatic Concentrated Deposit Operation System with Korea Exchange
Bank, as the system had come to be little more than a name.

Reinforcement of Foreign Currency Asset Management
As the foreign exchange reserves increased sharply in 1976 and afterwards, the Bank
of Korea set up International Finance Department to expand its foreign currency asset
management and increase its efficiency in such affairs.
Focusing on the liquidity
and stability of foreign currency
asset management, the Bank
invested part of the reserves in
highly marketable medium and
long-term bonds. In addition, the
Bank improved the profitability
of its investment by flexibly adjusting the maturity structure of
invested instruments in accordance with the international
| Reserve Investment Office, Reserve Management Department

trend of interest rates.
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Deposit and Recovery of Foreign Currency Assets
In a bid to facilitate the efficient operation of surplus foreign currency resources,
which had been rising by leaps and bounds, in areas in need of urgent financial assistance
out of policy considerations, the Bank of Korea created and expanded numerous foreign
currency fund deposit arrangements with domestic foreign exchange banks. An ordinary
deposit system was introduced in August 1986. Special deposit systems for early
repayment of foreign debts were created in March 1987. In an attempt to prepare for fullscale capital exportation, the Bank of Korea introduced a special deposit arrangement to
support overseas business in April 1988, with a view to bolstering domestic financial
institutions' international banking profile.
In December 1990, the Bank began to deposit foreign currency funds with overseas
branches of domestic financial institutions. In a dramatic move, it also began to make
such deposits in merchant banking corporations in July 1993. Owing to the currency
crisis in 1997, the Bank of Korea subsequently experienced difficulties in collecting its
foreign currency funds deposited at domestic financial institutions. As the foreign
exchange conditions of those institutions later improved, the Bank proactively recovered
its foreign currency funds to ensure liquidity of the nation's foreign exchange reserves.

Expansion of Foreign Exchange Reserve after Currency Crisis
Korea's foreign exchange reserves had been increasing steadily in the 1990s, but they
plummeted to 3.9 billion dollars by December 18, 1997, at the height of the currency
crisis. Through multi-pronged endeavors, the country thereafter built them up to 264.2
billion dollars as of end of March 2008. This was mainly due to the facts that (i) foreign
currency supply improved greatly in the aftermath of the currency crisis, thanks to a huge
surplus in the current account and continuing inflows of direct and indirect foreign
investment, and (ii) the Bank of Korea recovered most of its foreign currency funds
deposited with domestic financial institutions by the end of 2002, while also gradually
increasing its profits on foreign reserve management.
When the global credit crunch deepened after the collapse of Lehman Brothers in
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September 2008, the Bank of Korea and the government took various measures to provide
foreign currency liquidity to domestic financial institutions. As a result, Korea's foreign
exchange reserves fell sharply, reaching 201.2 billion dollars by the end of 2008. The Bank
of Korea meanwhile provided 16.4 billion dollars in foreign currency funds to domestic
financial institutions, on five occasions from December 2008 to January 2009, through
competitive bidding-based foreign currency lending using the proceeds from a currency
swap arrangement with the US Federal Reserve. This measure was designed to calm the
unease in the domestic foreign exchange market. In 2009, the Bank collected most of the
funds offered to promote foreign currency liquidity, and as of year-end 2009, its foreign
exchange reserves amounted to 270.0 billion dollars.

Development of Foreign Currency Asset Management Methods
In the 1990s, the Bank of Korea made many changes and improvements to its
management of foreign currency assets. In 1993, the Bank introduced the concept of a
benchmark portfolio, specifying the goals for its management of foreign currency assets
and establishing objective assessment of the management results. In 1997, it began to
divide foreign currency assets managed abroad into a liquidity tranche and an investment
tranche. In an attempt to acquire advanced investment techniques and increase yields on
its foreign currency asset management, the Bank began to commission the management
to the world's most prominent asset managers from 1992, and steadily increased the
volume of assets subject to consigned management thereafter.
Following the global financial crisis in 2008, the Bank focused on security and
liquidity in managing its foreign currency assets. It also adjusted the ratio of each type of
asset in a flexible manner, set and controlled risk limits conservatively, and improved its
risk assessment process.
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Monetary Cooperation with Central Banks of Major Countries
In the aftermath of the 1997
currency crisis, the Bank of Korea
pushed for conclusion of a currency swap arrangement under
the Chiang Mai Initiative (CMI)
among the central banks of the
ten ASEAN members and Korea,
China and Japan -- to ensure foreign currency liquidity and ultimately prevent recurrence of such
| Joint declaration of Currency Swap Agreement under CMI by Central
Bank Governors of Japan, Korea and China (May 27, 2005)

a crisis in the future. The Bank of
Korea also signed bilateral CMI

currency swap arrangements with the central banks of China, Thailand, Malaysia, the
Philippines and Indonesia, after first signing one with the Bank of Japan in July 2001.
In the face of fear of foreign currency illiquidity in the country due to the global
financial crisis in 2008, the Bank of Korea concluded a 30 billion-dollar currency swap
arrangement with the Federal Reserve on October 30, 2008, to eliminate the risk of global
financial market unease affecting the domestic economy. On December 12, 2008, the
Bank then signed a three-year won/yuan currency swap arrangement with the People's
Bank of China in the amount of 180 billion yuan/38 trillion won, while also expanding
the size of its won/yen currency swap arrangement with the Bank of Japan from 3 billion
to 20 billion dollars.
The term of the arrangement with the US Federal Reserve System was extended
twice before it was finally terminated on February 1, 2010, as the Korean real economy
had shown signs of recovery and its financial market had remained stable since the latter
half of 2009.
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| Korea-US Currency Swap Agreement (Oct. 30, 2008)

3.2.7 Analysis of Financial Stability and Supervision of
Financial Institutions
The Bank of Korea acted as the major supervisor of banks for about 48 years after
the Bank of Korea Act was enacted in 1950. It granted licenses, provided guidance on
management, and carried out the credit management and examination of banks. With the
revision of the Bank of Korea Act and the enactment of the Act on the Establishment of
Financial Supervisory Organizations in December 1997, the Bank's supervisory function
was transferred to the Financial Supervisory Commission (now the Financial Services
Commission) and the Financial Supervisory Service in April 1998. The Office of Bank
Supervision was separated from the Bank of Korea and integrated into the Financial
Supervisory Service.
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The Bank of Korea may request the Financial Supervisory Service to conduct
independent or joint examinations of financial institutions when deemed necessary for
the implementation of its monetary and credit policies. The Bank may also require the
Financial Supervisory Service to take necessary corrective measures against the financial
institutions concerned on the basis of the findings of those examinations. In addition, the
Bank may directly check and confirm the operation and status of assets of financial
institutions to which it has extended emergency credits, and request the Financial Services
Commission to reconsider measures that the Commission has taken.

Analysis of Financial Stability
Analysis and Evaluation of Financial System Stability
Even following separation of the Office of Bank Supervision from its organization,
the Bank of Korea has done its utmost to ensure that the stability of the country's
financial system remains firmly based. In April 2003, the Bank became the first Asian
central bank to publish a Financial Stability Report, which contains a comprehensive
analysis and assessment of stability as well as factors of potential instability in the nation's
financial system.
In addition, the Bank conducted a close analysis of the anticipated impact that
implementation of new regulatory and supervisory regimes including a new capital
adequacy framework adopted by the BIS would have on the stability of the financial
system. After the global financial crisis in the second half of 2008, the Bank assessed the
management stability of domestic banks in connection with the ongoing debate on
reinforcement of the financial regulatory and supervisory systems with international
organizations at the center.
In 2009, the Bank joined the Financial Stability Board (FSB), an international forum
to address financial stability, and the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS).
In global discussions on improvement of international banking supervision standards and
financial regulatory regimes, the Bank has been speaking for the country in a proactive
manner.
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Solidification of Foundation for Financial Stability
The Bank of Korea has laid a
Financial stability cobweb diagram for Korea
Oct. 2008 ~ Mar. 2009
Apr. 2009 ~ Sep. 2009
Financial markets

Banks' soundness

solid foundation for financial
stability by diversifying and upgrading the vehicles to analyze
and assess the level of stability of
the financial system.

Firms' debt
servicing capacity

World
economy

The Bank launched a survey
on the lending practices of banking institutions in 1999 and be-

Households' debt servicing capacity

Domestic economy

Note : The closer to the central point (0), the higher the degree of stability

gan to conduct a regular annual
investigation of the risk management status of each domestic

bank in 2000. It also developed a Financial Stress Index and a stress test model while
building a credit rating database for households and companies to identify credit risks
and utilize the pertinent findings in analyzing the stability of the financial system.
In December 2008, the Bank developed a Financial Market Liquidity Index to assess
the stability of the financial system from a liquidity perspective. Since June 2009, it has
measured, making use of a market risk measurement package, the degree of change in the
value-at-risk of equity and bond derivatives held by financial institutions in the event of
fluctuations in market prices including interest rates, stock prices, and exchange rates.

Strengthening of Internal and External Cooperation Regimes for Financial
Stability
The Bank of Korea hosts seminars on financial stability for domestic and foreign
financial experts. The Bank launched a Financial Stability Forum consisting of scholars
and financial professionals, which has been convened on a quarterly basis since 2006.
In March 2009, the Bank joined the Financial Stability Board (FSB) and the Basel
Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS). It also organized a Council of Agencies
concerned with International Financial Forums with the Ministry of Strategy and
Finance, the Financial Services Commission, and other such bodies to pursue
consultation over attendance at the G-20, FSB, and BCBS meetings and related policies.
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The Bank has been exerting strenuous efforts to present Korea's stance on related issues to
the international community and to work out measures to cope with them.

Analysis of Management Status of Financial Institutions
The Bank of Korea constantly monitors the management status of financial
institutions to ensure the effectiveness of its monetary and credit policies and prevent the
vulnerability of individual financial institutions from affecting the entire financial system.
Following the separation of the Office of Bank Supervision from the Bank of Korea,
the Bank developed a management analysis model in April 1999 to analyze the
management status of financial institutions. In August 2000, the Bank established a
Financial Analysis & Information Retrieval System (FAIRS), which has been used in
analyzing the overall management conditions of individual financial institutions
including their profitability, asset soundness, capital adequacy, and liquidity.
In addition to comprehensive regular analyses of the management status of financial
institutions, the Bank consolidated its constant monitoring function to ascertain, in a
timely manner, any herding of money market capital or in financial institutions' deposits
and lending as well as vulnerabilities in lending and liquidity control. Since the global
financial crisis in the latter half of 2008, the Bank has closely monitored the degree and
control of financial institutions' liquidity risks, and the soundness and management of
loans including the ratios of delinquency and non-performing loans.

Supervision of Financial Institutions
Request to Financial Supervisory Service to Conduct Independent or Joint
Examination of Financial Institutions
The Bank of Korea may, when deemed necessary for the implementation of its
monetary and credit policies, request the Financial Supervisory Service to examine
financial institutions within a determined specific range independently or jointly with the
Bank. The Bank may also request the Financial Supervisory Service to submit the findings
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of such examinations to the Bank. When deemed necessary at its discretion, the Bank may
request the Financial Supervisory Service to take corrective measures against the financial
institutions concerned.
The financial institutions regarding which the Bank of Korea could request an
independent or joint examination were originally limited to banks as defined in Article 11
of the Bank of Korea Act. At the time of enactment of the Financial Holding Companies
Act in November 2000, bank holding companies were included. In 2007 and 2009
respectively, the Bank was authorized to request the Financial Supervisory Service to
conduct an independent or joint examination of electronic banking and financial
investment companies within a limited extent in connection with certain business affairs
including electronic payments and fund transfers. The scope of institutions that may be
subject to the Bank of Korea's request for an independent or joint examination has been
expanded to non-bank financial institutions.

Request to Financial Institutions to Submit Materials
The Bank of Korea may request banks, bank holding companies, and non-bank
financial institutions that have entered into agreements on current deposit accounts with
the Bank of Korea to provide any materials when deemed necessar y for the
implementation of its monetary and credit policies. These materials include data
necessary to identify and analyze the financial institutions' management status under
applicable laws and regulations including the Banking Act as well as materials on their
management soundness if ascertaining the status of management soundness is specifically
required. The scope of the institutions from which the Bank of Korea may request
submission of necessary materials was further expanded with the enactment of the
Electronic Financial Transactions Act and the Financial Investment Services and Capital
Markets Act.

Conclusion of Memorandum of Understanding with Financial Supervisory
Service
Under the Memorandum of Understanding on Joint Examination of Financial
Institutions signed in October 2002, the Financial Supervisory Service was required to
give the Bank of Korea prior notice of its independent examination plans and share with
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the Bank any information acquired in the course of examinations. Some modifications
were made to the MOU in July 2004 and July 2007 to reflect the need for improvements
that had been ascertained in the application of the joint examination scheme. For
instance, the Bank of Korea was empowered to request a joint examination irrespective of
the examination plans formulated by the Financial Supervisory Service subject to mutual
prior consultation.
Based on business consultation with the Financial Supervisory Service, the Bank of
Korea gradually increased information sharing. In January 2004, the Bank of Korea,
Financial Supervisory Service and Korea Deposit Insurance Corporation concluded a
Memorandum of Understanding on Sharing of Financial Information. Accordingly, each
signatory has made available to the others numerous periodic reports submitted by banks
and some reports from non-bank financial institutions.
In September 2009, the principals of the Bank of Korea, the Ministry of Strategy and
Finance, the Financial Services Commission, the Financial Supervisory Service, and Korea
Deposit Insurance Corporation signed a New Memorandum of Understanding on Information Sharing & Joint Examinations, dramatically expanding the scope of information

| Entry into MOU on Information Sharing and Joint Examinations (Sep.15, 2009)
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sharing among financial authorities and specifying the procedures and methods of such
information sharing.

Examination of Business Operation and Asset Status of Financial Institutions
that Have Received Emergency Credits
In cases where the Bank of Korea has extended emergency credits to banks or bank
holding companies with temporary eligible assets as collateral under Article 65 of the
Bank of Korea Act or where it has provided credits to profit-making enterprises including
non-bank financial institutions according to Article 80 of the Act, it may directly check
and confirm the business operations and asset status of those financial institutions or
profit-making enterprises.

Request to Financial Services Commission for Reconsideration of Its Measures
Upon the resolution of the Monetary Policy Committee, the Bank of Korea may
request the Financial Services Commission to reconsider a measure it has taken if the
Bank has a different view on such measure having a direct bearing on monetary and
credit policies. If the Financial Services Commission affirms the original decision with the
consent of at least two-thirds of all the registered members on a matter whose
reconsideration had been requested by the Bank, the decision shall become final and
conclusive.

Banking Supervision before Separation of the Office of Bank
Supervision
The Bank of Korea supervised banking institutions until the enforcement of the
revised Bank of Korea Act in April 1998 and the subsequent integration of the Office of
Bank Supervision into the newly installed Financial Supervisory Service. It specifically
granted licenses and approvals for the establishment of banks, etc., regulated bank asset
management, rendered management guidance to enhance the soundness of banks,
conducted credit management for the efficient allocation of funds, examined financial
institutions, and protected the interests of customers of financial institutions.
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3.2.8 Economic Research and Statistics Compilation
The Bank of Korea compiles various statistics and conducts multifaceted research
concerning the finance and economy so as to support efficient formulation and
implementation of monetary and credit policies.
The Bank of Korea began to release Balance of Payments statistics in 1955 and
National Income statistics in 1958. In the 1960s, the Bank considerably improved and
supplemented its existing statistics while introducing Input-Output Tables, Flow of Funds
analysis, quantitative analysis techniques, and the like. In 1970, the Bank completed the
National Wealth Survey as of end of 1968. In 1974, it compiled the Financial Survey and
revised the Monetary Survey to adopt the IMF methodology. In 1989, it completed
establishment of a New National Accounts System incorporating four major national
accounts, i.e. national income, flow of funds, balance of payments, and input-output
tables.
The currency crisis in 1997 prompted the Bank to produce new External Debt
Statistics. In 1999, it completely overhauled its balance of payments compilation method
in accordance with the IMF's revised standards for balance of payments statistics. In 2003,
the Bank compiled external debt and credit statistics and the International Investment
Position for the first time. In
2009, it introduced an expenditure approach to national income
statistics and modified its real
gross domestic product (GDP)
estimation method. Since 2008,
the Bank has been producing and
publishing input-output tables
on a yearly basis in a bid to provide more up-to-date informa| Forecasting Meeting of Research Department

tion.
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Research Activities
Annual Report
In accordance with Article 102 of the Bank of Korea Act, the Bank of Korea publishes
an Annual Report every year within three months after closing its fiscal year. The Annual
Report explains the status of the business operations of the Bank, its monetary policy, and
the government's foreign exchange policy in the year and provides economic and
financial analysis. The Bank has also published a summarized English version of the
Annual Report since 1958.

Monthly Bulletin
The Bank of Korea publishes a Monthly Bulletin to provide recent economic trend
reviews, economic staff papers, comments on major economic issues, as well as statistics
every month. In April 1969, its statistical section was separated and published under the
name of the Monthly Statistical Bulletin. After being renamed the Monthly Bulletin in
January 1982, the publication absorbed the Monthly Statistical Bulletin. The 3rd issue of
the 64th Volume (No. 736) of the Monthly Bulletin was issued at the end of March 2010.

Quarterly Bulletin
Since the second quarter of 1969, the Bank of Korea has published a Quarterly
Economic Review containing quarterly economic trends and economic papers in English
to enhance foreigners' understanding of the Korean economy. In the first quarter of 2000,
it was renamed the Quarterly Bulletin with supplemented content.

Economic Papers
The Bank of Korea has published Economic Papers as a quarterly academic magazine
on finance and economy since May 1995. Its English version began semi-annual
publication in January 1998.

History of the Bank of Korea
In an effort to promote public awareness and understanding of the Bank of Korea, it
has published the history of its first 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50 and 60 years, describing
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changes in its role, organization and functions, and economic development of Korea.

Economic Yearbook
To expedite its establishment of monetary policies and contribute to the government's drafting of economic policies based on an overall analysis of economic trends at
home and abroad, the Bank of Korea published an Economic Yearbook five times during
the period from 1955 to 1959 after launching the initiative in 1954.

Global Economics Focus
In order to swiftly identify domestic and overseas economic trends and provide upto-date economic information, the Bank of Korea began to publish Weekly Economic
Trends in January 1962 and Weekly Foreign Economy in October 1965 respectively. In
January 1971, they were integrated into Weekly Domestic and Foreign Economy, which was
published until June 1988. Since being renamed Weekly Overseas Economy in August 1992
and Global Economics Focus in August 2002, it has been published on a weekly basis.

Other Publications
The Bank of Korea has also
published collections of working
papers including BOK Working
Papers and Financial System Review. In addition, it has regularly
published other publications such
as The Korean Economy, Monetary
Policy in Korea, and Financial System in Korea to enhance understanding of financial, foreign
exchange and other systems.
| The Bank of Korea Publications
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Statistical Compilation
Money and Banking Statistics
The Bank of Korea currently collects and compiles various monetary and banking
statistics including those from the depository corporations survey, the central bank's
accounts, weighted average interest rates of financial institutions, credit to household, and
loans by industry and region in addition to monetary aggregates (M1 and M2) and
liquidity aggregates (Lf and L).
The Bank adopted a Monetary Survey in 1974 with regard to compilation of
monetary indicators. It began to compile M3, a broad indicator of money supply, in
October 1982; M2A, a measure of short-term liquidity, in March 1989; and MCT in
December 1996. With its complete overhaul of the monetary and liquidity aggregates in
March 2002, the Bank has since reported today's current type of M1 and M2. Upon the
compilation and release of L since June 2006, the Bank renamed M3 as Lf.
In July 1996, the Bank of Korea began to formulate the weighted average interest
rates of banks, encompassing non-bank financial institutions as well in 1998. In July 2007,
the Bank added statistics on loans by region in compiling monthly statistics on deposit
money banks' household mortgage loans among household credit statistics. In September
2009, the Bank widened the scope of loans by region to include non-bank financial
institutions.

Flow of Funds Accounts
Since 1965, the Bank of Korea has published the Flow of Funds Accounts, which
record financial and capital transactions by type in each sector of the nation's economy.
In 2006 particularly, the Bank expanded the scope of the financial sector so as to reflect
the changing domestic financial environment in the wake of the currency crisis and
migrate to the new System of National Accounts (1993 SNA).

Balance of Payments
With Korea's attainment of membership in the International Monetary Fund (IMF)
in 1955, the Bank of Korea began to compile an annual Balance of Payments table in
1957. In accordance with the Balance of Payments Manual issued by the IMF, the Bank
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has generated related statistics since 1958, and has repeatedly shortened the frequency of
statistical compilation. In 1999, the Bank comprehensively revised the existing
compilation method of the Balance of Payments in line with the fifth edition of the IMF
Balance of Payments Manual (BPM5).
Since 2006, the Bank has compiled seasonally adjusted series of the Balance of
Current Accounts as well as the Extended Balance of Payments Services (EBOPS) on a
monthly basis, and the balance of current accounts by region and country on an annual
basis.

International Investment Position
In 1983, the Bank of Korea compiled statistics on external debt for the first time. The
currency crisis in 1997 caused the Bank to compile gross external debt position, which
represents a fresh statistical concept of external debt. An inter-agency task force of eight
international organizations including the IMF published 'the External Debt Statistics:
Guide for Compilers and Users' in 2001, and the Bank began to compile quarterly
statistics on external assets and debts under the new standards in September 2003.
In March 2003, the Bank produced the country's International Investment Position
(IIP) in compliance with the IMF's Balance of Payments Manual. The IIP encapsulates the
balance of residents' financial assets (external investments) and financial liabilities
(foreigners' investments) against non-residents at a certain time as well as changes in such
assets and liabilities. Since 2006, the Bank has compiled the IIP by region and currency to
ascertain the investment status in each region as part of efforts to cope with the rising
volume of cross-border capital movements.

Financial Statement Analysis
The Bank of Korea has published Financial Statements Analyses every year since
1960 to research and analyze the financial conditions and managerial performance of
domestic corporations. Since 2003, the Bank has compiled statistics on Quarterly
Financial Statement Analyses of listed companies. Since 2010, the Bank has compiled and
announced their annualized statistics as well.
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Price Statistics
The Bank of Korea compiles the Producer Price Indexes as well as Export and
Import Price Indexes. The Producer Price Index originates from the Wholesale Price
Index produced by the Bank of Chosun from 1910. In 1995 when the Bank changed the
base year of statistics, it added the service sector to the Producer Price Index in reflection
of the increasingly important weight of service transactions.
Compilation of export and import price indexes commenced in October 1958 but
was suspended in late 1964. Their compilation resumed in January 1976 as price
fluctuations of exported and imported goods had a growing impact on domestic prices.

National Income Statistics
As the Bank of Korea was designated the official agency for the compilation of
National Income statistics in 1957, it began to engage energetically in the compilation of
National Income statistics. In 1958, the Bank estimated and published the annual Gross
National Product (GNP) to accommodate the recommendations by the United Nations
(1953 SNA). In 1968, the Bank began to estimate GNP on a quarterly basis. In 1999, it
introduced Gross National Income (GNI), an aggregate income index, and published
seasonally adjusted quarterly statistics for the first time.
Every five years since 1960, the Bank of Korea has revised the base year for National
Income statistics doing so on ten occasions in all. In modifying the base year to 1985 and
2000, the Bank completed its transition to the new System of National Accounts (1968
SNA) and the revised System of National Accounts (1993 SNA) respectively. Upon
revision of the base year to 2005 conducted in 2009, the Bank introduced an expenditure
approach whereby expenditure items including consumption and investment are directly
estimated. In addition, the Bank shifted from the fixed weighted method to the chained
weighted method in estimating real Gross Domestic Product (GDP).

Input-Output Tables
In 1964, the Bank of Korea compiled Input-Output Tables for 1950 for the first time.
The Bank compiled the benchmark tables on twelve occasions and the extended tables
nine times before releasing the Input-Output Tables for 2005. Since 2008, it has been
releasing the Input-Output Tables on an annual basis to offer more up-to-date
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information.
The Bank has prepared three-year Input-Output Tables at constant prices five times.
In 2007, it compiled Regional Benchmark Input-Output Tables for 2003, dividing the
whole nation into six regions. These Regional Input-Output Tables were the first of their
kind in Korea. In 2009, the Bank compiled and released Regional Input-Output Tables for
2005 that focused on 16 cities and provinces. In addition, the Bank drew up Asian
International Input-Output Tables four times for the period from 1985 to 2000 in concert
with the Institute of Developing Economies in Japan.

Business Survey Index and Consumer Survey Index
The Bank of Korea began to publish a quarterly Business Survey Index (BSI) in
1966 in order to investigate corporate views on the status of business and utilize the
findings in business cycle analysis. The frequency of this survey was increased to a
monthly basis in 2003.
The Bank also started to produce quarterly Consumer Survey Index (CSI) in 1995 as
a means to study consumer views on economic conditions. Since September 2008, the
Bank has drawn up a monthly CSI into which the Consumer Sentiment Indicators of
Statistics Korea have been merged.

Other Statistics
The Bank of Korea annually compiled statistics on Pollution Abatement and Control
Expenditure (PACE) from 1992 to 2001, and Environmental Protection Expenditure and
Revenues (EPER) from 2001 to 2006. In 2008, the Bank developed the Environmental
Protection Expenditure Accounts (EPEA), constituting basic statistics for the System of
Integrated Environmental and Economic Accounting (SEEA), and compiled series in
2004 to 2007. For policy considerations, the preparation of the EPEA was transferred to
the Ministry of Environment, an agency having the competent jurisdiction, in January
2009 to facilitate the utilization of statistics.
With respect to a National Balance Sheet, the compilation of which had been put on
hold because of a lack of the basic data, the Bank has been carrying out preparatory work
since 2006 with the intention of completing the task in 2010.
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3.2.9 International Cooperation and Exchange
Cooperation with International Financial Organizations
and Participation in International Financial Forums
Since its inception, the Bank of Korea has undertaken a wide range of tasks
associated with transactions and exchange with all types of international financial
organizations. Major international financial organizations of which Korea is a member
include the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and multilateral development banks
(MDBs).
The Governor of the Bank of Korea represents the country along with the Minister
of Strategy and Finance. The Bank of Korea has been responsible for most of Korea’s
investment in and contributions to international financial organizations since November
1971, when the Act on the Measures for the Admission to International Financial
Institutions was amended to allow the Bank of Korea to invest in and contribute to such
organizations on behalf of the government.
The Bank also takes part in international financial forums including the G-20,
ASEAN+3, and the Financial Stability Board (FSB). Even though they share the same
goals as international financial organizations, cooperation between member countries is
unofficial compared to international financial organizations because they do not have
formal establishment agreements or standing executive organizations.

International Monetary Fund (IMF)
The resolution on Korea’s membership of the IMF was adopted at the ninth joint
annual meeting of the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank Group (WBG)
in September 1954. Subsequently, Korea became the 58th member country in August
1955, when it subscribed its membership quota.
Since Korea’s admission to the IMF, the Bank of Korea and the government have sent
joint delegations to participate in the annual meetings of the IMF and the WBG. In
November 1988, Korea accepted the obligations of Article VIII of the International
Monetary Fund Agreements, which stipulates the avoidance of restrictions on payments
and transfers for current transactions. This meant forgoing the protection of Article XIV.
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| Holding of 40th Annual General Meetings of the
IMF/IBRD in Seoul (Oct. 8, 1985)

| Signing off on repayment in full of IMF credits (Aug.
23, 2001)

Korea drew out a total of SDR 2.59 billion during the period between 1965 and 1987
to finance its balance of payments deficit by means of a variety of credit facilities of IMF.
The Bank of Korea carried out all the operations and transactions with the IMF, including
drawings and repayments of IMF credits, on behalf of the Korean government. The
outstanding balance of the credits was fully repaid by 1988. When the country’s foreign
exchange position and credibility in the global financial market deteriorated again toward
the end of 1997, Korea agreed on a Stand-By Arrangement with IMF for an amount
equivalent to SDR 15.5 billion (or about USD 21 billion) to cope with the currency crisis.
The drawings under the Arrangement were completely repaid in August 2001.

World Bank Group (WBG)
Korea became the 58th member country of the International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development (IBRD). Its admission to the IBRD was finally accepted
at the ninth joint annual meetings of the IMF and WBG in September 1954, when it
joined the IMF. Subsequently, Korea also became a member of all sister organizations of
the IBRD: the International Development Association (IDA) in May 1961, the
International Financial Corporation (IFC) in March 1964, the International Centre for
Settlement of Investment Disputes (ICSID) in March 1967, and the Multilateral
Investment Guarantee Agency (MIGA) in July 1988.
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Asian Development Bank (ADB)
With a view toward helping facilitate the economic and social development of AsiaPacific nations, Korea joined the Asian Development Bank (ADB) as a founding member
in August 1966. The Bank of Korea and the Korean government have sent joint
delegations to represent Korea at the annual meetings of the Board of Governors of the
ADB. Korea hosted the 3rd and 37th annual meetings of the Board of Governors of the
ADB in Seoul and Jeju in April 1970, and May 2004 respectively.

African Development Bank Group (AfDB Group)
Korea joined the African Development Fund (AfDF) and African Development Bank
(AfDB) to strengthen economic cooperation with African nations. The resolution on
Korea’s membership of the AfDF was approved at the 15th Joint Annual Meeting of the
AfDB and AfDF in May 1979, and Korea became a full member country in March 1980.
Korea formally joined the AfDB in December 1982, after the policy of disallowing
membership of non-regional countries in the AfDB was amended at the 15th Annual
Meeting.

European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD)
The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) was founded in
March 1991 to support the democratization and economic reform of Central and Eastern
European nations. The EBRD opened its doors to IMF member countries at the first
establishment preparation meetings held in 1990, and Korea took part in the preparations
for its establishment and joined the EBRD as a founding member.

Inter-American Development Bank Group (IDB Group)
Korea became the 47th member country of the Inter-American Development Bank
Group (IDB) in March 2005 after its admission was adopted at the Annual Meeting of the
IDB Board of Governors in November 2004. Korea simultaneously joined the IDB’s sister
organizations: the Inter-American Investment Corporation (IIC) and the Multilateral
Investment fund (MIF).
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Other International Financial Organizations: Common Fund for Commodities
(CFC)
To ensure the uninterrupted availability of raw materials and strengthen ties with
developing countries, Korea expressed its official intention to join the Common Fund for
Commodities (CFC) at the fifth session of the UNCTAD in May 1979 and became a
member country in June 1989.

G-20 (Group of 20)
The G-20 includes the G7, the European Union,
and 12 emerging economies. The G-20 has held a
series of meetings including the G-20 Summit held
since the outbreak of the global financial crisis, Finance
Ministers and Central Bank Governors Meeting,
Deputy Finance Ministers and Deputy Central Bank
Governors Meeting, and ad-hoc seminars and workshops.
Korea is the chair and host of the G-20 Finance
Ministers and Central Bank Governors Meetings in
| Symbol of G20 Seoul Summit 2010

2010, and it will host the G-20 Seoul Summit in
November 2010.

ASEAN+3
ASEAN+3, which is composed of the 10 ASEAN members plus Korea, China, and
Japan, holds summit meetings and meetings of ministers from each area. The ASEAN+3
Finance Ministers Meetings have been held annually since 1999 to discuss issues of
common interest such as financial and economic cooperation in the region. The Bank of
Korea, along with the Ministry of Strategy and Finance, participates in the Deputy
Finance Ministers and Deputy Central Bank Governors Meetings to prepare the
ASEAN+3 Finance Ministers Meetings.

Financial Stability Board
The Financial Stability Forum (FSF) was established in the wake of the Asian
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financial crisis. Under the increasing global consensus to expand the membership of the
FSF due to the 2008 global financial crisis, Korea joined the FSF together with other G-20
members and Spain in March 2009. Each member country of the FSF is assigned one to
three seats depending on its importance in the international financial market. Korea was
assigned two seats, which were granted to the Bank of Korea and the Financial Services
Commission. In April 2009, the FSF was renamed the Financial Stability Board (FSB).

Cooperation with Associations of Central Banks
As cooperation with the associations of central banks and foreign central banks
becomes increasingly important with respect to maintaining the stability of the domestic
financial market and effective implementation of monetary policies, the Bank of Korea
maintains close ties with foreign central banks while striving to establish an international
cooperation system that can effectively address financial and economic issues.

Bank for International Settlements (BIS)
The BIS promotes cooperation between central banks worldwide. Korea became a
member in January 1997 and has participated in BIS-sponsored meetings to exchange
views on macroeconomic issues and the financial markets with the governors, executives,
and staff of central banks of major countries, and it has also engaged in a number of
research projects.
The Bank of Korea also joined as a founding member of the BIS Asian Consultative
Council (ACC), which was established in March 2001 to bolster Asian central banks’
rights to speak within the BIS and actively engage in a wide range of activities. The Bank
has also participated in various meetings and research projects conducted by the BIS
Asian Office in Hong Kong, and jointly hosted high-level seminars with the BIS Asian
Office in 2008 and 2009.

Executives' Meeting of East Asia and Pacific Central Banks (EMEAP)
The Bank of Korea attended the Executives' Meeting of East Asia and Pacific Central
Banks (EMEAP) as a founding member in January 1991. The Bank convened the 11th,
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24th, and 35th EMEAP deputies’ meetings in 1996 (Seoul), 2002 (Jeju), and 2008 (Jeju).
The fifth Governors’ Meeting was held at Seoul in 2000 to mark the 50th anniversary of
the Bank of Korea. In addition, the Bank held the Working Group on Payment and
Settlement Systems in 2000 and 2007, the Working Group on Banking Supervision in
2001, the Working Group on Financial Markets in 2002, and the IT Directors' Meeting in
2005.

South East Asian Central Banks (SEACEN)
In January 1990, the Bank of Korea became the ninth member of the South East
Asian Central Banks (SEACEN), established in February 1966. Since its admission into
SEACEN, the Bank of Korea has attended the SEACEN Governors’ Conferences on a
regular basis. The 28th and 34th SEACEN Governors' Conferences were held in Seoul in
1993 and 1999. The Bank of Korea is actively engaged in the SEACEN Research and
Training Centre’s joint economic research projects and training programs for member
countries. The Bank, in collaboration with the Centre, also regularly holds a wide range of
training programs and meetings.

| Tripartite meeting of central bank Governors of Korea, China and Japan in Tokyo (Aug. 2-3, 2010)
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South East Asia, New Zealand and Australia (SEANZA)
The central banks of the British Commonwealth of Nations in Asia and the Pacific
region founded South East Asia, New Zealand and Australia (SEANZA) in 1957. The
Bank of Korea became a full member in 1966 and participates in the biannual council of
governors and training programs. The Bank held the 12th SEANZA Council of Governors
in Seoul in October 1977. From September to November 1978, the Bank of Korea hosted
the 12th SEANZA Central Banking Course.

Exchange and Cooperation with Foreign Central Banks
Regular Meetings with Foreign Central Banks
Since June 1996 the central banks of Korea, China, and Japan held informal
governors’ meetings on the fringes of international conferences such as the BIS governors’
meetings and the IMF annual meetings. ln December 2008, they agreed to make these
meetings official and hold them annually. The first of these was the Tripartite Governors’
Meeting of the central banks of the three countries held in Shenzhen, China in July 2009.
The Bank of Korea has held Korea-Japan and Korea-China annual meetings of
director-level officers since 1993 and 2006. The Bank has also convened annual meetings
on an alternating basis with the Deutsche Bundesbank since 2006.

International Events for Staff from Central Banks
The Bank of Korea has hosted Central Banking Seminars for the staff of central
banks on an annual basis since 1989. From 1985, the Bank had irregularly convened an
international symposium in commemoration of the founding of the Bank before making
this an international conference sponsored by the BOK’s Institute for Monetary and
Economic Research and holding it every year from 2005.

Technical Support for Central Banks of Developing Countries and Those in
Transition
Since 2003, the Bank of Korea has provided on-the-job training for the central banks
of developing countries and those in political transition. This training entails transferring
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the Bank’s policy knowhow and experience, and it bolsters the Bank’s global status and
strengthens ties with the countries. At the request of foreign central banks, the Bank of
Korea has given them opportunities to visit the Bank to take part in training courses on
specific subjects since 1995. The Bank simultaneously dispatches BOK staff to central
banks of developing countries for several years to further solidify bilateral cooperation
and heighten its profile in the international financial community.

3.2.10 Economic Education for the Public, and Other
Tasks
Economic Education
In consideration of the sharply increasing public need for information on finance
and the economy, the Bank of Korea improved economic education for the public.
Toward that end, it reformed and expanded the Economic Information Office under the
Planning & Budget Department and renamed it the Information & economic education
Center, elevating it to departmental level in March 2005.
The Bank of Korea’s educational program primarily entails on-site economic
education, online economic education, and development and distribution of economic
education materials. The frequency of on-site economic education classes and the
number of participants have steadily increased. Some 3,000 classes are now held for about
300,000 people per year.

Economic Education at External Organizations
The economic education offered by visiting external organizations includes the
Economic Lectures for Schools and Economic Lectures for External Organizations
programs.
For the Economic Lectures for Schools Program, which is designed for fifth graders
through high school students, instructors from the Bank of Korea visit schools at their
request to teach basic economic principles, the functions and roles of central banks, and
credit management, among others. In 2008, the Bank developed the Qualitative
Evaluation of Economic Education for Youths to ascertain whether economic education
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led to behavioral changes in their daily lives, and to reflect the findings in its economic
education programs.
The Economic Lectures for External Organizations Program is for universities,
military units, public institutions, social welfare agencies, and other such organizations.
Instructors visit them at their request to provide lectures. The Economic Education
Instructor Section was established in 2008 to provide customized education programs.
The Bank has also endeavored to offer learning opportunities especially for the
underprivileged that have poor educational facilities.

Economic Education at the Bank of Korea
The economic education programs for visitors to the Bank take many forms such as
the BOK Friday Lectures, Economic Lectures at the BOK, Economy Camp for Youths, and
Economics Teachers’ Job Training.
The BOK Friday Lectures program is a revision and expansion of the Economy
Class, a public economic education program delivered since 1995, upon the launch of the
Information & Economic Education Center. It is open to the general public, including
college students at the head office for two hours every Friday. Since 2007, the Bank has

| Bank of Korea Friday Lecture (March 2010)
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offered the Certificates for Completion of Economic Education to those who take the
course for a given period of time. The Economic Lectures at the Bank of Korea are open
to all organizations or groups, including educational institutions, public institutions, and
companies at their request and they are held at the Bank. Attendees are also invited to
visit the Bank of Korea Museum after completing the economic lectures on various topics.
The Economy Camp for Youths program, which has been run since 2004, is intended for
elementary, middle, and high school students. It is run by the head office and each branch
office during school vacations for one through four days as circumstances permit. The
five-day Economics Teachers’ Job Training program has been provided during school
vacations for middle and high school teachers since 2005.

Online Economic Education
In response to the spread of the Internet and the rising need for early education on
economics for youth, the Bank established sub-sites on its website in April, 2004 to
provide online economic education.
In September 2006, the Bank reorganized and expanded them into a separate
Economic Education Website, which is specifically designed for children, youths, and
adults. In an effort to promote online economic education, the Bank adopted a bonus
points system, introduced a cyber economic education completion system, and staged
various events.

Development of Economic Education Materials
The Bank of Korea published four versions (for elementary, middle, and high
school students and adults) of the BOK’s Easy Economics Story, a standard set of
economic education materials, in March 2005. Revised versions were published in 2008
and 2009.
Since 2005, the Bank also has put out a comic book about economics every year to
help readers better understand basic economic concepts through fun cartoons. It has
published five volumes so far. Moreover, the Bank of Korea has developed educational
materials including standard teaching plans and videos for teaching aids and teaching
flash videos to be posted on the economic education website.
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Public Relations
The opening of the Bank of Korea website in December 1997 was a watershed in the
Bank’s public relations. The Internet became the main vehicle of public relations instead
of publications. The Bank of Korea Museum was opened in 2001 to facilitate a variety of
other education and public relations programs.
By the 2000s, the Bank of Korea broke away from simple PR activities such as the
compilation and distribution of PR publications and focused on promoting the Bank’s
policies by holding events such as Monetary Policy Challenge.

Monetary Policy Challenge
Any college students can form a team and participate in Monetary Policy Challenge,
first held in 2003. The participants are required to analyze the latest economic conditions
and price trends using the data available, set a policy rate appropriate to achieve the price
stability target, and answer the jury’s questions. This annual competition draws 70 to 80
teams every year from across the nation and has become an arena for college students to
pit themselves against another in a test of knowledge about the Korean economy and
monetary policy.

Monetary Policy Workshop
The Monetary Policy Workshop program was launched in 2007 to help incumbent
professors better understand the monetary policy of the Bank of Korea and afford them
opportunities to share expertise and views on the local and global economic trends and
key issues of the financial markets. At this workshop, about 35 economics and business
professors involved with the Bank of Korea are informed of the latest economic
circumstances and the Bank’s monetary policies and later invited to in-depth discussions.

Survey on Opinion Leaders
Since 1998, in an effort to promote its policies, the Bank of Korea has surveyed key
figures in politics, academia, the press, and industry at the end of each year regarding the
public perception of the Bank, the confidence of execution of policies, and so on. The
survey findings are notified to relevant departments to be reflected in their operations.
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Operation of the Bank of Korea Website
Since the Bank of Korea
opened its official website to keep
up with the advance of information technology in December
1997, the website has been redesigned seven times so far in
accordance with the changes in
the Internet user environment
and to better meet the users’ con| Bank of Korea Website

stantly changing needs.

Operation of Public Relations Facilities
To return the spare space made available as a result of the separation of the Office
of Bank Supervision to the public, the Bank renovated its old building and transformed it
into the Bank of Korea Museum in June 2001, and further expanded its exhibition hall to
the second floor in June 2007 to accommodate the supplemented collection. The Bank
also operates a currency exhibition room at ten branch offices including the Daegu &
Gyeongbuk Branch and Gwangju & Jeonnam Branch.

Savings Awareness Campaign
While the savings awareness campaigns in the early 1950s were intended mainly to
curb inflation and increase bank deposits, those in the 1960s were designed to marshal
domestic capital and support private savings institutions. The emphasis of savings
campaigns in the 1970s was on expanding the pool of savings account holders and
providing more varied instruments for saving. This later gave way to a focus on
eliminating consumers’ concerns about inflation and providing a wider range of financial
services in the 1980s. In the 1990s, savings were encouraged by promoting the idea of
reasonable and sound consumption while providing information on savings instruments
including their stability and liquidity. The effort to promote savings diminished in the
2000s, and responsibility for promoting savings was finally handed over to the Ministry of
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Strategy and Finance in January 2008.

Research and Publication for Savings
In addition to conducting savings awareness campaigns, the Bank of Korea has
continued to compile research findings and analyze savings trends.
Major publications of the Bank included the findings of analysis of the relationship
between economic development and savings in the 1950s through 1960s; materials on
maximization of domestic capital required for economic growth in the 1970s; and
materials associated with improvement of bank services in the 1980s. From the 1990s, the
Bank began to issue a comprehensive set of publications for savings and provided a
variety of information on savings through its official website, and so on.
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The Brief History of International Cooperation

1

2

3

4

1. Governor Se Ryun Kim at IMF/IBRD Annual General Meetings (Sep. 12, 1966)
2. Governor Chang Nak Choi and Paul Volcker at 40th IMF/IBRD Annual General Meetings in Seoul (Oct. 7, 1985)
3. Governor Kun Kim and central bank Governors of major countries at symposium marking 40th anniversary of the Bank's
foundation (Oct. 29, 1990)
4. Governor Chol-Hwan Chon at inaugural G-20 meeting of Finance Ministers and Central Bank Governors in Berlin (Dec.
15, 1999)
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5

6
7

5. Governor Seung Park concluding a currency swap agreement with People's Bank of China
(June 24, 2002)
6. Governor Seongtae Lee and Prof. Barry Eichengreen at 2009 Bank of Korea International Conference
(June 2, 2009)
7. Governor Choongsoo Kim addressing G-20 Finance Ministers and Central Bank Governors' Meeting
(Apr. 22-23, 2010)
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4.1

Postwar Recovery and Reorganization
of the Financial System (1950~1961)

A

mid the political and social turmoil in the aftermath of liberation from
Japanese colonial rule on August 15, 1945, the Korean economy fell into a crisis

with stagnating production and sharply rising prices. The situation was greatly
exacerbated by the outbreak of the Korean War on June 25, 1950. Founded in June 1950,
the Bank of Korea tasked itself entirely to supporting the war effort and keeping war-time
inflation in check by building a war chest, restricting lending by financial institutions, and
implementing two emergency monetary measures.
After the cease-fire in 1953, the government switched from a war-time to a peacetime footing and concentrated on raising the country from the devastation of war and
resurrecting the national economy. The Bank of Korea likewise shifted its management of
the financial system from a war-time to a peace-time mode, and focused on holding
inflation down. With promulgation of the General Banking Act in August 1954, the Bank
streamlined financial institutions' fund and credit management to ensure more effective
fund management and stabilize the value of the currency.
By 1956, post-war reconstruction was nearly complete, but inflation remained high.
The Seoul area saw wholesale prices rise at a 48% annual average rate from 1954 to 1956.
Price stability and economic self-sufficiency, thus, emerged as top policy priorities from
1957.
In 1957, the government formulated a fiscal and monetary stabilization plan to tame
inflation and to peg the exchange rate, while balancing the budget by containing the
expansion of fiscal investment and lending. In financial terms, financial market
normalization measures were phased in to open the stock market (1955), privatize
nationwide commercial banks (1957), and eliminate the credit ceilings on individual
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financial institutions' lending (1959).
These efforts and a massive volume of foreign aid enabled the mining and
manufacturing industries to finally show improvement between 1957 and 1959.
Nonetheless, monetary growth, which had been very high for a time, began to decelerate
sharply, and prices showed signs of stability. However, political and social upheaval and
inconsistent economic policies provoked by the April 19 Revolution of 1960 and the May
16 Military Coup in 1961 plunged the Korean economy back into a severe slump.

4.1.1 The Korean War and War-time Finance
Relocation of Head Office and Gold and Silver Bullion
The Korean War broke out only 13 days after the start of operation of the Bank of
Korea. With the war's outbreak, the Bank immediately changed to a war footing. As the
battle front shifted, the Head Office was temporarily relocated to Daejon, Daegu, and
Busan. The Head Office of the Bank returned to Seoul after the successful Incheon
Landing Operations of the United Nations forces. Later, however, when the Chinese army
poured into North Korea and forced UN troops to retreat, the Head Office was relocated
to Busan a second time, on January 3, 1951. Busan served as the nation's temporary
capital, and the Bank remained headquartered there until August 7, 1953.
Upon outbreak of the Korean War, the Bank of Korea transferred its 89 boxes of gold and
silver bullion (1,070kg of pure
gold and 2,513kg of silver) to the
naval station in Jinhae for temporary storage on June 29, 1950,
with the support of the military.
The bullion was then entrusted to
the New York Fed, and was used
| The main building of the Bank of Korea suffered severe damage
during the Korean War

to pay in kind the subscription
for Korea's entry to the Inter-
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national Monetary Fund (IMF) and the International Bank of Reconstruction and
Development (IBRD) in 1955.

Issuance of Bank of Korea Notes and Emergency Monetary Measures
The first Bank of Korea notes were issued in July 1950 in Daegu and were circulated
together with the existing Bank of Chosun notes, which had not been demonetized due to
outbreak of the Korean War. However, North Korean forces looted and illegally circulated
Bank of Chosun notes in the regions that it occupied, disrupting those regions'
economies. In response, in accordance with Emergency Presidential Decree, the Bank of
Korea moved swiftly to prohibit the circulation of enemy currency illegally issued. It
implemented the First Currency Exchange Measure, which entailed the exchange of Bank
of Chosun notes for Bank of Korea notes in the south of the war front and in the regions
taken by the South Korean army on five occasions from August 1950 to January 1953.
By 1953, efforts were being made to reach a cease-fire agreement, and the national
economy was under threat from the cumulative inflationary pressures stemming from the
monetary expansion that had been pursued to support the tremendous military spending.
The Bank enforced a second emergency monetary measure in February 1953, through
which the distribution of Bank of Korea notes in the old won denomination was banned,
with new hwan-denominated Bank of Korea notes instead issued and made the legal
tender. The exchange rate was 100 won to 1 hwan.
Thanks to the implementation of this emergency monetary measure and the import of
emergency supplies obtained by
repayments of the Bank's lending
to UN forces, prices rose around
25% in 1953, the lowest rate of
inflation since Korea's liberation
from Japanese colonial rule.

| People queuing to convert money during Second Emergency
Currency Reform (Feb. 17, 1953)
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War Support and War-time Financial Operation
Having maintained a balanced budget in 1950, putting an end to the runaway
inflation that had raged since Korea's liberation, the government had to later introduce
seven supplementary budgets in the same year due to the extreme fiscal pressures
occasioned by the Korean War. The Bank made up the fiscal deficit by extending loans to
the government. With the conclusion of the Expenditure Agreement for the UN Forces
between Korea and the U.S. in July 1950, the Bank of Korea also financed the UN Forces
in the form of credit provision.
The repayment of the Bank's lending to the UN Forces beginning from May 1952,
together with the aid totaling 470 million dollars received from the Economic
Cooperation Administration (ECA), the United Nations Korean Reconstruction Agency
(UNKRA), and other bodies were instrumental in helping Korea emerge from the ravages
of the war and rebuild its production facilities that were in ruins.
War-time monetary and financial policies were executed in such a way as to directly
regulate financial institutions' deposits, credits, and fund operations in response to the
economic situation, and to deregulate or relax regulations when conditions improved.
When an acute shortage of liquidity occurred due to a heavy run on deposits
coupled with the relocation of the head office of the Bank immediately after the war's
outbreak in 1950, the government proclaimed the Special Decree on Financial
Institutions' Deposit Withdrawal, etc. on June 28, 1950, to restrict deposit withdrawals to
ten thousand won per week and thirty thousand won per month for each household. In a
bid to alleviate the cash crunch of financial institutions, the Bank of Korea provided an
emergency credit facility by receiving assets, which were granted temporary eligibility
through special resolutions of the Monetary Policy Committee, as security. In February
1951, the Bank directly involved itself in the fund management of financial institutions by
having them extend credit on a preferential basis to entities engaged in production of war
supplies and in economic recovery, by enacting the Interim Measure Guidelines on
Financial Institutions' Fund Management.
The deteriorating economic conditions called for tighter financial controls, and the
Bank of Korea introduced the Financial Institutions' Fund Management Standards in
June 1951 to compel financial institutions to continue lending as much as their net
deposits would allow, to avoid lending for equipment funds, and to strengthen their post-
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loan management.
To combat the high inflation triggered by the expanded issuance of currency, the
Bank of Korea also exerted tight control on the volumes of lending by financial
institutions. It implemented a Maximum Loan Ceiling System in January 1951, by which
it imposed quarterly caps on the increase in general loans by financial institutions, for
each institution and each type of fund. The Bank also adopted a Loan Prior Approval
System, that required financial entities to obtain prior approval from the Bank of Korea
for any general loan exceeding 50 million won and for every special-purpose loan. In
addition, the Bank put into place a Maximum Rediscount Ceiling System in July 1951,
which set a quarterly limit on the increase in refinancing offered by the Bank to financial
institutions.
In most cases, the Bank raised the war-time interest rates in response to the high
inflation caused by the rising military expenditures and goods shortages. Its rates for
general loans stood at 6.2% per annum at the time of its establishment, but they rose to
7.3% per annum in April 1951, when the rediscount rates increased. Given their distinct
characteristics, the rates for emergency liquidity loans were as low as 4.0% per annum,
but rose to 7.3% per annum in December 1951. When the annual lending rates for
outstanding emergency liquidity loans skyrocketed to 14.6% in March 1952, all of the
emergency loans were called in and collected.
The reserve requirement ratio was set at 10% of total deposits at the Bank's
inception, but the Bank began to apply ratios varying from 10 to 15%, depending upon
the type of deposit, in anticipation of a sharp increase in borrowings from banks in April
1952, when the war-time conditions showed signs of stability. Following this measure, the
Bank readjusted the ratios upward to 10 to 20% in June and to 10 to 25% in October.

4.1.2 Postwar Reconstruction and Economic
Stabilization
Aid for Economic Recovery
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At the beginning of 1954,
aid for postwar restoration and
economic reconstruction began
to flow in from other nations including the United States. It totaled USD 710 million from 1954 to
1956, equivalent to approximately
one-sixth of the gross national
product of Korea during the same
period.
| Return to Seoul (August 1953)

A large portion of the foreign aid provided after the armi-

stice was sold to the public through the Bank of Korea, and counterpart funds generated
by these sales were deposited with the Bank and managed by it. The Monetary Policy
Committee endeavored to facilitate relief by enacting regulations and to ensure economic
stability and recovery by providing financial support.

Establishment of the Korea Development Bank and Issuance of
Industrial Rehabilitation Bonds
With the sharp increase in demand for funds for postwar rehabilitation and
economic restoration, the government founded the Korea Development Bank (KDB), a
specialized bank, on April 1, 1954, to help bring the nation back to economic stability and
facilitate its long-term industrial rehabilitation.
The Bank of Korea opposed establishment of the KDB. The Monetary Policy
Committee pointed out that establishment of the KDB, which was intended to be
independently run under the Minister of Finance, was contrary to the spirit of legislation
of the Bank of Korea Act and the General Banking Act, which advocated the idea of
centralized financial control, and that the KDB's simultaneous management of both longand short-term financing was incompatible with the principles for sound bank
management.
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The government issued the first Industrial Rehabilitation Bonds, amounting to five
billion hwan, in March 1954 to raise the capital for KDB establishment and operation,
and all of these bonds were underwritten and absorbed by the Bank of Korea under the
Industrial Rehabilitation Bond Act. Even though the proceeds from issuance of the bonds
flowed to various postwar restoration and economic recovery efforts, the Monetary Policy
Committee expressed concerns about resorting to the issuing power of the Bank of Korea
to raise funds.

Selective Financial Assistance
Postwar economic policies were calibrated to facilitate the postwar recovery and
curb the vicious cycle of inflation. The financial sector accordingly took measures to
ensure efficient management of funds.
In 1954, the early stage of postwar recovery, financial assistance funds were
preferentially offered for public projects and production of basic necessities,
concentrating on the quick restoration of production facilities to satisfy basic needs. In
1955 and afterwards, the limit on funds available to the private sector was gradually
raised, and the management of funds by financial institutions was appropriately adjusted
to ensure a balanced supply of working capital.

Tightening of Restrictions on Credit of Financial Institutions
In addition to the increasing fiscal deficit with the postwar recovery efforts, chronic
over-lending by financial institutions invited excessive monetary expansion and high
inflation. The Bank of Korea responded by employing direct regulatory measures such as
Credit Ceilings, a Loan Priority System, and a Loan Prior Approval System to stem the
reckless extension of credit by financial institutions.
In April 1953, the Bank reimposed credit ceilings on financial institutions to rein in
their credit binge. It established specific ceilings for each type of loan. In October 1953, it
also adopted a Loan Priority System, through which all types of funds handled by
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financial institutions were classified into specific categories by order of importance and
need for the national economy, and loans were then extended based upon their rankings.
With the Bank's tightening of its Loan Prior Approval System in August 1955, prior
approval of the Monetary Policy Committee was required for loans for all public projects
or for any loans exceeding 10 million hwan for private projects.

Reserve Requirements System and Interest Rate Policy as
Complementary Measures
After the Korean War, financial institutions relied heavily on rediscounts by the Bank
of Korea for credit, and the private sector was not sensitive to interest rates since funds
were chronically short. Traditional monetary and credit policies such as reserve
requirement and interest rate policies were used primarily, to complement the Bank's
direct control instruments such as the credit ceilings.
The then reserve requirement ratio was 10 to 30%, depending upon the deposit type.
In January 1954, it was lowered to 15% for specific deposits to ensure adequate
availability of funds for economic rehabilitation. It was subsequently raised to 25% for
those deposits, to counter excessive credit extension, but lowered again to 10 to 20% in
April 1957.
In an attempt to encourage higher savings and provide long-term funding for
industrial development, deposit interest rates were raised steeply in May 1954 and
remained unchanged until 1959. The one-year time deposit rate increased from 4.8% to
12% per annum. In the case of lending interest rates, the rediscount rate of the Bank of
Korea hovered at around 5.5 to 7.3% per annum, and the lending rate of commercial
banks from 12.8 to 18.3% per annum until 1959. However, low interest rates were applied
to special funds such as funds for acceptance of aid goods as well as for export financing.

Implementation of Fiscal and Monetary Stabilization Plan and
Economic Stability
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When the postwar recovery
projects were completed and U.S.
foreign aid policy switched from
grants to soft loans, the KoreaU.S. Joint Economic Committee
pressed ahead with strong economic stabilization policies. In 1957
it formulated the Fiscal and
Monetary Stabilization Plan, the
first comprehensive plan design| Restoration of Bank of Korea main building (Jan. 18, 1958)

ed to bring down inflation by using the money supply as a control

index and adopting a fiscal and monetary tightening policy.
In 1957, the first year of the plan's implementation, fiscal efforts concentrated on
reducing the monetary supply by restricting increases in national defense spending and
fiscal investment and loans as much as possible. In 1958, an increase in tax revenue was
sought through the introduction of new taxes such as the education tax, and by
adjustment of tax rates. In the monetary area, the tight stance was reinforced by
preventing total credits from increasing faster than savings deposits.
From 1957 to 1959, the Korean economy showed remarkable stability, on the back of
implementation of the Fiscal and Monetary Stabilization Plan and the aid for surplus
agricultural products received from the U.S. Mining, manufacturing and agricultural
production increased substantially. The rice harvests were good and a huge volume of
surplus agricultural products from the U.S. was introduced, bringing down the high grain
prices that had led the price hike. As a result, the rate of increase in wholesale prices in
Seoul came down. Monetary growth, that had averaged approximately 71% per annum
since the armistice through 1955, began a steep decline in 1956 and fell to only 9.0% in
1959.
The Bank of Korea took full advantage of the economic stability and other positive
developments to make sterling efforts to normalize the Korean financial markets. In 1958,
the Bank revised the Regulations on Fund Management of Financial Institutions, and in
March 1959 allowed them to increase their lending in proportion to the increases in their
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savings deposits. The Bank also simplified the interest rate scheme two times, in July and
November 1959, and narrowed the gap between its rediscount rate and the loan interest
rate of commercial banks in an effort to lower financial institutions' dependence on the
rediscount window and to restore the effectiveness of interest rate policy.

4.1.3 Enforcement of the General Banking Act and
Improvement of the Financial System
Enforcement of the General Banking Act
The General Banking Act was promulgated together with the Bank of Korea Act on
May 5, 1950, but due to outbreak of the Korean War took effect only from August 15,
1954.
With the General Banking Act going into effect, financial institutions were to
maintain reserves against deposits as prescribed by the Monetary Policy Committee, and
to receive supervision and inspection by the Office of Bank Supervision. In accordance
with the General Banking Act, financial institutions were allowed to handle both longand short-term financing while the Monetary Policy Committee was enabled to
determine the upper limit of long-term loans. The Act also set forth provisions to ensure
the public benefit of fund management by financial institutions, by restraining their
investment in real estate and prohibiting their establishment of speculative funds and
credit extension on terms unduly favorable to one party or the other. In addition, the Act
sought to promote the sound management of banks by limiting their holdings of riskbearing assets to no more than ten times their equity capital.

Privatization of Commercial Banks and Restructuring of the
Banking System
The government set out to privatize financial institutions with the enforcement of
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the General Banking Act. It sold all of its holdings in banks to the private sector in 1957.
The Bank of Korea, for its part, concentrated on placing operational branches of
financial institutions at optimal locations and improving their management. In
September 1954, the Bank approved the establishment of Hungop Bank (renamed Hanil
Bank in January 1960) through merger of the Trust Bank and the Commerce and
Industry Bank. In 1955, the Bank encouraged financial institutions to rationalize their
management by asking them to close loss-making branches. In November 1959, it also
granted a license to Seoul Bank, the first regional bank. Seoul Bank was engaged in
general banking in Seoul and Gyeonggi Province.

4.1.4 Participation in International Financial
Organizations
After the armistice, Korea pressed ahead with entry into the International Monetary
Fund (IMF) and the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD), so
as to facilitate the inducement of foreign aid for national reconstruction and economic
recovery and participate in the global monetary and financial system. Its admission to the
IMF and the IBRD was approved at the ninth IMF/IBRD joint annual meetings in
September 1954, and it became a regular member country of both bodies upon the
payment of its subscription on August 26, 1955. In the process of the nation's admission,
the Bank of Korea played a pivotal role in collecting the resources required for joining
these international financial organizations and negotiating over the payment of its
subscriptions.
Upon becoming a regular member of these organizations, Korea was able to take
part in all types of training programs as well as annual meetings. This was a significant
milestone in its economic interactions with foreign nations.

4.1.5 Improvement of the Financial Management System
after the April 19 Revolution
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Realistic Prices and Stabilization Policy
In the 1960s, the Democratic Party came into power in the wake of the April 19
Revolution and other political changes. Its basic economic policy objective was the
establishment of a rational economic system based upon a market economy, and it sought
to readjust the public utility charges and exchange rates to realistic levels.
It assumed an austere fiscal policy within the framework of the Fiscal and Monetary
Stabilization Plan. An unprecedented fiscal surplus ultimately resulted when annual
expenditures could not be executed as planned due to political and social unrest.

Improvement of the Financial Management System
To cope with the drastic fluctuations in liquidity arising from the fiscal austerity
measures, the Monetary Policy Committee pursued the rational management of credit
controls. Initially, in June 1960, it reimposed the quarterly credit ceilings on financial
institutions, as restricting financial institutions' lending within the availability of their
savings deposits had rendered financial management overly rigid. It was difficult for
banks to match the seasonal changes in demand for loans and in deposits. Furthermore,
the rediscount ceiling system was abolished and the Bank of Korea rediscount rate was
raised. The Bank in addition ceased requiring prior approval for large loans, as it had
since August 1955, and the complicated preferential financing system was greatly
simplified to allow financial institutions greater managerial autonomy.

Overhaul of the Foreign Exchange System
A steady deterioration in the balance of payments and decline in economic grants
compelled the government to find ways to improve its foreign exchange and trade system,
to increase exports and make the country economically self-sufficient. The government
moved to reset the exchange rate at a realistic level. The official exchange rate of the hwan
had been raised from 500 hwan to 650 hwan against the dollar on February 23, 1960, and
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was raised again to 1,000 hwan against the dollar on January 1, 1961. On February 2,
barely one month later, it was raised yet again to 1,300 hwan to the dollar. Coupled with
this steep depreciation of the hwan against the dollar, the multiple exchange rates that had
been used by various foreign exchange earners were eliminated in favor of a single official
exchange rate. In its foreign exchange management, the government forbade the public to
hold foreign currency: all citizens were required to sell their foreign currency holdings to
the Bank of Korea, while non-residents, shipping companies and airlines were allowed to
deposit their foreign currency at the Bank of Korea.

4.1.6 The Military Coup of May 1961 and Fiscal and
Monetary Expansion
Switch to Growth-Oriented Policy
The May 16 Military Coup in 1961 occurred while Korea was still suffering from the
overall economic stagnation that had ensued after the April 19 Revolution a year before.
The coup drove the country into another vortex of radical economic changes, and it
caused to a further contraction in economic activity, including production, investment
and consumption. This in turn led to massive runs on the banks due to the sharp increase
in precautionary demand for money.
The government responded by revising the budget three times in 1961 to pursue an
expansionary fiscal policy, and shifted the focus of monetary and exchange rate policies to
supporting its growth-oriented economic policies.

Financial Support to Encourage Private Savings and Stimulate
the Economy
In the course of pursuing the expansionary fiscal and monetary policies, the Bank of
Korea raised the interest rate on time deposits with one-year maturity from 10.1% to
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15.0% per annum in July 1961, in order to induce investment by absorbing the liquidity
in the market. In addition, with a view toward addressing commercial banks' chronic
failure to meet reserve requirements, the reserve requirement ratio on demand deposits
was lowered from 20% to 14%. To ensure a greater supply of operating funds for
companies, the Bank also set aside the rediscount funds for commercial bills as a separate
item. In September and October of the same year, it expanded eligibility for its credit
facility for the purchase of aid goods.

First Issue of Monetary Stabilization Bonds
Commercial banks, which had suffered shortages of reserves until the second quarter
of 1961, began to hold enormous amounts of excessive reserves in the third quarter due to
the steep decline in money demand triggered by the economic uncertainties, the sharp
rise in deposits induced by the increase in interest rates, and the lowering of the reserve
requirement ratio. Such large free reserve volumes put their balance sheets under heavy
pressure. To resolve the situation, the government conceived the idea of issuing Monetary
Stabilization Bonds, which were not subject to holding limits on risk-weighted assets and
credit ceilings under Article 15 of the General Banking Act.
The government, accordingly, enacted and promulgated the
Bank of Korea Monetary Stabilization Bonds Act on November 1,
1961. On November 16, 1961, in
accordance with the applicable
provisions, the Bank issued 3.6
billion hwan in Monetary Stabilization Bonds at a discount rate of
8% per annum and 91-day matu| First issue of Monetary Stabilization Bonds (Nov. 16, 1961)

rity.
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4.2

Progress of National Industrialization
and Establishment of Growth-Oriented
Financial System(1962 ~ 1971)

T

he early 1960s were a time of major political and social upheaval in Korea. The
country was rocked by the April 19 Revolution in 1960 and the May 16 Military

Coup in 1961, and the situation was exacerbated by the reduction in aid from the U.S.
Under the circumstances, the government drafted and implemented its Economic
Development Plan, which had been under discussion since the late 1950s, to lift the
population out of poverty and establish the foundation for a self-supporting economy.
To ensure the effective implementation of the Economic Development Plan, the
government took direct control over commercial banks in June 1961. In May 1962 it
considerably reduced the independence of the central bank, so as to establish a
government-controlled financial system designed to maximize growth. To direct floating
capital into industrialization efforts and absorb excess liquidity, the government imposed
monetary reforms as part of the emergency monetary measure in June 1962. Economic
activity contracted sharply, however, prompting the government to execute policies for
economic expansion while loosening its freeze on deposits.
The sharp increase in liquidity occurring in this process served to increase inflation,
while the reduction in aid and rise in imports threatened to drain the nation's foreign
currency reserves. The government reinstated the Fiscal Stabilization Plan in 1963, to
steer economic policy toward stable growth by means of fiscal and monetary tightening
and tougher price controls. Meanwhile, the government and the Bank of Korea adjusted
the foreign exchange rates in 1964 and interest rates in 1965 to more realistic levels
respectively, so as to enhance their price adjustment mechanisms, while rationalizing
foreign exchange policy and monetary and financial policy.
The Second Economic Development Plan, from 1967 to 1971, led to remarkable
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progress in industrialization, and
Korea benefitted from the economic boom in developed economies, from the Vietnam War, and
from other favorable external
conditions. The Korean economy
expanded at an explosive average
annual rate of 9.3%, as exports
rose by leaps and bounds. Economic policy during this period was
| Completion of Kyungbu Expressway in 1970

geared toward restructuring the
financial system to support a

higher volume of trade and rapid economic growth, toward sustaining flexibility in the
money supply, and toward promoting globalization of the financial system.

4.2.1 Implementation of Economic Development Plan
and Introduction of Government-Controlled Financial
System
In January 1962, the military government announced and started to implement its
First Five-Year Economic Development Plans to eradicate poverty and establish the
foundation for a self-supporting economy. The draft of this Plan was drawn up by the
Bank of Korea at the government's request in 1961.
To facilitate execution of the Economic Development Plan, the government
amended the Bank of Korea Act to substantially expand the government's involvement in
formulating monetary policies. The amendment to the Bank of Korea Act was passed by
the Supreme Committee for National Reconstruction on May 10, 1962, and took effect on
May 24, 1962. In accordance with the amended provisions, the roles of Monetary Policy
Committee were reduced from devising monetary and foreign exchange policies to
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developing monetary operation and management policies. The roles of formulating
foreign exchange policy and managing foreign exchange were transferred to the
government. The amendment also included a clause granting the Minister of Finance the
right to request that the Monetary Policy Committee reconsider its decisions. If any such
request were rejected, the final decision would be made by the cabinet, thus giving the
government the ultimate right to make the final decisions on financial policy. Another
clause was added subjecting the Bank of Korea to operational examination by the
Minister of Finance, and the Bank's budget and year-end closing accounts became subject
to resolution by the cabinet.
The government also revised the General Banking Act in May 1962. It expanded the
operation of assets of financial institutions by reducing their ratio of equity capital to
operating assets. Other provisions to raise their minimum legal capital and obligate them
to set aside reserves were added, in a bid to expand their equity capital.
In June 1961, the government took back the holding of commercial banks, which
had been controlled by a handful of chaebols (conglomerates). It subsequently established
the Small and Medium Industry Bank (later renamed Industrial Bank of Korea) in July
1961. It also enacted the Kookmin Bank Act to promote the development of household
financing services in December 1961 and established Kookmin Bank in February 1962. In
addition, in August 1961, the credit operations of the Agricultural Bank and the
economy-related services of the National Agricultural Cooperative Federation were
consolidated, and the new entity was named the National Agricultural Cooperative
Federation.

4.2.2 Monetary Reform and Enforcement of
Comprehensive Stabilization Measures
Stock Market Crisis and Support for Securities Finance
When the Korea Stock Exchange was converted from a public entity to a joint stock
corporation in April 1962, with enforcement of the Securities Exchange Act, speculation
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in stocks heated up. The government responded by increasing the supply of equities, but
this backfired and only served to fuel the speculative frenzy, ultimately resulting in an
inability to make settlement. This so-called stock market crisis was resolved when the
Stock Exchange provided 8 billion hwan and the Bank of Korea financed 38 billion hwan
after much controversy over the Stock Exchange's request to the Minister of Finance for
funding of delivery settlement.

Monetary Reform
After the May 16 coup, the government undertook a Third Emergency Monetary
Measure on June 10, 1962, to absorb the excess liquidity that had accumulated as a result
of its expansionary fiscal and monetary policy and to steer the curb-market funds toward
investment in the industrial sector. As prescribed in the emergency measure, the
circulation of and transactions in hwan were prohibited effective from June 10, and a new
official currency, the won, was introduced with a nominal value of one-tenth of the hwan.
The measure also stipulated that all hwan currency as well as hwan-denominated
promissory notes, checks, and other means of payment, held by all natural persons, legal
persons and organizations, be deposited with financial institutions by June 17. As a
follow-up measure, the government on June 16 promulgated the Act on the Emergency
Finance Measures on Monetary
Reform, under which all hwandenominated amounts were
converted to won-denominated
amounts on June 18, and both
new and existing deposits at financial institutions were frozen.
When overall economic
conditions were rapidly disrupted
as an after-effect of these monetary reforms, however, the gov| Third Emergency Currency Reform (June 10, 1962)

ernment was compelled to ease
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the freezing of deposits. The Bank of Korea extended emergency loans using the blocked
accounts as collateral, and abolished the rediscount ceilings on commercial bill discounts,
thus substantially increasing the money supply. On July 13, the government proclaimed
the Act on Special Measures for Blocked Deposits under the Emergency Currency Reform
Act, and completely lifted the deposit freeze.
The massive liquidity boom stemming from the expansion of the money supply and
the complete lifting of the freeze on deposits, coupled with the psychological reaction to
the new currency denomination, led to another round of high inflation. In response, the
government introduced the August 13 Price Stabilization Measure, under which the Bank
of Korea carried out actions to absorb money by raising the reserve requirement ratio
again and reinstating ceilings on the rediscount of commercial bills.

Implementation of Comprehensive Stabilization Measures
In early 1963, prices soared due to poor harvests and the excessive liquidity
occasioned by the supply of money to counter the turmoil from the currency reform.
Exacerbating this situation, difficulties in attracting foreign capital were experienced
when the volume of aid from the U.S. was reduced. What is more, demand was rising
sharply for foreign currencies to pay for imports of food and materials for development,
leading to a depletion of the foreign currency reserves and rapid depreciation of the won.
In the face of this economic plight, the government adjusted the average annual
growth target downward from 7.1% to 5% while resuming the drafting and execution of
the Fiscal Stabilization Plan in April 1963. On the monetary side, the government
toughened the regulations on financial institutions' loan ceilings; on the fiscal side, it
reduced fiscal investment and lending; and on the foreign exchange and trade side, it
promoted exports but discouraged imports, and focused on promoting short- and longterm credits for trade and the inducement of long-term capital.
Before 1965, when the interest rates were adjusted to reflect the realities, the Bank's
primary means of executing monetary policy had been to impose credit ceilings while
employing the interest rate and reserve requirement ratio policies as complementary
schemes. Under the policy to establish the groundwork for stable economic growth, in
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1963, the Bank kept a tight rein on the quarterly credit growth limit by restricting the
annual rate of increase in the money supply to no more than 5%. Inflationary pressures
persisted into 1964, and the Bank geared monetary policy to ensuring economic stability
through aggregate demand management, and restrained the additional supply of funds.
This tight monetary policy remained unchanged until September 1965, when interest
rates were adjusted to realistic levels.

4.2.3 Rationalization of Exchange Rates and
Improvement of Foreign Exchange System
With the start of the Five-Year Economic Development Plan, the government
pressed ahead with an aggressive export promotion policy. Exports more than doubled,
from 40 million dollars in 1961 to 90 million dollars in 1963. Nonetheless, the widening
spread between the official and the market exchange rates led to a huge increase in
imports, worsening the trade balance and foreign currency liquidity. In an attempt to
resolve the distortion in exchange rates, the government on May 3, 1964 adjusted the
official won/dollar rate upward from 130 won to 255 won against the dollar. It then
switched from a fixed exchange rate to a single floating exchange rate regime. In the FX
system, it also introduced a Foreign Exchange Certificate System, instead of the former
foreign exchange purchase concentration system.
Whereas the single floating exchange rate system, the essence of the May 3 Measure,
did not take effect until early 1965 because the necessary preconditions for its
implementation were not in place, the depreciation of the Korean won had a considerable
immediate impact on both exports and imports. Exports rose 37% to 120 million dollars
in 1964 while imports declined, thus significantly improving the balance of payments and
increasing the foreign exchange reserves.
With foreign currency liquidity turning for the better and prices stabilizing, Korea
secured 9.3 million dollars in stand-by credits from the IMF, as stabilization funds for
foreign exchange market operations, on March 19, 1965. This allowed the government to
announce enforcement of the single floating exchange rate system on March 22.
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4.2.4 Rationalization of Interest Rates and Financial
Regulation
Rationalization of Interest Rates
In the course of implementing the Economic Development Plan, the volume of fiscal
investment and lending swelled, credit extension by banks increased, prices soared, and
the balance of payments deteriorated. In response to such issues, the government
endeavored to prevent excessive printing of money by balancing the budget, while shifting
the focus of monetary policy to the promotion of private savings by means of setting
realistic interest rates, in order to secure funds for industrial development.
Following amendment of the Interest Rate Limit Act in September 1965, the legal
maximum interest rates were raised sharply from 20% per annum to 36.5%. The Bank of
Korea accordingly raised the lending and deposit rates of financial institutions in full
measure on September 30, 1965. The lending rates of specialized banks, which were
financed by the government funds, were also partially raised between late September and
early October 1965. However, with the increase in their lending rates falling short of the
increase in lending rates for other financial institutions, the interest rate spread between
policy financing and general financing widened further.

Improvement of Financial Regulations
With the rationalization of interest rates, the Bank of Korea shifted its regulatory
approach from direct to more indirect control. On September 30, 1965, the Bank
abolished the credit ceiling and adopted the reserve requirement ratio as the primary
instrument of its monetary and credit policy. Volume adjustment of rediscount facilities
and purchases and sales of Monetary Stabilization Bonds were utilized for short-term
liquidity adjustment.
The Bank of Korea raised the reserve requirement ratio substantially in December
1965 and February 1966 in response to a rapid rise in the money supply, which was itself
due largely to the sharp increase in foreign capital stemming from the growth in exports
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and the spread between domestic and international interest rates. The Bank also issued
Monetary Stabilization Bonds in March 1966, as a measure complementary followed by
its increase in the reserve requirement ratio.
The market remained highly liquid in the second quarter of 1966, and the Bank
increased the ceiling on bond issuance from 3 to 5 billion won in April, and made
commercial banks deposit parts of their excess funds as time deposits at the National
Agricultural Cooperative Federation. The ceiling on bond issuance was increased again
from 5 to 6 billion won in September, before the marginal reserve requirements were
introduced in October.
In a bid to rectify the reverse deposit-lending spread, which had become a problem
since the adjustment of interest rates to realistic levels, and to alleviate the excessive
burden of financial expenses on companies, the Bank later lowered financial institutions'
lending rates on three occasions: April and October 1968 and June 1969.

4.2.5 Rapid Economic Growth and Improvement of the
Financial System
Improvement of the Financial System
The Korean economy grew at a high rate of 12.1% in 1966, as prices stabilized on the
back of the stabilization policies taken to that time. The Bank of Korea and the
government expanded and improved the financial system to sustain the high economic
growth.
In March 1967, a Housing Savings Trust was established, to be exclusively
responsible for the housing finance by assuming housing funds that had been handled by
the KDB. In October 1967, to promote regional economic development through
revitalization of regional banking, Daegu Bank and Busan Bank were established as fully
privately-owned regional banks. They were followed by Chungchong Bank and Kwangju
Bank in 1968, Cheju Bank, Kyungki Bank, and Jeonbuk Bank in 1969, Kangwon Bank and
Kyongnam Bank in 1970, and Chungbuk Bank in 1971. Korea Trust Bank was meanwhile
founded in December 1968, to specialize in trust operations.
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With the economy beginning to open up rapidly in the
mid-1960s, owing to the rapid
rise in exports and foreign capital
inflows, the financial system was
restructured. In January 1967, in
accordance with the Korea Exchange Bank Act, the Korea Exchange Bank was established -- to
undertake retail banking opera| Governor Se Ryun Kim participates in IMF Annual General Meetings
(Sep. 12, 1966)

tions including FX, as well as
export/import operations, which

had previously been handled by the Bank of Korea. In February 1967, commercial banks
were allowed to directly conclude FX transaction contracts with foreign financial
institutions and handle FX operations with domestic and foreign customers.
Furthermore, Chase Manhattan Bank from the U.S. set up a branch office in Korea in
May 1967, to be followed by First National City Bank and Bank of America from the U.S.,
and by Tokyo Bank and Mitsubishi Bank from Japan that same year. Chartered Bank from
the U.K was among other foreign banks that subsequently opened branches in Korea in
1968.
The Bank of Korea, in the meantime, instituted and implemented regulations on
banking funds to ensure the adequate availability of funds for the export industry, the
nation's backbone industry, and for small and medium-sized enterprises.

Expanded Induction of Foreign Capital
In response to the dwindling inflow of foreign aid, the government enacted the
Foreign Capital Inducement Act in 1962 to attract foreign capital. After the new Foreign
Capital Inducement Act was legislated in 1966, the volume of foreign capital inflows rose
sharply. In light of the weak domestic savings base, this foreign capital was instrumental
in the expansion of investment and improvement in foreign currency liquidity. However,
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it also led to problems such as high inflation and some companies' malinvestment
through excessive borrowing.
While striving to induce foreign capital, the government also exerted strenuous
efforts to improve its relations with international financial organizations. As part of such
efforts, Korea joined the International Financial Corporation (IFC) in March 1964 and
the Asia Development Bank (ADB) in August 1966.
Upon signing a Standby Credit Facility arrangement with the IMF in March 1965,
Korea became obliged to discuss its monetary and credit policies with the IMF. During
the 1966 consultation, the IMF demanded that the Bank of Korea maintain net domestic
assets within a prescribed level, and during the discussion in 1967 it requested compliance
with regulations on its reserve money. In response, in the second half of 1969, the
government and the Bank of Korea changed the key indicator of monetary controls from
the money aggregate to the reserve money.

4.2.6 Economic Overheating and Execution of
Stabilization Plan
In the latter half of the 1960s, the Korean economy maintained a high annual growth
rate of over 10%. In this process, prices skyrocketed and the current account deficit
widened, indicating signs of economic overheating. From late 1969 to early 1971, the
government moved to cool down the economy by implementing Comprehensive
Stabilization Measures across all economic sectors. The Bank of Korea likewise tightened
the stance of its monetary policy.
In November 1969, the government took comprehensive measures mainly to attract
foreign capital and reduce the money supply, clarifying its policy stance of pursuing
sustainable economic growth. It also formulated twelve principles for economic policy for
1970, and implemented a strong tightening policy in January 1970. During the first half of
1968, the Bank of Korea had imposed lending ceilings and rediscount ceilings on
commercial banks, to rein in their lax credit operations. Starting in July 1969, the Bank
demonstrated its stern tightening stance by imposing penalties on banks holding
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inadequate reserves. In 1970 it also switched from indirect to direct monetary controls.
Although the economic overheating indeed cooled in the 1970s, economic growth
declined to around 8%, due to uncertainties in the international monetary system, a
rising tide of protectionism. The Bank of Korea began to ease monetary policy by
lowering financial institutions' deposit and lending rates and adjusting their reserve
requirement ratio. In June 1971, it lowered institutions' maximum deposit and lending
rates and the BOK's lending rates by 1.5-2.0 percentage points, and reduced the average
reserve requirement ratio for financial institutions from 21% to 13% over two
adjustments during the year.

4.3

Development of Heavy and Chemical
Industries and Diversification of
Financial Structure (1972 ~ 1979)

T

he Korean economy had sustained its rapid growth since the mid-1960s, but
because of deficiencies in the institutionalized financial sector the bulk of

lending was being conducted through the private curb-market. This caused the balance
sheets of businesses to continually deteriorate. The government reacted by implementing
the August 3 Emergency Economic Decree in 1972, to relieve the corporate sector of the
usurious lending rates in the private money market.
Along with the August 3 measure, the government also enacted three legislations in
1972 to incorporate the curb or grey market into the organized financial sector: the
Short-Term Financing and Banking Act, the Mutual Savings and Finance Company Act,
and the Credit Union Act. In December 1972, it also passed the Act on Promoting the
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Public Listing of Corporations, to further the development of the capital market.
Meanwhile, the Bank of Korea exerted its utmost to improve the structure of banks, which
had thus far served as the backbone of the financial industry. The Bank strengthened the
foundation for banks' self-sustaining management by addressing their non-performing
loan problems and institutionalizing their accountability in management, while
encouraging them to expand in size after the privatization of the Commercial Bank of
Korea in 1973.
The first oil crisis in late 1973 plunged the nation into an economic plight
characterized by slowdown, surging inflation, a rising current account deficit. The
government responded with announcement of a Presidential Emergency Measure to
Stabilize the National Economy in January 1974. The Bank of Korea, for its part, sought
to ensure effective use of limited funds by containing any non-essential fund demand.
Even though the sweeping and concerted efforts by the government and the Bank of
Korea served to gradually rein in the runaway inflation, the slowdown in the economy
was exacerbated. The government subsequently declared the December 7 Special
Economic Measures in 1974, to improve the balance of payments and spur an economic
recovery.
In 1973, the government began to develop the heavy and chemical industries. It
established the National Investment Fund in 1974 and the Export-Import Bank of Korea
in 1976, to finance the heavy and chemical industries. The Bank of Korea also established
a system for preferential finance to channel funds into
these industries.
In 1976, the economic recovery in developed
countries ushered in another era of rapid economic
growth in Korea. Its current account registered a small
surplus in 1977, when exports exceeded 10 billion
dollars, and the invisible trade balance swung back to a
surplus owing to the construction boom in the Middle
East. The current account surplus at the same time led
to an increase in the money supply, however, which in
| Mipo dockyard of Hyundai Shipbuilding
(Jan. 1, 1978)

turn gave rise to adverse effects such as real estate
speculation and overheating in the stock market.
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In response, the government assumed greater control of aggregate demand
management by tightening fiscal policy in 1978 and took actions to discourage real estate
speculation. Accordingly, the Bank of Korea imposed a series of tighter controls on
financial institutions' credit provisions to the private sector and raised their lending and
deposit rates as well as the reserve ratio.
Despite such policy efforts, inflation continued to rise, fueled by such factors as the
continued upturn of the domestic economy and sharp rise in wages. The government
responded by announcing a tough set of Comprehensive Economic Stabilization
Measures in April 1979, to restore stability throughout the entire economy. The Bank of
Korea likewise made every effort to achieve the year-end target increasing rate for the
monetary aggregate, by toughening credit regulations and seeking ways to issue Monetary
Stabilization Bonds at market interest rates to the private sector.

4.3.1 August 3 Emergency Economic Measure
Background and Details of the August 3 Emergency Economic
Measure
From the mid-1960s, the Korean economy had been increasingly beset by various
structural weaknesses in the process of carrying out the Economic Development Plan for
industrialization and export expansion. The plan generated huge demand for investment
funds, which quickly gave rise to excessive liquidity in the entire economic sector. This
ultimately caused chronic high inflation and spawned a rapid expansion of the usurious
private money market.
Believing that drastic and fundamental structural reforms of corporations were
needed to sustain economic growth, on August 2, 1972, the government promulgated the
Emergency Decree for Economic Stability and Growth and put it into effect the very next
day. The so-called August 3 Emergency Economic Measure was set out as follows.
Firstly, businesses were to report all curb-market borrowings outstanding as of
August 2, 1972 to their jurisdictional tax offices or financial institution, and the reported
debts were to be converted to new liabilities with a three-year grace period followed by
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repayment in five years of installments. Secondly, 30% of the
outstanding balances of shortterm loans granted by financial
institutions to businesses were to
be rewritten as long-term loans,
within the limit of 200 billion
won, at the relatively low interest
rate of 8% per annum with a
| Minister of the Economic Planning Board Whanseon Tae holding
press conference to explain August 3 Emergency Economic
Measures in 1972

three-year grace period followed
by repayment in five years of
installments. Thirdly, the gov-

ernment was to contribute one billion won to each of the Small and Medium-Sized Enterprise Guarantee Fund and the Credit Guarantee Fund for Agricultural and Fisheries
Business, and it created the Korea Credit Guarantee Fund to facilitate credit extension for
SMEs lacking collateral. Fourthly, the Industry Rationalization Fund was to be established
at the KDB to provide businesses with long-term loans at low interest rates and tax
benefits so as to encourage them to increase investment.

August 3 Emergency Economic Measure and Roles of the Bank
of Korea
The Bank of Korea put in place rules and regulations to support the financial
measures of the August 3 Emergency Economic Measure, while also subscribing to the
special financial debentures issued by financial institutions carrying a 5.5% annual
coupon. The Bank also lowered financial institutions' lending rates by 3.5 percentage
points and their time deposit rates by 4.8 percentage points, in line with the government's
policy decision to lower financial institutions' interest rates sharply.
The August 3 Emergency Measure served to increase the money supply in the private
sector, and both the government and exporters acted as money supply channels. The
Bank of Korea absorbed the excess liquidity by raising the deposit reserve requirement
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ratio twice, in December 1972 and in May 1973, and by issuing Monetary Stabilization
Bonds.

4.3.2 Diversification of the Financial Structure and
Enhancement of Financial Efficiency
Licensing of the Curb Market and Establishment of Non-Bank
Financial Institutions
The August 3 Emergency Economic Measure designed to improve the financial
constitution of corporations also led to significant changes in the financial structure. In
carrying out the August 3 Emergency Economic Measure to revamp the private money
market and incorporate the existing private lending facilities into the organized financial
setting, the government enacted and promulgated three laws: the Short-Term Financing
and Banking Act, the Mutual Savings and Finance Company Act, and the Credit Union
Act.
The purpose of the Short-Term Financing and Banking Act was to provide
businesses with short-term finance by absorbing the massive amount of funds in the
private money market, and to promote development of the short-term financing market
over the medium and long term. The Mutual Savings and Finance Company Act was
enacted to absorb private lending entities such as savings and loan associations into the
institutionalized financial sector. The Credit Union Act was drafted to reshuffle the credit
organizations that had rendered services for low-income urban dwellers and farmers and
fishermen. With its enactment, cooperative unions such as credit unions, village savings
association, and agricultural and fisheries mutual finance facilities were created.
After investment and finance companies, mutual savings and finance companies,
and credit associations were set up pursuant to these three acts to legalize the curb
market, new non-bank financial institutions such as facility leasing companies, securities
investment trust, and credit guarantee funds were also created. The government also
announced the Merchant Banking Corporations Act in December 1975, to facilitate the
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introduction of private medium- and long-term commercial loans from overseas. In July
1976, the Export-Import Bank of Korea was founded, to offer efficient assistance for
exports, overseas investment and development of overseas resources.

Development of the Capital Market
Striving to promote modernization of the financial industry and diversification of
the financial structure, the government also set about developing the capital market by
enacting the Act on Promoting the Public Listing of Corporations in December 1972.
This legislation was designed to encourage businesses to make use of direct financing. In
accordance with its provisions, the government required companies in receipt of financial
support above a certain amount to apply for listing, so as to increase the supply of blue
chips. It also put into place a Corporate Disclosure System to safeguard investors' rights
and interests. The government also revised the Promotion of the Capital Market Act to
expand preferential treatment for listed or public corporations, while seeking to improve
the structure of the capital market through the expansion of securities company size.
These efforts effectively readied the securities market to perform its original functions of
procuring long-term industrial capital.

Establishment and Management of National Investment Funds
Starting in the 1970s, the government spurred development of the heavy and
chemical industries as a national growth driver. In order to domestically procure capital
expenditures needed for the heavy and chemical industries, it legislated the National
Investment Fund Act in December 1973. The Fund played a pivotal role in lending,
through financial institutions, of the proceeds from issuance of National Investment
Bonds to important industries as prescribed in the National Investment Fund Act
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Pursuit of Financial Normalization
Banks were at the center of the Korean financial system until the 1960s. Commercial
banks, in particular, not only handled short-term commercial financing but contributed
to development financing through the underwriting of government and public bonds and
financial debentures as well as governmental financing. In the process, the public interest
nature of banks was accentuated at the expense of their autonomy. This led to an increase
in their volumes of non-performing loans and deteriorations in their earnings.
To resolve such problems, the Bank of Korea formulated measures to normalize the
management of financial institutions as a part of the comprehensive economic
stabilization policy pursued from the end of 1969. The policy entailed the sale of the
equity of companies under the management of financial institutions, the clearance of
non-performing loans from their books, the liquidation of insolvent companies, and the
shedding of assets hold for non-business purposes. The government also planned the
phased privatization of commercial banks as an essential action to rationalize their
management.

Improvement of the Lending System and Revamp of the Policy
Financing System
As the business environment of financial institutions improved on the back of the
financial normalization effort initiated in 1970, the Bank of Korea developed new credit
facilities and concentrated on revamping the policy financing system.
In February 1970, the Bank established a credit line to automatically extend credits
to blue-chip companies. In September 1971, the Bank of Korea provided companies
eligible for preferential rediscounts with preferential treatment in general loans as well as
the setting of credit limits and interest rates. In the area of mid- and long-term financing,
the Bank in 1971 institutionalized term loans that allowed repayment in installments of
mid- and long-term loans. It also introduced a corporate credit rating system to grant
financial institutions' greater autonomy in managing their funds and incentivize them to
increase credit-based lending.
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In the revamping of the governmental financing system, funds for the purchase of
raw materials for export products were established, to expedite their localization. The
Bank also consolidated applicable rules and regulations on export financing, which had
been dispersed in various forms, and expanded the scope of export financing to cover
post-shipment as well as pre-shipment financing.

4.3.3 First Oil Crisis and Special Fiscal and Financial
Measures
First Oil Crisis and Economy at Home and Abroad
The oil crisis that occurred in the wake of the Arab-Israeli War in October 1973
plunged the global economy into years of stagflation, a confluence of economic
stagnation and severe inflation. It invited high interest rates, uncertainties in the
international financial market, and a spate of protectionism throughout the world.
This was a serious blow to the Korean economy, given how heavily dependent it was
on exports. The drop in domestic and overseas demand caused Korea's economic growth
rate to plummet from 12.3% in 1973 to 7.4% in 1974. Imports outpaced exports
significantly, widening the 1974
current account deficit to 2.23
billion dollars, five times larger
than that in 1973. The surge in
crude oil and other major raw
materials prices, coupled with the
won's depreciation to promote
exports, resulted in a steep increase in unit import prices,
pushing the Producer Price Index
up as high as 42.1% in 1974.
| People queuing for fuel at time of first oil shock (October 1973)
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January 14 Emergency Economic Measures and Aggregate
Demand Control Policy
The government and the Bank of Korea employed a number of different measures to
counter the economic deterioration at home and abroad. Among these was execution of
the Presidential Emergency Measure to Stabilize the National Economy on January 14,
1974, designed to exempt low-income households from income taxes and stabilize the
prices of daily necessities. The comprehensive price stabilization measure was carried out
to contain inflationary pressure, which partly entailed allocating supplies of materials to
businesses and setting production quotas for them.
Fiscal and monetary measures were taken to control aggregate demand. Fiscal policy
was tightened in a shift to bolstering stability instead of driving growth. In monetary
policy, measures were taken to ensure the uninterrupted supply of funds for industries
that provided everyday essentials while controlling aggregate demand. Starting in early
1974, the Bank of Korea instituted rules and regulations to restrain bank lending to
insignificant areas, so that more funds could be funneled into areas that were highly
productive and satisfied everyday needs.

December 7 Special Measures and Flexible Management of
Fiscal and Monetary Policy
By late 1974, the economic stabilization measures began to show tangible results.
Simultaneously, the prices of international raw materials stopped rising and inflation
began to fall. However, the tightening stances, of major advanced countries caused global
demand to shrink, in turn hurting Korea's exports and worsening its job market situation.
In a bid to stabilize prices and improve the balance of payments by increasing
exports, the government carried out the December 7 Special Measure for Improvement of
the Balance of Payments and Economic Recovery in 1974.
To contain a possible expansion in the money supply following the measure, the
government and the Bank of Korea decided to pursue looser fiscal policy and tighter
monetary policy in the first half of 1975, and to then shift toward fiscal tightening and
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monetary expansion in the second half of the year.

4.3.4 Rapid Economic Growth and Development of
Heavy and Chemical Industry
Accelerated Growth and Improvement in Balance of Payments
By the second half of 1975, the Korean economy began to show signs of a
turnaround, as business boomed around the world. The economic growth rate soared to
7.7% during the latter half of the year, raising the growth rate for all of 1975 to a healthy
6.5%. The trade deficit narrowed to 1.67 billion dollars thanks to the upward swing in
exports and stabilization in raw material import prices. The relative stability in import
prices and the measures to control aggregate demand were also important factors in the
decline in the Producer Price Index from the 42.1% of 1974 to 26.5%, a clear sign of price
stability.
The global economy entered a rapid economic expansion phase in 1976, and Korea's
exports rose quickly, putting the national economy back on the fast growth track. The
strong exports substantially reduced the current account deficit, and the Bank of Korea
increased the deposit and lending
rates of financial institutions in
1976 and sought to improve the
interest rate structure. As a part
of these efforts, the Bank adopted
varying interest rates on retail
loans, depending upon borrower
credit standing and the term of
the loan.
These efforts worked spectacularly in 1976. Inflation fell to
| Annual exports exceed $10 billion for first time (Dec. 22, 1977)

a much lower rate from the
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previous year, and the current account balance improved markedly, resulting in high
economic growth of 11.2%.
This high growth continued into 1977, when it registered 10.0% on the back of a
bumper crop, and per capita GNI reached 1,000 dollars. Exports surpassed the 10 billiondollar mark, and the construction boom in the Middle East substantially increased
overseas income. As a result, the invisible trade balance recorded a surplus of over 200
million dollars, and Korea's current account achieved a surplus for the first time since the
country embarked on full-fledged economic development.
The sharp increase in domestic liquidity, which was brought about by the increase in
overseas construction income, and the expanded investment primarily in the heavy and
chemical industries aggravated inflationary pressures. To counter inflation, the
government accordingly reverted to a tighter fiscal and monetary policy and partially
liberalized imports in the latter half of 1977. The Bank of Korea also sought to release the
pressure of the excess liquidity generated from the overseas sector by lowering the target
for the increase in domestic credits and raising the target for the increase in the money
supply (M1).

Development of Heavy and Chemical Industry and Financial
Support
The government concluded that light industry-driven industrial development had
reached its inherent limits in sustaining economic growth and promoting exports in the
1970s, and set out to develop the heavy and chemical industries under the Plan for
Construction of the Heavy and Chemical Industries and the Long-Term Outlook for the
Korean Economy (1972~81), announced in 1973.
The government hit its stride in providing financial support for the heavy and
chemical industries with establishment of the National Investment Fund in 1974. The
heavy and chemical industries were also granted preferential treatment by having
specialized banks grant low interest rates to them. What is more, the Bank of Korea
institutionalized rules on selective credits for financial institutions to ensure the most
efficient use of its limited funds. Under these rules, industries playing an important role
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in the national economy and
contributing greatly to industrial
rationalization and technological
development, such as heavy and
chemical industries, import substitution industries, defense industry, and machine-tool industry,
were selected as the recipients of
preferential credits. In consideration of the increasing gestation
| Construction site for Pohang Integrated Steel Mill

period for investment, the credit
period for facility funds was

extended to a maximum of ten years.
The focus of the industrial structure had been shifted from light industries to heavy
and chemical industries by the late 1970s. Industrial complexes for the shipbuilding,
steelmaking, and machine tool industries were built on a grand scale, and Korea became a
major global player in the heavy and chemical industries.

4.3.5 Changes in Economic Conditions and Efforts for
Economic Stabilization
Rising Inflationary Pressure
Amid the fast economic growth in 1976 and 1977, the money supply increased
rapidly, mainly from the high-performing export sector, and the overheated economy
experienced a bottleneck on the supply side. These factors all served to create tremendous
inflationary pressures on the economy. The monetary expansion from the export sector
pushed the growth of monetary aggregate (M2) up by 39.7% in 1977, which in turn
raised inflation expectations and invited real estate speculation and overheating in the
stock market.
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Implementation of Stabilization Measures
In response to the economic destabilizing factors, such as the widespread inflation
expectations and speculative frenzy in real estate, the government in 1978 more tightly
managed aggregate demand by focusing on establishing a foundation for stability. To that
end, along with efforts to cut fiscal spending, the government lifted the import bans on
151 items in order to alleviate the pressure for monetary expansion from the export sector
and to resolve the shortages of specific goods.
With a view toward absorbing the excess liquidity, the Bank of Korea raised financial
institutions' reserve requirement ratio by 3 percentage points for three months from
February 1978. In March, the Bank then also lowered its refinancing ratio for exports, raw
materials imports, and commercial bill discounts. It also raised interest rates to cool off
investment, which had shown signs of overheating, and to increase savings, while tightly
controlling the retail credit ceilings of financial institutions.
The management of aggregate demand by means of tight monetary policy was not
enough to calm down the overheated economy and restore stability, however. When the
second oil shock jolted the industrial world in 1979, international oil prices skyrocketed
and inflationary pressures from abroad exacerbated the situation in the domestic
economy. In recognition of the need to cut off the source of the excess demand and
monetary expansion -- the government enacted Comprehensive Economic Stabilization
Measures in April 1979 to restore price stability for everyday necessities, maintain tight
fiscal policy, improve governmental financing, adjust investment in the heavy and
chemistry industries, and discourage speculative investment in real estate.
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4.4

Establishment of Infrastructure for
Economic Stability, and Financial
Deregulation (1980 ~ 1989)

T

he second oil shock in 1979 brought about a surge in prices of international raw
materials including crude oil, and caused the economies of advanced countries

to slow. Adding to the difficulties, the pent-up pressures stemming from the structural
problems that had accumulated as a result of growth-driven policies, including inflation
expectations and imbalances in development between industries, came to the surface,
pushing Korea's economy into renewed disorder.
The government shifted the focus of its economic policy from growth to stability,
and sought to encourage the private sector to take the lead in the national economy. The
government and the Bank of Korea adopted austere fiscal and monetary policies in the
early 1980s to restore economic stability. From 1986, the economy stabilized and began to
grow rapidly again. It leveraged the so-called three lows - low value of the dollar against
the yen, low oil prices, and low international interest rates - and registered a huge current
account surplus.
This swing back to a surplus in the current account necessitated a different approach
to monetary management and changed the money supply channel so that the overseas
sector led the money supply. This consequeutly reduced the effectiveness of the direct
control schemes that were then used, and the issuance of Monetary Stabilization Bonds
therefore became an essential instrument for liquidity adjustment. Afterwards, various
side effects arose due to the accumulation of the amount of Bonds issued. In response,
with the liberalization of interest rates in December 1988, the monetary control approach
was changed in such a way as to bolster the market mechanism.
The current account surplus also prompted financial deregulation and globalization.
Various institutions and business practices that had restricted competition among
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financial institutions were rationalized, by considerably lowering the entry barriers to the
financial market and expanding the business scopes of financial institutions. Foreigners
were granted much wider opportunities for indirect investment in the domestic stock
market, and foreign exchange and capital transactions were substantially deregulated.
Exchange rates were also determined largely on the basis of the market mechanism.
Entering the 1980s, the government enacted the Monopoly Regulation and Fair
Trade Act and the Regulation of Tax Reduction and Exemption Act to establish an
environment of fair competition, address the redundancy in investment in the heavy and
chemical industries, and streamline the declining industries such as overseas construction. In 1986, the Industrial Development Act was legislated, to bolster the system of
support for technological development and expand a variety of forms of assistance for
small and medium-sized enterprises. The Bank of Korea also stepped up its financing
support for these sectors.
In order to address imbalances in development between sectors and regions that had
occurred in the process of pushing for fast economic growth, measures to revitalize the
economies in agricultural and fishery areas and outer provinces were actively carried out.
The government even expanded the fiscal and financial support provided to farmers and
fishermen, helped raise the income levels of farmers by forming agricultural and
industrial complexes, and strove to improve their living conditions by expanding social
overhead capital projects. In addition, the government sought a wide range of measures
to revitalize the provincial economies, by establishing regional economic blocs and
encouraging businesses to relocate their operating sites to provinces through tax and
financial support.

4.4.1 Second Oil Crisis and Economic Stabilization
Efforts
Surge in Exchange Rates and Interest Rates
The second oil shock pushed annual economic growth rate down to 7.1% in 1979,
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from 9.0% the previous year, and widened the current account deficit from 1.1 to 4.2
billion dollars, plunging the national economy into a dire situation. In response, the
government devalued the Korean won, which had been pegged at 484 won since
December 1974, to 580 won on January 12, 1980, to facilitate economic recovery by
increasing exports and suppressing imports. In February, it then dropped the currency
peg in favor of a floating exchange rate system based on a basket of multiple currencies.
The Bank of Korea raised considerably its rediscount rate for financial institutions
and financial institutions' lending and deposit rates to minimize the inflationary pressure
stemming from the devaluation. The one-year time deposit rate of financial institutions
was raised from 18.6% to 24.0% per annum, and the lending rate for general loans of up
to one-year maturity was raised from 19.0% to 25.0% per annum.

Deepening Economic Stagnation and Economic Stimulus
When the domestic economic slump deepened despite the strong measures to
promote exports at the beginning of 1980, the government and the Bank of Korea
implemented comprehensive stimulus packages on three occasions between June and
December 1980. They first adjusted the money supply growth target upward to 25% to
afford more financing for small and medium-sized enterprises and the public, while
lowering the lending and deposit rates by 3 to 5 percentage points and raising the average
loanable amount per dollar in export financing by financial institutions to 540 won.
Thanks to such efforts, the domestic economy showed signs of a slight recovery at the end
of 1980. For the year, however, the economic growth rate actually registered -2.1%, the
first negative figure since the early 1960s. Consumer price inflation accelerated to 30%,
and the current account deficit widened to over 5 billion dollars.
In response, government policies in 1981 were geared toward promoting economic
recovery based on a stable foundation, and the government pressed ahead with the early
execution of public civil engineering and housing construction projects, the expansion of
exports and optimization of imports, and the restriction of public utility charge increases.
In line with such efforts, the Bank of Korea focused on efficiently managing its limited
funds by expanding its supply of capital for export industries while setting the money
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supply growth target at 25% to maintain its tightening stance. Furthermore, with the
decline in inflation by the latter half of 1981, the government lowered the lending and
deposit rates of financial institutions in phases and increased the purchases and sales of
Monetary Stabilization Bonds to keep liquidity at an appropriate level. The Korean
economy indeed rebounded and grew 6.5% for the year, while consumer price inflation
was brought down to 21.3% and the current account deficit fell to 4.6 billion dollars.
In 1982, the government carried out economic stimulus packages on three
occasions, to revive the economy without compromising its economic stability stance.
While accelerating its execution of the public budget, the government also cut house
acquisition and registration taxes by 30% to jumpstart the housing market. The Bank of
Korea supported the economic stability, by lowering the money supply growth target to
20-22% and considerably cutting its rediscount rates and the lending and deposit rates of
financial institutions three times during the first half of 1982. The Korean economy
consequently picked up in 1982, registering 7.2% growth. Inflation fell to only 7.1%, and
the current account deficit narrowed to 2.6 billion dollars.

Sustained Fiscal and Monetary Tightening for Price
Stabilization
In consideration of the facts that (i) the growth-oriented fiscal and monetary
policies adopted during the economic recovery after the first oil crisis had eventually hurt
the national economy during the second oil shock, and (ii) Korean inflation was much
higher than that of Japan or Taiwan, the government and the Bank of Korea firmed up
their fiscal and monetary tightening efforts to further solidify the foundation for price
stability in 1983 and beyond.
In drawing up the budget for 1983, the government introduced zero-based
budgeting, under which the annual budget was compiled starting from a zero baseline on
the basis of business efficiency. It also froze the expenditures of the general account and
drafted a surplus budget for 1984 and stopped the issuance of treasury bonds. In drafting
the 1985 budget, it continued to scale back budgeted spending and expand the projected
surplus on the general account. In consequence, the average annual spending growth on
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the basis of the general account was lowered to 11%
between 1983 and 1985, from 22% between 1980 and
1982.
The Bank put the focus of its monetary policy on
the establishment of a foundation for economic stability, further tightening its control over the money
supply. The rate of increase in the M2 monetary aggregate was lowered to 18-20% for 1983, from the previous year's target of 20-22%. To make monetary
management more effective, moreover, the Bank
| Press report on reduction of money
supply growth target (July 25, 1983,
Gyeonghyang Shinmun)

endeavored to utilize indirect regulatory measures such
as rediscount rates and open market operations.

Maintaining its tight monetary stance in 1984, it set the annual growth rate of M2 at 1113%, lower than that of the previous year, to bring about a gradual decline in M2 growth.
After 30 issues of Monetary Stabilization Bonds to bolster liquidity control, M2 growth
fell to 7.7% on the basis of balance at the end of 1984 and 8.9% on the basis of the average
balance in December, moving well below its target.
Meanwhile, in an attempt to rationalize the interest rate scheme for short- and longterm deposits, and to encourage the opening of deposits with longer maturities, the Bank
of Korea raised the interest rates on time and savings deposits with maturities of more
than one year by more than 2 percentage points, while cutting the rates on time deposits
with maturities less than one year by 1 to 2 percentage points. It also raised the maximum
lending rate of financial institutions by 1.5 percentage points, except with regard to
export financing and agricultural and fishery funds, and allowed financial institutions to
set different lending rates depending on debtors' creditworthiness.
The stronger monetary and fiscal tightening policies and continued stability in
prices of international raw materials kept prices stable and brought about annual average
economic growth rate of 8.9% between 1983 and 1985. The current account deficit, which
had reached 2.6 billion dollars in 1982, fell to only 0.8 billion dollars in 1985.
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4.4.2 Transition in Economic Operation and Pursuit of
Financial Deregulation
Efforts to Transition toward Economic Operation led by the
Private Sector
In the early 1980s, a number of structural problems stemming from government-led
economic development had begun to surface, such as chronic inflation and increasing
imbalances in development between economic sectors. The government hence decided to
shift to private sector-led economic development, with an emphasis on restoration of the
market mechanism, economic openness, and financial deregulation. In 1981, the
government amended the Regulation of Tax Reduction and Exemption Act, which had
been employed as a means to support certain industries, to substantially shrink the scope
of the industries eligible for tax reductions and exemptions. In addition, it created a
system of tax credits for technology and human resource development, so that the
method of industrial support could be changed from a direct approach targeting specific
industries to an indirect support approach valuing the functions of industries. It also
endeavored to improve rules and regulations to promote a sound market economy by
enacting the Monopoly Regulation and Fair Trade Act, to keep the market from becoming
monopolized and suppress competition-restraining and unfair business practices.
Along with such legislation,
in 1981, the government resumed
its pursuit of import liberalization, which had been temporarily
suspended due to the dramatic
widening of the balance of payments deficit after the second oil
shock. It also deregulated foreign
direct investment and started to
open the domestic securities market in phases. In 1981, the gov| First meeting of Fair Trade Commission (May 17, 1981)

ernment unveiled the Long-Term
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Plan for Capital Market Internationalization, under which foreigners' indirect investment
in the domestic securities market was allowed, and their direct investment permitted in
phases. In accordance with this plan, beneficiary certificates exclusively for foreigners for
indirect investment in domestic securities were issued in 1981 for the first time.

Pursuit of Financial Deregulation
In the financial sector, the government pressed ahead with the privatization of
commercial banks, the ensuring of managerial autonomy of financial institutions, and the
lowering of entry barriers to the financial industry -- in order to allow the financial sector
to be operated based on market principles and improve its efficiency by stimulating
competition among financial institutions.
To ensure the managerial autonomy of banks, the government completed the
privatization of all commercial banks nationwide by selling its controlling stakes to the
private sector. To help increase banks' autonomy, the Bank of Korea also gradually
lowered the reserve requirement ratios starting in January 1980, and in July 1981
abolished the system under which a different ratio had been applied for each type of
deposit and financial institution. At the end of 1982, the General Banking Act was
amended to provide the legislative underpinning for financial liberalization and to put an
institutional device in place to maintain bank's public character after privatization. Major
amendments included abolition of the comprehensive rights of the Superintendent of the
Office of Bank Supervision to issue instructions and orders for banks' management and
business operations, and the addition of clauses restricting bank stock holding and the
exercise of voting rights by a single individual to 8% and setting a ceiling on payment
guarantees by a single individual in addition to his/her credit ceilings.
To promote competition among financial institutions, permission was granted to
establish two new institutions: Shinhan Bank in 1982 and KorAm Bank in 1983. With the
entry barriers for non-bank financial institutions (NBFIs) having been greatly lowered, 12
short-term financing companies, 58 mutual savings and finance companies, and one
investment trust company opened their doors for business between 1982 and 1983.
Restrictions on the scope of business of financial institutions were also partially
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loosened. Kookmin Bank was allowed to engage in the credit card business in 1980, and
five other commercial banks were allowed to jointly operate a credit card business in
1982. In 1984, negotiable certificates of deposit (CDs) were introduced, to make banks
more competitive in attracting deposits and to create an environment conducive to
liberalization of interest rates.
The government also expanded the business turf of NBFIs by granting investment
and finance companies and merchant banking corporations the right to engage in
factoring, and allowing investment and finance companies in the provinces to become
involved in the commercial paper (CP) brokerage business.

4.4.3 Shift to Current Account Surplus and Monetary
Control
Improvement in Economic Conditions at Home and Abroad
and Shift to Current Account Surplus
For three years starting from 1986 the Korean economy grew at a rapid annual rate
of more than 10% and recorded a current account surplus during that period of 30 billion
dollars. Thanks to the so-called three lows: the weak dollar against the yen, the low oil
prices, and the low international interest rates. Korea finally escaped its chronic current
account deficit.
The rising surplus in the current account was not unaccompanied by challenges,
however. It served to increase appreciation pressures on the Korean won as well as
political pressures for market opening. Trade conflicts naturally ensued, while, internally,
labor-management relations deteriorated. The labor movement became active, in tandem
with the political and social democratization movement. Under the circumstances, the
Korean won appreciated sharply in 1988, and wages were raised significantly in 1988 and
1989. Labor disputes disrupted exports as well as production. As a consequence, in 1989,
exports stagrated, imports increased considerably, the current account surplus narrowed
sharply, and the economic growth rate dropped to around 6%.
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| Mass of cars being loded for export

Changes in Money Supply Channels and Monetary Control
The shift to a positive current account balance in 1986 increased the money supply
substantially. The monetary controls then in use entailed adjustment of credit extension
for the private sector, and the rising current account balance rendered them largely
ineffective. In response, the Bank of Korea and the government resorted to various
monetary control measures.
In the financial sector, the Bank raised the reserve requirement ratio, the rediscount
rates on commercial bills and the interest rates on loans secured by trade bills. It
downsized and restructured export financial support systems by lowering the average rate
of loanable funds per dollar in trade financing and abolishing trade financing for large
companies.
The government not only suppressed long- and short-term foreign capital attraction
and encouraged early repayment of high-cost outstanding foreign debt, but also eased the
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regulations on non-trade payments and overseas investment. To strengthen monetary
targeting, the government strove in 1986 to absorb money by resuming issuance of
treasury bills, which had been suspended in 1983, and in 1989 extended the maximum
maturity of Foreign Exchange Stabilization Fund Bonds from less than one year to less
than five years in 1989, while at the same rate maintaining a fiscal surplus by containing
additional fiscal spending.
The issuance of Monetary Stabilization Bonds was employed as the key means to
control liquidity to internally absorb the money expansion pressure from the current
account surplus. The issuance volume swelled after 1987, causing many problems. For
instance, interest payments on them exceeded the annual increase in the monetary base.

Shift of Monetary Control toward Indirect Regulatory Measures
In response to these considerable adverse effects of the issuance of the Monetary
Stabilization Bonds issuance, the Bank of Korea switched to indirect regulatory monetary
control based on the price adjustment mechanism of interest rates. In September 1988,
the Bank revamped its rediscount system by reducing government financing in order to
bolster the effectiveness of rediscount policy as a means of controlling liquidity. In
December that same year, it also implemented a wide range of measures to liberalize
interest rates so that they could more effectively regulate fund supply and demand.
Moreover, the Bank expanded its transaction counterparties to make better use of open
market operations, and introduced open competitive bidding based upon market interest
rates in its sale of Monetary Stabilization Bonds.
Monetary control by indirect regulation became difficult in early 1989, as the real
economy fell into a recession. The Bank of Korea nevertheless continued its efforts to
enable indirect regulations to take root in the economy by introducing the marginal
reserve requirement system, consolidating the call market, which had been divided into
the face-to-face and the over-the-counter markets, shortening the minimum maturity on
inter-bank CDs from 91 days to 30 days, and liberalizing the CD issuance limit.
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4.4.4 Financial Liberalization and Globalization
Background for Expansion of Financial Liberalization
Financial liberalization had been ongoing since the early 1980s. The major objectives
were privatization of commercial bank, deregulation of market entry into the financial
industry, and expansion of the business scope of financial institutions. The progress was
rather slow, however. One factor was interest rate regulation, which was inevitable for
boosting corporate capital investment and raising national competitiveness given the
chronic excess fund demand in the financial market. Another factor was government
intervention to minimize problems arising in the process of industrial restructuring,
including losses on investment and unemployment.
However, the big increase in demand for financial assets due to the sustained price
stability from 1982, together with the new-found self-sufficiency in securing investment
resources due to the current account surplus, gradually eased the shortfall of funds and
eventually improved the internal environment for a push toward financial liberalization.
The Korean economy was ready to accept the demands for financial market opening from
industrialized countries and to push ahead with financial liberalization.

Stimulating Competition among Financial Institutions
The government and the Bank of Korea promoted fair and free competition among
financial institutions by rationalizing systems and practices that had restricted competition. The significant deregulation regarding new entry of financial institutions led to
establishment of numerous new financial institutions from 1988. Donghwa Bank,
Dongnam Bank and Daedong Bank, which specialized in financing for small and
medium-sized enterprises, were founded in 1989. Between 1988 and 1989, about 40 nonbank financial institutions were either established or had the processes of their
establishment begun.
Each financial institution was able to deal in a wide range of new financial products,
including annuity trusts for senior citizens and monies-in-trust for corporations. In July
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1989, with the introduction of the trade bill system, deposit banks, investment and
finance companies, and merchant banking corporations were allowed to subscribe,
discount and sell trade bills, which were issued by export companies, based on export
letters of credit. Meanwhile, to improve the autonomy and profitability of deposit money
banks, which had been experiencing managerial inefficiency due to restrictions on their
asset management stemming from their handling of government financing, the Bank of
Korea relaxed regulations on the disposal of banks' assets for non-business purposes.

Interest Rate Liberalization
After 1986, the sustained current account surplus began to reduce the excess demand
for funds, and allowed market rates to fall. In turn, the international pressures for
financial market opening increased with the price mechanism of interest rates having
been normalized and the shift toward indirect regulation in monetary control becoming
more necessary. The government and the Bank of Korea took decisive measures for
interest rate liberalization in December 1988.
Lending rates of all financial institutions were liberalized, with the exceptions of
those on loans backed by funds for specific policy purposes, and on loans for the
agricultural, fishery and livestock sectors. To pre-empt the excessive fluctuation of interest
rates that might occur at the initial stage of the rate liberalization initiative, a prime rate
was also introduced. For deposit rates, however, only the rate on long-term deposits such
as time deposits with maturities of at least two years was freed up, out of concerns about
overheated competition and an excessive rate increase. Deposit rates at non-bank
financial institutions were reduced only for some financial products that were similar to
bank deposits, narrowing the otherwise excessive interest rate spread between banks and
non-bank financial institutions.

Financial Globalization
When the pressure for financial market opening mounted after the current account
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shifted to a sustained surplus, the government began to pursue phased financial
globalization initiatives in consideration of the maturity of the domestic financial market.
For the capital market, opportunities for foreign indirect investment in the domestic
securities market were increased with the establishment of a Korea Europe Fund in March
1987, and an increase in the capital of the existing Korea Fund. Starting in August 1989,
the government allowed foreigners to take partial equity stakes in domestic companies.
For overseas portfolio investment by Koreans, meanwhile, in July 1988, securities
companies, investment trust firms, and insurance companies were allowed to trade
securities in secondary markets overseas. In addition, the limit on investments by
institutional investors was adjusted upward. To ensure fair competition between foreign
bank branches in Korea and domestic banks, both discriminatory and preferential
measures against the former were phased out.
Restrictions on foreign exchange and capital transactions were eased considerably, to
revitalize the foreign exchange market. On the one hand, in September 1989, the foreign
exchange concentration requirements for residents were greatly relaxed, and the position
limit on foreign exchange banks was raised, to strengthen FX market fundamentals. On
the other hand, in December 1989, a foreign-currency call market was established, so that
transactions between foreign exchange banks to resolve temporary shortages or excesses
of foreign currency funds in the over-the-counter market could be handled through the
Money Brokerage Services under the Korea Financial Telecommunications & Clearings
Institute.
Foreign currency deregulation was implemented in various areas. For instance, the
authority to grant permission for current invisible trade payments was partially
transferred from the Governor of the Bank of Korea to the presidents of foreign exchange
banks, and the ceiling on operating capital held by corporates' overseas branches was
abolished. On November 1, 1988, the government proclaimed its commitment to
liberalizing foreign exchange transactions by accepting the obligations of Article VIII of
the IMF Agreements, which in principle banned all restrictions on current payments.
After 1988, the government prepared to open the service sector to foreign direct
investment.
In response to the mounting pressure from developed countries including the U.S.
to allow the won to appreciate, the government announced a Phased Revision of the
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Foreign Exchange Rate System in September 1989. Accordingly, banks' exchange rates
were entirely liberalized on September 20, 1989. In March 1990, the Market Average
Exchange Rate System was implemented, expanding the role of the market mechanism in
determining the foreign exchange rate.

4.4.5 Economic Restructuring and Increased Support
for Small and Medium-sized Enterprises
Changes in International and Domestic Economic Conditions
and Restructuring Efforts
The second oil shock at the end of the 1970s brought to the surface various
structural problems that had built up through the years of rapid economic growth. There
was excessive investment in heavy and chemical industries, the industrial structure
encouraged excessive imports due to concentrated development of the finished goods
assembly and processing industries, economic power was concentrated on large
companies, and management was geared toward taking out loans using real estate as
collateral. In response, starting in the early 1980s, the government strove to improve the
economic constitution as a primary objective of its economic policies and efforts to tame
inflation. It also encouraged the private sector to take the initiative in economic activities
and carried out a variety of economic measures in this regard.
The problem of excessive investment in the heavy and chemical industries was raised
amid the slowdown in the global economy in the aftermath of the second oil crisis. In
1980, the government moved to adjust the investment structure by consolidating subsectors of the heavy and chemical industries and designating specialized products for each
company to produce.
The adjustment efforts indeed served to rationalize corporate management and
reduce the investment burden on the national economy. In the process, however,
economic power became even more concentrated in the hands of large companies, giving
rise to criticism about preferential treatment. The government responded by amending
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the Regulation of Tax Reduction and Exemption Act in 1985 to offer better tax credits for
companies pursuing industrial rationalization initiatives. After this measure, it also
enacted the Industrial Development Act in 1986 -- consolidating seven separate pieces of
legislation on the development of seven specific industries (machine tools, electronics,
textiles, shipbuilding, petrochemicals, steel and nonferrous metals) to minimize the need
for government interference in the industrial rationalization process.
In conjunction with industrial restructuring, the government also made sterling
efforts to bolster corporate structures by improving balance sheets and business
rationalization. As part of these efforts, in 1980, the government required businesses and
business owners receiving credits over a set limit from financial institutions to sell their
real estate held for non-business purposes. In 1983 and 1984, the prime banks of
businesses were kept from misusing their funds for real estate speculation and expanding
their businesses through cross shareholding.

Technology Development and Increased Support for SMEs
By the 1980s, the government induced private sector companies to increase their
investment in technological development, through tax and financial support as well as the
government purchase system. In 1981, the government offered a 10% tax deduction on
companies' technology and HR development costs. It also supported the establishment of
more venture capital institutions such as the Korea Technology Development Corporation, to boost corporate research and development efforts and make more seed
capital available for company start-ups.
When it became apparent by the 1980s that the measures to develop the heavy and
chemical industries led by large companies had exacerbated the concentration of
economic power and weakened the economic structure, the government endeavored to
promote the growth of SMEs. In the first part of the 1980s, the government focused on
helping SMEs play a role complementary to large companies, while in the latter part of
the decade it moved to make SMEs more competitive. In 1982, the government
designated certain business areas as exclusive for SMEs. In 1983, comprehensive measures
were taken to identify and support SMEs having high growth potential and to improve
their product quality. To provide SMEs with more opportunities to raise capital, the
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government also greatly relaxed the initial public offering requirements.
The Bank of Korea also considerably expanded its financial support system for
SMEs. From 1980, it continued to tighten the requirements on lending rates for SMEs,
under which financial institutions were obligated to extend a set ratio of their total credit
increase to SMEs. To encourage financial institutions to handle a greater volume of
commercial bill discounts for SMEs, the Bank also expanded preferential treatment for
SMEs over large companies in determining its rediscount support level for commercial
bill, in selecting companies eligible for rediscount, and in reducing government financing
such as trade financing. In April 1983, the Bank introduced a system to help SMEs raise
capital for technology development, under which financial institutions extending credits
for technology development to SMEs could receive a prescribed ratio of those credits
advanced from the Bank of Korea.

4.4.6 Pursuit of Balanced Development and
Introduction of Public Land Ownership Concept
Pursuit of Balanced Development between Sectors
In the process of Korea's rapid industrialization from the early 1960s, the
agricultural and fishery sector had suffered relative underdevelopment, while the rural
economies had lost their growth momentums. After the balance of payments shifted to a
surplus, advanced countries stepped up their pressure on Korea to open the agricultural,
fishery, and livestock markets, further exacerbating conditions in these three already
battered industries. In the late 1980s, the government implemented a series of
comprehensive measures for the agricultural and fishery sector, to reduce their household
debts and to promote rural development. The Bank of Korea also encouraged financial
institutions to increase their financial support to rural and fishery areas.
To counter the increasing concentration of the population and economic activity in
the Seoul metropolitan area, the government drew up a Seoul Metropolitan Area
Improvement Plan in July 1984, to continue its efforts to discourage expansion and
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establishment of industrial complexes and factories in Seoul and its vicinity. Starting in
1987, the government began to map out regional economic zones around major
provincial cities, to establish industrial complexes and expand industrial infrastructure
within them. In an effort to increase financial support for businesses located in provincial
cities, the Bank of Korea allowed the establishment of Daedong Bank and Dongnam Bank
in 1989 and sought to prevent the regional outflow of locally-generated capital.

Expansion of the Public Land Ownership Concept
As the resolution of land issues emerged as a pressing national agendum from 1987,
as a result of the sharp rise in real estate prices and rampant real estate speculation around
the country, the general public began to become aware of public land ownership. This
prompted efforts to revise the applicable laws to proceed apace. As a result, a tax on excess
land ownership was introduced in January 1988, followed by the adoption of calculation
standards for appraising the value of land in April 1989 to standardize the land price
calculation system. In January 1990, the government implemented an aggregate land tax,
which imposed cumulative taxes on owners of lots larger than a set maximum limit.

4.5

Accelerated Economic Globalization
and Financial Deregulation and
Liberalization (1990~1996)

T

he Korean economy had enjoyed a tremendous boom in the late 1980s but
showed a lackluster performance in the early 1990s. Between 1990 and 1991,

prices soared, and the current account reverted to a deficit. In 1992, the economic growth
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rate plummeted, an increasing number of SMEs went out of business, and the stock
market stagnated.
The slowdown in the domestic economy was attributable in part to external factors
such as the surge in international oil prices and the global economic recession triggered
by the Gulf War in 1990. Its fundamental cause, however, was the high-cost and lowefficiency economic structure that had come into being as a result of the boom in the late
1980s.
The government responded by devising the Five-Year Plan for a New Economy, to
reform the regulations on economic sectors and promote awareness on the parts of
economic agents. It also implemented three major economic measures -- to raise the
growth potential, solidify the fundamentals to enter into international markets, and
improve living conditions. The Bank of Korea endeavored to keep the monetary
aggregates at optimal levels to contain inflationary pressure, while also seeking to secure
growth potential by ensuring smooth supplies of working capital and SME financing.
On August 12, 1993, with little prior notice given, the government quickly
implemented the Real-Name Financial Transaction System as a presidential emergency
order. In order to fully institutionalize this system in a short time and minimize any
possible adverse effects, the government and the Bank of Korea executed a wide range of
complementary measures, for such purposes as reining in property speculation,
stabilizing the financial market, and resolving issues with financing for SMEs. When the
system finally became entrenched, the Aggregate Taxation System on the Financial
Income took effect starting in January 1996.
In the meantime, the public was becoming increasingly aware that the nation's
economic efficiency should be increased through liberalization of financial and foreign
exchange transactions and opening of the capital market, in order to respond effectively
to the worldwide financial deregulation and globalization. The government and the Bank
of Korea accordingly liberalized interest rates and deregulated banking operations and
foreign exchange transactions. They also implemented measures to promote capital
transactions, by continuing to deregulate foreign investment in the domestic market and
investment overseas by Koreans.
The government joined the Organization of Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) in 1996, to establish a foundation for accelerating advancement of the do-
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mestic economic system. The Bank of Korea participated in establishment of the
Executives' Meeting of East Asia and Pacific Central Banks (EMEAP) in 1991, and then
joined the Bank for International Settlements (BIS) in 1997, strengthening its exchanges
and cooperation with central banks of major countries.
The nation's economy was again beset by a large current account deficit in 1994 and
1995. This deficit continued to rise sharply and reached 23.1 billion dollars in 1996,
equivalent to 4.4% of GDP. In response, the Bank of Korea made strenuous efforts to
counter it by means of flexible management of trade financing and foreign currency
loans.

4.5.1 Sluggish Economy and Implementation of the
Five-Year Plan for a New Economy
Sluggish Economy
After enjoying several years of unprecedented boom in the late 1980s, economic
vitality weakened considerably in the early 1990s, due to high inflation, the return to a
current account deficit, and a declining economic growth rate.
In 1990, exports were sluggish but the Korean economy still expanded at a high rate
of 9.0% on the strength of increased private spending and construction investment. Prices
soared, however, and the current account returned to a deficit for the first time in five
years. The high growth led by domestic demand continued into 1991, and consumer
prices rose while the current account deficit widened, exacerbating the domestic and
external disequilibria.
The government implemented a series of measures in response -- to make industry
more competitive, stabilize prices, and eradicate real estate speculation. The Bank of
Korea expanded its financial support to boost exports, while containing the flow of funds
into lending for real estate and for consumption. It also reduced foreign currency loans to
prevent imports of facility materials from rising excessively.
The measures paid off. Inflation fell and the current account deficit shrank in 1992.
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However, cutbacks in production and capital investment by manufacturers caused
economic growth to plunge to around 5%, and an increasing number of SMEs went
bankrupt.
The slowdown in economic activity was attributable in part to external factors such
as the rise in oil prices and stagnation of the world economy, but it was fundamentally
attributable to the high-cost, low-efficiency economic structure that had been established
during the boom of the late 1980s. To wit, a high-cost economic structure had been
created due to steep wage hikes, high interest rates, excessive logistical costs, and a surge
in real estate prices, among other factors. Economic efficiency had meanwhile been
significantly compromised by declining worker morale and a slump in corporate
technological development and restructuring

Implementation of the Five-Year Plan for a New Economy
In an effort to jumpstart the sluggish economy, the government pushed ahead with
the Five-Year Plan for a New Economy, under which a 100-Day Plan for a New Economy
was to be first carried out from March 22 through the end of June 1993, with full FiveYear Plan for a New Economy to be implemented from July 1993 through the end of 1997.
The seven major tasks of the 100-Day Plan for a New Economy included economic
revitalization, structural improvement of SMEs, acceleration of technological
development, granting companies more autonomy, enhancement of structural
improvement projects for the agricultural and fishery areas, stabilization of the prices of
daily necessities, and improvement in the ethics of public officials. The major emphasis
was on breaking the vicious cycle of inflation and wage hikes. During this period, the
Bank of Korea lowered its rediscount rates by one percentage point per annum and raised
the average loanable amount of trade financing for SMEs.
The Five-Year Plan for a New Economy addressed reform of all sectors, including the
fiscal, financial and administrative areas.
For fiscal reforms, the government raised the tax burden ratio by introducing a
transportation tax and a special tax for rural development. It ensured efficient
distribution of financial funds by revamping special accounts and funds and
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consolidating the management of public funds. It also introduced the Aggregate Taxation
System on Financial Income and reformed the inheritance and gift taxes, among others.
For financial reforms, the government pushed ahead with the liberalization of
interest rates, the reduction or abolishment of government financing and credit
regulations to grant financial institutions greater autonomy in their fund management,
and globalization of the foreign exchange and capital markets. In 1993, it quickly
implemented the Real-Name Financial Transaction System. In addition, a great number
of administrative regulations on financing, land use and development, the establishment
of factories, construction and logistics systems were eased or abolished.
Together with the institutional reforms, the government pursued three major
economic measures -- to boost the growth potential, solidify the fundamentals for entry
into international markets, and improve general living conditions. To boost growth
potential, it focused on switching to an industrial structure led by technology and
knowledge-intensive industries, promoting fair competition, fostering SMEs and
expanding social overhead capital. To solidify the fundamentals to enter into international
markets, it pressed ahead with internationalization of the economic system and practices,
active participation in the process of creating an international trade order, and expansion
of its export markets. To improve living conditions for the general public, it strove to
increase the housing supply, stabilize housing prices, expand public transportation and
improve the social welfare system.
On the demand side, the Bank of Korea sought to raise the growth potential by
propping up financing for SMEs, while remaining vigilant against inflationary pressure.
The Bank helped entrench the financial reforms, such as the Real-Name Financial
Transaction System and liberalization of interest rates, while endeavoring to establish
monetary controls based on indirect regulation by introducing the aggregate credit
ceiling, and expanding its open market operations.
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4.5.2 Implementation of the Real-Name Financial
Transaction System
Background for Implementation of the Real-Name Financial
Transaction System
To maximize the investment financing required for rapid economic growth, the
Korean government had allowed financial transactions to be conducted under
pseudonyms or even without names. These non-real name transactions naturally
benefitted the underground economy and were misused as means for tax evasion.
The government had enacted the Act on Real-Name Financial Transactions in
December 1982, to formulate a legal basis for the system. In consideration of
contemporary economic conditions and administrative preparations, however, the
implementation had been postponed to a date as set by Presidential Decree after January
1986. Subsequently, the government set up a preparatory and a working committee for
the Real-Name Financial Transaction System in April 1989. In line with these efforts, the
Bank of Korea also established a preparatory committee of banking groups in the Office
of Bank Supervision.
By the latter part of 1989, when the preparations for implementation of the RealName Financial Transaction System were concretized, a huge volume of savings rushed out of the
financial market and was funneled into the real estate market,
and companies had difficulty
raising needed working capital. In
April 1990, the government thus
decided to delay implementation
of the system. Instead, it drew up
complementary measures for
| Banking Federation Preparation Committee for Real-Name Financial
Transaction System (April 1989)

such purposes as improving the
equality of the tax burden
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through improvement of the taxation system and curbing the speculative frenzy in the
real estate market.
As the real estate speculation had cooled off and the economy was showing signs of
recovery by the latter half of 1993, the government finally put the Real-Name Financial
Transaction System into force on August 12, 1993.

Details of the Real-Name Financial Transaction System and
Complementary Measures
Under the real-name financial transaction system, transactions with all financial
institutions were to be carried out under real names. Account holders of financial assets
under non-real names were obliged to register their real names for their accounts within
two months. Withdrawal of financial assets held under a real name was also to be allowed
only when the real name was confirmed. Any person who registered his/her real name
after the deadline was subject to a penalty of up to 60% of his/her deposit, depending
upon the length of time elapsed.
In order to prevent massive bank runs, the government forced any withdrawals in
excess of 30 million won during the real name registration period and any registrations of
real names for accounts of 50 million won or more to be reported to the National Tax
Administration. To ensure confidentiality of financial transactions, meanwhile, it
prohibited the disclosure of financial information to any third party without consent of
the account holder.
In a bid to avoid side effects and minimize the costs of execution of the system, the
government and the Bank of Korea implemented a wide range of complementary
measures in parallel -- to restrain real estate speculation, stabilize the financial markets
including the stock market, alleviate financial difficulties faced by SMEs, accelerate
implementation of the second phase of interest rate liberalization, and lower tax rates.
Especially, to ensure smooth implementation of the system, the Bank of Korea assembled
a Financial Market Stabilization Task Force Team, led by its Deputy Governor and made
up of vice presidents of 34 financial institutions, while also setting up Help Desks at its
Head Office and branches.
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4.5.3 Liberalization of Financial and Foreign Exchange
Transactions and Capital Market Opening
Financial Liberalization
Pursuit of Interest Rate Liberalization
In August 1991, the government and the Bank of Korea established the Interest Rate
Liberalization Plan, to liberalize all except short-term deposit interest rates by 1996.
Under this plan, the interest rates deregulation was to be implemented in phases, in
consideration of the responsive capabilities of economic agents. In principle, lending rates
were to be liberalized before deposit rates. Among deposits, the rates on long-term and
large-denomination marketable instruments were liberalized first.
During Phase I, in November 1991, lending rates on bank overdrafts, commercial
bills, trade bills and CP were liberalized, while rates on long-term deposits including time
deposits of three-year maturity offered by banks, and on other large-denomination
marketable instruments such as CDs and RPs of more than 50 million won, were also
liberalized.
During Phase II, in November 1993, all lending rates except for those on
government-financed loans, as well as the rates on deposits with maturities of two years

| Press report announcing Plan for Pursuit of Interest
Rate Liberalization (Aug. 24, 1991, Dong A Ilbo)

| Press report on introduction of market average
exchange rate regime (Feb. 20, 1990, Dong A Ilbo)
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or more, were liberalized. Liberalization of the rates on bonds such as financial,
corporate, monetary and government bonds was also completed.
Phase III was executed in 1994, to liberalize rates for deposits with maturity of more
than one year but less than two years. In July 1995, rates were then liberalized for time
deposits with maturities of more than six months but less than one year, and for funds
subject to the aggregate credit ceiling of the Bank of Korea. In November 1995, rates on
time deposits with maturity of less than six months were liberalized, along with those on
demand deposits deposited for at least three months. This marked the completion of the
Interest Rate Liberalization Plan.

Deregulation of Banking Business
The government revised the General Banking Act to loosen regulations on the
banking business. In December 1991, it adjusted the ceiling on banks' investment in
securities upward from less than 25% of their demand deposits to 100% of their equity
capital, and relaxed the long-term credit ceiling and requirements for issuance of financial
debentures. In December 1994, the government also eased the regulations on banks'
changes in capital through rights offerings and stock dividends, and on their investments
in subsidiaries.
The Bank of Korea meanwhile also relaxed various regulations to grant financial
institutions more autonomy in their fund management. In April 1993 it allowed financial
institutions to determine their levels of financial support for businesses at their own
discretions, to the extent of the credit ceilings imposed for a single individual, and
abrogated the restrictions on loans secured against stocks. The Bank in addition abolished
the regulations limiting loan guarantees by financial institutions to within 10% of their
total loans, and other restrictions on the guaranteeing and underwriting of debentures.
In May 1994, the mandatory ratio of loans to SMEs was reduced from 80% to 70%.
The guideline ratio of loans to manufacturers was also lowered from 55% or more to 50%
or more for commercial banks, and abolished for provincial banks. The guideline ratio of
loans to manufacturers was then adjusted downward to 40% or more in August 1995,
before being repealed entirely in March 1996.
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Liberalization of Foreign Exchange Transactions
Improvement in Exchange Rate System
In March 1990, the government abandoned the Multiple-Currency Basket Peg
System in use since February 1980 and introduced a Market Average Exchange Rate
System, as a transitional system before migration to a free floating exchange rate regime.
Under the new system, the market average exchange rate, determined by the
weighted average of the interbank exchange rates applied in spot transactions during the
latest business day, was used as the base rate. To prevent excessive volatility, the daily
fluctuation of the exchange rate was limited to plus or minus 0.4% of the market average
exchange rate of the previous day. In a bid to strengthen the price function of exchange
rates and invigorate the foreign exchange market, however, the government widened the
daily fluctuation range incrementally over five occasions until it was plus or minus 2.25%
in December 1995. It also allowed foreign exchange banks to set customer buying and
selling rates at their discretion from July 1992.

Relaxation of Foreign Exchange Concentration System
With the introduction of this Market Average Exchange Rate System, the
government greatly eased foreign exchange concentration and the real demand principle,
to allow the foreign exchange market to proactively respond to market supply and
demand.
In March 1990, the government moved to relax the foreign exchange concentration
system. It allowed firms with total foreign trade volumes of more than 100 million dollars
in the previous year to purchase up to 10 million dollars in foreign currency per year and
deposit it with domestic foreign exchange banks. This FX deposit system was applied to
all companies with records of external transactions from March 1992, and the purchase
limit was entirely eliminated in October 1993.
Also in March 1990, general trading companies were exclusively allowed to hold up
to 5 million dollars per year in foreign exchange overseas. In February 1995, the scope of
companies eligible for foreign exchange holdings overseas was expanded to any business
recording annual imports and/or exports of more than 5 million dollars, while the limit
on holdings was raised to 300 million dollars. Meanwhile, the limit on foreign currency
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free of concentration requirements for residents was adjusted upward in April 1993, from
5,000 dollars to 10,000 dollars. And after the requirements concerning the sale and
deposit of foreign exchange were abolished in June 1994, residents were allowed to freely
hold foreign currency in Korea.

Improvement of FX Position Management System
To strengthen efficiency and autonomy in the management of FX assets by FX banks,
the government continued its efforts to enhance the FX position management system. In
July 1991, it lowered the ceiling on the compulsory over-bought position in spot
transactions of FX banks from 2% to 1% of the average balance of foreign exchange
purchased, before then completely abolishing it in January 1992. In September 1992, the
government raised the ceiling on the aggregate over-sold positions from 5 million dollars
to the greater of either 20% of the average balance of foreign exchange purchased or 10
million dollars. It also allowed over-sold positions in spot transactions, which had been
prohibited thus far, within the greater of either 5% of the average balance of foreign
exchange purchased or 5 million dollars. In July 1993, the ceiling on the aggregate oversold position was raised, to the greater of either 30% of the average balance of foreign
exchange bought or 20 million dollars.
In October 1993, the government decided to change the basis for management of FX
positions from foreign exchange purchased to equity capital, on condition that the former
was to be also used through 1995. The equity capital-based position ceilings were set at
10% of equity capital in the case of the aggregate over-bought and over-sold positions,
and at the greater amount of either 1% of equity capital or 2 million dollars in the case of
spot over-sold positions. In November 1994, the government raised the ceiling on the
aggregate over-bought position to 15% of equity capital or the greater of either twice the
average balance of foreign exchange purchased or 30 million dollars.
In January 1996, the government adopted equity capital-based FX position
management as the sole and single position management basis for FX banks, as originally
planned, and adjusted the ceiling on the spot over-sold positions upward to the greater of
either 3% of equity capital or 5 million dollars.
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Relaxing Restrictions on Capital Transactions
Inducement of Foreign Direct Investment
The government pursued partial liberalization of the capital markets by greatly easing the
restrictions on foreign direct investment. In accordance with the annual liberalization
plan announced in June 1994, a total of 53 new lines of business were opened to foreign
investment in January 1995. Pursuant to the Five-Year Plan for Foreign Investment
Inducement, drawn up in May 1996, 47 out of 81 lines of business closed to foreign
investment were to be opened in stages by 2000.
In December 1994, the government revised and renamed the Foreign Capital Inducement
Act as the Foreign Investment and Foreign Capital Inducement Act, and put it into force
in February 1997. Under this law, foreign investment could be carried out through
reporting, and foreign M&As were allowed with the consents of the boards of directors of
the targeted domestic companies.

Increase of Foreign Portfolio Investment
The government made earnest efforts to open the domestic securities market in the
1990s. As an initial step, foreign investors were allowed to invest directly in stocks listed
on the Korea Stock Exchange starting from January 1992. From then through 1996, on
four occasions, the aggregate and individual ceilings on foreign investors were gradually
raised until they reached 20% and 5% of each outstanding stock issued, respectively. In
the bond market, starting in June 1994, the government allowed foreign investors to
purchase unsecured bonds issued by SMEs and listed the Korea Bond Fund equivalent to
100 million dollars on the London Stock Exchange.

Issuance of Foreign-Currency Securities and Expansion of Commercial Loans
In September 1992, the government greatly relaxed the restrictions on overseas
issuance of securities denominated in foreign currency by residents. It allowed additional
issuance of CDs and CP and simplified the issuance procedures. In April 1993, companies
planning to issue foreign-currency securities were required to file reports instead of
obtaining approval, and were also allowed to issue securities for the purposes of raising
capital for early redemption of external debt and for covering technology introduction
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costs. In May 1995, the government allowed foreign commercial loans for the import of
capital goods to be used by manufacturing SMEs, companies participating in social
overhead capital projects, and foreign investors transferring advanced technology. In
October 1996, the extension of commercial loans was expanded to non-manufacturing
SMEs as well.

Deregulation of Overseas Direct Investment
There was wide recognition in the early 1990s that greater overseas direct investment
was required, to accelerate the restructuring of domestic industries and support the
overseas business activities of domestic companies. In December 1992, the government
liberalized overseas investment for a total of 13 lines of business, including textiles,
wholesaling/retailing and restaurants, while expanding the classes of real estate that could
be acquired overseas. In February 1994, the number of lines of business off-limits to
overseas direct investment was reduced from 17 to 14, and in October 1995 direct
investment was allowed for all lines of business except three related to real estate. In June
1996, even the restrictions on these three real estate-related businesses were repealed, and
the investment caps for individuals and self-employed businesses were raised.

Expansion of Overseas Portfolio Investment
To ease the burden on monetary controls due to the increasing inflows of foreign
capital, and to facilitate the international operations of domestic financial institutions, the
government pressed ahead with the expansion of overseas portfolio investment. In March
1990, the ceiling on overseas portfolio investment for securities companies was raised
from 30 million to 50 million dollars, while those for investment trust companies and
insurance companies were both raised from 10 million to 30 million dollars. In April
1993, short-term investment and finance companies, pension funds and companies with
external transactions the previous year reaching 100 million dollars or more were also
made eligible for overseas portfolio investment. The overseas portfolio investment ceilings
for securities firms, investment trust companies and insurance companies were then
abolished in February 1994, and those for short-term investment and finance companies
and pension funds in February 1995.
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4.5.4 Widening Current Account Deficit
The current account showed a large, sustained surplus from 1986 to 1989, but
reverted to a deficit in the early 1990s. With the economic slowdown in major advanced
countries in 1990, Korea's exports rose only slightly while imports increased by a much
greater percentage. This led to current account deficits of 2 billion dollars in 1990, 8.4
billion dollars in 1991, and 4.1 billion dollars in 1992. Korea showed a small surplus in
1993 and then another deficit in 1994, and the deficit continued to deepen each year
thereafter. It widened to 8.7 billion dollars in 1995 and 23.1 billion dollars in 1996, or to
1.7% and 4.4% of nominal GDP respectively.
The big current account deficit in the 1990s was attributable mainly to sluggish
exports, which in turn stemmed from decreasing demand worldwide including in
advanced countries in the early 1990s and the overheating competition with late
developing countries in Asia from 1994. Another factor was the deteriorating price
competitiveness of export products as a result of the continued wage hikes in the
manufacturing sector.
Except for in 1992 and 1993, imports continued to outpace exports. Imports for
capital goods showed a steep rise due to the increase in capital investment. Consumer
goods imports meanwhile began to rise sharply in the mid-1990s as consumer demand
shifted upmarket and market opening continued. Raw material imports also increased
considerably from 1994, due to the rise in prices.
In response to the deepening current account deficit, the Bank of Korea took a
variety of measures -- to expand trade financing, flexibly implement the foreign currency
loan policy, and relax restrictions on foreign trade credits. It continued to expand
financial support for SMEs through flexible management of the rediscount policy and
support for the emergency fund for business stabilization.

4.5.5 Admission to Major International Organizations
and Strengthened International Exchange and
Cooperation
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Stronger Exchange and Cooperation with International
Financial Organizations
The need for information sharing with major central banks and advanced financial
techniques increased in the early 1990s. The Bank of Korea therefore made concerted
efforts to gain admission into major associations of central banks. The Bank became a full
member of the BIS in January 1997, upon the request of the BIS board of directors, and
joined the Southeast Asian Central Banks (SEACEN) in 1990 and the Executives' Meeting
of East Asia & Pacific Central Banks (EMEAP) in January 1991.
After accepting the obligations of Article VIII of the IMF Agreements in November
1988, Korea began to press ahead with liberalization of its foreign exchange market and
opening of its capital markets in the early 1990s. In 1988, Korea fully repaid SDR 1.7
billion of the IMF Stand-By Arrangement. As for its IBRD loans, the government
increased the repayment amount starting in 1989 and the country eventually graduated
from IBRD loan recipient status in 1995.

Admission to and Exchanges with Major International Organizations
for Economic Cooperation
The government moved to
join major international organizations for economic cooperation
such as the OECD, aiming to accelerate improvement of the
nation's economic structure and
the implementation of an advanced economic system. In January
1992, the government announced
plans to join the OECD, under its
7th Five-Year Economic Develop| Korea joins OECD (Oct. 11, 1996)

ment Plan (1992~1996). The
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OECD Council unanimously agreed to invite Korea to become a member on October 11,
1995, and Korea became the organization's 29th member on December 12, 1996.
In November 1989, twelve countries including Korea held an Asia-Pacific Economic
Cooperation (APEC) ministerial meeting to officially launch APEC. In March 1996, the
Asia-Europe Meeting (ASEM) was held, to promote cooperation between countries in
Asia and Europe.

4.6

Overcoming the 1997 Currency Crisis
and Pursuing Financial Stability
(1997~2003)

I

n 1997, the large, persistent deficit in the current account and a slowdown in
foreign capital inflows severely drained the nation's foreign exchange reserves and

caused the Korean won to plummet. By the latter half of 1997, foreign investors'
confidence in the Korean economy began to seriously erode as the currency crisis in
Southeast Asia spilled over and the handling of the insolvency of Kia Motors, a domestic
automaker, was unduly prolonged. In early November, foreign exchange conditions at
domestic financial institutions were deteriorating rapidly, and the Korean won went into
a freefall against the dollar, forcing the Bank of Korea to provide support for the
settlement of foreign claims. The official foreign exchange reserves were rapidly drained,
and on December 3 the government was finally compelled to sign a Stand-By
Arrangement for 21 billion dollars with the International Monetary Fund (IMF). The
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) and the Asia
Development Bank (ADB) indicated their readiness to provide an additional 10 billion
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dollars and 4 billion dollars, respectively, and 23.35 billion dollars was also made available
by a number of developed countries including the U.S. and Japan.
In April 1998, to ensure foreign currency liquidity, the government restructured 21.7
billion dollars in short-term foreign liabilities as fresh debts with one to three-year
maturities under government credit guarantees. It issued a total of 4.1 billion dollars
worth of Foreign Exchange Stabilization Fund Bonds denominated in foreign currency
during that year, as well. The bond market was meanwhile opened at the end of 1997 to
attract foreign investment capital, followed by full opening of the stock and money
markets in 1998. Foreigners were also allowed to engage in mergers with and hostile
takeovers of domestic companies. The foreign investment environment was considerably
improved by opening more industries to foreign direct investment and allowing foreign
investors to acquire domestic real estate.
To resolve the structural vulnerability of the economic system, one of the
fundamental causes of the currency crisis, the government pressed ahead with the
restructuring of financial institutions and other businesses. It took decisive measures to
liquidate insolvent financial institutions deemed irrecoverable and recapitalized financial
institutions deemed recoverable with public funds on the condition that they take actions
to rescue themselves such as merging with other institutions, changing management, and
downsizing. Affiliated business groups with excessive credits from financial institutions
were requested to sign Financial Structure Improvement Agreements with their prime
banks, to implement restructuring measures such as reductions in their debt to equity
ratios to 200%, eliminations of mutual payment guarantees, attraction of foreign
investment, and liquidation of affiliates. Furthermore, 104 medium to large-sized
companies were subjected to work-outs based on debt restructuring and new credit
injection, on the condition that they would take self-rescue measures.
The Bank of Korea facilitated the restructuring of financial institutions and
supported the smooth recovery of the real economy, while making every effort to
maintain the stability of prices and the financial markets. Under the agreement with the
IMF, the Bank had raised interest rates to secure foreign currency liquidity and stabilize
the exchange rates. However, the foreign exchange market regained stability by the second
quarter of 1998, and interest rates were steadily cut to prevent the recession in the real
economy from becoming too deep. To support the restructuring of financial institutions,
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the Bank acquired Deposit Insurance Fund Bonds and Non-Performing Loans Resolution
Fund Bonds, while extending special liquidity loans to sustain financial stability. To
expand financial support for SMEs and exporters experiencing credit crunches in the
midst of their restructuring efforts, the Bank considerably raised the aggregate credit
ceiling and provided them with funds from the foreign exchange reserves.
Encouraged by these policies, the domestic financial and foreign exchange markets
largely regained stability in 1998 and afterwards, and the sagging real economy staged a
faster-than-expected recovery and regained vitality. The current account reverted to a
substantial surplus, which greatly improved Korea's capacity to service and pay off
external debt. Eventually, Korea fully repaid its IMF borrowings before maturity, on
August 23, 2001.
After the 1997 currency crisis, the government deregulated the credit card industry
as part of its efforts to spur domestic consumption. This substantially increased the
volume of household credits extended by credit card companies between 1999 and 2002.
An unintended result of this was a steeply rising delinquency ratio on credit card debt,
which caused the financial soundness of credit card companies to begin to deteriorate
severely in 2002. Against this backdrop, the March 2003 revelations of an accounting
scandal at SK Global led to a sudden rush of redemptions of credit card company bonds
by investment trust companies and money in trust, out of concern that the bonds would
become non-performing, which caused the liquidity of credit card companies to dry up
and sent shock waves through the financial market. In response, the Bank of Korea and
the government moved to shore up the financial market by supplying a massive volume of
liquidity and rolling over credit card receivables. The financial soundness and profitability
of credit card companies improved from 2004 as a result, helping the financial market to
steadily regain stability.

4.6.1 Sharp Increase in Corporate Bankruptcies, and
Financial and Foreign Exchange Market Volatility
In 1997, an increasing number of companies went out of business owing to sluggish
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sales and worsening profitability.
On January 23, the Hanbo
Group, which had been the 14th
largest group in terms of overall
asset volume, declared bankruptcy, to be followed by such big
names as Sami and Jinro. On July
15, the Kia Group, the 8th largest
company in overall asset volume,
also went bankrupt. This spate of
| Kia Group decides to file for debt composition (Sep. 26, 1997)

bankruptcies forced the nationwide dishonored bill ratio up to

0.56% in October 1997, in stark contrast to the figure of only 0.17% in 1996.
The series of corporate bankruptcies caused financial institutions, already
apprehensive about credit risk, to refuse to extend corporate loans, thus drying up market
liquidity. The stock market also fared poorly, meaning that the scale of corporate fundraising through public and rights offering contracted greatly. The issuance of corporate
bonds was likewise at a low ebb, because of the reluctance of credit guarantee institutions
to guarantee new issues of corporate bonds, and investors' lack of interest. With the
insolvency of Kia Motors adding to the uncertainties in the financial markets, and
financial institutions facing difficulty in attracting loans in foreign currency, interest rates
began to mark a steep upward path in July 1997.
The extreme volatility of the foreign exchange market in 1997 continued, as the
large, persistent current account deficit and the mere trickle of foreign capital inflows
caused Korea's foreign exchange reserves to fall precipitously and the won to plummet.
The fallout from the Southeast Asian currency crisis of 1997, the delay in dealing with
Kia's bankruptcy, and the sharp increase in non-performing loans at financial institutions
all served to undermine foreign investors' confidence in the Korean economy. The rollover ratio on short-term external debt of domestic banks, which had remained above
100% until June, hence dropped to around 80%, and stock investment by foreign
investors swung back to a net outflow starting in August. The mismatch between supply
and demand in the foreign exchange market pushed the won/dollar exchange rate up to
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915 by the end of September 1997, from 844 won at the end of the previous year. In early
October, foreign currency liquidity fell further, and the won began to decline at an
accelerating rate.
In response to the volatility in the financial and foreign exchange market in 1997, the
government and the Bank of Korea took a number of stabilization measures. In March,
the government announced plans to accelerate opening of the capital market. This
entailed raising the ceiling on foreigners' stock investment and promoting inflows of
foreign capital. In August, it also announced measures to stabilize the financial markets
and bolster the nation's credit standing, which included a blanket guarantee of financial
institutions' external debts and provision by the Bank of Korea of short-term foreign
currency support for financial institutions.
The Bank of Korea provided the short-term foreign currency liquidity in the form of
foreign currency deposits at banks and their overseas branches. Starting in early August,
the Bank conducted daily monitoring of foreign currency settlements at each financial
institution and encouraged cash-strapped banks and merchant banking corporations to
raise funds through commercial bills, while directly supporting them where necessary. In
September and October, the Bank extended two special loans of one trillion won each,
one to Korea First Bank and the other to a group of 16 merchant banking corporations,
all of which had incurred huge volumes of non-performing loans.
In parallel with its endeavors, the Bank strove to accelerate the implementation of
market-based indirect monetary controls -- by lowering the aggregate credit ceiling,
reducing the reserve requirement ratio, and adopting an open competitive bidding system
for open market operations.

4.6.2 Outbreak of Currency Crisis and Financial
Support from the IMF
Despite the concerted efforts by the government and the Bank of Korea to stabilize
the financial and foreign exchange markets, a run on the Korean won became increasingly
likely due to the nation's loss of credibility in the international financial market, triggered
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by the downgrading in late October 1997 of its sovereign rating by international credit
rating agencies. It became exceedingly difficult for Korean financial institutions to roll
over their debts in the international financial market, let alone secure new external
borrowings. This further exacerbated their foreign currency liquidity and worsened the
imbalance between supply and demand in the foreign exchange market, bringing about a
steep depreciation of the won. On October 28, the won dropped to its daily floor (2.25%),
and trading had to be suspended. The downward spiral of the won against the dollar
continued.
The government announced a Financial Market Stabilization Plan on October 29
and October 31, to take a wide range of actions including opening of the bond market,
expansion of access to foreign cash loans, imposition of temporary restrictions on foreign
currency purchases for deposit purposes, and establishment of ceilings on banks' overbought spot positions. As November wore on, however, these measures failed to appease
the foreign exchange market. For four consecutive days starting on November 17, the
Korean won was dragged down to its daily floor upon opening of the FX market, and
transactions were necessarily suspended, paralyzing the FX market. The emergency
foreign currency liquidity support for financial institutions also eventually led to a drastic
decline in the nation's foreign exchange reserves, putting continued foreign currency
settlement in doubt.
To alleviate deposit holder concerns, on November 19, the government announced
the Comprehensive Plan for
Financial Market Stabilization
and Financial Industry Restructuring. The government guaranteed full repayment of deposit
principal and interest at all financial institutions including banks,
merchant banking corporations
and mutual savings and finance
companies, for three years until
| Signing of declaration of intent for IMF Stand-By Credit Arrangement
(Dec. 3, 1997)

the end of 2000. It also widened
the daily fluctuation range of the
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exchange rate from ±2.25% to ±10% on November 20.
On November 21, the government finally requested
assistance from the IMF, and subsequently signed a
Stand-By Credit Arrangement for 21 billion dollars on
December 3. The IBRD and the ADB then committed
to providing additional support of 10 billion dollars
and 4 billion dollars, respectively. Advanced countries
including the U.S. and Japan meanwhile promised
23.35 billion dollars as a secondary line of defense.
With all of these, the sources of financial aid in place,
| Exchange rate climbs above 2,000 won
per US dollar (Dec. 23, 1997)

Korea was supported with 58.35 billion dollars in total.
Beginning from the 5.2 billion dollars provided

by the IMF on December 5,1997, support funds received from international financial
organizations eventually totaled 30.2 billion dollars: 16.1 billion dollars in December
1997, 12.6 billion dollars in 1998, and 1.5 billion dollars in 1999. The IMF provided 19.5
billion dollars, the IBRD 7 billion dollars, and the ADB 3.7 billion dollars.
Even after the IMF's decision to supply funds, concerns in the financial and foreign
exchange markets prevailed for the time being. In December 1997, when the international
credit rating agencies downgraded Korea's sovereign rating and the credit ratings of its
major domestic banks to non-investment grade, the rollover ratio of short-term foreign
debt by Korean banks plunged to around 30% for the month after having been in
December from around 80% in October. This left the Bank of Korea no choice but to
grant them foreign currency fund support, and the foreign reserves declined from 22.3
billion dollars at the end of October to only 3.9 billion dollars by December 18. From
then on, the won/dollar rate skyrocketed -- from 965 won against the dollar at the end of
October to 1,965 won on December 24. Upon the decision of the IMF to provide aid
funds earlier than scheduled, the rate then turned downward from December 24, and
reached 1,415 won by year-end. This still represented a 40.3% depreciation for the year,
however.
In the financial market, monetary policy was tightened as agreed with the IMF,
causing the call rate, which had fluctuated in a range of 12 to 14% since the beginning of
the year, to spike from early December to reach 26% at the end of the year. The corporate
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bond yields in the secondary market had meanwhile
hovered around 13 to 14% until mid-November, but
then rose to 30% towards late December, and the
interest rate on CP soared to 41%. Although the high
interest rates were inevitable to ensure foreign currency
liquidity and stabilize the exchange rate at the height of
the massive capital outflows, they invited many serious
side effects, including excessive contraction of the real
economy.
Worsening the mounting anxiety in the financial
| "Gold collection campaign" to help
Korean government tide over 1997
currency crisis through sales of gold
rings, jewelry and other valuables by
Korean people

and foreign exchange markets, 14 merchant banking
corporations had their business operations suspended
in December. This spurred financial institutions in

turn to cut their credit extension, further straining companies' balance sheets. With a
shortage of foreign funds coupled with the pressure to maintain the required minimum
BIS capital adequacy ratios, banks avoided opening letters of credit for imports and
purchasing export bills of exchange. This resulted in a mismatch between raw material
supply and demand, considerably undermining the intermediation function of the
financial market.
The decisive momentum to overcome the currency crisis was gained when the
government obtained consent from the National Assembly for its payment guarantee for a
total of 27 billion dollars in December 1997 and January 1998, and reached an agreement
on basic principles concerning the rollover of short-term foreign debts of financial
institutions with creditor banks in New York on January 28. Under this agreement, on
April 8, short-term liabilities of 21.7 billion dollars were converted to new governmentguaranteed debts with maturities of one to three years.

4.6.3 Restructuring of Financial Institutions and
Enterprises and Economic Stabilization Measures
In the aftermath of the currency crisis, the government and the Bank of Korea
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continued to implement intensive restructuring efforts for all economic sectors, including
both financial institutions and enterprises. This was not only mandated by the policy
conditionality specified by the IMF, but also based on the belief that without addressing
the structural vulnerability of the nation's economy that had sparked the currency crisis,
it would be difficult to completely emerge from the crisis and return the economy back
onto the right track for sustainable growth.

Restructuring of Financial Institutions
To dispel the concerns over the financial market and restore the international
credibility of the Korean financial industry, the government focused on normalization of
the management of financial institutions at the earliest possible stage. It closed financial
institutions that seemed non-viable and supported those deemed viable for recapitalization and reorganization of distressed loans on conditions that they implement
intensive self-rescue measures, such as mergers, changes in management and the
downsizings of their organizations and staff.
Among banks, Korea First Bank and Seoul Bank, which had been hit especially hard
by the bankruptcies of companies such as Hanbo and Kia, were each requested to reduce
their paid-in capital from 750 billion won to 100 billion won in January 1998. The
government and the Korea Deposit Insurance Corporation then recapitalized the two
banks, by investing 5.71 trillion won in Korea First Bank and 4.82 trillion won in Seoul
Bank by 1999.
Of the nation's total 24 commercial banks, 12 other banks with BIS equity capital
adequacy ratios (as of year-end 1997) below 8% were asked to submit Business Normalization Plans by the end of April 1998. The feasibility of the plans was evaluated through
due diligence of their assets and liabilities by private accounting companies, and the
findings formed the basis for the government's resolute actions on June 29 to shut down
five insolvent banks: Daedong, Dongnam, Donghwa, Kyungki and Chungchong Banks.
The government also gave conditional approval to the business plans drawn up by Chohung Bank, Commercial Bank of Korea, Hanil Bank, Korea Exchange Bank, Peace Bank of
Korea, Chungbuk Bank and Kangwon Bank, and induced them to improve their manage-
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ments by asking them to submit self-rescue plans by the end of July.
During the second stage of the financial restructuring process in the latter half of
2000, Hanvit Bank, Seoul Bank, Peace Bank of Korea, Kwangju Bank, Jeju Bank and
Kyongnam Bank, all of whose liabilities exceeded their assets, were designated as insolvent
financial institutions and subjected to full capital reductions. They were then merged into
financial holding companies, which were later established under a government initiative,
as subsidiaries. As a result, the number of banks was reduced to 22 at the end of 2000
from 33 at end-1997.
Apart from banks, the business licenses of 10 merchant banking corporations were
revoked in January 1998, based on the evaluation of their Business Normalization Plans.
Another 11 merchant banking corporations were decertified or merged by the end of
2000. Seven securities companies judged unlikely to be rehabilitated due to the severity of
their problems were decertified and merged. Fourteen securities companies were newly
established, thus increasing the number of securities companies to 43 as of end of 2000,
from 36 at the end of 1997. Over the same period, meanwhile, the number of investment
trust companies was reduced from 31 to 27, that of insurance companies from 50 to 40,
and that of leasing companies from 25 to 19. Ninety-seven mutual savings and finance
companies and 358 credit unions also either exited the market or merged between 1998
and 2000.
The government, meanwhile, provided public funds for those financial institutions
to help them with their restructuring efforts. The Korea Deposit Insurance Corporation
and the Korea Asset Management Corporation raised proceeds of 104 trillion won from
the issuance of government-guaranteed bonds, of which 15.4 trillion won went toward
the repayment of deposits with the liquidated financial institutions; 12.2 trillion won
toward compensation for losses sustained by the financial institutions acquiring them;
36.1 trillion won for supporting increases in paid-in capital; and 43.5 trillion won for
purchasing NPLs. The government and the Bank of Korea also provided support funds, of
18.9 trillion won and 0.9 trillion won, respectively. In consequence, public funds provided
for the restructuring of financial institutions totaled 127 trillion won by the end of 2000.
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Table 7 Resolution of Non-viable Financial Institutions
Unit: number of institutions
Number of financial
institutions at the
end of 1997 (A)

Means of restructuring
Exit

1)

Merger

2)

Total (B)

Newly established
(C)

Number of financial
institutions at the
end of 2000
(A-B+C)

5

6

11

-

22

30

18

3

21

1

10

Securities companies

36

6

1

7

14

43

Investment trust companies

31

6

1

7

3

27

Insurance companies

50

7

6

13

3

40

Leasing companies

25

1

9

10

4

19

231

72

25

97

12

146

Credit unions

1,666

257

101

358

9

1,317

Total

2,102

372

152

524

46

1,624

Banks

33

Merchant banking corporations

Mutual savings and finance companies

3)

Notes: 1) Including revocation of license, bankruptcy, dissolution, withdrawal, business conversion
2) Number of financial institutions that ceased to exist following merger
3) 16 commercial banks, 10 provincial banks, 4 specialized banks, Korea Long-term Credit Bank, Korea Development Bank, Export-Import Bank
of Korea

Corporate Restructuring
The government implemented vigorous corporate restructuring, from January 1998
after agreeing with the business sector on five principles for the restructuring of large
companies: enhancement of transparency in corporate management, elimination of
cross-payment guarantees, radical improvement of financial structures, selection of core
businesses, and greater responsibility of majority shareholders and management.
Accordingly, 64 affiliated companies with total borrowings from financial institutions of
over 250 billion won signed Financial Structure Improvement Agreements with their
main creditor banks between February and April. In May, each bank was asked to set up a
committee to determine corporate insolvencies and evaluate the degrees of insolvency of a
total of 313 companies that showed signs of financial unsoundness. Of these companies,
55 were determined to be financially distressed and ordered to be liquidated, sold off or
merged for reorganization.
In June 1988, 210 financial institutions including banks, merchant banking
corporations, insurance companies, securities companies and investment trust companies
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concluded an Agreement on Corporate Restructuring. They undertook to pursue
corporate workout efforts by supporting companies through rescheduling of debts and
supplying new funds, on the condition that the companies make their own self-rescue
efforts, such as to dispose of assets and to attract foreign investment. In September, the
top five conglomerates - Hyundai, Samsung, Daewoo, LG and SK agreed to push forward
so-called “Big Deals” for the restructuring of seven industries where over-investment or
overlapping investment among them were occurring: oil refining, semiconductors,
railway rolling stock, airplanes, power generation facilities, marine engines and petrochemicals. In December, they entered into a Revised Financial Structure Improvement
Agreement, to carry out several measures including reduction of their numbers of
affiliated companies, improvement of their debt ratios, elimination of cross-payment
guarantees between affiliates, and appointment of more outside executives and auditors.
As a result of the corporate restructuring initiatives, the top five conglomerates
(excluding Daewoo) satisfied most of the requirements set forth in the financial structure
improvement agreement: the debt ratio target of 200%, the elimination of cross-payment
guarantees, the attraction of foreign capital, and the dissolution or spin-off of affiliates.
Large corporations other than the top five were also successful in fulfilling most of the
requirements specified in the agreement. They reduced their debt ratio by half from the
level of end-1998. Out of the 104 companies selected to undergo workouts from July
1998, only 34 were still in workouts at the end of 2000, with the other 70 companies
having either graduated early, merged, or been liquidated.
In September 1998, meanwhile, four corporate restructuring funds totaling 1.9667
trillion won were raised through joint investment by 25 financial institutions including
the KDB, in order to support the structural adjustment of SMEs and enterprises of
middle standing.

Pursuit of Economic Stabilization
The government pushed ahead with corporate and financial sector restructuring,
while at the same time making multilateral efforts to stabilize the financial and foreign
exchange markets by expanding capital market opening.
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In December 1997, the government abolished the limit on foreign investment in all
listed bonds, and followed this by then completely opening the stock and money markets
in 1998. Moreover, the foreign investment environment was dramatically improved in
1998 by allowing foreigners to pursue hostile takeovers of domestic companies,
expanding the scope of foreign investment, liberalizing domestic real estate acquisition by
foreigners, and simplifying investment procedures. The introduction of trade credits was
liberalized in addition, to raise the foreign currency liquidity of domestic companies and
financial institutions, and restrictions on foreign asset sales by domestic firms and
financial institutions were eased.
The Bank of Korea also supported the restructuring of financial institutions and
facilitated the recovery of the real economy, while making varied endeavors to sustain
price and financial market stability.
After the second quarter of 1998, when the domestic foreign exchange market had
attained some degree of stability, the Bank sought to lower interest rates steadily in
consultation with the IMF, to prevent the real economy from sliding back into deep
recession. Owing to these efforts, the call rate, which had hovered above 20% per annum
until the first quarter, marked a steady decline to 6% by the end of the year and further to
4% by April 1999.
The Bank of Korea meanwhile purchased 2 trillion won in bonds issued by the NonPerforming Asset Resolution Fund in November 1997 to support the restructuring of
financial institutions. In December, with 14 merchant banking corporations having been
forced to exit the market, a total of 11.3 trillion won in special liquidity loans was
provided to financial institutions suffering liquidity crunch due to the freezing of the call
money extended to these insolvent corporations. In January 1998, the Bank purchased 6.5
trillion won in Deposit Insurance Fund Bonds, issued to meet the need for subrogated
payment of the deposits of merchant banking corporations whose licenses had been
revoked and to create funds for the recapitalization of Korea First Bank and Seoul Bank.
The Bank of Korea also raised its aggregate credit ceiling considerably to expand
support funds for SMEs suffering in the course of the restructuring process. The Bank
increased the ceiling by 1 trillion won in December 1997, and by another 1 trillion in
March 1998. It then raised the aggregate credit ceiling again by 2 trillion won in
September 1998, increasing the total ceiling to 7.6 trillion won. The interest rate on loans
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under the aggregate credit ceiling system was meanwhile reduced from 5.0% to 3.0%.
In December 1997, the monetary stance was further tightened in accordance with
the agreement with the IMF. The Bank broke away from the traditional dual intermediate
targets of M2 and MCT and adopted a monetary control approach, under which a
desirable level of M3 growth was first set, followed by the establishment of an indicative
limit for the corresponding rate of growth of reserve money. From the fourth quarter of
1998, however, based upon consultation with the IMF, the ceilings on the supply of
reserve money, which had been set as an indicative limit, were abolished to enhance
autonomy in monetary policy.
Meanwhile, the Bank of Korea began to set and announce an annual inflation target
in consultation with the government, in accordance with the revised Bank of Korea Act
that went into effect on April 1, 1998. The targets for 1998 and 1999 were set at 9±1% and
3±1%, respectively, based on the annual rate of increase in the Consumer Price Index.
The target for 2000 was set at 2.5±1%, based upon the rate of increase in the Consumer
Price Index, but price fluctuations of agricultural products other than grains and oil were
excluded.
On the back of these policy efforts, the Korean economy regained strength after
1999, as the financial and foreign exchange markets returned to stability, and the real
economy picked up at a rapid pace. In the financial market, the call rate was stabilized at
around 5%, and the interest rates for government
bonds and corporate bonds also fell substantially after
1999 and remained at between 7 to 9%. Stock prices
trended upward due to the rapid economic recovery
and low interest rates in 1999. The KOSPI had reached
a low of 280.0 on June 16, 1998, but surged to reach
1,059.0 by January 4, 2000. In the foreign exchange
market, the supply of foreign currency overtook the
demand for it, due to the sustained current account
surplus and massive inflows of foreign investment in
domestic stocks. The won/dollar exchange rate
| Transmission of telex for final
redemption payment of IMF credits
drawn down (Aug. 23, 2001)

therefore started to fall sharply in March 1998, and at
the end of 1998 the Korean won registered 1,204 won
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against the dollar, a 40.8% appreciation from the end of 1997.
Encouraged by improved exports and the recovery in consumption and investment,
the real economy, which had recorded negative growth of -5.7% in 1998, began to
rebound strongly in the first quarter of 1999, and expanded at a rate of about 10% until
2000. Due to the sluggishness in domestic demand and decline in imports, the current
account recorded a surplus in November 1997, and the surplus widened considerably to
40.4 billion dollars in 1998. Consumer price inflation rose to 7.5% in 1998, owing to the
rise in import prices stemming from the won's depreciation, but it rose only 0.8% in 1999
and 2.3% in 2000. The current account stayed positive and a greater volume of foreign
capital flowed in, pushing the foreign exchange reserves up to 96.2 billion dollars at the
end of 2000. Because the domestic financial and foreign exchange markets had stabilized
and the real economy picked up, Korea's sovereign credit rating was reinstated at
investment grade early in 1999. The nation's foreign payment capacity had improved so
markedly, moreover, that the outstanding IMF loans were fully repaid on August 23, 2001,
about three years earlier than scheduled.

4.6.4 Outbreak of Credit Card Crisis and Pursuit of
Financial Market Stabilization
As a part of its efforts to encourage consumption, which had contracted sharply after
the currency crisis, the government implemented a wide range of measures to promote
credit card transactions. During 1999, it eliminated the monthly ceiling on cash advance
services (700,000 won) and granted tax deductions on credit card use.
This policy spurred credit card companies into intense competition to expand their
networks of merchant stores and the numbers of their card members. From 1999 to 2002,
the number of credit cards outstanding surged from 39 million to 105 million, the assets
of credit card companies more than tripled, and the ratio of credit card transaction
volume to nominal GDP skyrocketed from 9.3% to 94.1%. In 2002, the ratio of cash loans
to households' disposable income rose substantially to 103.4%.
The management performances of credit card companies began to deteriorate as a
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result of the overheated competition and their propensity to focus on high-risk cash
loans. The delinquency ratio (over one month past due) of credit card assets moved
upwards from 2.6% at the end of 2001 to 6.6% at the end of 2002, and to 14.1% at the
end of 2003. The return on total assets of credit card companies plummeted from 4.6% in
2001 to -20.3% in 2003. Their deficits in 2003 were 1.7 times their 2002 year-end capital
(6 trillion won). Reckless use of cash loans by many credit card users caused the number
of credit defaulters to increase from 2.45 million people in 2001 to 2.64 million in 2002,
and 3.72 million in 2003.
Against this backdrop, the news of accounting fraud at SK Global on March 11, 2003
highlighted the concerns over non-performing credit card bonds, sparking a rush by
investors to demand for redemption of beneficiary certificates sold by investment trust
companies and bank trusts. When investment trust companies called for the payment of
maturing credit card bonds in the MMF market, credit card companies faced a risk of
default on obligations. Between March 11 and March 31, 27.2 trillion won was withdrawn
from investment trust companies, and the interest rate spread between three-year credit
card bonds rated AA- and three-year government bonds widened sharply from 95bp on
March 11 to 239bp on March 31. Moreover, the issuance of new credit card bonds and
circulation of outstanding card bonds issued froze up, throwing the credit card bond
market into chaos.
The government and the Bank of Korea took multi-pronged actions to prevent the
liquidity crisis of credit card companies from spilling over into the
entire financial system. On March
13, 2003, the Bank of Korea
announced the Financial Market
Stabilization Plan and provided
emergency assistance to supply
short-term liquidity of 2 trillion
won in repurchase agreements
(RPs). On March 17, it injected
| Announcement of financial market stabilization measures
(Mar. 13, 2003)

another 2 trillion won by outright
purchases of government bonds
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and early redemptions of Monetary Stabilization Bonds. On March 20, when the Iraq War
broke out, causing the spread of concerns throughout the financial market, the Bank
resolved to provide enough liquidity for the financial market and support SMEs in
emergency
On March 17, under the Comprehensive Plans for Credit Card Companies for
Financial Market Stabilization, the government postponed the deadline for meeting of the
maximum cash loan ratio requirement (50%) for credit card companies by one year, to
the end of 2004. Credit card companies were also forced to take intensive measures to
improve their financial standings, such as expanding their equity capitals through capital
increases by majority shareholders and discontinuing reckless sales practices. On April 3,
the Bank announced the Financial Market Stabilization Plan to Resolve Credit Problems
of Credit Card Companies and Investment Trust Companies. In accordance with this
plan, firstly, all credit card bonds (44.5 trillion won) held by banks, securities companies,
insurers and pension funds, as well as 50% of those held by investment trust companies,
were to be rolled over. Secondly, banks, insurers, and securities companies were to jointly
establish a fund worth 5.6 trillion won, exclusively for investment in credit card bonds.
The fund purchased 50% of the credit card bonds held by investment trust companies
maturing during the second quarter of 2003 (10.4 trillion won). Thirdly, majority
shareholders of credit card companies were recommended to invest a further 4.6 trillion
won to raise capital. Fourthly, credit card companies were required to rectify their overly
aggressive practices to attract new members, such as offering long-term interest-free
installment sales, excessive discount services and exemptions from annual membership
fees.
Spurred by these policy efforts, by the end of 2004 the delinquency ratio of credit
card companies had decreased from 14.1% a year earlier to 9.0%, while the return on
total assets had improved from -20.3% to -3.9% over this same timeframe, bolstering the
soundness and profitability of credit card companies and restoring stability in the
financial market.
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4.7

The Global Financial Crisis and
Proactive Policy Response (2004~2009)

T

he turmoil from the credit card crisis had largely dissipated by 2004, and the
financial market began to slowly turn around. Economic globalization had

continued at a rapid pace, however, in turn causing a substantial increase in the volume of
international capital flows. These higher flows coupled with steady advances in oil prices
and asset prices served to amplify the economic uncertainties at home and abroad. Amid
the elevated uncertainties, the global financial crisis in 2008 was a heavy shock to the
domestic financial market and real economy.
From 2001, real estate prices began to surge due to the widespread deregulation, the
increased liquidity at financial institutions, and the growing imbalances between supply
and demand in the housing market. The prices for apartments in the Seoul metropolitan
area soared 30.7% in 2002 and 24.1% in 2006. The government took a number of tough
measures to contain the sharp rise in housing prices, including the August 31 Measures in
2005 and the March 30 Measures and November 15 Measures in 2006. While imposing
tougher taxation on real estate, the government increased the housing supply and
tightened the standards on credit extension such as the debt-to-income (DTI) and loanto-value (LTV) ratios. The Bank of Korea also moved to stem the surge in real estate
prices. It raised its target call rate and the reserve requirement ratio against deposits, and
lowered the aggregate credit ceiling.
By the 2000s, economic globalization had led to a vastly increased volume of
international capital flows. Persistent interest in Korean equities by foreign investors
pushed foreign ownership of domestic stocks up to 43.9% by the end of July 2004. In the
bond market, foreign net buying of domestic bonds such as Treasury Bonds and
Monetary Stabilization Bonds increased to over 32 trillion won in 2007. Due to massive
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sales of forward foreign exchange contracts by export-oriented companies such as
shipbuilders after 2006, borrowings in foreign currency from domestic banks and
domestic branches of foreign banks rose considerably, suddenly increasing the country's
short-term external liabilities to 189.6 billion dollars as of end of September 2008. Since
foreign currency was being pumped into the domestic market, the Korean currency
continued to gain ground against the U.S. dollar, with the won/dollar exchange rate
falling to 902.2 won in November 2007. To resolve the imbalances between supply and
demand in the foreign exchange market, the government and the Bank of Korea
implemented multipronged measures including an increase in overseas investment by
residents and investigation into imbalances in the forward exchange market.
In 2008, a steep rise in delinquencies and foreclosures in the U.S. subprime mortgage
market led to extreme volatility in the international financial market, eventually forcing
Lehman Brothers into filing for bankruptcy. This spilled over to the rest of the world,
plunging the global financial system into severe shock and dealing a heavy blow to the
Korean economy. Volatility in the financial market increased, and the real economy
contracted sharply in tandem with tumbles in stock prices and the value of the Korean
won, as well as a big drop in gross domestic product. The government responded by
greatly increasing fiscal spending, while the Bank of Korea also took decisive steps to
address the crisis. Specifically, it lowered its policy rate from 5.25% to 2% and pumped
liquidity into the sectors suffering credit crunch. The Bank of Korea signed currency swap
agreements with central banks of major countries in a bid to stabilize the foreign
exchange market and poured foreign currency liquidity into the market to prevent the
foreign exchange market instability from spilling over into other areas. These efforts led to
positive GDP growth in the first quarter of 2009, after minus 4.5% growth in the fourth
quarter of 2008. Stock prices rebounded to their pre-crisis levels in ten months, and the
foreign exchange reserves rose to an all-time high of 273.7 billion dollars by the end of
January 2010, indicating that the nation had rapidly found its way out of the global
financial crisis.
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4.7.1 Stabilization Measures against Volatility in Asset
Prices and Exchange Rates
Surge in Real Estate Prices and Its Reasons
In the early 2000s, the deregulation and ample liquidity created by the real estate
market stimulus measures led to a new round of soaring housing prices. Prices rose 9.8%
in 2001 and 16.4% in 2002, but regained stability when the government announced the
October 29 Housing Market Stabilization Packages in 2003.
Real estate prices resumed their upward advance in 2005, however, when a sharp rise
in apartment prices in some areas of Seoul spread to the rest of the nation. In 2006,
housing sales prices nationwide rose 11.6%, and apartment prices in the Seoul
metropolitan area soared 24.1%. By 2007, tough housing market stabilization measures
intended to regulate housing loans and impose higher real estate taxes calmed the
property market down again. In early 2008, housing sales prices rise on expectations of
housing market deregulation, but then declined from October when the global financial
crisis gained strength.
In summary, from the early 2000s the main causes for the persistent instability in the
property market included the government's deregulation of the housing market, the
increase in housing loans, and imbalances between supply and demand in the housing
market. To stimulate the sluggish
economy after the late 1990s currency crisis, the government relaxed controls on the real estate
market in many areas after December 1998. This entailed revitalization of redevelopment and
reconstruction, exemption from
transfer income taxes, liberalization of pre-sale prices of apartment, and permission of resale of
| News report on housing boom (July 2, 2005, The Korea Times)

exclusive apartment purchase
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rights. With interest rates maintained at a low level, financial institutions were in
competition to extend mortgage loans. The supply of and demand for housing had been
upset by a substantial decline in the number of housing units under construction after a
spate of bankruptcies of construction companies due to the currency crisis. Since the
yields on housing sales greatly exceeded the yields on financial instruments such as bonds
and stocks, speculative demand for housing grew, leading to a vicious cycle of higher
prices and higher demand.
Instability in the property market had adverse effects such as distorting the
distribution of resources and increasing the costs of housing for the next generation. It
also raised concerns about economic recession caused by a decline in consumption and a
spike in non-performing household loans in the event of a sharp decrease in housing
prices.

Policy Efforts to Stabilize the Real Estate Market
With the instability in the real estate market becoming more serious in 2001, the
government put Housing Market Stabilization Plans in operation on several occasions. It
designated specific areas as speculation zones, for imposition of tighter restrictions on
real estate transactions, restricted the resale of exclusive apartment purchase rights,
pursued the development of new cities, and taxed property at its market price. After the
government's October 2003 announcement of the October 29 Housing Market Stabilization Package, to introduce a real estate transaction reporting system, impose heavy taxes
on multiple homeowners, and designate construction of new towns in the districts north
of the Han River (the Gangbuk area), the rise in housing prices slowed and prices then
started to move downward in 2004.
When real estate market instability recurred in 2005, the government introduced the
August 31 Property Policy Reform Plans to Stabilize the Housing Market and Curb
Property Speculation, and then the March 30 Comprehensive Property Policy as a followup measure in 2006. These anti-speculation policies included higher comprehensive real
estate tax and transfer income tax, and tighter housing lending requirements such as
lower LTV and DTI ratios. They also provided the foundation for a stable increase in the
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housing supply through the new town developments and the supply of state-financed
land, while expanding the scope of the price cap system for new apartments. The Bank of
Korea also tightened its monitoring of the property market, by investigating the actual
conditions of extension of mortgage loans jointly with the Financial Supervisory Service
in July 2005.
From the latter half of 2005, domestic banks began to trip over themselves in efforts
to become larger by lowering lending rates and eliminating lending charges and
commissions. The volume of household lending by commercial banks rose rapidly, and
especially so that of the mortgage loans. The Bank of Korea raised the target call rate to
pre-empt inflation and relieve the upward pressure on asset prices due to the nation's
ample liquidity. The target call rate was adjusted upward by 0.25 percentage points at a
time in October and December 2005 and February 2006 to raise it from 3.25% to 4.0%,
and then two more times in June and August 2006 to lift it to 4.5%.
Despite the Bank's increase in its target call rate, M2 growth exceeded 10% and the
yield spread between long- and short-term financial instruments narrowed. This caused
the flow of capital into highly liquid short-term investment options including money
market funds (MMF) to increase. Much of this floating capital seeking high returns found
its way into the equity market, propping up stock prices. Housing prices also quickly
resumed their upward trend from June 2006.
In response, the government announced the November 15 Property Market
Stabilization Measures, to boost the housing supply in the metropolitan area and limit
housing loans. In 2007 it introduced the January 11 Policy Reforms for Property Market
Stabilization and the January 31 Measures to Strengthen Roles of Public Sector for the
Housing Market Stabilization and Housing Welfare Improvement, which involved
imposing price caps on new apartments built by private companies, requiring disclosure
of builders' construction costs, and an increase in the long-term rental housing supply.
The Bank of Korea also took measures to address the rising liquidity and soaring real
estate prices, by raising banks' reserve requirement ratio against deposits and reducing its
aggregate credit ceiling. On December 23, 2006, the Bank raised the reserve requirement
ratio on short-term won currency deposits and foreign currency demand deposits from
5.0% to 7.0%. It also lowered the aggregate credit ceiling from 9.6 trillion won to 8 trillion
won in the first quarter of 2007, and then to 6.5 trillion won in the third quarter. As a
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result, interest rates in 2007 rose and the rate of increase in private credit decelerated,
which in turn diminished the upward pressures on asset prices and consumer prices.

Instability in Exchange Rates, and Stabilization Measures
With the liberalization of capital transactions and implementation of a Free Floating
Exchange Rate System since the currency crisis, foreign capital inflows and outflows were
considerably increased, mostly due to foreign investment in domestic stocks, Korean
investment in overseas securities, sales of forward foreign exchange contracts by
exporters, borrowings in foreign currency by foreign bank branches and domestic banks,
and investment in domestic bonds by foreign bank branches.
With overseas investors on a buying spree in the equity market, foreign ownership of
domestic stocks to total stock market capitalization increased to 43.9% by the end of July
2004, contrasting starkly with the 22.8% figure at the end of 1999. Individuals' investment
in overseas funds soared to 14.9 trillion won by the end of 2005, 32.6 trillion won by the
end of 2006, and 86.8 trillion won by the end of 2007.
In the foreign exchange market, there were mounting expectations that the won
would appreciate, given that the supply of foreign currency exceeded the supply of Korean
won as a result of the continued surplus in the current account since 2006. As the
situation became more extreme, exporters such as shipbuilding and heavy industrial
companies sold massive volumes of forward foreign exchange contracts to hedge their
foreign exchange risk, and banks sold spot exchange contracts to adjust their resulting
positions, causing downward pressures on the spot exchange rates to mount. The
won/dollar exchange rate had been stable for some time at around 1,020 won in 2005, but
then began to move downward in 2006 and reached 902.2 won on November 2, 2007.
The demand for foreign currency funds increased due to banks' position adjustment
and foreign currency loans, causing foreign currency borrowings to continue to increase.
Short-term external debt as of end of 2006 totaled 113.7 billion dollars, substantially
higher than the 65.9 billion dollars at the end of 2005, and reached 189.6 billion dollars by
the end of September 2008. The percentage of short-term in total external debt climbed to
43.7% by the end of September 2008, from 35.1% at the end of 2005. To alleviate the
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excess supply of foreign currency, the government made three amendments to the Foreign
Exchange Transactions Regulations in 2006, to abolish limitations on overseas investment
by residents, relax restrictions on acquisition of overseas residential real estate, eliminate
limitations on the scope of overseas securities eligible for investment by retail investors,
and raise the investment ceiling for overseas funds.
In the bond market, incentives for interest arbitrage transactions remained, and
foreigners and foreign bank branches considerably increased their holdings of bonds,
especially government bonds and Monetary Stabilization Bonds. Foreign net buying of
bonds soared from only 1.3 trillion won in 2006 to 32.3 trillion in 2007.
In a drive to curb the increase in short-term external debt mainly found in foreign
bank branches, the government in July 2007 lowered the limit for recognizing the interest
on borrowings of foreign bank branches paid to their head offices as losses under the
corporate tax law to three times their capital stock from six times. In August 2007, the
Bank of Korea also limited the foreign exchange banks' extension of foreign currency
loans to residents to two cases: funds for genuine business purposes in the overseas
market and the facilities investment by manufacturers. In November 2007, the Bank of
Korea and the Financial Supervisory Service jointly investigated imbalances in the
forward exchange market. The rapid outflows of foreigners' equity investment funds and
foreign currency borrowings of financial institutions during the global financial crisis,
however, amplified volatility in the foreign exchange market.

4.7.2 The Global Financial Crisis and its Ramifications
In the aftermath of the bursting of the worldwide dot-com bubble in the early 2000s,
interest rates were kept at low levels around the world. This enabled the global economy
to show high growth. However, the maintaining of interest rates at low levels for such a
prolonged period of time resulted in excessive liquidity in the global markets, which
ultimately invited a surge in real estate prices. In the U.S., the volume of subprime
mortgage loans and financial derivatives based thereon increased greatly, posing growing
potential risk to the economy.
It was against this backdrop that the Federal Reserve raised interest rates to pre-empt
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inflationary pressure. This caused
real estate prices to begin declining in 2006, and the rate of subprime mortgage delinquencies
began to increase. The severe
slump in the U.S. real estate market soon spilled over into the
financial market through the securitization process such as mortgage-backed securities (MBSs)
| Lehman Brothers files for bankruptcy protection (Sep. 14, 2008)

and collateralized debt obligations (CDOs). In the interna-

tional financial market, major credit rating agencies including S&P, Moody's and Fitch
continued to downgrade the ratings of subprime mortgage-backed financial instruments,
while a series of reports came out announcing big losses of huge hedge funds owned by
major investment banks such as Goldman Sachs and Citigroup. On September 14, 2008,
when Lehman Brothers, one of the top four U.S. investment banks, eventually filed for
bankruptcy protection, the financial instability triggered by the subprime mortgage
delinquencies spread throughout the entire global financial industry.
Immediately after Lehman Brothers' filing, investors panicked in a flight to quality
and scrambled to raise liquidity, exacerbating the credit crunch in the global financial
market. Corporate bond spreads in advanced countries widened markedly and stock
prices crashed. The spreads between 10-year BBB-rated corporate bonds and government
bonds in the U.S. and the euro zone were 263bp and 236bp, respectively, on September
14, 2008, but shot up to 441bp and 537bp respectively by the end of 2008. The U.S. Dow
Jones Industrial Average plummeted to 8,860 at the end of 2008, down 23% from 11,422
immediately before the collapse of Lehman Brothers. Stock prices in Japan and Europe
plunged 28% and 24% respectively over the same period. Stock prices and currency
values of emerging markets also went into nose dives, as financial institutions of advanced
countries quickly retrieved their investments from emerging economies. The global
financial crisis soon affected the real economy, bringing about a severe economic slump
in developed countries and a slowdown in emerging markets.
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The domestic Korean financial market was no
exception and also became very volatile in the aftermath of the Lehman Brothers bankruptcy. Deepening
concerns over credit risk caused corporate bond yields
to rise steeply. The spread between three-year corporate
bonds rated AA- and three-year government bonds
| Korean Stock Price Index falls to 939
(Oct. 24, 2008)

widened to 465bp on December 10, the widest since the
1997 currency crisis. The Korea Composite Stock Price
Index, which had been hovering around 1,400 immediately before the Lehman crisis, plunged to 939 on
October 24, 2008 when stock markets all around the
world also headed lower and foreign investors scrambled to sell domestic stocks. In the foreign exchange
market, the Korean won began to fall precipitously in
mid-September 2008 due to the outflows of foreign investment from domestic securities and deteriorating
foreign currency borrowing conditions. By November
24 it had fallen 26% from early September, to close at

| KRW/USD exchange rate registers
1,513 won per dollar (Nov. 24, 2008)

1,513 to the dollar.
The domestic real economy also contracted

substantially. The quarter-on-quarter real GDP growth rate plummeted to -4.5% in the
fourth quarter from 0.1% in the third. Quarter-on-quarter private consumption growth
declined substantially to -4.5% in the fourth quarter after recording 0.1% in the third
quarter. Quarter-on-quarter capital investment growth was likewise also down sharply. It
plummeted to -13.9% in the fourth quarter from -1.0% in the third. Quarter-on-quarter
total export growth fell to -8.9% in the fourth quarter from -0.1% in the third.

4.7.3 Proactive Monetary and Fiscal Policy Response
Prevention of Demand Shrinkage, and Liquidity Supply for
Sectors Suffering Credit Crunch
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In response to the tightness in the money market
and weak demand stemming from the global financial
crisis, the Bank of Korea made six cuts in its base rate
between October 2008 and February 2009 to slash it
from 5.25% to 2.0%, the lowest level since May 1999,
when the policy rate target began to be announced.
The Bank injected a huge volume of liquidity, in
anticipation of overall deteriorating financial health in
all economic sectors. It bought back 700 billion won in
Monetary Stabilization Bonds on October 23, 2008 and
| News report on Bank of Korea’s Base
Rate reduction (Oct. 28, 2008,
JoongAng Daily)

purchased 1 trillion won in government bonds from
financial institutions on November 19. It pumped

about 8.3 trillion won into securities companies to address their liquidity problems, and
about 5 trillion won under repurchase agreements into the market for credit bonds such
as CDs and bank debentures from October 2008. To help small and medium-sized
enterprises improve their balance sheets, the Bank raised its aggregate credit ceiling from
6.5 trillion won to 9 trillion won in November 2008, and increased it again to 10 trillion
won on March 23 2009. It also supplied 2 trillion won in funds under repurchase
agreements in December 2008, as part of its efforts to provide a maximum of 5 trillion
won to the Bond Market Stabilization Fund that was established primarily by the Korea
Development Bank and bond investment companies.
The Bank of Korea not only increased the liquidity supply; it also established more
channels and means of providing liquidity. Open market operations had previously
involved only transactions in government bonds, government-guaranteed bonds, and
Monetary Stabilization Bonds, but in November and December 2008 this list of eligible
collateral was expanded to include bank bonds, some special bonds, and mortgagebacked securities (MBS) of the Korea Housing Finance Corporation. In addition, 12
securities companies were temporarily permitted to engage in RP transactions starting
from December 2008, along with previously eligible counterparties -- the 19 banks, one
securities company, and the Korea Securities Finance Corporation.
In the meantime, the government pressed ahead with the expansion of fiscal
spending and tax cuts to prevent excessive economic contraction. It also drew up a
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supplementary budget on November 3, 2008, to spend about 10 trillion won specifically
to stimulate the provincial economies; subsidize small and medium-sized enterprises in
the provinces, self-employed people, and farmers and fishermen; support the welfare of
low-income earners; and address youth unemployment. It made up the largest ever
supplementary budget of 28.9 trillion won on March 23, 2009, and spent a total of 17.2
trillion won.
The government also implemented tax cuts totaling 4.8 trillion won by expanding
the temporary investment tax credits and reducing the excise tax on automobiles.
Including the tax breaks on individual income and corporate taxes implemented in June
and September 2008, the volume of tax cuts indirectly and directly associated with the
response to the global financial crisis totaled 23.6 trillion won. The government also
frontloaded budget spending for greater anti-cyclical effects. On the basis of working
expenses, 64.8% of the annual budget was disbursed in the first half of 2009.
The government also incentivized financial institutions to put temporarily cashstrapped small and medium-sized enterprises on the Fast Track Program for SMEs. This
initiative financed 182 companies with 3.086 trillion won over two months immediately
following the Lehman Brothers bankruptcy. Furthermore, the guarantee ceiling for the
Korea Credit Guarantee Fund, the Korea Technology Credit Guarantee Fund, and the
Regional Credit Guarantee Foundation was increased by 4 trillion won.

Strengthening Financial Institutions’ Lending Capability
The government and the Bank of Korea also endeavored to increase financial
institutions' capability to extend credit. The government made new investment totaling
about 8.7 trillion won in the Korea Development Bank, Industrial Bank of Korea, and the
Export-Import Bank of Korea, on November 13, 2008 and March 23, 2009, to finance
export and import companies and SMEs. The Bank of Korea paid a total of 500.2 billion
won in interest on reserves on December 11, 2008.
On December 18, 2008, the government announced a plan to establish the Bank
Recapitalization Fund amounting to a total of 20 trillion won. The Bank of Korea decided
to invest up to 10 trillion won in the fund and financed 3.3 trillion won for the KDB in
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the form of a loan on March 31, 2009.

Restoring Stability in the Foreign Exchange Market
Domestic foreign currency liquidity deteriorated rapidly after the Lehman crisis as it
became difficult to raise foreign currency funds and foreign investors started to retrieve
their investment funds. The government and the Bank of Korea accordingly moved to
stabilize the foreign exchange market. The Bank of Korea signed a 30 billion dollar
currency swap agreement with the U.S. Federal Reserve on October 30, 2008, and a 180
billion yuan currency swap arrangement with the People's Bank of China on December
12, 2008. The Bank also increased the maximum amount of its won/yen swap
arrangement with the Bank of Japan, from 3 billion to 20 billion dollars. These currency
swap agreements with major countries relieved concerns about the shortage of foreign
currency liquidity and soon brought stability back to the foreign exchange market.
From October 21, 2008 through December 16, the Bank of Korea directed 10.27
billion dollars into the foreign exchange market through seven competitive swap auctions.
It also loaned banks 16.35 billion dollars with the proceeds of its currency swaps with the
Federal Reserve, by means of competitive bidding, on five occasions from December 2,
2008 through January 20, 2009.
The government, for its
part, used the Foreign Exchange
Stabilization Fund to supply a
total of 15.2 billion dollars of foreign currency funds to the foreign exchange market during the
fourth quarter. On October 19,
2008, the government introduced
the Foreign Liability Guarantee
Scheme, under which it was to
| News report on Korea-US currency swap agreement (Oct. 30, 2008,
The Korea Herald)

provide payment guarantees for
up to three years, within the limit
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of 100 billion dollars, on foreign liabilities entered into by 18 domestic banks by the end
of June 2009.

Domestic Economic Recovery since the Financial Crisis
The Korean economy emerged strongly from the global financial crisis, on the back
of the aggressive policy responses of the government and the Bank of Korea.
The quarter-on-quarter GDP growth rate rebounded from -4.5% in the fourth
quarter of 2008 to 0.2% in the first quarter of 2009, 2.4% in the second quarter, and 3.2%
in the third quarter.
In the financial market, the yield on corporate bonds, which had risen to 9% on
November 28, 2008, fell to around 5% from the second quarter of 2009. The Korea
Composite Stock Price Index bottomed out and began a strong advance in March 2009, on
strong foreign buying, and regained 1,400, the pre-Lehman level, in May 2009.
In the foreign exchange market, the won/dollar exchange rate quickly regained
stability as the foreign currency liquidity of financial institutions improved greatly after
March 2009. The won strengthened and the won/dollar rate fell back below 1,200 in
September 2009, on the strength of the current account surplus and inflows of foreign
funds to the securities market. The credit default swap (CDS) premium on Foreign
Exchange Stabilization Fund
Bonds, which had soared to
465bp in early 2009, fell to a reasonable level of 100bp after September 2009, indicating considerable improvement in foreign
borrowing conditions for domestic financial institutions. The
nation's foreign exchange reserves
rose sharply and reached 270
| News report on Korea’s recovery from financial crisis (Nov. 20,
2009, JoongAng Daily)

billion dollars by the end of 2009.
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5.1

Expected Changes in Domestic and
Global Economies
5.1.1 External Economic Environment
Before the onset of the global financial crisis, governments around the world were
generally shifting away from intervention in the market. In the interests of maximizing
economic dynamism, they sought to unleash the market mechanism and to ease or lift
regulations of all kinds, permitting economic agents much greater autonomy and
sweeping opportunities to apply their full creativity. Before the crisis, a financial crisis was
seen as primarily the result of the failed economic policies of an individual country. Three
Northern European countries (Sweden, Norway and Finland) each experienced a
financial crisis in the early 1990s, followed by Mexico, Argentina, Asian countries and
Russia, among others, but none of these crises prompted efforts to devise a new global
economic order.
When the US subprime meltdown spilled over into the global credit market and
brought the global financial system to the brink of collapse, however, the need for
fundamental transformation of the economic paradigm became undeniable. Above all
else, there was a growing consensus that the government and central bank should still
retain crucial roles and responsibilities in maintaining the soundness of financial
institutions and stability of the financial market. As the failure of supervision and
oversight to prevent excessive risk-taking by financial institutions has been cited as one
major cause of the global financial crisis, many countries around the world are now
shifting back toward regulatory tightening and away from deregulation. Governments
have stepped up their intervention in financial institutions, by imposing more rigorous
capital requirements on them and regulating compensation for their executives and
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employees. They are also seeking ways to establish a framework for international
cooperation in accounting practices and bankruptcy proceedings, which have
traditionally been handled by each country independently. On the one hand, these
changes in policy are expected to successfully prevent excessive risk-taking and leverage
expansion by financial institutions, so as to reduce the probability of another financial
crisis. On the other hand, some argue that such changes threaten to undermine financial
institutions’ function of supplying funds.
In major advanced economies, more rigorous regulation on financial institutions
and the restructuring of the financial supervisory systems are presently at the center of
discussion. Since the nationalization of Northern Rock Bank in the U.K., the Bank of
England has been accorded more effective tools to stabilize the financial markets, and a
major overhaul of the nation’s financial supervisory system itself is being attempted.
Other countries including the U.S., Germany, France and Belgium are discussing
explicitly the possibilities of bolstering the supervisory functions of their central banks, by
amending their legislation on the central bank and financial supervision.
The global financial crisis has also led to changes in the dynamics of the

| BOK International Conference in 2010
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international economy. It was traditionally major advanced countries including the G7
that had discussed issues concerning the global economy and mapped out
countermeasures as needed. The global financial meltdown, however, expanded the
platform for discussion on global agendas to the G-20, in recognition of the tremendous
economic growth of emerging markets and the indispensible need for their cooperation
in resolving the global financial crisis. By 2000, industrialized countries including the U.S.
had been recording heavy current account deficits, while the foreign reserves of emerging
market economies were soaring sharply to increase their influence in the global financial
market. As it is now widely recognized, in the wake of the global financial crisis, that the
imbalanced growth characterized by chronic current account deficits in advanced
countries is no longer sustainable, emerging markets are called upon to make a greater
contribution to sustainable global economic growth.
Amid the global imbalances that had prevailed before the financial crisis, the U.S.
dollar was firmly ensconced in its status as the dominant currency against which all other
currencies were measured, and the U.S. provided liquidity to the global financial market.
In the process of weathering the financial crisis, however, the world began to debate the
U.S. dollar’s continued use as a key currency and discussed a new international monetary
system. Some countries and financial institutions, including notably the International
Monetary Fund (IMF), have been relatively quick to embrace the reshaping of the
international monetary order. For instance, there has been debate concerning the
establishment of a world central bank, as once advocated by Keynes, a stronger IMF
mandate, and improvement of the SDR system. Conflicts of interest among countries are
naturally expected, however, which will make the effort to reach agreement on this issue a
rather prolonged affair.
Immediately after the global financial crisis, foreign investors pulled their funds out
of emerging markets, causing them to experience extreme volatility in their financial and
foreign exchange markets. This gave rise to the necessity for restrictions on international
capital flows. Before the financial crisis, capital controls were deemed inimical to the
growth of the global economy. After having experienced the turmoil, however, a new
worldwide view has now set in. To wit, those tough regulations on excessive inflows and
outflows of foreign capital would be conducive to stabilization of the global financial
markets. Action plans in this regard are now presently under careful review.
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Countries worldwide have implemented unprecedented measures to prevent the real
economies from contracting excessively in the aftermath of the global financial crisis. In
consideration of the anticipated shockwaves of bankruptcies of financial institutions,
governments around the globe have acquired and nationalized insolvent financial
institutions, or bailed out some industries, including the auto industries, which are major
employers. Central banks have slashed interest rates and taken unparalleled deregulatory
measures with regard to the size, beneficiaries, and conditions of liquidity supply. As a
result of the aggressive policy responses, the global economy has indeed shown indications
of a gradual recovery since the second half of 2009. However, these extreme measures have
also undermined fiscal soundness and led to a considerable increase in liquidity.
Governments are therefore searching for an appropriate exit strategy that will allow them
to eventually resume their pre-crisis fiscal and monetary policies within a framework of
international cooperation and in consideration of their own economic conditions.
As there have been increasingly vociferous calls for reflection on the reckless pursuit
of economic growth at the expense of the environment, governments are also shifting
decisively towards eco-friendly economic growth. Emerging markets including China, as
well as advanced countries, have tightened their environmental regulations when drawing
up countermeasures against global warming and climate change. After 2012, when the
first commitment period under the Kyoto Protocol expires after entering into force in
2005, the number of countries obliged to reduce greenhouse gases (so-called “Annex I
nations”) is expected to increase, and emission regulations are likely to become more
stringent. To be sure, tougher environmental regulation may act as a nontariff barrier to
trade, but it may also create new demand for products and services for environmentally
conscious consumers. Numerous countries have responded by gearing up for Green
Growth as their new drivers of economic development, and businesses are increasingly
required to assume environmental social responsibility.
The world economy is projected to emerge from the global financial crisis and
continue to improve. The demand for resources is hence likely to continue to increase,
particularly in emerging markets such as China and India. This will fuel international
competition over resources. With the World Trade Organization (WTO) multilateral
trade negotiations in stalemate now, an increasing number of bilateral free trade
agreements (FTAs) will likely be concluded with resource-rich countries.
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5.1.2 Domestic Economic Environment
Despite the ongoing recovery of the global economy, the Korean economy is forecast
to pick up at a slower rate than pre-crisis pace, due to increased vigilance as to credit risk
on the parts of financial institutions, and more stringent financial regulation on the parts
of governments around the globe. Furthermore, the full-scale movement towards
correcting the global imbalances is naturally expected to weigh heavily on the nation’s
exports. From the medium- and long-term perspectives, fundamental demographic
changes stemming from the low birth rate and societal ageing will reduce the labor
supply, which in turn threatens to undermine the long-term growth potential. These
problems highlight the need for establishing new drivers of sustainable economic growth,
which will become a top priority in economic policy in general.
The efforts to reshape the central bank system and financial supervisory system,
which are underway in major industrialized countries, will almost certainly affect Korea
as well. Of particular note, if the U.K. financial supervisory system is restructured as
proposed, the ramifications will be considerable. The separation between monetary policy
and supervisory policy in 1998, with amendment of the Bank of Korea Act, and the
launch of a consolidated supervisory agency was modeled on the U.K. case. The Bank of
Korea made a considerable contribution to stabilization of the financial system during the
recent crisis, by slashing interest rates and actively injecting liquidity. Given the widelyshared consensus that the Bank of Korea’s function of ensuring financial stability is
essential to the nation’s sustainable economic growth, the Bank will play increasingly
pivotal roles in preventing and responding to financial crises in the future.
As the more stringent financial regulations to prevent recurrence of global financial
crisis, under discussion primarily among the G-20 nations, are taking concrete shape, the
domestic financial market and financial industry will also inevitably undergo
considerable change. Given the worldwide movement towards toughening of regulatory
capital requirements for financial institutions, either the ways by which financial
institutions raise and manage funds or their governance structures may change.
Meanwhile, in the course of restructuring financial institutions after the currency crisis,
the number of financial institutions dealing in microloans to low-income households was
substantially reduced, increasing the dependency of small businesses and the self-
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employed on private lenders. The improvement in the general public’s access to financial
services mainly through microfinance is expected to be a key policy agendum.
In the process of overcoming the global financial crisis, Korea, a G-20 member
country, has led the discussion on the new world economic order along with other major
economies. Korea has been exerting leadership as the chair and host of the G-20 Seoul
Summit 2010, and has participated in the development of international standards as a
member country of the Financial Stability Board (FSB) as well as the Basel Committee on
Banking Supervision (BCBS) and the Committee on Payment and Settlement Systems
(CPSS) of the Bank for International Settlements (BIS). The international pressure on
Korea to assume its responsibilities and engage in cooperation is expected to mount in
accordance with its greater influence in the international community.

| G-20 Meeting of Finance Ministers and Central Bank Governors (Apr. 22-23, 2010)
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5.2

The Future Trajectory and Challenges of
the Bank of Korea

A

s of the first half of 2010, the world economy is positioned to gradually emerge
from the global financial shock. Emerging markets such as China remain in a

strong position, and the economies of industrialized countries including the U.S. also
show clear signs of a rebound. Nonetheless, the uncertainty in the global economy
remains high. In advanced countries including the U.S., financial institutions are
extending less and less credit to the retail banking sector, and the residential real estate
market, which was at the epicenter of the subprime mortgage crisis, remains weak. Some
countries in the euro area have taken a great deal of time to tackle their fiscal problems,
and this will likely cause disturbances in the global financial markets. Meanwhile, in the
process of seeking a new global financial regime, fundamental changes in international
capital flows may take place. This requires Korea to make sterling efforts to deal with the
continued fallout from the financial crisis and prepare for the post-crisis strategies to
ensure sustainable growth.
In executing its monetary and credit policies, the Bank of Korea faces the challenges
of overcoming the crisis in an environment of persistent uncertainty. The Bank is tasked
with preventing the adverse effects of unusually low interest rates and maintaining the
growth engine of the national economy which is emerging from the crisis. At this critical
time, the Bank must commit itself to performing its duties and responsibilities to
contribute to the sound advancement of the national economy, not only through
promoting price stability but also financial stability, which underpins the former.
Without public confidence, the monetary and credit policies of the Bank of Korea
cannot achieve their intended results. Public confidence is by no means a given, however;
it must be earned when the Bank strives its utmost efforts to promote sound development
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of the national economy. The Bank of Korea should be able to minimize uncertainties and
proactively present policy directives through precise analysis of economic conditions,
without compromising its vigilance on price stability and financial stability, so as to help
all economic agents including households, businesses and the government make truly
informed and rational decisions.
To that end, the following efforts need to be made.
First, research capabilities must be bolstered. Precise assessment of economic
conditions, highly reliable economic forecast, and exhaustive analysis of policy effects are
indispensable for the Bank to promote price stability and financial stability through
monetary and credit policy. The Bank of Korea needs to continuously overhaul and
enhance its economic forecasting models, to perform microeconomic analysis on each
economic sector. The Bank should also develop new statistics, to better reflect changes in
economic conditions, while continuing to improve its existing ones.
The Bank of Korea needs to engage in exhaustive research and analysis to develop
policy alternatives for addressing the main challenges facing the Korean economy,
including the global imbalances, a low national birth rate and population ageing. It
should strive to incorporate them into government policy, thereby assuming a more
important role as policy adviser to the government.
Second, the function of macroprudential policy should be strengthened. Since the
crisis, central banks are being held more accountable for financial stability. To effectively
execute macroprudential policy in coordination with the worldwide efforts, continuous
monitoring of the systematically important financial institutions, markets, and
instruments should on the one hand be reinforced. On the other hand, more
sophisticated and advanced analytical methodologies should be applied, in such a way by
which potential risk in any certain economic sector can be effectively assessed from a
system-wide perspective.
Furthermore, the Bank must continue its efforts to ensure the efficiency and stability
of the payment and settlement system. Given that the Bank of Korea Financial Wire
Network System(BOK-Wire+) is the clearinghouse for all payment and settlement
systems nationwide, the Bank should work to ensure efficient and secure payment and
settlement system operation, through real-time monitoring and oversight of the payment
and settlement networks operated by private institutions as well as the BOK-Wire+.
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In view of monetary and credit policy operations, the movements of liquidity
indicators deserve especially close attention, and the liquidity management capability
should be reinforced in the medium and long term. For this purpose, the Bank of Korea
should step up its efforts to improve monetary policy operation approaches and develop
new policy instruments, by for instance arranging other quantitative liquidity adjustment
facilities than the existing policy rate.
Third, there should be more serious outreach to escalate international cooperation.
Based upon its experience of overcoming both the late 1990s currency crisis and the
recent global financial crisis, the Bank should maintain closer cooperative ties with
international financial organizations and other central banks. This renders the successful
hosting of the G-20 Seoul Summit 2010 and the Meeting of Finance Ministers and
Central Bank Governors absolutely essential. The Bank also needs to reinforce its
cooperative relations with regional central banks, in the same manner as its participation
in raising a common fund under the Chiang Mai Initiative Multilateralization (CMIM)
deal.
The Bank of Korea is in a position to speak for emerging market economies at major
international cooperative organizations such as the G-20, the Financial Stability Board
(FSB), the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS), and the Committee on
Payment and Settlement Systems (CPSS). It should hence actively participate in the
discussions debating a new international financial order, in order to play a leading role in
drawing conclusions advocated by both developed countries and emerging market
economies.
Fourth, communication with the markets needs to be bolstered. The effectiveness of
its monetary policies depends on the degree of confidence that financial market
participants and the general public place in the Bank of Korea. Thus, a high level of
transparency in the formulation and execution of its policies should be ensured, and the
Bank must maintain close communication with the markets.
The Bank of Korea is also required to put every effort into helping the general public
better understand economic environment. The effectiveness of all economic policies
including monetary policy is predicated on people’s rational economic decisions and
activities. Bearing this in mind, the Bank should expand and substantiate its delivery of
economic education to help the public accurately understand economic conditions in all
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their complexity.
Fifth, strong and sound cooperative relations with the government must be
maintained. The Bank should work to coordinate its monetary policy with the
government’s economic policy without compromising price stability, as set forth in the
Bank of Korea Act. It is all the more incumbent upon the Bank to maintain close
cooperation with the government because monetary policy is inseparable from foreign
exchange policy. Cooperation with the government and supervisory authorities is also
essential in order for the central bank to perform its function of ensuring financial
stability, to which far greater importance has grown since the global financial crisis.
Last but not the least, the Bank’s managerial efficiency should be improved. Wellthought-out organizational and personnel management are vital to attaining the
imperatives and visions of the Bank of Korea. The organization needs to become more
agile and put in to place a rapid decision-making system, to respond to the expected
changes in the domestic and global economy in a proactive and timely fashion.
Knowledge resources accumulated in the course of actual conduct of monetary policy
should be centrally managed in order to facilitate information sharing.
Efforts to maintain outstanding human resources need to be redoubled. More
channels for the recruitment of competent specialists should be established, and
employees should undergo continued training and education to develop their expertise
and capabilities. Similarly, academic exchange and joint research with external
organizations such as foreign central banks should be stepped up.
In addressing these tasks and challenges, the employees of the Bank of Korea must
marshal their wisdom and efforts as shown by the spirit and labors of their predecessors,
who laid the groundwork for establishment of a central bank in a new country under the
worst of conditions 60 years ago.
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A. Former Governors

01

02

03

04

Yong Suh Koo

Yoo Taik Kim

Chin Hyung Kim

Eui Hwan Pai

(June 1950~Dec. 1951)

(Dec. 1951~Dec. 1956)

(Dec. 1956~May 1960)

(June 1960~Sep. 1960)
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1st~8th

05

06

07

08

Ye Yong Chun

Chang Soon Yoo

Pyong Do Min

Jungwhan Rhi

(Sep. 1960~May 1961)

(May 1961~May 1962)

(May 1962~June 1963)

(June 1963~Dec. 1963)
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09

10

11

12

Se Ryun Kim

Jin Soo Suh

Sung Whan Kim

Byonghyun Shin

(Dec. 1963~Dec. 1967)

(Dec. 1967~May 1970)

(May 1970~May 1978)

(May 1978~July 1980)
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9th~16th

13

14

15

16

Joon Sung Kim

Yeung-Ki Hah

Chang Nak Choi

Sung Sang Park

(July 1980~Jan. 1982)

(Jan. 1982~Oct. 1983)

(Oct. 1983~Jan. 1986)

(Jan. 1986~Mar. 1988)
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17

18

19

20

Kun Kim

Cho Soon

Myung Ho Kim

Kyung Shik Lee

(Mar. 1988~Mar. 1992)

(Mar. 1992~Mar. 1993)

(Mar. 1993~Aug. 1995)

(Aug. 1995~Mar. 1998)
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17th~24th

21

22

23

24

Chol-Hwan Chon

Seung Park

Seongtae Lee

Choongsoo Kim

(Mar. 1998~Mar. 2002)

(Apr. 2002~Mar. 2006)

(Apr. 2006~Mar. 2010)

(Apr. 2010~ )
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B. Members of the Monetary Policy Committee,
Executive Officers and Auditor

Members of the Monetary Policy Committee
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Kim, Dae Sik
Member

Choi, Dosoung
Member

Kang, Myung Hun
Member

Lee, Ju Yeol
Member

Lim, Seungtae
Member
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Executive Officers and Auditor
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Kim, Choongsoo
Governor

Lee, Ju Yeol
Senior Deputy Governor

Kang, Tai Hyuk
Auditor

Kim, Jae-Chun
Deputy Governor

Jang, Byung-Wha
Deputy Governor

Lee, Kwang-June
Deputy Governor

Jang, Seh Geun
Deputy Governor
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Deputy Governor
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C. The Bank of Korea Act

Law No. 138 Promulgated on May 5, 1950
Amended by Law No. 1074 Promulgated on May 24,
1962
Law No. 1556 Promulgated on Dec. 16, 1963
Law No. 2042 Promulgated on Jul. 25, 1968
Law No. 3035 Promulgated on Dec. 30, 1977
Law No. 3624 Promulgated on Dec. 31, 1982
Wholly amended by Law No. 5491 Promulgated on
Dec. 31, 1997
Amended by Law No. 6018 Promulgated on Sep. 7,
1999
(National Agricultural Cooperative Federation Act)
Law No. 6256 Promulgated on Jan. 28, 2000
(National Federation of Fisheries Cooperatives Act)
Law No. 6274 Promulgated on Oct. 23, 2000
(Financial Holding Companies Act)
Law No. 6429 Promulgated on Mar. 28, 2001
(Mutual Savings and Finance Companies Act)
Law No. 6836 Promulgated on Dec. 30, 2002
(National Treasury Management Act)
Law No. 6971 Promulgated on Sep. 3, 2003
Law No. 8050 Promulgated on Oct. 4, 2006
(National Fiscal Management Act)
Law No. 8852 Promulgated on Feb. 29, 2008
(Government Organization Act)
Law No. 8863 Promulgated on Feb. 29, 2008
(Act on the Establishment, etc. of the Financial Services
Commission)

Chapter I. General Provisions

efficient monetary and credit policies.

Article 2 (Juridical Person)
The Bank of Korea shall be a special juridical person
having no capital.

Article 3 (Neutrality of the Bank of Korea)
The monetary and credit policies of the Bank of
Korea shall be formulated neutrally and implemented
autonomously and the independence of the Bank of
Korea shall be respected.

Article 4 (Harmonization with Government
Policy, etc)
(1) The monetary and credit policies of the Bank of
Korea shall be carried out in harmony with the
economic policy of the Government insofar as
this does not impeding the price stabilization.
(2) In implementing monetary and credit policies,
the Bank of Korea shall value the market
mechanism.

Article 5 (The Bank of Korea’s Operation for the
Public Interest and Transparency)
The Bank of Korea shall make efforts to secure the
public interest and transparency in the conduct of its
business and management of its operations.

Article 6 (Setting of the Operational Direction for
Monetary and Credit Policies)
(1) The Bank of Korea shall set a price stability target
in consultation with the Government.
(2) The Bank of Korea shall set and publish the
operational direction for monetary and credit
policies every year.
(3) The Bank of Korea shall do its best to achieve the
price stability target as provided for in Paragraph
(1).

Article 7 (Offices)
Article 1 (Purpose)
The purpose of this Act shall be to establish the Bank
of Korea and to contribute to the sound development
of the national economy by pursuing price stability
through the formulation and implementation of

The Bank of Korea shall have its main office in the
City of Seoul and may, when it deems necessary for
the performance of its business, maintain branch
offices and agencies as prescribed by its Articles of
Incorporation.
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Article 8 (Articles of Incorporation)
(1) The Articles of Incorporation of the Bank of
Korea shall specify matters as prescribed in the
following Clauses:
1. Purpose;
2. Name;
3. Matters concerning its main office, branch
offices and gencies;
4. Matters concerning the executive officers and
employees;
5. Matters concerning business and the conduct
thereof;
6. Matters concerning the budget and accounting;
7. Methods of public announcement and
publication; and
8. Matters as prescribed by the Presidential
Decree.
(2) The Bank of Korea may amend its Articles of
Incorporation upon the deliberation and decision
of the Monetary Policy Committee in accordance
with the provisions of Article 12.

Article 9 (Registration)
(1) The Bank of Korea shall register as prescribed by
the Presidential Decree.
(2) The Bank of Korea shall be duly established upon
the completion of registration at the location of
the main office.
(3) No disputes shall be entered into with third
parties concerning matters which are subject to
registration until after such registration.

Article 10 (Prohibition of Use of Similar Name)
No juridical or natural person other than the Bank of
Korea shall use as its name, “The Bank of Korea” or
any other similar name.

Article 11 (Scope of Banking Institutions)
(1) The term “banking institutions” in this Act means
banking institutions referred to in Article 2 of the
Banking Act and bank holding companies
referred to in the Financial Holding Companies
Act.
(2) The credit and banking sectors of the National
Agricultural Cooperative Federation and the
National Federation of Fisheries Cooperatives
shall each be deemed a banking institution.
(3) Insurance companies and companies which
engage exclusively in the business of mutual
savings bank or in the business of trust shall not
be deemed banking institutions.
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Chapter II. Monetary Policy Committee
Section 1. Composition of the Monetary Policy
Committee
Article 12 (Establishment)
The Monetary Policy Committee shall be established
in the Bank of Korea as its policy-making body.

Article 13 (Composition)
(1) The Monetary Policy Committee shall be
composed of the following seven members:
1. The Governor of the Bank of Korea;
2. The Senior Deputy Governor of the Bank of
Korea;
3. One member recommended by the Minister of
Strategy and Finance;
4. One member recommended by the Governor of
the Bank of Korea;
5. One member recommended by the Chairman
of the Financial Services Commission;
6. One member recommended by the Chairman
of the Korea Chamber of Commerce and
Industry;
7. One member recommended by the Chairman
of the Korea Federation of Banks Incorporated;
and
(2) The Governor of the Bank of Korea (hereinafter
referred to as “the Governor”) shall become the
Chairman of the Monetary Policy Committee
(hereinafter referred to as “the Chairman”)
concurrently and shall be appointed by the
President following deliberation by the State
Council.
(3) The members as prescribed by Clauses 3 through
7 of Paragraph (1) shall be appointed by the
President from among persons with ample
experience of, or with prominent knowledge
concerning finance, economy and industry, on
the recommendation of each pertinent
organization in accordance with the provisions of
the Presidential Decree.
(4) The members of the Monetary Policy Committee
(hereinafter referred to as “the Members”) shall
be standing Members.

Article 14 (Chairman)
(1) The Chairman shall represent the Monetary
Policy Committee and shall preside at meetings of
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the Monetary Policy Committee. The Chairman
shall be in charge of affairs concerning administration of the Monetary Policy Committee.
(2) When the Chairman is unable to preside for some
unavoidable reason, the Member designated in
advance by the Monetary Policy Committee shall
assume the duties and responsibilities of the
Chairman.

Article 15 (Terms of the Members)
The Members as prescribed by Clauses 3 through 7 of
Paragraph (1) of Article 13 shall have terms of four
years and may be reappointed for consecutive terms.

Article 16 (Term of a Vacating Member)
Any vacancy occurring among the Members as
prescribed by Clauses 3 through 7 of Paragraph (1) of
Article 13 during the person's term of office shall be
filled by a new Member. The term of the new
Member shall, however, be for the remainder of the
term of the vacating Member.

Article 17 (Disqualification for Membership)
Persons who fall under any of the following Clauses
may not be Members:
1. Persons not of the nationality of the Republic of
Korea; or
2. Persons who fall under any of the Clauses of
Article 33 of the State Public Officials Act.

Article 18 (Guarantee of the Members' Status)
(1) No Member shall be discharged from his office
against his own will unless he falls under any of
the following Clauses:
1. In case he falls under any of the Clauses of Article
17;
2. In case he cannot perform his duties on account of
mental or physical disability; or
3. In case he has been become inappropriate to fulfill
his duties as a Member by violating his functional
obligations under this Act.
(2) Actions conducted by a disqualified Member
prior to dismissal for reasons as prescribed by
Paragraph (1) shall not lose their validity.

Article 19 (Prohibition of the Members' Political
Activities)
In spite of the provisions of Article 6 of the Political
Parties Act, a Member shall not join a political party,
nor participate in any political activity.

Article 20 (Prohibition of Concurrent Holding of
Offices by the Members, etc)
A Member shall not hold concurrently any of the
following offices nor engage in any business for

profit-making:
1. Member of the National Assembly or assemblies of
local autonomous entities;
2. Public official of central or local government; or
3. Any other office that brings remuneration.

Section 2. Operations of the Monetary Policy
Committee
Article 21 (Meetings)
(1) Meetings of the Monetary Policy Committee shall
be called by the Chairman when the Chairman
considers it necessary to call meetings or when at
least two Members so request.
(2) The decisions of a Monetary Policy Committee
meeting shall be adopted by the attendance of at
least five Members and a simple majority of those
present unless other provisions of this Act require
a special method of decision-making.
(3) Any Member may submit a proposal with the
concurrence of at least two Members. The
Chairman may, however, submit a proposal to the
Monetary Policy Committee on his own motion.

Article 22 (Attendance for Statement of Opinions,
etc)
(1) Deputy Governors of the Bank of Korea may
attend and state their opinions at meetings of the
Monetary Policy Committee.
(2) The Monetary Policy Committee may ask related
specialists, etc. to participate in its meetings and
hear their opinions.

Article 23 (Abstention from the Session)
Any Member must abstain from deliberation and
decision-making concerning proceedings which fall
under any of the following Clauses:
1. Proceedings of the Monetary Policy Committee
involving his or her personal or commercial
interests; or
2. Proceedings of the Monetary Policy Committee
involving the personal or commercial interests of
his or her spouse or relatives within the fourth
degree of consanguinity or second degree of
affinity.

Article 24 (Preparation of Formal Record of
Resolutions, etc)
(1) Whenever the Monetary Policy Committee makes
a decision, it shall prepare a formal record thereof
and those Members party to the decision shall put
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down their names and affix their seal imprint or
sign it.
(2) The Monetary Policy Committee must produce
the minutes of each Committee meeting and
publish them as determined by the Monetary
Policy Committee.

Article 25 (Liability of Damages)
(1) Where the Bank of Korea suffers damage caused
by the Monetary Policy Committee whether
wilfully or through negligence, all Members
present at the meeting involved shall be
individually and jointly liable to the Bank of
Korea for such damage. This shall not apply,
however, to Members who clearly expressed their
dissent at the meeting.
(2) The Auditor shall represent the Bank of Korea in
a suit for recovery of damages provided for in
Paragraph (1).

Article 26 (Immediate Action)
(1) In the event of internal disorder, an external
contingency, a natural disaster or an acute
financial or economic crisis which requires
immediate action and when there is insufficient
time to call a meeting of the Monetary Policy
Committee, the Governor may take such action as
may be necessary within the authority of the
Monetary Policy Committee.
(2) When action as provided for in Paragraph (1) is
taken, the Governor shall call a meeting of the
Monetary Policy Committee as soon as possible
thereafter to report on it.
(3) The Monetary Policy Committee may then
confirm, modify or suspend the action provided
for in Paragraph (1).

Article 27 (Operation of Meetings)
Matters concerning the operation of meetings of the
Monetary Policy Committee shall be determined by
the Presidential Decree.

Section 3. Powers of the Monetary Policy
Committee
Article 28 (Decisions on Monetary and Credit
Policies)
The Monetary Policy Committee shall deliberate and
decide on matters involving the following Clauses on
monetary and credit policies:
1. Basic matters concerning the issue of Bank of
Korea banknotes;
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2. The minimum ratio of reserves which each banking
institution must maintain;
3. The standards for, and interest rates of, the
rediscounts of bills, and other credit operations
which the Bank of Korea conducts with banking
institutions;
4. Basic matters concerning emergency credit to
banking institutions by the Bank of Korea;
5. Designation of banking institutions to which the
Bank of Korea may refuse to supply credit;
6. Basic matters concerning the purchase and sale of
Government bonds, securities guaranteed by the
Government, and so forth in the open market;
7. Basic matters concerning the issue, sale, repurchase
and redemption of Bank of Korea Monetary
Stabilization Bonds;
8. Basic matters concerning the establishment and
operation of the Bank of Korea Monetary
Stabilization Account;
9. Basic matters concerning loans to profit-making
enterprises other than banking institutions in
periods of severe monetary contraction;
10. Basic matters for the operation and management
of the payment systems according to the
provisions of Article 81;
11. Requests for materials concerning banking
institutions and the institutions operating
payment systems subject to the proviso that this
is necessary for the formulation of monetary and
credit policies and the smooth operation of the
payment systems;
12. Requests for the Financial Supervisory Service to
conduct on-site examination and joint
examination with the Bank of Korea on banking
institutions subject to the proviso that this is
necessary for the formulation of monetary and
credit policies;
13. Maximum rates of interest or payments of any
sort which banking institutions may provide to
their customers on different types of deposits or
on other obligations;
14. Maximum rates of interest or fees of any sort
which banking institutions may charge on
different types of loans, advances or other credit
operations or for services rendered to their
customers;
15. Restriction of maximum maturities of loans and
types of collateral that may be required against
such loans of banking institutions;
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16. Restriction of ceilings on the volume of aggregate
or individual categories of loans and investments
of banking institutions, when it is necessary for
the national economy, for example, in the event
of severe monetary expansion;
17. Prior approval for loans of banking institutions,
when it is necessary for the national economy, for
example, in the event of severe monetary
expansion; and
18. Other matters within the competence of the
Monetary Policy Committee as laid down by this
Act or other legislation.

Article 29 (Decisions on Operations of the Bank of
Korea)
The Monetary Policy Committee shall deliberate and
decide on matters set out in the following Clauses
concerning the operations of the Bank of Korea:
1. Amendment of the Articles of Incorporation of the
Bank of Korea;
2. Structure and organization of the Bank of Korea;
3. Budget and closing statements of the Bank of
Korea;
4. Standards of remuneration of employees of the
Bank of Korea; and
5. Other matters concerning the operation of the
Bank of Korea within the competence of the
Monetary Policy Committee as laid down by this
Act or the Articles of Incorporation.

Article 30 (Establishment of Regulations)
The Monetary Policy Committee may establish
regulations necessary for the performance of its
duties.

Article 31 (Assistance in Members’ Business)
The Monetary Policy Committee may have
employees of the Bank of Korea assist Members in
their business.

Chapter III. Executive Organs and
Auditor
Section 1 Executive Organs
Article 32 (Executive Officers)
The Bank of Korea shall have as its executive officers
one Governor, one Senior Deputy Governor, and five
or fewer Deputy Governors.

Article 33 (Governor)
(1) The Governor shall represent the Bank of Korea
and exercise general control over its business.
(2) The term of the Governor shall be four years and
he may be reappointed for a single consecutive
term.

Article 34 (Powers and Duties of the Governor)
(1) The Governor shall conduct the policies
formulated by the Monetary Policy Committee,
and exercise such other powers as may be vested
in him by this Act and the Articles of
Incorporation of the Bank of Korea.
(2) The Governor shall keep the Monetary Policy
Committee currently informed concerning
matters which require its attention and provide
materials and advice necessary for deliberation
and decision-making concerning its policies.

Article 35 (Appointment of Representatives)
(1) The Governor may appoint the Senior Deputy
Governor, the Deputy Governors or other
employees as representatives in all juridical or
extra-judicial actions pertaining to the business of
the Bank of Korea.
(2) The range of employees eligible as representatives
in judical actions as provided for in Paragraph (1)
shall be determined by the Presidential Decree.

Article 36 (Senior Deputy Governor)
(1) The Senior Deputy Governor shall be appointed
by the President on the recommendation of the
Governor.
(2) The term of the Senior Deputy Governor shall be
three years, and he/she may be reappointed for a
single consecutive term.

Article 36-2 (Deputy Governors)
(1) The Deputy Governors shall be appointed by the
Governor.
(2) The terms of the Deputy Governors shall be three
years, and they may be reappointed for a single
consecutive term.

Article 37 (Duties of the Senior Deputy Governor,
etc)
The Senior Deputy Governor shall assist the
Governor, and the Deputy Governors shall assist the
Governor and the Senior Deputy Governor, and
undertake their respective duties in such manner as
may be determined by the Articles of Incorporation
of the Bank of Korea.

Article 38 (Discharge of Deputy Governors)
The Governor shall discharge a Deputy Governor
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under any of the following Clauses:
1. If he has been declared bankrupt by the Court;
2. If he has been sentenced to imprisonment or more
severe punishment, or sentenced to a fine or more
severe punishment because of a violation of this
Act or other financial legislation(including foreign
financial legislation);
3. If he is unable physically or mentally to perform his
official functions; or
4. If he has violated this Act, the Presidential Decree
issued in association with this Act, or the Articles of
Incorporation of the Bank of Korea.

Article 39 (Appointment and Discharge of
Employees)
The Governor shall appoint and discharge employees
of the Bank of Korea.

Article 40 (Responsibilities of Executive Organs)
(1) The Governor, the Senior Deputy Governor, the
Deputy Governors and employees shall faithfully
carry out the policies formulated by the Monetary
Policy Committee.
(2) The Monetary Policy Committee may demand
that the Governor correct his own conduct or that
of the Senior Deputy Governor, the Deputy
Governors and employees, or reprimand them
where necessary.

Article 41 (Restrictions on Concurrent Holding of
Offices)
The Governor, the Senior Deputy Governor, the
Deputy Governors, and employees shall not engage in
any business activity for profit other than their
respective positions, and may not engage in any other
position without the consent of those authorized to
appoint them.

Article 42 (Duties of Probity and Confidentiality)
(1) The Governor, the Senior Deputy Governor, the
Deputy Governors and employees should not
compel banking institutions or their staff
members to provide credit, and in relation to
their duties should not take money or other
valuables or any benefit from banking institutions
or their staff members.
(2) The Governor, the Senior Deputy Governor, the
Deputy Governors and employees, or any person
who was formerly in such a position should not
divulge to outsiders confidential matters which
they may learn about in the course of their duties,
nor should they use such information for any
purpose other than their duties.
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Section 2 Auditor
Article 43 (Appointment)
(1) There shall be one Auditor in the Bank of Korea.
(2) The Auditor shall be appointed by the President
on the recommendation of the Minister of
Strategy and Finance.

Article 44 (Term)
The term of the Auditor shall be three years and he
may be reappointed for a single consecutive term.

Article 45 (Duties)
(1) The Auditor shall constantly audit the operations
of the Bank of Korea and from time to time report
the results of the audit to the Monetary Policy
Committee.
(2) The Auditor shall prepare a comprehensive audit
report and submit it to the Government and the
Monetary Policy Committee each year.
(3) The Governor shall consult with the Auditor
about the appointment and removal of employees
necessary for the Auditor to perform his duties.
This shall not apply, however, to the appointment
and removal of lower-ranking employees as
determined by the Articles of Incorporation of the
Bank of Korea.

Article 46 (Restrictions on Concurrent Holding of
Offices of the Auditor, etc)
The provisions of Article 38, 41 and 42 shall apply in
cases of discharge, restriction on concurrent holding
of offices and duties of probity and confidentiality of
the Auditor.

Chapter IV. Operations of the Bank of
Korea
Section 1. Issue of Bank of Korea Banknotes
Article 47 (Issue of Currency)
The Bank of Korea shall have the sole right to issue
currency.

Article 48 (Currency of Bank of Korea Banknotes)
Banknotes issued by the Bank of Korea shall be legal
tender for all transactions without limitation.

Article 49 (Denomination of Bank of Korea
Banknotes, etc)
The Bank of Korea may issue banknotes in any
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dimension, design or denomination in such manner
as may be determined by the Monetary Policy
Committee, subject to the approval of the
Government.

Article 50 (Banknotes in the Possession of the
Bank of Korea)
Bank of Korea banknotes held by the Bank of Korea
shall not form part of either the assets or liabilities of
the Bank of Korea.

Article 51 (Collection of Claims of the Bank of
Korea, etc)
(1) The Bank of Korea shall accept its banknotes in
collection of claims and receipt of deposits. The
Bank of Korea shall, however, accept deposits
only from those parties entitled to hold deposits
with it.
(2) The Bank of Korea shall on demand repay
deposits with it immediately in its own banknotes.
If there is any agreement on a time requirement
governing the repayment of said deposits,
however, the repayment may be made on or after
the repayment date.

Article 52 (Exchange of Bank of Korea Banknotes,
etc)
(1) The Bank of Korea shall exchange, on demand,
Bank of Korea banknotes of any denomination
for its banknotes of any other denomination
requested as long as its holdings of the said
banknotes permit.
(2) The Bank of Korea shall permanently withdraw
from circulation any of its banknotes which
because of wear and tear or dirtiness or for any
other reason are unfit for circulation, and replace
them with new banknotes.

Article 53 (Issue of Coins)
(1) The Bank of Korea may issue coins.
(2) The provisions of Articles 48 through 52 shall
mutatis mutandis apply to coins as provided for
in Paragraph (1).

Section 2. Deposits and Reserves against Deposits
of Banking Institutions
Article 54 (Acceptance of Deposits by the Bank of
Korea)
The Bank of Korea may accept and hold deposits on
behalf of banking institutions.

Article 55 (Reserves against Deposits, etc)

(1) Banking institutions shall maintain a level of
reserves higher than the ratio of reserves to their
deposit liabilities as provided for in Article 56.
(2) Reserves against deposits as provided for in
Paragraph (1) shall be maintained in the Bank of
Korea in the form of reserve deposits. Banking
institutions, however, may hold such part of their
reserves against deposits in the form of vault cash
consisting of banknotes of the Bank of Korea as
may be determined by the Monetary Policy
Committee.
(3) The Bank of Korea may pay interest on the
reserve deposits as provided for in Paragraph (2)
in such manner as may be determined by the
Monetary Policy Committee.

Article 56 (Determination of Ratio of Reserves to
Deposits, etc)
(1) The Monetary Policy Committee may fix and,
when it deems necessary, alter the minimum ratio
of reserves to deposits (hereinafter referred to as
“ratio of reserves to deposits”) which each
banking institution must maintain.
(2) The ratio of reserves to deposits, except as
provided for in Article 57, shall not be more than
fifty percent, and shall be applied uniformly to all
banking institutions.

Article 57 (Marginal Reserves against Deposits)
The Monetary Policy Committee may, in periods of
pronounced monetary expansion and when it deems
necessary, require banking institutions to maintain
marginal minimum reserves, over and above those
which correspond to the ratio of reserves to deposits,
of up to one hundred percent against any increase in
deposits above the amount outstanding as of the date
specified by the Monetary Policy Committee.

Article 58 (Ratios of Reserves to Each Class of
Deposits)
Subject to the provisions of Articles 55 and 57, the
Monetary Policy Committee may, when it deems
necessary, fix different ratios of reserves to each class
of deposits.

Article 59 (Computation of Minimum Reserves)
(1) The amount of required minimum reserves to be
held by each banking institution shall be
computed semimonthly in such manner as may
be determined by the Monetary Policy
Committee.
(2) In the computation of the required minimum
reserves of each banking institution, its head
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office, branches and offices in the Republic of
Korea shall be considered a single unit.

Article 60 (Imposition of Penalty, etc)
(1) Whenever the amount of the reserves held by any
banking institution during a half-month period
falls below the required minimum reserves
computed according to the provisions of Article
59, the banking institution shall pay to the Bank
of Korea a penalty of one percent of the amount
of the average deficiency during that half-month
period.
(2) If the reserve deficiency persists for more than five
half-months, the Monetary Policy Committee
may prohibit the delinquent banking institution
from making new loans and investments or from
paying out dividends to its shareholders until it
has continued to maintain its reserves at the
required minimum level for at least one full
month.

Article 61 (Increase of the Ratio of Reserves to
Deposits)
Whenever the Monetary Policy Committee raises the
ratio of reserves to deposits, it shall do so in as
gradual and orderly a manner as possible, and give all
banking institutions appropriate advance notice.

Article 62 (Use of Deposit Reserves)
The reserves against deposits held by banking
institutions in the Bank of Korea may be used as a
fund for the settlement of balances with the Bank of
Korea or other banking institutions in such manner
as may be determined by the Monetary Policy
Committee.

Article 63 (Reserve Assets System)
The Monetary Policy Committee may, when it deems
necessary, require each banking institution to hold,
apart from the reserves against deposits, special
reserve assets in such manner as may be determined
by the Presidential Decree.

Section 3 Loans to Banking Institutions
Article 64 (Credit Operations with Banking
Institutions)
(1) The Bank of Korea may conduct the following
credit operations with banking institutions in
such manner as may be determined by the
Monetary Policy Committee:
1. The rediscounting, discounting, buying and
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selling of promissory notes, bills of exchange,
and other credit instruments which banking
institutions have acquired, provided that the
instruments mature within one year from the
date of their acquisition by the Bank of Korea,
and
2. The making of loans against the following kinds
of collateral for fixed periods which shall not
exceed one year:
(a) Credit instruments specified in Clause 1;
(b) Negotiable securities representing
obligations of, or obligations guaranteed by,
the Government; or
(c) Negotiable securities representing
obligations of the Bank of Korea.
(2) All credit instruments rediscounted, discounted,
bought or accepted as collateral in accordance
with the provisions of Paragraph (1) shall bear the
endorsement or be accompanied by a certificate
of assignment of title from the banking institution
from which they are received.

Article 65 (Emergency Credit to Banking
Institutions)
(1) The Bank of Korea may conduct credit operations
against the collateral of any assets which are
defined temporarily as acceptable security with at
least four Members concurring in any of
following cases:
1. Conducting credit operations temporarily with
banking institutions during a grave emergency
which directly threatens monetary and banking
stability; or
2. Conducting credit operations temporarily with
banking institutions which are expected to
experience pronounced difficulty in carrying
out their operations due to temporary shortages
of funds for payment caused by a breakdown of
an electronic information processing system or
other accidental mishap.
(2) A banking institution in receipt of credit specified
in the provisions of Clause 1 of Paragraph (1) may
not, while such debt is outstanding, increase the
total volume of its loans and investments without
prior authorization by the Monetary Policy
Committee.
(3) The Bank of Korea may, when it deems necessary,
check and confirm the operations and status of
the assets of a banking institution in connection
with extension of credit as provided for in
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Paragraph (1).

Article 66 (Refusal of Credit by the Bank of Korea)
(1) The Bank of Korea may reject any application for
credit presented to it by a banking institution if
the Monetary Policy Committee deems that the
applicant banking institution has had, as
compared with other banking institutions,
excessive recourse to the credit of the Bank of
Korea or has been pursuing unsound loan and
investment policies.
(2) Should the Monetary Policy Committee consent
to the extension of credit to a banking institution
as mentioned in Paragraph (1), it may impose
higher discount and interest rates on credit.

Article 67 (Restrictions on Credit of the Bank of
Korea)
The Bank of Korea shall, in periods of severe
monetary expansion, restrict its credit extension to
banking institutions, and grant new credit only in
unavoidable circumstances, while endeavoring to
contract the volume of its outstanding credit to
banking institutions as speedily as possible.

Section 4 Purchases and Sales of Securities in the
Open Market
Article 68 (Open Market Operations)
(1) The Bank of Korea may, in accordance with the
provisions of the Monetary Policy Committee,
buy and sell in the open market for its own
account to implement monetary and credit
policies:
1. Government bonds of the Republic of Korea;
2. Securities whose full redemption and interest
payments are guaranteed by the Government;
and
3. Other securities of types specified by the
Monetary Policy Committee.
(2) The securities provided for in each Clause of
Paragraph (1) shall be confined to those which are
freely negotiable and whose terms
of issuance are being completely
fulfilled.

Article 69 (Bank of Korea Monetary Stabilization
Bonds)
(1) The Bank of Korea may, in accordance with the
provisions of legislation and the Monetary Policy
Committee, issue Bank of Korea Monetary

Stabilization Bonds (hereinafter referred to as
“Monetary Stabilization Bonds”) in the open
market.
(2) The Bank of Korea may repurchase Monetary
Stabilization Bonds in the open market or redeem
them at par by lot before maturity.
(3) The interest rates, maturities and repayment
conditions of Monetary Stabilization Bonds shall
be determined by the Monetary Policy
Committee.
(4) The redemption by lot provided for in Paragraph
(2) may be executed only when the Monetary
Policy Committee deems it necessary.
(5) The Bank of Korea shall immediately retire and
cancel Monetary Stabilization Bonds repurchased
or redeemed. This shall not apply, however, to
purchases under the condition of resale.
(6) The provisions of Article 50 shall apply to
Monetary Stabilization Bonds held by the Bank of
Korea. This shall not apply, however, to purchases
under the condition of resale.

Article 70 (Establishment of the Bank of Korea
Monetary Stabilization Account)
(1) The Bank of Korea may, in accordance with the
provisions of the Monetary Policy Committee,
establish the Bank of Korea Monetary
Stabilization Account and require banking
institutions to hold special deposits in it.
(2) Amounts deposited in the Bank of Korea
Monetary Stabilization Account shall not be
regarded as the reserves against the deposits
specified in Section 2 of Chapter ?.

Section 5 Business with the Government and
Government Agencies
Article 71 (Depositary of the Government)
The Bank of Korea, as the depositary of the
Government of the Republic of Korea, shall handle
national revenue deposits in accordance with the
provisions of the National Treasury Management
Act.

Article 72 (Custody)
The Bank of Korea may accept custody of securities,
documents or other valuable objects belonging to the
Government.

Article 73 (Handling of Government Business)
The Bank of Korea may, in accordance with the
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provisions of legislation, assist in the collection of
national revenues, and handle business related to the
issue, sale or redemption of securities representing
obligations of the Government.

Article 74 (Fee)
The Bank of Korea may charge a fee or commission
for the handling of Government business within the
actual cost of such services.
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Agencies)
The Bank of Korea shall, in periods of monetary
expansion, endeavor to restrict its credit to
government agencies and to contract the outstanding
volume of such credit.

Section 6 Business with the Public

Article 75 (Credit to the Government, etc)
(1) The Bank of Korea may render credit to the
Government on overdrafts or in other forms, and
may directly subscribe to Government bond
issues.
(2) The aggregate of all loans and direct subscriptions
to Government bonds specified in Paragraph (1)
shall not exceed the amount of the indebtedness
which, together with any borrowing by the
Government from other banking institutions and
the public, has been authorized by the National
Assembly.
(3) The interest rates and other terms of the credit as
provided for in Paragraph (1) shall be determined
by the Monetary Policy Committee.

Article 76 (Direct Subscription to Securities
Guaranteed by the Government)
(1) The Bank of Korea may directly subscribe to
securities whose redemption in full and interest
payments are guaranteed by the Government.
(2) The interest rates and other terms of the
subscription to such securities as specified in
Paragraph (1) shall be determined by the
Monetary Policy Committee.

Article 77 (Deposits from and Loans to
Government Agencies)
(1) The Bank of Korea may accept deposits from, and
make loans to, government agencies.
(2) The term “government agencies” as used in
Paragraph (1) shall be defined as juridical persons
which are designated by the Government to
execute on its behalf projects or functions of a
public character in the fields of production,
purchase, sale or distribution.
(3) The redemption in full and interest payments of
the loans stipulated in Paragraph (1) shall be
guaranteed by the Government.
(4) The Monetary Policy Committee shall determine
the interest rates and other terms of loans by the
Bank of Korea to government agencies.

Article 78 (Restrictions on Credit to Government

Article 79 (Restrictions on Transactions with the
Public)
The Bank of Korea shall not, except as provided for in
this Act, accept deposits from, make loans to, or
purchase the obligations of juridical persons or
individuals other than the Government, government
agencies and banking institutions. It may, however, in
such manner as may be determined by the Monetary
Policy Committee, accept deposits from juridical
persons where this is deemed necessary for the
performance of its business.

Article 80 (Credit to For-profit Enterprises)
(1) In periods of severe monetary and credit
contraction when banking institutions are calling
in outstanding loans and refraining from making
new ones, the Bank of Korea may, with at least
four Members concurring, render credit to any
for-profit enterprise such as those engaged in
financing business other than banking
institutions, the provisions of Article 79
notwithstanding.
(2) The credit service provided for in Paragraph (1)
shall observe such terms and conditions as are
stipulated by the Monetary Policy Committee.
(3) The provisions of Paragraph (3) of Article 65 shall
apply to the credit as provided for in Paragraph
(1).

Section 7 Business Concerning Payment Systems
Article 81 (Business Concerning Payment
Systems)
(1) For the purpose of promoting the safety and
efficiency of the payment system as a whole, the
Bank of Korea may determine all the necessary
matters concerning the payment systems that it
operates.
(2) Concerning the payment systems that are
operated by institutions other than the Bank of
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Korea, the Bank of Korea may if necessary request
such operating institutions or the supervisory
body responsible to take measures for the
improvement of the operating rules, etc.
(3) For the purpose of the smooth operation of
overall payment systems, the Bank of Korea may
require institutions operating payment systems
referred to in Paragraph (2) to provide any
materials related to payments and settlements. In
such cases the operating institutions shall comply.
(4) The Bank of Korea may require participant
institutions of payment systems operated by the
Bank of Korea referred to in Paragraph (1) to
provide any relevant materials.

Article 86 (Collection and Compilation of
Statistics, etc)
The Bank of Korea may, when necessary for the
formulation of its monetary and credit policies,
collect and compile statistics on money and banking,
public finance, prices, wages, production, the balance
of payments and other basic economic statistical
series, and conduct economic research and for such
purposes request any materials or information from
the Government organization and any juridical or
individual person.

Chapter V. Requests for Examinations of
Banking Institutions, etc
Section 8 Other Business
Article 87 (Right to Request Materials)
Article 82 (Foreign Exchange Business, etc)
The Bank of Korea may, subject to the authorization
of the Minister of Strategy and Finance, engage in the
following business:
1. Foreign exchange business operations and the
holding of foreign exchange;
2. Acceptance of deposits from foreign banking
institutions,
international
financial
organizations, foreign governments and their
agencies, or United Nations' organizations; and
3. Buying and selling precious metals.

Article 83 (Advice on Foreign Exchange Rate
Policy, etc)
The Bank of Korea shall exercise an advisory function
concerning the Government's policies on exchange
rates, the foreign currency loans and deposits of
banking institutions, and the setting of foreign
exchange overbought and oversold position limits on
them.

Article 84 (Correspondent Agreements)
The Bank of Korea may conclude correspondent
agreements with banking institutions as determined
by the Monetary Policy Committee.

Article 85 (Representing the Government at
International Organizations)
The Bank of Korea shall, in accordance with the
directions of the Government, represent the
Government in all or any dealings, negotiations or
transactions with international monetary or financial
organizations of which the Republic of Korea is a
member.

The Bank of Korea may, when the Monetary Policy
Committee deems it necessary for the
implementation of its monetary and credit policies,
request banking institutions (including for this
purpose those engaged in financing business, other
than banking institutions, which enter into
agreements on current deposit accounts with the
Bank of Korea) to provide any materials. Adequate
consideration shall be given to the operational
burden imposed on the banking institutions
concerned by keeping the information to be supplied
to the minimum required.

Article 88 (Request for Examination, Joint
Examination, etc)
(1) The Bank of Korea may, when the Monetary
Policy Committee deems it necessary for the
implementation of its monetary and credit
policies, require the Financial Supervisory Service
set up under the Act on the Establishment, etc. of
the Financial Services Commission (hereinafter
referred to as “the Financial Supervisory Service”)
to examine banking institutions within a
determined specific range and, when necessary, it
may require the Financial Supervisory Service to
have employees of the Bank of Korea participate
on a joint basis in the examination of banking
institutions. In such cases the Financial
Supervisory Service shall comply without delay.
(2) The Bank of Korea may request the Financial
Supervisory Service to submit the findings of
examinations carried out in accordance with the
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provisions of Paragraph (1) and on the basis of
these findings to take the necessary corrective
measures against the banking institutions
concerned. In such cases the Financial
Supervisory Service shall comply.

Article 89 (Request for Reconsideration of a
Decision of the Financial Services Commission)
(1) The Monetary Policy Committee may, when it
has a different view, request the Financial Services
Commission to reconsider a financial supervisory
decision it has taken if it has a direct bearing on
monetary and credit policies.
(2) When the Financial Services Commission takes
the same decision as its previous one on a matter
whose reconsideration has been requested under
the provisions of Paragraph (1) with at least twothirds of all Members concurring, the decision
mentioned in Paragraph (1) shall become
effective.

Chapter VI. Relationship with the
Government, etc
Article 90 (Governor's Attendance at the State
Council)
(1) The Governor may attend and state his opinion
on matters related to money and credit at the
State Council.
(2) The Government may request the Governor to
attend the State Council.

Article 91 (Government Official's Presence at the
Meeting of the Monetary Policy Committee)
The Vice Minister of Strategy and Finance, or the
Vice Chairman of the Financial Services Commission
may be present and state their opinions at meetings
of the Monetary Policy Committee. However, the
Vice Chairman of the Financial Services Commission
may be present and state his opinion only on matters
related to the responsibilities of the Financial Services
Commission.

Article 92 (Request for Reconsideration of a
Decision of the Monetary Policy Committee)
(1) Where the Minister of Strategy and Finance
considers the decisions taken by the Monetary
Policy Committee in conflict with the
Government's economic policy, he may request
the Committee to reconsider them.
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(2) When the Monetary Policy Committee takes the
same decision as its previous one on a matter
requested for reconsideration under the
provisions of Paragraph (1) with at least five
Members concurring, the final decision shall rest
with the President.
(3) When the Minister of Strategy and Finance may
makes a request as provided for in Paragraph (1),
he must at once announce this publicly according
to the provisions stipulated by the Presidential
Decree.

Article 93 (Government's Consultation with the
Monetary Policy Committee)
The Government shall consult with the Monetary
Policy Committee whenever it formulates important
policies related to money and credit.

Article 94 (Exchange of Information)
The Minister of Strategy and Finance may, the
Monetary Policy Committee and the Financial
Services Commission may, when it is deemed
necessary for the formulation of policy, request
materials from each other. Each authority shall
comply with the request unless it has a particular
reason for not doing so.

Article 95 (Audit by the Board of Audit and
Inspection)
The Bank of Korea shall be audited by the Board of
Audit and Inspection every year.

Article 96 (Report to the National Assembly, etc)
(1) The Bank of Korea shall at least twice a year
prepare a report on the implementation of its
monetary and credit policies, and submit it to the
National Assembly.
(2) The Governor shall attend, and answer the
questions of, the National Assembly or any of its
Committees at the request of the National
Assembly or its Committee concerning the
reports provided for in Paragraph (1).

Chapter VII. Accounting, etc.
Section 1 Accounting
Article 97 (Fiscal Year)
The fiscal year of the Bank of Korea shall correspond
to that of the Government.

Article 98 (Budget and Closing Statements)
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(1) The budget of the Bank of Korea for each fiscal
year shall be confirmed by a decision of the
Monetary Policy Committee.
(2) In the budget in Paragraph (1), the budget
allocations for expenses classified as salaries, etc.
by the Presidential Decree shall have previously
received the consent of the Minister of Strategy
and Finance may.
(3) The Bank of Korea shall submit an itemized
budget as provided for in Paragraph (2) to the
Minister of Strategy and Finance at least sixty days
before the start of each fiscal year.
(4) The Governor shall submit a set of closing
statements for the fiscal year to the Minister of
Strategy and Finance within two months after the
close of each fiscal year.

Article 99 (Disposal of Surplus)
(1) The Bank of Korea shall allocate to the reserves
annually ten percent of any net profit after
allowance has been made for the depreciation of
assets.
(2) The Bank of Korea may, with the approval of the
Government, establish reserve funds for specific
purposes when net profit remains after
compliance with the provisions of Paragraph (1).
(3) After making allocation of its net profit in
accordance with the provisions of Paragraphs (1)
and (2), the Bank of Korea shall pay what remains
of the net profit into the General Revenue
Account of the Government.

months after the close of the said fiscal year.
(2) The general balance sheets referred to in
Paragraph (1) shall be signed by, or bear the seal
impressions of, the Governor, the Auditor and the
person responsible for their preparation.

Article 102 (Publication of the Annual Report)
(1) The Bank of Korea shall, within three months
after the end of each fiscal year, submit to the
Government its annual report and publish it. This
annual report shall outline its business status, its
monetary policy and the Government's foreign
exchange policy, and analyze the economic and
financial situation of the country during the fiscal
year.
(2) The annual report in Paragraph (1) shall be
approved by a resolution of the Monetary Policy
Committee.

Article 103 (Prohibition of Profit-making
Activities, etc)
The Bank of Korea may not participate, directly or
indirectly, in profit-making activities, or the
ownership or management of any profit-making
enterprise, and may not purchase or permanently
own real property unless it is necessary for the
conduct of its business.

Chapter VIII. Supplementary
Provisions

Article 100 (Recoupment of Loss)
Any loss incurred by the Bank of Korea during any
fiscal year shall be offset from the reserves and,
should these be insufficient, the deficiency shall be
made up by the Government in accordance with the
National Fiscal Management Act.

Section 2 Balance Sheet and Annual Report, etc
Article 101 (Public Announcement of the Balance
Sheet)
(1) The Bank of Korea shall publish within the first
twenty days of each month a general balance
sheet, showing in appropriate detail its assets and
liabilities as of the last working day of the
preceding month. Where the general balance
sheet is as of the last working day of the fiscal
year, the Bank of Korea may publish it within two

Article 104 (Penal Provision)
Any person (including the Auditor under the
provisions of Article 46) who violates the provisions
of Paragraph (2) of Article 42 shall be subject to a
term of imprisonment not exceeding three years or to
a fine not exceeding twenty million won.

Article 105 (Penal Provision)
Any person who violates the provisions of Article 10
shall be subject to a term of imprisonment not
exceeding one year or to a fine not exceeding ten
million won.

Article 106 (Treatment as Public Officials in
Application of the Punitive Provisions of Related
Acts)
(1) The Members, the Deputy Governors, the
Auditor and employees of the Bank of the Korea
shall be deemed public officials for the purpose of
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application of the punitive provisions of the
Criminal Code or other laws.
(2) The meaning of employees referred to in
Paragraph (1) shall be determined by the
Presidential Decree.
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The Bank of Korea shall modify its Articles of
Incorporation to correspond with the revisions
contained in this Act and obtain authorization from
the Minister of Finance and Economy concurrently
with this Act's entry into effect.

Article 7 (Amendments of Other Acts)

ADDENDA
Article 1 (Enforcement Date)
This Act shall be effective from April 1, 1998.

Article 2 (Application of Restriction on the
Reappointment of the Senior Deputy Governor
and the Auditor)
The revised provisions of Paragraph (2) of Article 36
and Paragraph (3) of Article 44 shall take effect from
the first appointment of a Senior Deputy Governor
and an Auditor in each case under this Act.

Article 3 (General Interim Measures)
(1) Authorizations, approvals, decisions, orders,
dispositions and other administrative decisions
made by the Monetary Board on the basis of the
former provisions before the entry into effect of
this Act shall be deemed granted by the Monetary
Policy Committee on the basis of this Act.
(2) Applications, reports and other activities to the
Monetary Board based on the former provisions
before the entry into effect of this Act shall be
deemed as those to the Monetary Policy
Committee based on this Act.

Article 4 (Interim Measures Concerning the
Members and Executive Officers, etc)
The Chairman and the Members, the Governor, the
Senior Deputy Governor, the Assistant Governors,
and the Auditor of the Bank of Korea serving as of the
entry into effect of this Act shall exercise their
respective functions under this Act until such time as
a Chairman and the Members, a Governor, a Senior
Deputy Governor, Deputy Governors and an Auditor
have been appointed on the basis of this Act.

Article 5 (Special Measures Concerning the Terms
of Members)
Among the Members initially appointed under this
Act, the terms of the Members provided for in
Clauses 2 through 4 of Paragraph (1) of Article 13
shall be two years, the revised provisions of Article 15
notwithstanding.

Article 6 (Modification of Articles of
Incorporation)

(1) The Ethics in Public Service Act shall be amended
as follows.
In Clause 9 of Paragraph (1) of Article 3 and
Clause 10 of Paragraph (1) of Article 10, the term
“Superintendent of Banks” shall be replaced by
“Governor of the Financial Supervisory Service”.
(2) The National Bonds Act shall be amended as
follows.
In Paragraph (2) of Article 15, the term
“Executives of the Bank of Korea” shall be
replaced by “Deputy Governors of the Bank of
Korea” and the term “the Executive in charge of
the revenue and expenditure of a fund” by “the
Deputy Governor in charge of the revenue and
expenditure of a fund.”
In Paragraph (3) of Article 15, the term “the
Executive in charge of the revenue and
disbursement of a fund” shall be replaced by “the
Deputy Governor in charge of the revenue and
disbursement of a fund”.
(3) The Monopoly Regulation and Fair Trade Act
shall be amended as follows.
Clause 1 of Paragraph (3) of Article 14 shall be
amended as follows;
1. The Financial Supervisory Service established
by the Act Concerning the Establishment of
Financial Supervisory Organizations.
(4) The Act Relating to the Regulation of Agreements
shall be amended as follows.
In Paragraph (1) of Article 18, the term “Office of
Bank Supervision under the Bank of Korea Act”
shall be replaced by “Financial Supervisory
Service established under the Act Concerning the
Establishment of Financial Supervisory
Organizations”.
(5) The Support of the 18th Winter Universiad and
the 4th Winter Asian Games Act shall be amended
as follows.
In Paragraph (2) of Article 19, the term “and
notwithstanding the provisions of Article 72 of
the Bank of Korea Act may acquire real estate”
shall be deleted.

Article 8 (Relation with Other Legislation)
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When any legislation cites any provisions of the
former Bank of Korea Act as of this Act's entry into
effect, it shall be deemed as citing the relevant
provisions of this Act. Citing an Assistant Governor
of the Bank of Korea shall be deemed as citing a
Deputy Governor of the Bank of Korea. And citing
the Office of Bank Supervision or the Office of Bank
Supervision of the Bank of Korea shall be deemed as
citing the Financial Supervisory Service. Citing the
Superintendent of Banks of the Bank of Korea or the
Superintendent of Banks shall be deemed as citing the
Governor of the Financial Supervisory Service.

ADDENDA <Act No. 6018, Sep. 7, 1999>
Article 1 (Enforcement Date)
This Act shall enter into force on July 1, 2000.
(Proviso Omitted)

ADDENDA <Act No. 6836, Dec. 30, 2002>
Article 1 (Enforcement Date)
This Act shall enter into force on January 1, 2003.

Articles 2 through 7 (Omitted)

ADDENDA <Act No. 6971, Sep. 3, 2003>
(1) (Enforcement Date)
This Act shall enter into force on January 1, 2004.
(2) (Interim Measures Concerning the Terms of the
Member and the Senior Deputy Governor)
The terms of the Member of the Monetary Policy
Committee appointed under the former Clause 7
of Paragraph (1) of Article 13 and the Senior
Deputy Governor appointed under the former
Paragraph (1) of Article 36, as of the entry into
effect of this Act, shall be until December 31,
2003, the former provisions notwithstanding.

Articles 2 through 21 (Omitted)

ADDENDA <Act No. 6256, Jan. 28, 2000>

ADDENDA <Act No. 8050, Oct. 4, 2006>
Article 1 (Enforcement Date)

Article 1 (Enforcement Date)
(1) This Act shall enter into force on July 1, 2000.
(Proviso Omitted)
(2) (Omitted)

Articles 2 through 14 (Omitted)

ADDENDA <Act No. 6274, Oct. 23, 2000>
Article 1 (Enforcement Date)

This Act shall enter into force on January 1, 2007.

Articles 2 through 12 (Omitted)

ADDENDA <Act No. 8852, Feb. 29, 2008>
Article 1 (Enforcement Date)
This Act shall enter into force on the date of its
promulgation. (Proviso Omitted)

Articles 2 through 7 (Omitted)

This Act shall enter into force one month after the
date of its promulgation.

Articles 2 through 6 (Omitted)

ADDENDA <Act No. 6429, Mar. 28, 2001>
Article 1 (Enforcement Date)
This Act shall enter into force on the date as
determined by the Presidential Decree within twoyear period after the date of its promulgation.
(Proviso Omitted)

Articles 2 through 11 (Omitted)

ADDENDA <Act No. 8863, Feb. 29, 2008>
Article 1 (Enforcement Date)
This Act shall enter into force on the date of its
promulgation.

Articles 2 through 5 (Omitted)
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D. The Bank of Korea Base Rate
Policy direction
1999

Jan.~ Apr.
6

2000

Feb. 10
Oct.
Feb.

May

2001

Scale of adjustment

Downward stability

Policy rate

–

–

Maintaining current level

–

4.75%

Increase

+0.25%p

5.00%

5

Increase

+0.25%p

5.25%

8

Decrease

△0.25%p

5.00%

July

5

Decrease

△0.25%p

4.75%

Aug.

9

Decrease

△0.25%p

4.50%

Sep. 19

Decrease

△0.50%p

4.00%

2002

May

7

Increase

+0.25%p

4.25%

2003

May 13

Decrease

△0.25%p

4.00%

July 10

Decrease

△0.25%p

3.75%

Aug. 12

Decrease

△0.25%p

3.50%

Nov. 11

Decrease

△0.25%p

3.25%

Oct. 11

Increase

+0.25%p

3.50%

Dec.

8

Increase

+0.25%p

3.75%

Feb.

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

9

Increase

+0.25%p

4.00%

June 8

Increase

+0.25%p

4.25%

Aug. 10

Increase

+0.25%p

4.50%

July 12

Increase

+0.25%p

4.75%

Aug.

9

Increase

+0.25%p

5.00%

Mar.

7

–

–

Aug.

7

Increase

+0.25%p

5.25%

Oct.

9

Decrease

△0.25%p

5.00%

Oct. 27

Decrease

△0.75%p

4.25%

Nov. 7

Decrease

△0.25%p

4.00%

5.00% 1)

Dec. 11

Decrease

△1.00%p

3.00%

Jane 9

Decrease

△0.50%p

2.50%

Feb. 12

Decrease

△0.50%p

2.00%

Increase

+0.25%p

2.25%

July

9

Note: 1) Changed from the‘call rate target’to the‘Bank of Korea Base Rate’from March 2008 onward
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E. Key Economic Indicators
Banknotes and
coins issued

Reserve
money1)

M12)

M23)

(Narrow money)

(Broad money)

Period-averages, billion won
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

12.5
14.4
18.4
18.9
22.9
28.9
37.7
54.7
75.9
101.2
127.7
151.9
182.5
264.3
335.6
430.4
554.8
755.8
1,112.4
1,458.9
1,717.1
1,954.3
2,219.8
2,565.4
2,759.3
2,917.2
3,184.2
3,696.8
4,477.3
5,289.3
6,393.7
7,547.4
8,353.2
10,849.0
12,971.2
14,588.8
15,853.3
16,146.3
14,813.4
15,685.7
17,966.6
19,777.8
22,376.4
23,319.3
23,969.4
25,026.5
26,732.8
28,118.7
29,332.7
32,658.2

285.6
316.5
505.8
631.7
845.3
1,095.0
1,485.5
2,300.8
2,900.2
2,712.2
2,743.9
2,840.7
3,432.2
3,625.0
3,735.9
4,078.3
4,861.1
6,856.1
9,385.5
11,707.3
13,742.7
15,286.7
18,467.2
21,456.4
24,322.7
24,832.1
21,116.0
19,593.0
21,961.7
26,357.0
29,375.9
33,579.3
35,754.7
37,272.4
38,785.2
41,664.0
48,543.7
52,272.8
61,739.6

272.6
332.5
423.8
640.5
796.8
1,025.1
1,335.8
1,869.4
2,614.7
3,382.2
4,075.9
5,120.5
7,684.5
9,922.4
11,154.1
13,005.5
16,710.8
21,281.5
26,580.2
30,645.7
38,053.9
45,744.2
55,349.9
68,106.3
77,914.9
87,706.3
99,811.9
117,963.0
113,659.4
147,285.2
183,349.9
216,442.4
265,042.4
283,397.4
306,842.5
332,902.1
330,134.1
312,832.3
307,273.6
357,344.1

Doposits at
commercial &
specialized
banks4)

Loans of
Yield on
commercial & Interest rate on Interest rate on corporate bonds
deposits5)
loans6)
specialized
yields7)
banks4)

Period-end, billion won
47,906.4
62,358.9
81,931.4
102,077.9
130,599.2
160,777.3
193,604.1
235,318.3
282,476.3
338,213.2
408,989.2
482,437.8
596,168.3
676,674.7
691,393.5
739,337.0
824,227.8
888,988.6
929,640.6
993,960.1
1,076,682.4
1,197,094.8
1,367,713.4
1,508,550.4

0.1
0.2
0.6
1.2
2.5
4.5
7.2
8.1
11.5
13.5
14.1
24.7
39.1
39.0
43.1
78.5
120.9
205.9
373.1
619.2
789.7
977.6
1,323.9
1,760.5
2,128.7
2,812.3
3,760.4
5,455.9
7,765.1
9,782.7
12,421.9
17,034.1
21,189.3
23,907.6
27,925.1
31,022.6
35,925.8
45,720.4
57,484.7
66,917.7
84,054.1
98,507.9
107,246.5
115,731.8
135,190.0
154,136.1
181,720.8
198,197.4
251,794.5
323,411.1
404,660.9
455,630.5
512,419.4
548,098.4
540,726.2
561,945.6
592,720.5
593,171.3
675,204.7
751,272.7

0.1
0.3
0.6
1.5
2.3
3.8
7.2
10.9
15.9
18.3
11.5
32.0
43.2
49.1
53.1
72.1
102.7
178.5
331.2
563.0
722.4
919.5
1,198.0
1,587.5
2,427.8
2,905.5
3,724.9
4,709.0
6,609.0
8,977.8
12,204.4
15,955.0
20,225.8
24,150.3
27,978.9
33,810.7
39,098.6
43,095.8
48,805.4
62,547.8
74,028.6
89,415.6
102,797.0
115,137.4
135,850.3
152,477.7
177,184.1
200,401.1
200,289.1
250,240.1
310,804.1
357,383.5
471,684.3
538,260.9
565,655.4
613,922.8
699,430.3
803,724.1
917,110.1
953,505.2

% per annum
3.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
12.0
12.0
12.0
12.0
12.0
10.0
10.0
15.0
15.0
15.0
15.0
26.4
26.4
26.4
25.2
22.8
22.8
20.4
12.0
12.0
15.0
15.0
16.2
14.4
18.6
18.6
18.6
16.2
8.0
8.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
8.5
8.5~10.0
7.5~10.0
10.8
11.3
13.3
6.9
7.0
5.4
4.7
4.2
3.8
3.6
4.4
5.1
5.7
3.3

14.6
18.3
18.3
18.3
18.3
18.3
18.3
18.3
18.3
17.5
17.5
17.5
15.7
15.7
16.0
23.0
26.0
26.0
25.2
24.0
24.0
22.0
15.5
15.5
15.5
15.5
18.0
16.0
19.0
19.0
20.0
17.0
10.0
10.0
10.0~11.5
10.0~11.5
10.0~11.5
10.0~11.5
11.0~13.0
10.0~12.5
10.0~12.5
10.0~12.5
10.0~12.5
8.5~12.0
8.5~12.5
9.0~12.5
11.2
11.8
15.2
9.4
8.6
7.7
6.7
6.2
5.9
5.6
6.0
6.6
7.2
5.7

22.9
21.8
21.0
20.1
20.4
20.1
21.1
26.7
30.7
24.4
17.3
14.2
14.1
14.2
12.8
12.6
14.2
15.2
16.5
18.9
16.2
12.6
12.9
13.8
11.9
13.4
15.1
8.9
9.4
7.1
6.6
5.4
4.7
4.7
5.2
5.7
7.0
5.8

Notes: 1) Reserve money = currency in circulation + central bank liabilities to other depository coporations etc.
2) M1 = currency in circulation + demand deposits & savings deposits with transferability.
3) M2 = M1 + periodical time deposits & installment savings + marketable instruments (CDs, RP, Cover bills, etc.) + yield-based dividend instruments (money in
trust, beneficiary certificates, etc.) + financial debentures + others.
4) Includes all financial institutions Before 1959 and includes the Korea Development Bank since Jan. 2002, when it was reclassified among Commercial &
Specialized banks.
5) End of period, for more than 1 year and less than 2 years prior to 1995. From 1996, the rate is an average weighted by amounts and period-average.
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Producer price

Consumer price

2005=100, Changes (%)
25.3
28.2
81.1
31.6
16.2
-6.2
2.6
10.7
13.4
9.3
20.6
34.7
10.0
8.9
6.4
8.1
6.7
9.1
8.6
14.0
6.9
42.1
26.5
12.1
9.0
11.7
18.7
39.0
20.4
4.7
0.2
0.7
0.9
-1.5
0.5
2.7
1.5
4.2
4.7
2.2
1.5
2.7
4.7
3.3
3.8
12.2
-2.1
2.0
-0.4
-0.3
2.2
6.1
2.1
0.9
1.4
8.6
-0.2

Current account 8)
balance

Gold and Foreign
reserves

Period-end, million $
11.3
10.9
10.8
12.4
16.0
13.5
11.7
3.2
24.3
25.3
15.3
10.1
14.5
18.3
28.7
21.4
7.2
3.4
2.3
2.5
2.8
3.0
7.1
5.7
8.6
9.3
6.2
4.8
6.3
4.5
4.9
4.4
7.5
0.8
2.3
4.1
2.8
3.5
3.6
2.8
2.2
2.5
4.7
2.8

23
53
61
-68
-33
-36
-23
-3
38
16
13
33
-56
-143
-26
9
-103
-192
-440
-549
-623
-848
-371
-309
-2,023
-1,887
-314
12
-1,085
-4,151
-5,312
-4,607
-2,551
-1,524
-1,293
-795
4,709
10,058
14,505
5,344
-2,014
-8,417
-4,095
821
-4,024
-8,665
-23,120
-8,287
40,371
24,522
12,251
8,033
5,394
11,950
28,174
14,981
5,385
5,876
-5,776
42,668

27
38
83
109
108
96
99
116
147
147
157
207
169
131
136
146
245
357
391
553
610
568
740
1,094
1,056
1,550
2,961
4,306
4,937
5,708
6,571
6,891
6,984
6,910
7,650
7,749
7,955
9,193
12,378
15,245
14,822
13,733
17,154
20,262
25,673
32,712
33,237
20,405
52,041
74,055
96,198
102,821
121,413
155,352
199,066
210,391
238,956
262,224
201,223
269,995

Exchange rates
of Won to U.S
Dollar9)

GNI Per capita

Growth rate of
GDP10)

Period-end, won

$

%

2.5
6.0
6.0
18.0
18.0
50.0
50.0
50.0
50.0
50.0
65.0
130.0
130.0
130.0
256.5
272.6
272.0
274.6
281.5
304.5
316.7
373.3
398.9
397.5
484.0
484.0
484.0
484.0
484.0
484.0
659.9
700.5
748.8
795.5
827.4
890.2
861.4
792.3
684.1
679.6
716.4
760.8
788.4
808.1
788.7
774.7
844.2
1,695.0
1,204.0
1,138.0
1,264.5
1,313.5
1,186.2
1,192.6
1,035.1
1,011.6
929.8
936.1
1,259.5
1,164.5

67
70
65
66
74
80
81
79
82
87
100
103
105
125
142
169
210
255
291
322
404
559
607
825
1,043
1,443
1,693
1,660
1,826
1,927
2,113
2,300
2,355
2,702
3,402
4,548
5,556
6,303
7,276
7,714
8,402
9,727
11,735
12,518
11,505
7,607
9,778
11,292
10,631
12,100
13,460
15,082
17,531
19,722
21,695
19,296
17,175

5.6
4.5
-1.3
7.6
5.5
3.9
1.2
5.9
2.1
9.1
9.7
5.7
12.2
5.9
11.3
13.8
8.8
10.4
6.5
14.8
9.4
7.3
13.5
11.8
10.3
8.4
-1.9
7.4
8.3
12.2
9.9
7.5
12.2
12.3
11.7
6.8
9.3
9.7
5.8
6.3
8.8
8.9
7.2
5.8
-5.7
10.7
8.8
4.0
7.2
2.8
4.6
4.0
5.2
5.1
2.3
0.2
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1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

Notes: 6) End of period, less than 1 year prior to 1995. From 1996, the rate is an average weighted by amounts, and peiod average.
7) Period-average, with maturity of 3 years.
8) Data for years prior to 1979 are on earlier basis (IMF Balance of Payments manual, fourth edition) owing to the impossibility of revising the series because of the
inadequacy of past data at the time of reviving the balance of payments account on the 1998 IMF Balance of Payments Manual (Fifth edition).
9) Data prior to 1996 are the Bank of Korea concentration base rate and data from 1997 are the market-average exchange rate.
10) Data up to 1969 are based on 1975 year prices and data from 1970 are based on chained 2005 year prices.
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F. Branches and Overseas Representative Offices

• Head Office
Add. 110, 3-Ga, Namdaemunno, Jung-Gu, Seoul, 100-794, Korea
Tel. 82-2-759-4114 / Fax. 82-2-759-4060
E-mail: bokdplp@bok.or.kr

• Overseas Representative Offices
New York Representative Office : repo@bokny.org
Add. 780 Third Avenue (23rd floor) New York, N.Y. 10017, U.S.A.
Tel. 1-212-759-5121~3 / Fax. 1-212-758-6563
Representative in Washington D.C : repo@bokdc.org
Add. 1667 K Street, N.W., Suite 450, Washington D.C. 20006, U.S.A.
Tel. 1-202-463-7152 / Fax. 1-202-463-7155
Frankfurt Representative Office : bokffm@bok.or.kr
Add. Messeturm 29. OG. Friedrich-Ebert-Anlage 49, 60308
Frankfurt am Main, Germany
Tel. 49-69-7434-870 / Fax. 49-69-7434-8729
Tokyo Representative Office : post@bok.or.jp
Add. Rm. 837, Shin Kokusai Bldg., 3-4-1, Marunouchi, Chiyoda-Ku,
Tokyo,100-0005, Japan
Tel. 81-3-3213-6961/ Fax. 81-3-3213-6959

London Representative Office : londonrep@bok.org.uk
Add. 8th Floor, Tower 42, 25 Old Broad Street, London EC2N 1HQ, U.K.
Tel. 44-20-7382-0580 / Fax. 44-20-7374-2452
Beijing Representative Office : beijing@bok.or.kr
Add. 3509C, China World Trade Center Tower 2, N0.1 Jianguomenwai
Avenue, Beijing, P. R. China, 100004
Tel. 86-10-6505-9877 / Fax. 86-10-6505-9878
Representative in Hong Kong : bokhgkon@netvigator.com
Add. Room 3404, Gloucester Tower, The Landmark, 15 Queen’s Road
Central, Hong Kong, China
Tel. 852-2526-6508 / Fax. 852-2868-5276

Appendixes

• Domestic Branches
1. Busan
2. Daegu & Gyeongbuk
3. Mokpo
4. Gwangju & Jeonnam
5. Jeonbuk
6. Daejeon & Chungnam
7. Chungbuk
8. Gangwon
9. Incheon
10. Jeju
11. Gyeonggi
12. Gyeongnam
13. Gangneung
14. Ulsan
15. Pohang
16. Gangnam
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